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Prologue  

 

As I sit here in this cold place, so ripe in fading memories of my 

beloved Masters, past and present, I see how it all links together now. 

I regret not that my time is over, for it was not wasted, as history shall 

tell, though not of me.  The part I played in the life of them both, though that 

tale be silenced forever with my death, was a vital one - to something greater 

than us all.  Vital to shaping the future of my magnificent land.  Vital to our 

beloved Britain. 

For I know now, without Merlin, my past Master, there would not 

have been my present one.  And without Arthur, there would not have been a 

Britain at all.  I was blessed to be an instrument in the lives of them both. 

To Arthur, I was only his trusted servant nearly all the days of his life.  

But to Merlin. . . ah, to Merlin, the greatest of us all, I was pupil, prodigy, 

instrument of his Will, and friend as well. 

Both are gone now.  But to have served first Merlin the Enchanter, 

then Arthur of Britain, was indeed a wondrous thing.  A life twice blessed. 

While I sit in this cave of shimmering crystals, beside my old master's 

bier, I see his design now plainly before me.  I know at last why he contrived 

that I should remain only partially known to Arthur, although the confusion 

of it seemed to wound the young man I was at the time.  For had Arthur 

known me for all that I have been, I would have been set apart from him, 

and not accomplished our purpose.  And in spite of my fame being well-
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hidden, -  'the great northern star of the sixth century' - some called my 

bardic talents, our purpose was more important still. 

As I wait in this lonely cave for my life to end, knowing no other 

living soul shall ever again find our resting place beneath his hollow hill, I 

know that Merlin and I were victorious.  For from Merlin's fires came a 

kingdom, and it, moreso than the king he conjured, shall outlast time itself. 

Britain, as well as Arthur, shall be remembered. 

 

* * * * * * * * * * * * 

TALIESIN, Bard 

* * * * * * * * * *  

 

 





 

 

Chapter One 

Vision 

 

It was a dark time, the year of my birth.  It was a time filled with fear.  

War lay upon the land like a mantle of icy foreboding, chilling its victims by 

fear and despair until destruction seemed inevitable.  Constant ravages of 

homes and villages throughout the land had left its horrible signature upon 

the very heart of the people.  Hope seemed lost forever.  Savagery became a 

way of life under Britain's new king, and soon, too soon, nothing better was 

expected.  But out of darkness can come light.  Only when the need is 

greatest shall a phoenix rise up from the ashes to heal the devastation before 

it.  And just such a one was he. 

He was only twelve when I was born.  But he had escaped to Brittany 

to his father, Ambrosius.  While I was being discovered in a leathern bag at 

Prince Elphin's weir in Gwaelod, just south of Aberystwyth, he was 

improvising invasion plans whereby his father would overthrow King 

Vortigern, the Usurper.  But Merlin was always a great one for plans, even 

then. 
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Merlin was not yet known for the great Enchanter that he is.  Nor had 

he seen the dragons under King's Fort near Snowdon, which began his fame.  

Of course it had been noticed that he had the Sight. 

It was during this overthrow, five years after my birth, that Merlin 

took me in.  Only a matter of days before he made his name as King's 

Prophet.  At that time I thought him to be a god.  That has not changed.  But 

I am thirteen now, nearly grown, and he a man of twenty-five, his fame well-

established.  As I recall these last eight years, his kindness causes a tightness 

in my throat and my eyes begin to blur. 

For the first five years of my life, I was carefully nurtured at the court 

of King Gwyddno by his only son, Elphin, who gave me my name.  Taliesin, 

he named me, 'radiant brow', because he thought me a comely babe.  But he 

soon discovered I was much more than that.  Not only did I bring him luck, 

but I was born a gifted bard.  By that art did I rescue him from Maelgan 

Gwynedd, who had imprisoned him at Deganwy.  Soon after, all at the court 

of Gwyddno perished at the hands of Vortigern, leaving me orphan and 

outcast. 

Merlin had just arrived in Dumnonia, some call Cornwall, ahead of 

his father's troops as an advance scout.  Having also been born in Wales, 

near the lovely village of Betws-Y-Coed, Merlin was travelling to his 

present home near Maridunum in order to gather information for his father 

of Vortigern's whereabouts.  It was in Gwent he came across the devastation 

Vortigern and his Saxon mercenaries had wrought, including me, where I 

had wandered alone from Dyfed.  He offered me food, the shelter of his cave 

at Maridunum, and the warmth of the hearth in his hill of Bryn 

Gwydden,(pronounced 'Gwithin', as dd in Welsh is th). 
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Several days later we were abducted by Vortigern's men, who had 

heard that Merlin was a bastard, and "no-man's son".  Merlin, of course, 

would not acknowledge his paternal tie, knowing his father was about to 

embark from Brittany with an invasion force.  He would have died before 

endangering Ambrosius, and very nearly did, along with me by default as his 

young page.  For Vortigern was searching for a "son of no-man" to sacrifice 

on the ever-crumbling foundations of the ill-fated King's Fort. 

As the situation looked utterly hopeless there before the King at Dinas 

Brenin, Merlin had his famous vision of the red dragon of Ambrosius 

slaying the white dragon of Vortigern.  This happened within the hill, in a 

concealed cavern which Merlin had divined, under the foundations of the 

would-be citadel.  By the time the great firedrake blazed through the night 

sky, he had proved his ability as a Seer, and his prophecy sufficiently shook 

the King for long enough to enable our escape.   But that is another story.   I 

have been his faithful servant since that time. 

Ambrosius has been King crowned for three years, with his brother, 

Uther, as military regent.  It took him two hard years to conquer the Saxons 

and Vortigern, and secure his crown.  Hengist and his Saxons were defeated 

first at Doward, then at Kaerconan, where Merlin first began his habit of 

perching himself on a high place in sight of the troops, as an omen of 

victory.  Or the angel of retribution.  The troops had heard the tale of Merlin 

as Vortigern's prophet, and were superstitious enough to believe that if the 

prophet was with them, they could not fail.  Nor did they.  But now there 

was peace in the land, and the court here at Winchester had settled into daily  

life . . . .  
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"Taliesin, you are day dreaming again!" Merlin interrupted. 

I never tired of seeing him.  He had a rather striking countenance that 

struck me anew each time he returned.  Tall as he was, half a hand span past 

six feet, clothes hung majestically on his frame, regardless whether they 

were shabby or fine. 

His dark, shining hair was cropped evenly just above his shoulders, 

which seemed to accentuate his vivid features, high cheekbones and straight, 

proud nose.  Tanned by many suns, he radiated strength of character, 

combined with the gentleness of a woman.  The eyes were the shock.  The 

intensity and depth of their expression belied the strong worldliness of his 

appearance.  His eyes told you he was different . . . of a higher world 

perhaps.  They saw all. 

As I looked up to see him striding across the room, it was amusement, 

not rebuff, twinkling in the strange, dark silver pools of his eyes. 

"Was it a vision this time, my friend, or merely the idle gaze of your 

extreme youth?" 

 "I am thirteen years old now, my lord.  A babe no longer!", I retorted 

to his jibe. 

"Now Talli, don't get your bristles up.  I was simply trying to jar you 

out of your reverie so that we might get packed as soon as possible." 

"Oh, are we going somewhere then?"  My interest was aroused. 

"There is a troop leaving in the morning for Caerleon.  My father has 

given permission for us to accompany them." 

"Ah, then it is to Maridunum we go," I murmured half to myself. 

"You knew, Talli?"  Merlin's eyes grew serious. 

"I saw it in the fire." 
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"So it was a vision I interrupted.  I should have known, since you 

aren't one given to idle gazing.  And did you foresee any trouble along the 

way?" 

"No, we were safely in Bryn Gwydden.  It was after we were there . . 

." 

"Trouble, Talli?" 

"It was sadness I felt, or sorrow, but nothing clearly defined enough to 

identify." 

Merlin turned to the window that overlooked the vast courtyard 

below.  "Not to worry, one of us should get a better grasp of it soon, when 

the gods are ready for us to know.  Meanwhile, we must pack for the journey 

if we intend to be ready in the dawn." 

"Yes, Master." 

Before we could leave, of course, it was necessary we say farewell to 

the king.  He was sitting at a writing desk in the long library which 

overlooked the herb garden.  Potpurri roses of many colours lined up at one 

end of the garden making a fitting backdrop for this important man. 

Ambrosius was a tall man, powerfully built with impressive stature.  

His ginger hair and straight, proud nose lost their impact when one looked 

into his dark, all-seeing eyes.  The intelligence and understanding in them 

were apparent.  The light surrounded him with such a brilliance that I 

wondered if it were his aura or the morning light streaming through the 

window before him, or perhaps, a combination of both.  He radiated a power 

which said his energy would not have been misplaced in the same profession 

as his son. 
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"Merlin!"  His smile split his pensive expression, lighting his eyes 

with pleasure.  "Talli, good morning!" 

"Father," Merlin bowed. 

"My Lord," I kneeled and waited for the king to embrace his son. 

"Now, Talli.  None of that."  He raised me and embraced me too. 

"I understand we are to lose you both this morning," the king said 

directly to me. 

"Yes, my Lord.  We came to say farewell," I replied. 

"Ah, but don't look so glum.  It isn't as if it will be forever!" He 

laughed. 

A cold rush of power bristled the nape of my neck and foreboding 

settled into my very bones. 

"No, my Lord, but one never knows.  Best to treat each parting as the 

last," I said. 

Merlin looked at me strangely, cocking his head to the side, but let it 

pass. 

"You will return, won't you Merlin?" asked the king. 

Merlin smiled, "Of course, Father, but I still refuse to say when." 

Ambrosius laughed loudly and threw up both hands.  "You two!  You 

are a strange pair indeed.  Like trying to catch the wind, it is.  No, I will not 

try to pin you down, my son.  You come back when it pleases you."  He put 

his arm around Merlin's shoulder and they began to walk slowly. 

"I know you are impatient for your precious solitude, Merlin," 

Ambrosius said, "and I understand.  I truly do.  There are many times when I 

wish I could leave it all behind.  But alas, someone must do the job, so I'm 

stuck with it, it seems." 
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"You enjoy being king, admit it!" Merlin prodded. 

"Well, yes and no.  Suffice it to say I could do no other.  Now, have 

you plenty of coin and supplies?" 

"Always the commander!" Merlin laughed.  "We want for nothing, 

Father." 

"Good.  Then you had best be on your way, for the troop will not wait 

on you," said the King. 

"And the Chamberlain is at the door trying to get your attention?" 

Merlin questioned, amused. 

"Well, now that you mention it," Ambrosius shared the jest. 

"Goodbye, Talli.  Goodbye, my son.  You will both be sorely missed.  

Safe journey, and the gods go with you." 

As we were loading our horses for the journey, a loud clamour of 

hooves on cobblestones alerted us to a large troop entering the courtyard.  

Uther, who was the King's brother and Regent, rode at their head. 

As soon as he dismounted, the serving wench, Hilda, stood ready with 

a stirrup cup of ale.  He drank the contents in one gulp and wiped his sleeve 

across his mouth with abandonment.  Uther smiled and pinched her bottom 

mercilessly, and instead of giving her back the empty silver cup, he slung it 

across the cobblestones with great force, laughing.  His grin widened at her 

squeal of protest and one arm hooked around her neck, pulling her close into 

a kiss.  She tried to fight him, pushing at him with both hands but was not a 

match for his warrior's strength.  The look of helpless dismay that crossed 

her face was enough to wrench sympathy from even the hardest heart. 
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Merlin walked up to them and Uther's smile died, but he did not 

loosen his grip on the girl.  Instead he began to fondle her breasts openly as 

he glared his defiance at Merlin's approach.  Hilda looked up in mute appeal. 

"Uther, must you demonstrate such grotesque lack of breeding in a 

public place?" Merlin demanded. 

Uther let go of the girl and stood squarely to face Merlin.  His hand 

went to the hilt of his sheathed sword and he was scowling.  The girl 

scampered away unnoticed. 

"The Devil take you!  Look here, Magician, what I do is my own 

concern and none of yours.  Just because you are my brother's bastard does 

not give you the right to tell me what to do!" Uther returned angrily. 

"That might be the case most of the time, but not this time, Uther.  

Hilda is Cook's wife and she has been seeing me lately for a medical 

problem.  She is nearly four months gone with child and has been in danger 

of losing it.  Did you know?" Merlin asked. 

"Well, no, of course I didn't know!  How could I?  But that still does 

not change the fact that you are trying to interfere.  And I won't have that!  

Do you understand?  No one interferes with me and lives to tell the tale!" he 

threatened.  "I won't have some Druid wizard or anyone else telling me what 

to do!" 

"Not even the King?" Merlin asked, amused now. 

Uther blustered and snorted in frustration.  His face was streaked with 

crimson. 

"Merlinus!  I am warning you . . . stay away from me!"  Uther was 

clasping the sword hilt so tightly that his knuckles were white. 
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Merlin began to laugh quietly.  "As you will, Prince," he bowed to 

Uther mockingly.  "Even as you command, I leave for Wales." 

"And good riddance, I say!" Uther retorted over his shoulder as he 

walked haughtily off towards the castle. 

 

 

As we cantered along behind the troop in the mist of this typical early 

August morning, I edged my horse alongside Merlin.  He slowed to greet my 

question. 

"Merlin, I was wondering this morning . . ." 

"Yes, Talli, what is it?" 

"Well, I wonder what direction things would go without Ambrosius?  

I mean . . ." 

"You mean if Ambrosius were to die, who would succeed him?" 

"Yes, my lord." 

"Uther, of course." 

"But you are his son, acknowledged by him now.  Should it not be 

you?" 

"No, Talli.  My destiny is not to be king.  It is my destiny, and yours, 

to shape things on a far different scale." 

"But Uther is too hot-headed to make a good king.  How could he ever 

fill the shoes of Ambrosius?" 

"Not without help, which I feel sure the gods will see he gets.  

Ambrosius once said that between us both, Uther and I, we might suffice to 

hold the Kingdom together, for some future king.  I think that is what he 

foresees.  A future king to equal Emperor Maximus, we call Macsen Wledig, 
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or Maxsen.  One that will be as strong in future as Maxsen was in the past.  

Maxsen reborn.  The past and future king."  The words rang after him with 

the echo of prophecy, and my skin tingled.  "Uther and I are simply holding 

the status quo until the future produces that king, so Uther must go my way.  

He can do no other." 

"But why would Uther seek your advice?  You and he have never seen 

eye to eye.  Would he not shun your words and have things his own way?" 

"Talli, it is my belief the gods would only let that happen on the 

unimportant matters.  Somehow I know it will not be up to Uther when the 

gods Will it so.  And we must trust to them, for it is they who drive you and 

me.  And they will drive Uther, when the time is right." 

"I suppose so." 

"Don't worry your young head over such matters now, Talli.  We will 

soon be in Amesbury for the ceremony at the temple of Mithras.  Then our 

destination is home at last to Bryn Gwydden.  That is all you need ponder 

now." 

 

 

As we rode into the small village of Amesbury, which had been the 

birthplace of Ambrosius, the welcome was warm and plentiful.  The minor 

lords had gathered the townfolk to see to all our needs, and the temple had 

been prepared for the soldiers to pay tribute to their god, Mithras, later in the 

evening. 

After we had feasted well, prior to the religious ceremony, Merlin 

drew me aside for a private word.  "We are not going to attend the 
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ceremony, Talli.  I have decided instead to ride out to the Giant's Dance on 

the Great Plain of Salisbury, nearby.  Ever heard of it before?" 

"I think so, if it is the one near Sarum." 

"Yes, that's it.  It is a large ring of standing stones, some call it 

Stonehenge, that was supposed to have been giants frozen into stone during 

a dance.  Others say the Druids built it by magic, which is closer to the truth, 

eh Talli?" 

"Well, of course we didn't build it," I replied laughing, "but I imagine 

Hu Gadarn, our ancient counterpart, may have had a hand in it.  The time 

would correspond, I think.  That was back in the time of Abraham, the Jew, 

who led settlers to the 'Fortunate Isles'.  Druids.  About three thousand years 

ago." 

"True.  I have wanted to see this circle for some time now, and there is 

no time like the present.  See to our horses then, would you, Talli?" 

"Of course, my lord." 

 

 

As we rode across the great expanse of plain in the frosty evening air, 

the silhouette of the stone circle could just be determined in the moon's 

glow.  As we drew nearer, it became apparent that these stones were not 

ordinary.  They were huge megaliths, linked together with large henge-

lintels or capstones at the top to form a series of trilithons.  An avenue of 

stone giants marched off out of sight to the northeast.  This was like nothing 

I had ever seen, and the enormity of them made me gasp, in spite of the 

incompleteness of the circle from many fallen stones. 
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"Yes, Talli, they are quite unique, are they not?"  Merlin's question 

required no answer. 

"Where does the avenue lead?" I asked. 

"To the circle at the Druid College of Alchemy in Avebury, Talli.  

That is, after a small detour to Woodhenge.  From there it joins the West 

Kennett Avenue used for important processionals, forming an important 

triangle in the sacred landscape." 

He rode his horse right up to, but not into the inner circle, as if in 

respect.  When he dismounted, I quickly did the same.  As we walked up to 

the centre of the formation, the silence was complete.  The total lack of 

sound, coupled with the moonlight, thundered around inside the bars of the 

trilithons.  I knew there was something unusual here, as did he.  No words 

were necessary. 

He took a step and stumbled onto some kind of flat stone half-buried 

in the grass.  As I bent to aid his recovery, my hand touched the altar stone 

next to his, and I froze. 

The sky was the bright blue-white of the cold fire pulsating around us.  

We were no longer alone, but surrounded by troops.  And they were 

important faces, sad faces, the highest in the land.  A bier was laid before us 

where the altar stone had been, and a great soldier was laid upon it.  While 

struggling to identify the indistinct features in the shadows, the altar stone 

was lowered to block my view just as the sun tipped the horizon.  The altar 

had become no more than a gravestone now, glowing with all the radiance of 

the first light. 
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As the blur of the vision withdrew from my eyes, I realised Merlin 

had not moved either.  He lay facedown on the stone as one transfixed.  His 

eyes were rolled back with that peculiar look they had during his prophecies. 

"My lord," I clasped his hand to lift him.  "My lord, are you well?" 

His eyes returned to normal to stare up at me, and he shook his head 

as he rose.  "Yes, Talli.  I had a vision, that is all." 

"I know." 

"You saw it too, Taliesin?"  His voice shook in anticipation. 

"Yes, if it was a grave under the altar stone." 

"Highly unusual for us to see together.  But now at least I know why 

we were sent.  The gods surely directed us this night." 

"No, Merlin, directed you.  I would not have come here on my own 

inspiration." 

"Yes, Talli, so you say.  But your vision in the fire, before we came, 

warned me to keep open to inspiration.  And that led me, us, to this place.  

The gods have declared you are to be as much a part of this plan as I.  So 

now we both shall adorn his grave with no less than the Light itself." 

"So it was Ambrosius." 

"It was my father.  Is that not why you asked me today what would 

become of us after Ambrosius?" 

"Perhaps.  Like a flame in the dark, I suppose." 

"Taliesin, I think perhaps you are keeping a step ahead of me in the 

count of flames lately.  And it is time I gave  thought to your future.  You 

are as unusual, as gifted , as myself." 

"I know I have suppressed the public display of your already great 

talent as bard, as well as the disclosure to anyone that you had my ability at 
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Sight.  But I assure you it has not been for self-gain, rather one of those 

'flames in the dark'.   I do not have the whole plan clearly defined at this 

moment, but it will come soon.  You must trust me, Taliesin.  The path will 

be revealed to us both." 

"Master . . . , Merlin, I trust you with my life, and have done for eight 

years now.  I really believe you are the greatest person living, and I will do 

exactly as you bid, even if I do not understand why.  You have been father, 

brother, and friend to me, and I will serve you all the days of your life." 

"Yes, in fact you will, Talli, although indirectly in the years to come."  

The air around him vibrated like a harp string. 

"Nothing would please me more, my lord." 

"Sit down here with me, Talli."  Merlin gestured to a space beside him 

on a fallen stone.  "It is time we talk frankly, and this seems the best place 

and time." 

"As you will." 

"When you first came to me, a sweet fondling of five and not long out 

of wrappings, I knew at once that you were especially gifted.  No, do not 

answer, just let me ramble a bit," Merlin halted my obedient reply.  "I knew 

even then you would someday be important to the gods.  I also knew you 

would be a true friend, and that seemed all I needed to know." 

"Then you were very young, and war brought busy industry to us that 

required all of my attention.  First was my father's planning and conquering, 

followed by his alleged need for my counsel in the governing.  Also there 

was the need for us to get to know one another, since he had been unknown 

to me for all of my early life." 
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"But now I see the time has slipped by far too quickly for my liking, 

and you were caught in the tide of changing times, and swept temporarily 

out of my sight, it seems.  But I feel the tides changing again now, and it is 

time I worked with you to prepare you for what is to come.  Your 

responsibility this time will not be the light one of a babe, rather the difficult 

one of a man, and more.  You must have all I can give you." 

He paused to stroke a strand of hair from his eyes. 

"I believe we will have a breathing space at Bryn Gwydden for a 

while.  Long enough.  I also believe the whole purpose of our being led there 

is just that.  To prepare you.  And that I intend to do.  I cannot say, as yet, 

the exact definition of the task you will be given.  But I will know soon, for 

the winds of the gods are moving now, towards that ultimate purpose for 

which both of us were born.  I feel it building in the air." 

"However, I do not want to ask anything of you unless you are first 

willing.  Not yet," he gestured to stem my protest.  "I have found that the 

tasks are neither easy nor pleasant, but there is more.  I now need to know all 

there is about you, Talli.  We need to be very close friends now instead of 

the servant-master guise we have used for all others.  I told you once to call 

me Merlin in private, not my title, but you have chosen mostly to ignore that.  

Oh, I do think that was wise, since it would have been harder for you now to 

portray your role to the world otherwise." 

He rose and began pacing as he talked, as if some force was driving 

him. 

"Our time at Bryn Gwydden is our own, Talli.  And we will be only 

friends in my cave, as it was in the beginning.  It is also my hope that you 

understand the reason for my automatic acceptance of your voluntary 
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servitude, until now.  Neither was it vanity nor apathy.  I was biding my time 

in your plan until this moment.  Have you aught to say at this point?" 

"Yes, Master.  First, you may know all there is of me simply by your 

request.  None other has as much right. Second, I am willing to follow you 

in all things, in spite of the difficulty or unpleasantness.  As simply as that is 

your question answered." 

Merlin threw back his head and howled with laughter.  "Did I call you 

a gifted bard?  Ha, you are a master of the art!  So few words, yet so much 

said, and yet . . . so little.  Still, I come away feeling satisfied in full, with 

your abilities, and intentions.  However . . . ," 

"However, you would know the details of my birth?" 

"Yes, Talli.  I would know all I possibly can about you." 

"I will start by telling you that neither Elphin nor his father, 

Gwyddno, was my father, though I never once said otherwise.  I was sent to 

Elphin as a charm, since he was sorely in need of one.  The exact words I 

said to Elphin by way of introduction upon his discovery of me caused him 

to think it phenomenal that I could speak as a tiny babe: 

I have been formed a comely person; 

Although I am but little, I am highly gifted; 

Into a dark leathern bag I was thrown, 

And on a boundless sea I was sent adrift, 

From seas and from mountains 

God brings wealth to the fortunate man." 

 

"This I said to Elphin at the weir.  The mountains were Snowdonian, 

Gwynedd, the seas the Irish Sea.  My mother was Cyrridwen, wife of Tegid, 
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who some called witch.  But Tegid was not my father.  There is a strange 

story surrounding my birth.  Nonsense, though very symbolic nonsense, 

about me being a grain of wheat which Cyrridwen ate, nine months later 

giving birth to me.  But that was only a story to hide her sin.  My real father 

was Gwydion, son of Don, and not acknowledged, of course.  So you see, I 

also am a no-man's son, unwanted bastard, also out of royalty.  However, 

unlike you, I was not a love-child.  My father never wanted to marry my 

mother, though she bewitched him in spite of his fame as great magician and 

bard." 

"It was Math's vision that sent me on my journey to the court of 

Elphin's father, where I remained for those five years.  Of course, practically 

speaking, I was better far removed from Gwydion, for the sake of his shame.  

And I cannot believe he suspected where I might land once cast adrift for 

Elphin to find on that Mayday Eve." 

"It was Elphin who gave me my name, and who really cared about 

me.  Not any blood kin.  However, all things considered, I am fortunate to 

have the Bard's blood of Gwydion, and more fortunate still to have been 

found by you.  For though you are Bard too, you are also great enchanter, 

prophet, and kind friend as well.  And that is all I can tell you of my family, 

not having lived with any of them.  Except, perhaps, that my son will be 

Avaon.  But I must also say that my 'voluntary servitude', as you call it, has 

been no more than a father's due from an adopted son.  And no difficult yoke 

to bear." 

He sat down beside me again, putting an arm around my shoulders. 

"Ah, Taliesin, you pay me too much tribute, I fear.  Son you have 

been to me these past eight years, although I can think of no man lucky 
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enough to have a son delivered to him like you, with the mind of a man in 

the body of a babe.  I only needed reminding.  But I see clearly that you are 

ready for both the training and the task.  I could ask no more.  My Art will 

be freely given to you for use in the work of the gods." 

I gasped in total astonishment.  "Your Art, my lord?"  I was prepared 

for nearly anything but this. 

"Yes, Taliesin.  I must teach you my Powers, for you shall have need 

of them.  Don't look like that!  It is not my gift to give you.  The gods have 

chosen you for it, not I.  I am surprised you had not guessed what I was 

about.  You are usually a step ahead of me."  He rose and indicated that I 

should do the same. 

"But I don't know if I am blessed with the ability to be an enchanter, 

or a prophet.  Never have I had any indication that I . . . ," 

"Talli, why did you say your son's name would be Avaon?  That is not 

the normal preoccupation of a thirteen year old, surely?" 

"Oh." 

"Yes, I thought so.  Never idle dreams for you.  You are marked, as 

we both were shown here tonight.  Now tell me, Talli, my friend, are you 

satisfied with my plan as I am?"  I sensed Merlin smiling in the darkness as 

he walked to his horse and mounted. 

"Moreso, Merlin."  'As soon as I can believe it!', I said to myself.  I 

leaped on my horse with uncommon vigour, and galloped after my Master. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter Two 

Sacrifice 

 

Caerleon was much changed since I had last seen it.  It is true my 

spirits were much higher than when I was last here, owing to that 

conversation with Merlin at the Giant's Dance.   

Building had been carried out at the fort, and improvements were still 

underway, in spite of the rain.  Merlin was always interested in building 

since his years in Brittany, so I gathered our baggage and went to find our 

apartments for the night, while he went to speak to the builder, Justinian, an 

old friend. 

By the time I had completed the necessary arrangements, stowed our 

belongings, and built a fire, Merlin was there. 

"It is a wonderful thing Justinian is doing here.  He is modifying the 

amphitheatre now.  I wish I could have had a hand in it.  But no matter.  As 

usual, more important things are pressing."  He walked to the window and 

stood with his back to me in silence. 
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My skin tingled with anticipation.  "Merlin, whatever it is, I will do it 

willingly."  I walked to the window and touched his arm lightly. 

"There is no help for it.  We must obey rather than question." 

"I know that, as you do, Master." 

"Taliesin . . . , 'radiant brow'. . ."  His words trailed away into the 

silence of his thoughts.  "You must keep out of sight here in the fortress.  It 

has been three years since these men have seen you, and these particular 

three years have brought much physical change in you.  I do not want them 

to remember how you look now at thirteen, nearly grown.  I bless the rain on 

our arrival that hid you under hooded cloak.  But you must promise me not 

to be seen here without that." 

"I promise.  That means I shall stay in here until we leave in the 

morn." 

"Yes, I fear so." 

"That is no hardship, my lord.  I shall idle away the afternoon and 

evening by writing." 

"Perhaps this is no hardship, but the time will come soon when what I 

ask will be." 

"Please put aside your reluctance.  I am prepared to take the bad with 

the good." 

Merlin smiled.  "All right, Talli, you are completely right, as usual.  I 

shall endeavour to treat you as what you have become."  He began striding 

to the door. 

"And that is?", I followed. 

"Don't you know, Taliesin?", Merlin laughed.  "The answer is, the 

prodigy of Merlin the Enchanter!" 
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After he left I pondered the reason for this hiding me away.  I could 

not see how it fit into anything, try as I may.  Merlin's prodigy, he had called 

me.  'Well,' I chided myself, 'if that be true, I only have to look into the fire 

for my answer'.  I sat and stared into the leaping flames.  I saw the back of a 

man on horseback with my colouring, but older, riding through thick woods.  

Behind him a girl on a mule followed with a babe in her arms.  "Hu," she 

called.  "Hu, could we not stop awhile?"  Then the image was gone.  

Strange. 

The next morning at dawn, hidden within the folds of my warm 

woollen cloak and hood, we slipped away quietly. 

It was late afternoon when we reached Maridunum.  The horses were 

dragging when we started to climb Bryn Gwydden just outside the town, so 

we dismounted and led them behind.  The fading sun shone down on us, and 

larks were twittering all around. 

The hill was densely populated with flowering blackthorn, mountain 

ash, yellow gorse and young bracken.  An occasional cluster of red poppies 

peeked skyward like bright faces bobbing in the breeze.  Only a narrow 

footpath allowed access, single file, up the hill.  More than halfway up to the 

cave, in a hollow scooped from the rock face by many centuries of wind and 

rain, a natural cleft in the rock ended in a well.  Above it in its ferny niche 

stood the carved figure of the Old God of the Forest, Herne the Horned One.  

Fresh running spring water issued icily forth from somewhere deep 

underground.  A honeysuckle bush grew tall beside the well to partially 

obstruct it from view.  A hawthorn break offered protection high on a rocky 

ledge above.  Beneath the brambles that grew profusely on the ledge, ivy 

wound its way down the rock and covered the ground around the well. 
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Farther up a clump of oaks obscured the gaping entrance to the cave.  

The oaks must have been all that remained of an ancient grove, perhaps as 

old as the well itself.  They were gnarled into almost living personalities.  

Gigantic root systems protruded through the eroded soil from a trunk nearly 

wide enough to house a family.  And many had gaping entrances large 

enough to admit a man into the hollow trunk. 

The River Tywi wound its way close by the hill, disappearing into a 

thick wood of oak and ash.  Coed Fyrddin, the locals called it, now Merlin's 

Grove. 

Bryn Gwydden, or 'Magician's Hill', as well as the cave it contained, 

had been both holy and surrounded in mystery since long before the Romans 

came.  The people of the town had always left it to the magician to attend, 

and assumed it would always be so.  Whether anyone was in residence at the 

moment in the cave made no difference.  Respect for the owner, the Old God 

Herne, as well as superstition about the present occupant, kept the folk at a 

distance unless to bring an offering to the Horned One at the well.  This they 

did as soon as word was out that the present magician was there.  Whether 

they really remembered the previous one, Kynan, or whether the memory 

had now merged in their mind with Merlin the Enchanter, is hard to say.  

However, it pleased Merlin because he as Kynan, his master before him, 

craved solitude.  I was of the same mind. 

I had only spent a few days in his cave, but Bryn Gwydden 

represented home to me.  I loved the feel of it also, but even that did not 

explain the excitement that crept over me as we approached the well. 
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Somehow I knew this time would be different than any other time I 

would see it.  'Our time', he had said.  I had experienced little of Merlin's 

time exclusively until now. 

Merlin picked up the drinking horn, from its resting place on a natural 

ledge beside the well.  Before drinking, he poured a libation for the god, 

drank, and handed it to me. 

"You know, Talli.  Sometimes I think the Old Ones, the Wise Ones, 

the Dark Celts of the Hills, have more magic in their primitive 

communication system than we have in all of our Art."  He reached down to 

a rock and lifted a bundle wrapped in oiled deerskin.  "Cheese, cakes made 

from acorn flour, and a rabbit for our dinner.  How could they know so 

soon?"  He dropped a copper coin on the spot where the bundle had been.  It 

was curious how they knew, indeed.  They were the original Celts, the Little 

People, still of pure blood, olive skinned and smaller of stature, who had 

been driven to the Hills for safety by wars long past.  Their civilisation, if 

one could call it that, had developed into a primitive people who could live 

like shadows in the wood.  They could come and go in complete silence, 

unobserved, their passage unmarked, in any part of Wales.  Their tribes 

covered the length and breadth of Wales, and they were rumoured to hold 

quite miraculous powers.  But their secrets, like their language and their 

culture, was known only to them, for they befriended no man. 

I shrugged and put the cup back in place.  We leaned some tree 

branches against the rock and tethered the horses.  "Our first project will be 

to build some type of shelter for the horses.  Tomorrow we go into town." 

As we approached the hole in the rock, Merlin paused.  "It has not 

been disturbed." 
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"How can you know, without going in?" 

"Just a feeling, no Art this time," he laughed.  "I know every twig 

here, Talli, and I would not only sense it, I would see any change.  You 

forget I used to come here everyday to learn from Kynan in my youth.  This 

is my home, now and always . . . "  His voice echoed, and I shivered with a 

deep chill.  "And yours too, whenever you need or want it." 

As we walked inside, the cold air rushed to meet us with a swish.  

From the natural chimney high up in the rear cave, a draught was blowing 

briskly, though not quite whistling as it was wont to do in gales. 

As my eyes grew accustomed to the dimness, I could see it was indeed 

unchanged.  The large polished metal looking glass still hung in its place on 

the wall.  Several tables held neatly stacked jars of herbs labeled in the order 

of their uses.  Arnica for bruises, belladonna for headache, bryony for 

chestiness, calendula for cuts, chamomile for nerves, valerian as an aid to 

sleep, mandrake for the bowel, rue for bone aches, staghorn for kidney or 

gall bladder...  A large chest which I knew held scrolls in various languages 

sat against the wall.   

At the corner of the rear wall, barely visible, was a narrow fissure just 

broad enough for a thin man to pass, which lead to "Herne's Cave".  This 

was a much larger cavern of glistening stalagmites and stalactites whose 

walls contained large prisms of quartz crystal that collectively glittered like a 

diamond chamber.   

At certain times of year the chimney captured a ray of sunlight or 

moonlight to bounce around the diamonds in a dramatic play of dazzling 

coloured light.  When this happened, a pulsating 'glow' seemed to light the 

fissure, as if Herne Himself were present at those times.  No wonder the 
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townfolk thought it haunted.  But lovely as it was to look at, the dampness 

that continuously dripped prevented it from being fit for habitation as the 

outer cave was. 

The dampness smelled musty, and the cold was uncomfortable.  Logs 

were piled high towards the door, so I retrieved several and placed them on 

the hearth.  As I began to look around for flint, Merlin stopped me. 

"No, Talli.  Now is the time to begin your lessons."  He took his wand 

from his cloak and lifted his hand to point at the hearth.  I gasped as orange 

flames sizzled forth in a steady stream from his hand to the logs.  When he 

lowered the wand, the fire was crackling and burning brightly. 

"My lord!", I cried. 

"I try not to use that method unless necessary.  Your reaction confirms 

my reasoning.  You may close your mouth now, Talli."  He smiled.  "That is 

the easiest thing you will learn from me.  And the first.  The wand is not 

really necessary, but it speeds your efforts, especially if it is ivory, or 

witchhazel with a core of gold or copper.  You will also learn it is easier not 

to use the fire than to explain it to others.  It is cooperation you will need 

from the world, Talli, not fear.  But I think I am going to enjoy having you 

around to impress." 

"I will be able to do that?"  I pointed to the fire. 

"Yes, Talli, but it takes a bit of inner readiness first.  We shall begin in 

the morning." 

"I had no idea."  I leaned closer to the fire to see if my numbness was 

cold or astonishment. 

"I am afraid there are many things I have kept from you over the 

years, my friend." 
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I spitted the rabbit and held it over the now normal fire. 

 

The next morning I awoke before him, just as the light began easing 

its way through the cave entrance.  A small stream of light filtered down 

from the rear passage and the fissure was glowing.  I lay for a moment 

remembering the events of the day before.  Now I was beginning to 

understand why they called him an enchanter.  I had never guessed the 

hidden depths of him, but I would have served him just the same.  I also 

understood why he attempted to keep his Powers to himself, except when 

called forth by the gods.  If the making of the fire had that effect on me, it 

took little imagination to guess the reaction of a stranger.  Of course I had 

never doubted him to be very wise. 

I had really thought his magic to be that of prophecy, like that which 

took hold of him at King's Fort.  Violent, emphatic, uncontrolled and 

dramatic seeing of the future.  I knew he never recalled his prophecies. We 

did share the gift of Sight, but that was different.  It usually involved only 

one present scene, or one of the near future, and was a mild physical effort, 

self-induced.  Like seeing a glimpse of what is happening elsewhere at the 

moment.  His prophecies were so much more than that, for besides being 

physically devastating to him they entailed great patterns, plans of things to 

come.  I did suppose there was a glimmer of it in me, but nothing like his.   

Today would begin my training.  I threw aside the blanket and leapt 

up to build a fire, hesitating a moment with flint in hand to recapture the 

magic of yesterday's moment.  I let out a long sigh and returned to the reality 

of the flint.  I glanced at Merlin and found him smiling softly at me from his 

place on the floor. 
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"Good morning, my friend." 

"Good morning, Merlin."  I handed him the remaining cakes and 

cheese and poured a cup of mead for both of us. 

"I see you are eager to start this day?" 

"Yes, but apprehensive as well." 

He sat up and looked at me with a slight frown.  "How so, Talli?" 

I laughed lightly.  "No, no vision of doom.  Only fear of not living up 

to your expectations." 

His frown immediately vanished, and was replaced once more with 

that soft smile, demanding trust.  "No need to fear, Talli, it is not up to you.  

When the gods are with you, all things come with very little effort, or 

understanding, I might add, on your part.  Not that a little humility will hurt 

the effort.  It helps, in fact.  For you must always be aware it is not your 

Power that flows, but theirs.  You are but the harp being used to play the 

tune of the gods, on their request.  Too much vanity, and they would 

withdraw their gift as quickly as they gave it.  You must never forget that 

fact, Talli." 

"Yes.  I understand." 

"They have already begun to ask things of you, and you are not going 

to like the next one." 

"Merlin, just tell me." 

"All right.  We are going to Maridunum this morning if you recall?" 

I nodded. 

"Well, Talli, I am afraid we must change your name first." 

I sat down in confusion.  This came as unpleasant news indeed.  I had 

ever dreamed of my name being remembered as a famous Bard.  Hiding me 
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away from the troops was one thing, but this was an entirely different matter.  

How could a person gain fame without a name?  After all, a name was all I 

had left of my heritage, the only thing I had of my own.  However, it was not 

just a name I was being asked to give up, but my dream as well!  I very 

nearly refused there and then, for the thought wrenched my stomach into 

painful knots.  I liked my name!  It was unusual, and flowed rhythmically 

off the tongue.  Ta-li-ay-sin..., Tal-i-e-sin.  How could he ask such a thing?  

He knew not what he asked, surely.  He knew nothing of my dream, or he 

would not ask this of me. 

"My name?" 

"Yes.  It is necessary that you keep the name Taliesin hidden.  It will 

be a great one someday."  His eyes blurred as he stared off into the future, 

and the cave echoed with his words. 

I sighed with resignation.  "I cannot question prophecy.  What shall I 

be called?" 

"Hygwydd.  But I shall call you Hu for short." 

My thoughts reeled back to the vision in the fire.  "So it was prophecy 

and not a simple disjointed vision," I said aloud. 

"Tell me what you saw, Talli." 

"Master, I . . . well, oh dear."  I stammered like a babe caught in an act 

of mischief. 

"Talli, do not fear.  Just tell me." 

So I told him of my vision and its lesson in patience, which I 

obviously needed. 

He sat a moment, contemplating.  "So it is bigger than us both."  He 

stared silently into the fire for several moments.  "Yes, it was a good lesson 
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to teach yourself, patience.  But what amazes me is your ability to see 

prophecy in the fire.  I am sure that event is several years ahead, not a 

current one.  But a mild glance at the far future is something I do not 

possess.  Even if it is a brief fragment of future I see, it does not come at my 

call, and takes control of me, leaving a blinding headache in its place.  Do 

you have headaches afterwards, Talli?" 

"No." 

"Then you have a rare gift indeed.  You can use prophecy as I use the 

Sight." 

"But it is not always there when I look for it, Merlin.  It depends on 

the disorder around me." 

"Ah yes, but it will develop into a thing that takes you in any 

circumstances, as long as the time is right.  Also I begin to wonder if you 

will come away from these blank of the memory, as I often do." 

"I cannot say, since I have never had an experience like yours." 

"Of course, but you will.  I want you to tell me everytime you see in 

the fire, Talli, especially if it does not make any sense to you.  That can be 

very valuable to us both in future." 

"Yes, I promise." 

"I grow more amazed each time I talk with you, Talli.  I did not realise 

what a truly gifted person I had in my midst.  How could I not know?" 

"But Merlin, I have not told you most of the time.  I am afraid I took it 

as a natural thing.  And most of the time one without sense to it.  But you 

know that the time has not been right, until now.  How can you fault 

yourself?" 

"Quite right." 
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"Master, shall we go to town now, Merlin the Enchanter, and his 

faithful servant, Hu?" 

He laughed and rose from his place on the floor.  "Yes, indeed, Hu." 

 

The town of Maridunum, or Carmarthen, as some called it, was a 

small but busy settlement centred around its docks.  The River Tywi opened 

out into the Severn Channel here, making shipping a lively trade.  As we 

rode slowly down the crowded, sloping streets, people stopped to stare.  

Down the narrow streets the harbour could be seen to the south of the town, 

bristling with activity.  Merchant ships from foreign ports were being loaded 

with local wares, and unloading prized cargo of luxury items from abroad. 

We stopped at Market Square to load our packs with food, wine, 

spice, and other supplies.  Then to buy the building tools, leather strips, and 

iron nails which I strapped to our horses. 

We set off on foot then, leading the heavily laden beasts behind us.  

As we passed the local inn, The White Hart, the tavern keeper hailed us, and 

Merlin led our horses to the door. 

He was a heavy-set fellow with dark hair just starting to streak with 

silver, and a bushy moustache that curled its way to meet the long sideburns 

on his heavy jowls.  But his eyes twinkled with good humour as he watched 

us approach. 

"Ah, Myrddin Emrys.  You have returned to us at last.  I thought for 

sure the last time I saw you being hauled away by Vortigern's men would be 

the last.  Welcome back, boy, and good health to you."  His accent had a 

faint trace of Brittany.  He clasped Merlin's hand and shook it 

enthusiastically. 
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Merlin smiled and returned his greeting in kind.  "It is very good to be 

home again, Mister Provencourt.  I have been too long away for my liking." 

"Call me Andre, man.  I'll have none of that formality between old 

friends.  I see you have a new servant."  He turned and looked me over from 

top to bottom.  "No more than a prince should expect," he laughed.  "Your 

fortunes surely changed fast, eh?  What with the King being your father and 

all, and you never gave us a hint, boy.  Why don't you both come in and let 

me treat you to a tall ale and we can talk a bit about old times." 

Merlin smiled an indulgent smile, and turned to me.  "Yes, Andre, this 

is Hu.  He is my friend, and my servant only through his own inclination.  I 

shall probably be sending him to town for me from time to time.  But as to 

your kind offer, I am afraid we have other business to attend to at this 

moment.  Perhaps some other time." 

"All right, then.  I will hold you to that.  I want to hear your story of 

King's Fort, and all between.  To hear the gossip, you are now a god walking 

the land in man's disguise.  Of course I don't hold with that nonsense, not 

being a local.  But I would be interested in hearing your own version now, 

without all the local superstition to enhance it."  He propped his hands on his 

sides and chuckled loudly, causing his large middle to quiver rhythmically. 

"Yes, I fear folk have made more of me than I am.  But I shall come 

again and enlighten you soon.  Have no fear."  Merlin turned to leave. 

Andre shouted back to him, "God bless you, boy, and the peace you 

and yours have brought us.  You are always welcome here."  He waved and 

disappeared back into the inn. 

I wanted to shout back at him that he had no idea how close to right 

the locals had been, but I held my tongue.  We ambled slowly up the slanted 
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street to the edge of town.  As we passed, voices buzzed behind us in half-

whispers.  I turned to look back and saw many fingers pointing us out in 

animated gossip. 

"It looks like your fame was here before you.  You certainly have the 

town's ears flapping." 

"You will get used to it, Tal . . . er, Hu."  He laughed heartily at 

himself.  "And it is not all bad, for they will treat us kindly.  You see, in their 

minds, I belong to them.  Merlin is their own personal enchanter, to be 

treated accordingly.  Also doubly blessed, they are quite convinced I am the 

Old God Myrddin returned.  They call the town Carmarthen, after him.  

Maridunum is the Roman name only.  Not the original.  The Cymry of 

Wales dedicated it to Myrddin from time out of mind.  And if they want to 

think I am He, so let it be.  Look there, the blacksmith's goodwife is waving 

us down.  Good day, Mistress, how have you been keeping?" 

"Mercy me, Master Myrddin, but it is good to have ye back!"  A short, 

pudgy and work-weary woman came running up to us wiping her hands on 

her dirty white apron.  "I had heard tell ye were back, but did not believe it 

till this minute." 

"Yes, we arrived yesterday from Caerleon.  Mistress Coggins, this is 

my friend, and sometime servant, Hu.  You will be seeing him from time to 

time." 

"Good day, Madam."  I nodded my head as she bobbed a shallow 

curtsy. 

"Good to meet ye, Hu.  Myrddin, me daughter has an eye affliction, 

and I wondered if ye might have a salve or something?" 

"But of course, Mistress Coggins.  Let me have a look." 
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"Bronwyn," she shouted.  "Bronwyn, get yerself out here."  A young 

girl about twelve with hair the colour of buttercups came running from the 

house.  The blacksmith looked up from his forge and waved to us.  Merlin 

waved back.  As the girl approached, I could see the red puffiness around 

her right eye.  Merlin looked at it carefully for a moment, then turned to her 

mother. 

"Nothing bad at all, Mistress.  I shall prepare a salve for it right 

away." 

"Oh thank ye, Master Myrddin.  It had me right worried for a spell."  

The aging female wiped some imaginary dirt from her hands on the apron 

once again. 

"She should apply the salve at bedtime each night for a week.  That 

should do it.  Could you possibly send your boy up to the cave to fetch it in 

an hour or so?" 

"Of course, of course.  Mab!  Did ye hear that?  Yes, I will send him, 

and thanks ever so kindly.  It is that good to have ye back, it is."  She turned 

and bustled away giggling like a girl.  Bronwyn stood quietly throughout the 

whole exchange with her head down, hands clasped, looking at some point 

on the ground.  Now she looked up at Merlin in wonder. 

"Do not worry, Bronwyn, this salve will fix you up in no time."  

Merlin smiled.  At that, she turned and ran to the door of the cottage and 

disappeared inside. 

We walked off to Bryn Gwydden, leading a nearly over-burdened pair 

of horses behind, but Castor and Pollux plodded along quietly as if they 

were always used that way. 
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As we entered the greenwood at the foot of the cave, two figures 

emerged from behind a massive oak tree.  One held a rusty, nicked sword, 

the other a short sword.  Both were brandishing their weapons threateningly 

while holding a dagger in their other hand.  Their intent was clear. 

“A’right now, gents.  Jus’ hand over yer gold and we won’t hurt ye.”  

The one that spoke was dark and stocky built.  In spite of his excessive belly 

which hung over his belt, he looked well able to inflict serious injury.  He 

stepped forward and his bloodshot eyes and chin stubble were immediately 

forgotten when one noticed his badly rotten teeth and menacing glare. 

His companion waved his short sword and stepped forward, “Now!”  

This one was of slighter build but equally as grubby. 

The larger one waved his sword  “Yeh, now!  An’ don’t try ter tell us 

ye haven’t any.  We saw yer spending in town as if yer owned a goldmine.  

We just want our share of yer riches as only fair.  So hand it over.” 

Merlin put down the packet of iron nails he was carrying.  “I guess it 

is no use to reason with you?” 

“Nay.” 

“Well, I must commend your courage.  It takes a great deal to try and 

rob a wizard,” Merlin chuckled. 

The brigands eyes grew larger.  “Yur Myrddin, then?” 

“Yes, that is correct.” 

The man looked at his partner who looked back and shrugged.  “No 

matter.  Gie us yer gold.” 

Merlin reached into his cloak but instead of gold he brought out his 

wand.  The brigand frowned and took another step forward.  Merlin raised 

the wand and mumbled.  Suddenly the weapons fell from all four hands and 
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both men rose suspended into the air where they thrashed and flailed around 

helplessly.  Merlin stepped over and collected all the weapons, handing 

them, to me. 

“Now,” said Merlin, looking up into the two fear-filled faces, “I 

suggest you return to your ale, which you seem to have had in excess, and 

think again about threatening Merlin the Enchanter!”  He smiled.  “Will you 

do that for me?” 

“Aye,” said the first.  “Aye” echoed the second.  “We didn’t mean no 

harm,” said the first.  “No,” echoed the second.” 

“Good,” replied Merlin.  “We understand each other, then?” 

“Aye.”  “Aye, Myrddin.” 

Merlin lowered them to the ground and they stumbled off down the 

hill as fast as their inebriation would allow. 

“Well that was easy enough, Talli.”  He picked up the packet of nails 

and disappeared into the cave.  I stood still, shaking my head and wondering 

how he did that.  I must ask Merlin sometime.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Chapter Three 

Teaching Time 

 

The sun was high in the midday sky when we arrived at the cave.  A 

breeze teased the autumn leaves gently from the hillside trees, causing a few 

to flutter softly to their bed below the branches.  White fringes topped the 

little ripples on the ever-churning turquoise waters of the Severn, where 

swooping gulls dove for their treasure a short way from where tall-masted 

merchant ships lay anchored.  The thatched roofs of the town we had left 

below lined up to face each other like mirrored images winding down the 

narrow streets.  To the east the Black Mountains could be seen wavering in 

the misty distance. 

I sat down under a big oak tree and gazed out over the peaceful scene.  

The silver waters were winking back at the sun, and the hedgerows silently 

guarded the treasure of their fields.  White dots of sheep were scattered 

around the hillside, and two young colts frolicked in a pasture they shared 

with a few cows far below.  What a wonderful land this is, I thought.  

Ambrosius has given it back to us all, and now with Merlin's help, we may 

keep it safe for awhile.  I felt very old and wise at that moment, as I realised 

the purpose more important than us all.  What do I care how I am called, if it 

will aid the cause of peace in our land? 
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Merlin called me to help him prepare the Eyebright salve that Mab 

would collect shortly.  The job was quickly done, and he suggested we eat 

our lunch outside under the same tree.  He sensed my pensive mood, so we 

sat in silence and ate our bread and cheese, finishing with blackcurrants I 

had gathered from above the well. 

When the young dark-headed boy came running up the hill towards 

us, we had just finished eating.  Merlin rose and gestured him toward the 

cave.  He slowed his pace as he saw Merlin, and walked warily up within a 

few feet of the entrance.  Merlin said something, but the boy shook his 

lowered head.  Merlin smiled and went into the cave.  A moment later Mab 

was running off again down the path, twice as fast as he had come.  Merlin 

beckoned me to come in and join him. 

"I hate to break the pleasant idling, but we have much to accomplish 

here.  The morning is gone too quickly and it is time to start your readiness 

exercises." 

"I know, Master.  I am willing." 
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"First let me explain a little of the purpose of what we are about to do.  

You have heard of Chakras?" 

"No, Master." 

"Very well.  The human body has seven 

Chakras, or power centres located at various spots 

along the spine.  Each Chakra looks like a flower 

with overlapping petals, a different number of 

petals for each Chakra.  They open and close even 

as a night-blooming flower.  Each has an 

associated colour, sound, and planet.” 

 

“The bottom one, associated with Saturn, is yellow, located at the base 

of the spine. 

Next is the genital area, associated with Jupiter, and is light blue.   

The third is near the navel, red, and belongs to Mars.   

Fourth is at the heart, green, and can be either the Sun or the Earth.  I 

fancy it as Sun. 

Fifth is the throat, dark blue, and is Venus.   

Sixth, which is in the brow centre and is the focus of The Druid Order, 

is Mercury, and is orange.   

And finally at the top of the crown, is Moon, which is violet. This is 

called the ‘thousand-petalled Lotus.’”  

 

“Our purpose, after long years of practice, is to raise the Divine Power 

or Awen, called Kundalini in the East, up the spine from Chakra to Chakra 

until we link up with the knowledge of The Bornless One.  It isn't quite that 
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simple, as it actually loops around up and then down two pillars or channels 

on either side of the spine.  But if you visualise lighting each Chakra one 

after another, like lamps, that should suffice for a starting point." 

He walked over to fetch a candle from the table, which he lit and 

placed before us.  When he ignited the frankincense, the soothing scent soon 

filled the cave. 

"All right then, Talli, sit up straight, spine erect.  We shall start with 

meditation.  First you must relax every muscle in your body and clear your 

mind of any thoughts whatsoever.  Your mind is a blank.  Put away past and 

future.  The sacred 'Now' is all there is." 

"All right ," I agreed. 

"Relax your scalp, slowly, then your brow.  Next your eyelids, let 

them close.  Now your mouth.  Your jaw will sag as your muscles let go." 

 

A long silence followed in which I struggled to accomplish his 

commands. 

"Relax your neck and shoulders completely.  They are very important.  

And your back and arms.  If your stomach is tight, let it go." 

Another long wait while I complied. 

"Legs.  Feet.  Slowly and very thoroughly, Talli.  Nothing exists but 

your body.  And that is fading.  When you try to think beyond that you find 

only blackness."  He paused for long moments now in order for me to 

accomplish the task. 

"Now you must balance your breathing.  Take deeper breaths than you 

are used to, making sure they are equal length in and out.  Do not speak, just 

breathe.  All the way down to your diaphragm.  Everytime you exhale, you 
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relax a little more.  Nothing exists but your breathing.  Deep breaths are very 

important." 

My skin tingled as the deeper breaths sent blood rushing through my 

veins.  The light of the single candle disappeared behind my closed eyelids 

in the blackness of the cave.  The silence was complete but for my breathing.  

Merlin began to speak softly. 

"Picture your centre of consciousness to be in the centre of your 

forehead.  A third eye above your brow that is your true awareness.  A focus 

of sensation.  A window from your soul."  A pause.  "You must focus your 

awareness in the centre of your brow." 

"Imagine a circle of white light surrounding you, us, pulsating in an 

anti-clockwise flow.  Ever-moving, counter-clockwise.  Alive.  He paused 

for several minutes to give me time to form the picture solidly in my mind. 

"Starting at the base of your spine, imagine a white light running up 

the length of you to that centre in your brow.  If you will, picture it spiralling 

slowly up inside your spine anti-clockwise.  Or as a straight tube of light 

encasing your spine.  Your spine is now a column of white light.  A tube of 

bright, pulsating light." 

He sat silently for some time.  The cool dampness of the cave seemed 

to have disappeared, and I felt only warmth and comfort.  My mind began to 

wander the sleepier I became, and I was having trouble keeping my thoughts 

on his images. 

As if he had read my mind, Merlin's next words brought me awake 

again.  "Do not worry if you lose the grasp of it, Talli, just start again from 

the beginning.  Relax.  Balance your breathing.  See the circle of light 
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around you.  Feel the column of light up your spine arching to that 

imaginary centre of awareness in your forehead." 

I captured it once again, with slightly strange sensations rippling 

through my body. 

"You will not go to sleep, just keep it going.  Imagine a sphere of light 

above your head.  A large, radiant, bright ball of white light above you.  

Keep your breathing balanced.  Now picture that shaft of light within you 

coming up through that third eye like a tongue of flame reaching for the 

sphere above you." 

Another silence. 

"When you breathe in, imagine drawing in the light from that sphere 

into your spine to charge and replenish it.  When you breathe out, the light 

diffuses from your spine out your ribcage and the sides of your body, out 

through your arms and legs in all directions."  A longer pause.  "When you 

inhale, you fill with light.  When you exhale you spread it outward through 

and around you.  It relaxes, heals, and invigorates you.  Each exhale relaxes 

you more, as it illuminates your bones and muscles.  It feeds and strengthens 

the living circle of white light moving around us.  It expands almost into a 

sphere of light surrounding us." 

He sat now completely in silence.  I was concentrating only on the 

strange feelings I felt in my body.  Several times I had to start again.  But 

each time was a little easier, until I thought my body had faded away 

completely.  I was not asleep, neither did I feel awake.  My consciousness 

was turned off, yet I was not unconscious. 

For a long period he said nothing.  Then he spoke softly, wise words 

to live by.  He spoke and I believed that the realisation of the Universal 
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Good in all men could be cultivated.  But this soon proved only to be a 

prologue. 

 

"Now it is time for the first lesson, Oh Companion." 

 

"Greater Effort . . . . " 

His voice trailed away momentarily, but was changing somehow.  He 

was speaking in a voice not his own, with an echo of another world.  

Another dimension. 

 

"Greater effort is now required to bring mankind out of its sufferings.   

Mankind has built the wall of death between itself and its creator.  

There is no escaping the Law and in this work there is no protection from 

foolishness, a man must stand on his own feet backed by his own ability and 

sustained by his own judgement - teaching his pupils to do likewise." 

"Sufficient unto a man must be the capacity of the cup he is content to 

bring to the well."   

"In your world where you have not yet attained the Self you squander 

your years seeking self-expression.  In our world where the Self is cultivated 

we seek to express the pattern.  May our example be as a beacon to guide 

your understanding." 

"He has no weapon save knowledge and no strength to support him 

but his own." 

"Remember therefore how you did receive and hear this message and 

your faults retrieve."  
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The words echoed around us for endless moments, and I felt as if I 

was absorbing the vibrations of the sound. 

After silence regained its reign, we sat for a long time unmoved, 

contemplating the feeling he had created.  A very peaceful feeling.   

"Come back into your body now, Talli.  Wiggle your fingers and toes.  

Starting at the Crown, close down your Chakras one at a time, but 

completely.  Imagine the lamp being extinguished for each one in turn.  You 

must never leave a meditation without first closing all your centres."  Then 

he rose from the floor and lit several more candles. 

"Have a cup of mead, Talli, and come back down." 

I tried to rise and fetch the mead, but my legs were weak.  My body 

was so relaxed I could barely move.  When I looked up at him, his hand was 

outstretched offering me the cup he had already poured.  He was smiling. 

"Thanks, I needed this." 

"Yes, you did.  Meditation, when successful, can be a very dramatic 

experience.  But it shall become more restful and refreshing the more you do 

it.  And it is an hour well spent." 

"An hour, my lord?"  I was thoroughly surprised that so much time 

had passed. 

"Yes, that is right.  I am glad to see you were so lost in it that you did 

not notice the passing of time.  That is good, and precisely the idea.  For this 

must be done everyday, and will do you more good than you can now 

realise.  It is the Druid way.  Trust to the Ancient Ones to know what they 

are about, my friend.  You will understand soon." 
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"Now we must build the shelter, for winter will quickly be upon us.  

And I do not imagine Castor and Pollux would appreciate snow on their 

backs, good horses though they are," he laughed. 

We spent the rest of the day cutting and creating a lean-to of saplings 

that jutted out from the rock face just below the well.  By the time darkness 

crept over us, Castor and Pollux were settled happily into their home. 

The Old Ones of the Hills had left a fair sized piece of venison for our 

supper, so I set about roasting it slowly. 

 

 

"Talli, let us discuss a little Druid philosophy." 

"Yes, Master?" 

"Well, you know we Druids believe in One True God, The Bornless 

One.  One Divine Light.  And have always done.  But what think you why I 

so often refer to 'the gods' that guide us?" 

"I am sure you have your reasons." 

"Yes, I do, but can you guess what they are?" 

After a moment of thought, I let out a sigh slowly, nodding my head. 

"I'll try," I answered as I struggled to formulate my thoughts.  "Our 

task in life is to develop our Spirit, to uncover the Divine within ourselves.  

We believe in reincarnation, thus exists further possible development of that 

Spirit.  Each development cycle can bring us closer to God, therefore closer 

to being a part of God ourselves.  For the closer you are to God, the more of 

Him you have within.  I could willingly and logically categorise a person's 

last cycle as that of a god.  I would consider that is what we mean by our 

'Ancient Ones'.  That they achieved the pinnacle of their development 
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possibility here.  Also that they earned the right to merge with Goodness 

itself.  If not to merge with God, then at least to know Him." 

"Well said, Taliesin.  For one so young in years, you are certainly 

beginning to grasp our purpose in life.  I cannot say that we merge with God 

in the end, for I believe we are already a part of Him.  But I certainly believe 

we will know Him.  That is the reward, the privilege for which we serve 

Him.  All Truth will be revealed to us if we serve Him well.  And I believe 

those Ancient Ones who have made their way to Him, are serving Him by 

guiding us.  Somewhere you have a personal Ancient One waiting to 

communicate with you.  We each have an Unseen Guide, whether we 

believe we do or not.  I hope to help you establish that link.  It is only up to 

you." 

"Call them Angels if you choose, Talli, as the Christian Order does.  

However they are called, they are the same ethereal Spirits in the end.  I 

believe what all humans will know in the end, that all gods of this Earth are 

but part of the One God, and all religions are part of His religion.  The goal 

is to see clearly how all humanity fits into His Pattern.  To have the Divine 

Hierarchy revealed, the Pattern of Patterns.  And this will come thanks to an 

open mind." 

"We are instructed by the Ancient Ones through our Order, but it is 

His Power alone they lend to us.  And it must be treated as such, sacred, at 

all times.  There is no greater evil, no greater defeat for Mankind, than the 

misuse of His Powers." 

"I understand that, Merlin.  Do you fear I am not sworn to Goodness, 

even as yourself?" 
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"No, Talli.  On the contrary.  Neither I nor the Ancient Ones see you 

as anything but good.  Thus their trust in you.  I never doubted your intent.  I 

simply want to put forth a reminder, or a reconfirmation of your goal.  For 

now is the time to be sure your feet are on the True Path.  If there are any 

vague areas for you, we must clear them up before I go on.  For Power 

without Goodness is suicide of the Spirit, not just for you, but for us all." 

"I really do understand the importance of your words.  Truly."  I rose 

and cleared away the few utensils.  "I think I shall take a walk, to think, to 

reconfirm." 

"Just one more thing, my dear.  I do have complete faith in you.  I 

want you to know that.  But most of all, I want you to have faith in 

yourself." 

"I understand."  I turned and walked out into the darkness. 

 

 

The night.  Oh how I love the night.  But is that wrong?  I do believe 

in the Light.  And in the Light of Lights.  And I do strive for the True Path of 

Light, not darkness.  Not Evil.  But the night does not seem evil, only serene.  

A resting place for the mind for a while.  But some had said that night 

people were evil.  I must ask Merlin. 

What is it that I truly feel about Merlin giving me his Art?  I tried to 

imagine myself with the Power.  It was me starting the fire with my hands.  

Will I succumb to arrogance?  Will I be tempted to Evil?  Will I feel 

superior because 'the gods are with me?'  I knew the answer.  No, I would be 

terrified at first, then humble with the weight of responsibility they were 

handing me.  I somehow knew it would be a weary burden.  An awesome 
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weight to be trusted at any time, but especially trusted to accomplish Divine 

purposes.  Was I up to carrying that weight?  I do not know. 

They were all like Merlin, only in the state after death, after 

development.  Just a lot of Merlin-spirits floating around up there.  What a 

beautiful thought!  Yes, I could do it.  And what about for the real purpose, 

for Humanity?  Well, I am Humanity too, and I want very much to know 

God.  Why wouldn't everyone?  They deserved a chance, and if I could help, 

I must.  Regardless the cost to me, and even if I did not yet see how I could 

help.  Yes, I would trust to those who went before.  They already knew the 

answer, as someday I hoped I would.  I was sure at last my answer was yes.  

I was ready. 

I knelt on the dew-kissed grass, and recited the Druid prayer: 

 

Grant, oh God, Thy protection, 

And in protection, strength, 

And in strength, understanding, 

And in understanding, knowledge, 

And in knowledge, the knowledge of justice, 

And in the knowledge of justice, the love of it, 

And in the love of it, the love of all existences, 

And in the love of all existences, 

The love of God, and all Goodness. 

 

After I had done, I continued kneeling in silence, open to the serenity 

around me.  Peaceful within myself, I looked up at the night sky.  The stars 
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shone with rare clarity.  Suddenly the sky lit up with a bright whiteness, and 

a scene formed before my eyes. 

I was in a Great Hall with no corners, hung with beautiful tapestries.  

On the dais was a gilded throne, the most glorious throne I had ever seen.  

The back and seat were padded and covered with dark green velvet, the 

colour of a summer forest.  Matching emeralds shone in scattered patterns 

from their bed in the gilded edges. 

A man with a simple circle of gold for a crown and a red cape, walked 

up to it and sat down.  He was very tall, with dark, smooth hair that fell 

loosely just short of his shoulders.  His breeches and tunic were white from 

neck to ankle, and the red of the cape and gold of the crown were the only 

touches of colour.  As he sat down, I noticed he was glowing!  A pale light 

radiated from him, no, it encased him from top to bottom.  Then he turned 

his head and I saw his face.  Such a strong, capable young face.  His dark 

eyes spoke silently of awareness and kindness, his mouth of unswervable 

determination and strength of purpose.  I liked him immediately, and knew 

that he was someone very special.  His aura of light told me that, if nothing 

else.  I wanted to know who he was, but before I could gather more, the 

vision was gone. 

Strange, I thought.  Who was he?  Why did I see it?  I walked back 

into the cave and sat down beside Merlin.  "Is it a mark of evil that I love the 

night?" 

"No, Talli.  Not at all.  There is only One Source of all Light, but that 

Light does not cease to exist in the darkness of night.  It is mortals who are 

located on the wrong side of the Earth, not the Light.  But even the Sun itself 

is only a reflection of the True Light.  And you carry that Light within you at 
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all times, regardless of conditions around you.  It is the darkness of the Soul 

that is Evil.  Contentedness with ignorance." 

"Life requires a balance of these two extremes that God has given and 

when it is day we close our eyelids to it to meditate and invoke the Light 

within us.  All things are balanced under God, Talli, and both are His gifts.  

The Sun is responsible for creating both day and night.  The Light, or lack of 

Light, creates them both.  Positive, and negative.  The negative ions of the 

night are just as important to our well-being as the positive ions of the day.  

Yin and Yang.  You can understand by picturing either as a constant thing.  

One brings a sort of relief from the other, and appreciation as well.  I prefer 

the night also, my friend.  My intuitive perception increases, as well as my 

creativity." 

"I am glad I have no cause to fear." 

"Remember that it takes both positive and negative to create action 

and reaction.  Without both, nothing would exist." he reminded. 

"I had a vision out there." 

"Oh?  Tell me about it, Talli." 

So I told him of the brief seeing, as well as my frame of mind at the 

time it came.  He listened intently, then shook his head, saying nothing. 

"Who was he?" 

"He was someone who will be very important to us both, and to 

Britain.  It is many years ahead, Talli, if I am right.  I just don't know how 

you do it.  So casually.  But let us not forget our purpose, Talli, for I know 

that it is time." 

"Time for what?" 

"Time for you to call the fire." 
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So he sat patiently that night, and laboriously taught me how to call 

the fire.  Not only from my fingertips, as I thought, but from that Light 

within, when directed at the lower two Chakras.  And he taught the control 

necessary, by synchronising the frequency of the vibrations of these two 

Chakras, to call either the dangerous hot orange wildfire, the harmless cold 

blue pulsating fire, or the deadly red flame that stabs like a sword of fire 

through the dark. 



 

 

 

 

Chapter Four 

Healing 

 

The morning proved less than bright.  Gray and overcast described it 

better.  I was surprised to notice that Merlin did not awaken as I built the 

fire.  I suppose the dark sky was misleading, but I tried hard not to wake him 

in case he needed the sleep.  My efforts were in vain, however, for I 

suddenly heard shouting outside the cave. 

"What is it?"  I went quickly to meet the source of disturbance at this 

early hour. 

A young man about sixteen or seventeen was standing, waving 

frantically.  I motioned him closer and walked quickly to meet him.  The air 

was so thick with moisture it felt like rain on my face.  Yet no rain, no fog, 

just overcast so heavily you could literally touch it.  A strange day, indeed. 

"Oh young sir, ye must get Merlin to help us!", the boy cried, still 

waving his arms madly.  He was out of breath and the words erupted 

brokenly. 
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"Calm down.  Of course Merlin will help you.  What is your trouble 

then?" I asked. 

"It's me pa.  He's sorely ill, sir, and the Leech . . . well, the Leech says 

naught can be done.  That he's gonna die!  But he can't die.  He just can't!  

So me ma sent me up here to get the Enchanter.  He won't let me pa die.  I 

know he won't, cause he's a wizard an' all.  He'll come, won't he?  Oh please 

say he'll come cure me pa!"  The boy grabbed my arm and shook it as if that 

would help. 

"Certainly I'll come, Rwl," Merlin answered as he walked quickly up 

to join us.  "But you must try to be calm and describe as best you can what is 

wrong with your father." 

"Myrddin!  Mabon be praised.  Would ye please just come take a look 

and see what the trouble is?" 

"Yes, Rwl, I said I would come.  But I must know what to take with 

me that might help him.  So please, just describe his illness to me." 

"Well, let's see.  Me pa is the cobbler, you know." 

Merlin shook his head to show that he did. 

"Well, some days back, a week mayhap, he drove a nail into his 

finger.  It were an old rusty nail, you see, from the boot he was mendin'.  

Guess he just weren't his best that day." 

"Go on," Merlin prompted, more softly now. 

"His finger got all infected.  Red and swollen with white oozing from 

it.  Lost the use of his whole hand after that, he did.  It went all stiff." 

"Now Rwl, think carefully.  Are there red streaks running up his 

arm?" 
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"How'd you know that?  But of course, you would.  I forgot."  Rwl's 

face showed a touch of embarrassed colour. 

"All right, then.  Quick, no time to lose.  Rwl, you must look around 

and gather all the spider webs and mud that you can find."  He walked into 

the cave and handed Rwl a pail to collect his contribution. 

"Talli, you know that sphagnum moss, that very unusual moss that lies 

below the well?"  He handed me another pail. 

"Yes, right away Merlin."  I ran off down the hill to collect my 

treasure.  When I returned, Merlin had gathered various jars into his bag and 

was just closing it. 

"Talli, wash up now.  We must hurry.  May be too late." 

"Right away, Merlin, but my name is Hu." 

"Hu.  Oh dear.  Did I . . ." 

"No, Master.  We are safe." 

"Thanks, Hu." 

Rwl came running in as I was drying my hands.  "Is this enough?" 

Merlin glanced in the pail.  "Yes, that will do.  Right then, ready?" 

"Ready," I answered. 

After I saddled Castor and Pollux, Rwl climbed up behind me on 

Pollux.  As we set off down hill through that strange, thick air, I could not 

help but wonder what an unusual beginning like this portended for the day in 

general.  I just hoped Merlin remembered to call me Hu. 

It took nearly half an hour to reach the cobbler's cottage on the far side 

of town.  The town was very deserted this early, and I found myself grateful.  

I could just visualise the picture we must make.  Two boys on one horse, 

each holding an unwilling pail out to the side.  And all that, following 
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behind a wizard with his bag of surprises.  Not to mention the atmosphere 

the strange air created.  The townfolk would surely think Merlin had created 

it that way to suit his purposes.  I smiled silently. 

When we arrived at the cottage, the cobbler's wife walked out to greet 

us.  "Master Myrddin.  Thank you so much for coming.  I knew you would.  

He is in here."  She pointed us through the open door. 

She was a surprise to me.  Her accent was not of the Cymry, not 

Welsh, but Angle.  She was a small wisp of a woman, thin, but very neat.  

Her dark auburn hair was pulled back into a coil behind her head, and her 

clothes looked smart, if not fine.  Too smart for a typical cobbler's wife.  

Educated. 

The cottage was clean and tidy, with pretty touches obviously done by 

her hand, to brighten it. 

"If you feel you need anything at all, Master Myrddin, please ask.  Is 

there any way I might assist?"  She stood very still and calm awaiting an 

answer.  Not at all what one would expect from a woman whose husband 

was dying. 

"Yes, Rebecca.  Two things," Merlin answered.  "First you say hello 

to Hu, my friend and sometime servant." 

She turned to me and extended her hand gracefully.  "How do you do, 

Hu.  I am very pleased to meet you at last.  You are part of the local gossip 

these days."  She smiled. 

"And I am delighted to meet you, Madam."  I blushed and shook her 

hand, feeling unjustifiably awkward. 
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"The second thing, Rebecca," Merlin continued, "is to make us all a 

cup of warm milk, perhaps with a touch of cinnamon?"  He smiled 

imploringly. 

"Of course, straight away."  She walked over to the vast fireplace and 

retrieved the kettle hanging there.  "Won't be a moment." 

Merlin walked into the next room where the open door showed the 

cobbler on his bed, and I followed.  The damaged hand was bandaged 

thickly, and too tightly, I could see.  The cobbler was asleep or unconscious.  

Merlin put his bag on the floor and pulled up a chair.  Then he lifted the 

hand and began removing the bandages.  The cobbler groaned and opened 

his fever-glazed eyes. 

Merlin paused, "Good morning to you, Rwl.  I am here to try and help 

you.  But it will hurt, I fear." 

"Myrddin."  The cobbler groaned again as Merlin resumed.  "No use . 

. . too late.  But thanks." 

"Now bear with me Rwl.  Indulge me and let me have a go."  Merlin 

shifted and placed the lower part of the arm gently across his knees.   

It was an awful sight, as the younger Rwl had described.  Merlin 

spooned some poppy powder into a cup of milk, adding sneezewort powder 

as an afterthought and fed to him.  He motioned me out into the lounge.  As 

we walked to the table near the fire Rebecca was standing silently, staring 

into the flames. 

"In a few minutes he will be sleeping soundly, as soon as the 

compound I gave him takes effect.  Then the work begins, Rebecca." 

"Is there any hope, Myrddin?"  Rebecca looked back at him. 
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"There is always hope.  But only a fool would state how much.  It is 

very bad.  The finger must be removed, and perhaps the hand." 

"Oh God."  Rebecca buried her face in her hands. 

"Better a finger or hand than a life," Merlin reminded gently. 

"Yes, of course you are right."  The remarkable lady straightened up, 

picked up her cup and began to sip it.  "What may I do to help?" 

"Nothing.  Stay out until we are done.  Hu and I shall do all that is 

needed," Merlin ordered. 

"As you will, Myrddin."  She looked almost relieved. 

As soon as we finished our milk, we returned to the sickroom, this 

time closing the door behind us.  Rwl was unconscious.  Merlin shook him 

to be sure.  Then he began the cleaning and the amputation of the finger.  

When it was gone, Merlin carefully probed the tissue above where the finger 

had been. 

"Talli, the gods are with us."  So he proceeded to sew the flesh 

together loosely with just several stitches, enough only to position it.  "Bring 

the pails closer, please."  He mixed a bowl of mud, web, and moss, and 

applied it to the wound, after sprinkling Calendula powder around it first.  

Then wrapped it again with clean bindings.  He laid his hand over the 

bandages and closed his eyes.  A faint blue light began radiating from his 

hand.  He held it there for a few more moments, then the light began to fade.  

He opened eyes. 

"Now only time will tell, Talli.  But I believe he does have a chance.  I 

have seen worse cases in my encounters with my father's soldiers.  Thank 

the gods for that training in Brittany."  He got up, walked to the basin and 

washed his hands and arms. 
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"That's it, Talli."  He walked to the door and opened it.  I closed his 

bag and carried it out the door behind him. 

"Rebecca, only the finger is removed." 

"Thank God.  No, thank you, Myrddin." 

"Save the thanks for after he is out of danger, which isn't yet, I'm 

afraid.  And Rebecca, I shall now say I think his chances are very good.  But 

it will take time.  I’ll check on him this evening."   

Merlin strided to the door with me behind.  "Good day, Madam." 

Rebecca walked to the door, holding it open.  "God bless you both.  

See you this evening." 

"Goodbye," I said. 

 

As we rode back through the town, it was busy with activity.  The 

weather had not changed, but being mid-morning, life in the market must go 

on.  As we were nearing the Priory Oak, a tree near the centre of town, 

Merlin dismounted and walked over to it.  A crowd from the market began 

to gather, curious to see what the Enchanter was up to.  I did wonder myself.  

He was standing there looking at the tree very strangely.  Then he walked up 

to it and put his hand flat on it.  His eyes were rolled back in his head, a look 

I had seen before in his prophecies.  I dismounted and walked to his side, 

determined not to miss his next words. 

 

 "Llanllwch a fu, 

 Caerfryddu a sudd, 

 Abergwili a saif." 
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 "Llanllwch has been, 

 Carmarthen shall sink, 

 Abergwili shall stand." 

 

Then he turned around to face the crowd, arms in the air. 

 

 "Caerfyrddin, cei oer fore, 

 Daerr a'th lwnc, dwr i'th le." 

 

"Carmarthen thou shalt have a cold morning, 

Earth shall swallow thee, water into thy place." 

 

As we neared the horses, a small group of people approached led by a 

fat sandal-clad monk in a filthy grey habit.  His tonsure was unkempt and in 

need of trim.  Grease smeared his chin and the front of his habit.  The white 

rope around his waist was no longer white, patched with greasy brown spots.  

He held a wooden cross in his hand, showing black grime under fingernails 

in need of trimming. 

"Blasphemer!" he shouted as he waved the cross before Merlin's face.  

"Infidel!"  His odour nearly gagged me. 

Merlin stood calmly to face him.  "How may I serve you, friar?" 

"Begone, you demon!  In the name of Christ!" 

Merlin sighed heavily.  "I have no quarrel with your Christ, friar," he 

returned. 
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"But He has a quarrel with you and all filthy Druids, Magician!  Call 

yourself a prophet!  What terrible arrogance!  Only God can create a 

prophet." 

“You think me ‘filthy’?” Merlin smiled as he sniffed under his arm 

and lifted his robe a little to examine the skirt.  Then he smirked at the sight 

of the monk’s robe.  The people gathered laughed loudly. 

"I have no quarrel with your God either, friar," Merlin said, and turned 

to walk away  The monk tried to grab him. 

"Let Myrddin be!" shouted one of the crowd. 

"Go away!" shouted the blacksmith's wife. 

"Yeah, the Enchanter's done you no harm!" shouted another. 

Merlin held up a hand to still the shouts.  It was evident that the small 

group of followers around the monk were outnumbered by the crowd which 

had now gathered. 

"This man is an abomination!" shouted the monk, pointing a finger at 

Merlin.  "He is Evil!  Jesus would never suffer him to live.  Stone him, I say!  

Stone him until he is dead!"  There were gasps everywhere. 

Merlin once again held up his hand.  "You are saying that you 

personally know Jesus's wishes?" 

"Yes!"  The crowd began mumbling darkly at this. 

"Jesus has spoken to you recently, has he?" Merlin asked calmly. 

"Yes!  He said that you must die.  Stone him!" said the monk.  His 

followers bent to pick up stones. 

Andre Provencourt, owner of the White Hart, pushed his bulk in front 

of Merlin and held up both hands.  "Hold it, monk!  You wrong this man.  
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Myrddin has just come from healing the Cobbler when the leeches had given 

him up for dead!"  The crowd's agitation increased visibly at this. 

The monk spat onto the ground.  "Impostor!  Now he pretends to be a 

physician too.  Stone the heathen, I say!" 

As his followers hurled the first stone at Merlin, the crowd went wild.  

The skirmish took only moments before Merlin's supporters overcame the 

monk's followers.  Some of the crowd then proceeded to forcibly escort 

them out of town as we stood in silence. 

"How unfortunate," said Merlin to no one, a pained expression on his 

face.  "If only he could live what his doctrine preaches." 

Andre stood watching at Merlin's side.  "Don't know how you can be 

so charitable, Myrddin.  That group is nothing but trouble-makers and we 

don't need that kind in our town.  Let them move on and make trouble 

elsewhere.  And good riddance!" 

As we mounted our horses, Merlin shook his head. 

"Wish them Light, Andre.  Just wish them Light." 

 

As we rode on, Merlin contributed a bit of wisdom to further my 

education.  “Tal, er, Hu, this was a good example in miniature of a pattern 

that repeats itself throughout history.  Back away and see if you can see it 

objectively. 

Step 1:  intolerant religious fervor, misguided at the least, 

Step 2:  attempted suppression of one or more freedoms, 

Step 3:  social discontent, 

Step 4:  rioting, 

Step 5:  revolt, and 
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Step 6:  reform. 

It just demonstrates how important balance can be.  Extreme anything 

always has consequences, rarely good.  Extremes are our enemy, everyone’s.  

Remember that.” 

  

Once back in the cave, I couldn't resist the question. 

"Merlin, what brought on the prophecy about the fall of Carmarthen?" 

"You of all people should know better than to ask that.  I of all people, 

have no answer.  They come when they come.  I have no control or opinion.  

It just happens.  Don't you know?" 

"No, I haven't become a prophet yet.  I was just curious like everyone 

else. Forgive me." 

"No matter, Talli.  Let us get something to eat.  I am starving.  This 

isn't exactly your normal type of day." 

"No, I'll agree to that.  But I knew when I woke up that this day would 

be different." 

"Oh, a vision?" 

"No, Master.  Just the strange air.  Did you notice it?" 

"Can't say that I did." 

"You had best be prepared.  It will be said that you conjured it to 

make the prophecy more believable." 

"Yes, I suppose so.  But that is not important.  I just hope we have 

done enough for Rwl." 

At dusk after the evening meal, the same pattern followed as the next 

meditation began.  At the height of my awareness, he began again speaking 

in that strange voice not his own. 
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"Thought. 

And you think. - Know you not that thoughts take shape, colour, and 

sometimes even being; according to the will of the maker.  The thinker has 

got force to wield for good or ill.   

There is little that does not find its place in this universe, and for each 

there is a task. 

"There is no thing either good or bad but that thinking makes it so." 

That which you sow you must reap.   

Build up then your mental powers and think not that there is waste - 

there is only waste if you do not build.  Perchance you may build an empire 

for tomorrow for what you build we can transmit, sometimes in its entirety, 

to those who have the opportunity to create.   

Therein lies the genius - not always is that genius their own 

constructive effort.  So, if there seems little gained upon your material plane, 

know that there is all achieved even as you create. 

Increasing the cultivated area in the world of thought requires the 

deliberate and conscious control of brain activity by such of humanity as are 

evolved to the pitch where this is possible and who are willing to devote 

themselves to the discipline involved. 

The building up of your mental powers has now become a matter of 

life and death to humanity at large." 

 

There he stopped.  Silence descended again.  As I regained my 

worldly state, I wondered who he was that was speaking through Merlin.  
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But somehow I couldn't ask.  Not yet.  Trust, or rather, Faith, was all I felt 

important to offer now. 

"Well, Talli," he began, "time to go back and check on our patient." 

"I shall saddle the horses."  I picked up the cups and quickly dipped 

them into the basin, then started for the well. 

When we reached the cobbler's cottage, Rwl was just regaining 

consciousness.  Merlin said he should administer to the patient and Rebecca 

should watch, which she agreed, a little too quickly. 

"Now then, Rwl.  How do you feel?" Merlin asked. 

"Don't really know, Myrddin.  It hurts, all right, but I feel . . . funny.  

Groggy.  And I think I have been asleep." 

"Yes, you have slept all day.  I gave you a powder to make you sleep, 

while I amputated your finger."  Merlin paused for a reaction. 

"My finger?  Gone?" 

"Yes.  It was necessary." 

"Oh."  A pause.  "Thanks, Myrddin.  How long?" 

"If you mean how long before I know if you are going to live, the 

morrow should tell.  If you mean how long before you are up and about, 

assuming you live, that could take a while.  You are very weak, which 

delays the healing process.  Could be a fortnight, or only one week, 

depending on you.  So, would you try to take some nourishment now?" 

Rwl grimaced as he said, "When you put it like that, I guess I have no 

choice." 

"Good, that is a very good sign." 

Merlin began unwrapping the hand slowly.  Already the red streaks up 

the arm were noticeably paler. 
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"Rebecca, a little cold water would help soften this mud, if you won't 

mind." 

She retrieved the flagon by the basin and handed it to Merlin.  He took 

the bowl and again mixed mud, moss, and web into a paste, then applied to 

the wound.  He re-wrapped it quickly with clean wrapping.  "There.  That is 

all there is to it, Rebecca." 

She looked down at her husband, who was sleeping now, and softly 

murmured, "Thank you Myrddin Emrys.  Oh thank you."  She lowered her 

head, and I noticed a streak of wetness down her cheek. 

As we walked to the door, Merlin turned.  "I shall return early in the 

morning." 

"Not to worry, Myrddin.  I shall be up.  We are early risers in this 

house."  She gestured to the boy sitting next to the fire. 

"Fine.  We shall see you then." 

As we rode through the town, several people were out and about.  As 

we passed a group of children, one of them shouted their rhyme. 

 

"When Myrddin's tree shall tumble down, 

then shall fall Carmarthen town." 

 

He slowed to laugh with them, and we rode back to the cave. 



 

 

 

 

Chapter Five 

Lessons 

 

We were up with the dawn next morning as usual. This time we did 

manage a bite to eat before riding across town. 

When we woke Rwl this time, there was a definite change. His eyes 

were no longer fever-glazed. The red streaks were very pale, and he sat up 

without my help. 

Merlin stood looking at him for a few moments before he said 

anything. 

"How goes our battle with death, Rwl?" 

"Good, I think," Rwl replied. "I feel better. Hungry." He smiled 

weakly. 

"That is exactly what I wanted to hear, my friend. You have won this 

one. The 'Wild Hunt' will have to wait its turn for your death, it seems." 

"Thank you, Myrddin.  You know I am grateful to you." 

"Of course.  But tell me, does it still hurt?" 

"Yes, feels as if that blasted finger is still there. It throbs." 

"Right. I am very pleased to tell you that this is the last day it will 

throb. And you shall sleep through most of it.  However, it will remain very 
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tender for a fortnight. So try not to bump it accidentally. You might start the 

bleeding again. " 

Merlin repeated the same procedure of cleaning, applying the mud, 

and rebandaging.  "That is all there is to it." 

On our way out Rebecca handed him a package all neatly wrapped in 

brown cloth. 

"I always knew you would do it.  A little something for you, Myrddin, 

to say how grateful we all are." 

"Thank you, Madam.  Goodbye, Rwl.  Take care of your mother."  He 

nodded at the boy as he passed. 

 

Back at the cave Merlin sat to open the package Rebecca had given 

him for his services.  Inside were two pairs of beautiful kidskin house boots.  

He handed the smaller pair out to me.  We both sat and replaced our riding 

boots with the soft, supple leather. 

"What a lovely gift she has given us, eh Talli? Just the thing for our 

next endeavour." 

Merlin delved into his trunk of manuscripts and handed one to me. 

"Read this, Talli.  You read Greek, yes?" 

"Certainly."   

As I read the document, I was astonished with its implications. 

"Can this really be done?  Can one really defy gravity with the 

'levitation' they talk about?" 

"Of course. That is exactly what those instructions are about. Had I 

done it before showing you that manuscript, you would think it magic.  But 

now you know better, eh?" 
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"Do I?" 

"Talli, of course it isn't magic. It is mind control. Mind over body. 

And that force is a very powerful one. The same one, in fact, that the 

discipline of meditation is trying to teach you. Watch." 

He sat perfectly still, legs crossed, arms spread, eyes closed for a long 

time. He was obviously deep in concentration. After about five minutes of 

silence, he began to lift off the floor. Not high, only a foot or so. But he just 

hung there, suspended in the air. Not moving a muscle, but not touching the 

ground. I simply watched in silent wonder. This man was indeed a god. And 

just because it was written, did not mean anyone but Merlin could actually 

accomplish this thing called levitation. 

In a few minutes he opened his eyes, and floated gently back to earth. 

"It is your turn, Talli." 

"I am sorry, my lord, I don't believe I can." 

"Well you believe it can be done, right?" 

"Of course, you just did it." 

"Read the manuscript again, then, and just do it. You are following in 

my footsteps. You have my powers, and you can do it. The gods will help 

you." 

So I re-read the manuscript, and closed my eyes. After I had been 

concentrating for what seemed a long time, I suddenly felt lighter. Light as a 

feather. I opened my eyes to see, and jolted back down to the ground, the 

whole two inches I had risen. 

"Oh." 
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"Now, Talli. You must not be such a doubter. Faith is the thing. They 

can and will do it for you. Just give up to trusting, and let them do the job 

you require." 

So I closed my eyes again, and this time was simply enjoying the 

feeling of lightness when it came. Then I had doubts again about how one 

gets down, and fell a foot to the ground with a painful thud. 

"Are you hurt, Talli?" Merlin came running to me and helped me up. 

"No, only shaken." 

"You either lost the discipline of your concentration, or began to 

doubt again." 

"I began to doubt how I could get down. Can you tell me, Master?" 

"Just tell them that you want to get down. They will see to it. You 

only need Will it. As you Willed it to get up." 

"And can you think of any practical use for it? This incredible little 

power of yours?" I waited expectantly. 

"Your usual quick mind is not working so fast at this moment, Talli.  

You are missing the more far-reaching implications of this.  If one can 

levitate a foot off the ground, why not, with control, go forward or 

backward?  Say, from one mountaintop to another.  Indeed, why not fly? 

More practical, if the need of saving your life arises. If the threat is people, 

you are ready for them. You can just suddenly appear on the other side of 

them. Remember King's Fort?" 

I smiled and nodded. 

"You never know, Talli. You just never know. But for now it is 

enough to have the knowledge that you can. That the power is within you. 

As a confirmation that the gods are with you." 
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"But should we require proof of the gods?" 

"No, but being mere weak and fallible mortals, we fall foul of our 

more human emotions from time to time.  Like doubts. Sometimes we need 

to be shown bluntly that our doubts make not one whit of difference to the 

laws of the Universe. Only in our use of them, our ability to use them.  

Understand?" 

"Yes.  I suppose that is what enlightenment is really all about.  To be 

rid of the hindrances that our mortal minds place between us and the laws of 

the Cosmos. Like doubt, and judgements, especially moral ones, since what 

one man thinks is moral is completely immoral to another. And like 

emotions, on an even lower plane, since those are initiated by the lower 

animal instinct within us. The three lowest but most powerful being hunger, 

sex, and fear." 

"Exactly. That's it, Talli. The whole idea. We must accept, completely 

objectively, everything in the Universe. It is simply there.  As with 

ourselves.  Not bad, not good.  Just fact." 

"Right.  I understand." 

"I know you do.  And if I haven't told you before, you are doing 

wondrously well with this work.  I am proud of you." 

"Thanks, Merlin."  And I wondered what would be the next 'power' he 

might spring on me.  And I also marvelled that I had been chosen to learn 

from this truly remarkable man.  What a beautiful place his Universe was 

proving to be.  And I was very glad to be here in it.  But oh, what secrets to 

keep! 
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Mid-afternoon Merlin told me to take a break and relax for half an 

hour, since learning needed time to digest just like food. 

I wandered down the hillside with no particular purpose, simply 

visiting with the Spirits of the Trees.  Merlin had taught me that each tree 

has a living soul of its own, and that eventually I would be able to see and 

speak to them, once my receptivity was tuned properly. 

I walked up to a particularly old oak, saying, "Hello.  I can't see you 

yet, but I believe you are there.  Would you mind if I sat down in your shade 

to rest awhile?"  I smiled at the absurdity of talking to a tree, and turned 

around to sit cross-legged. 

"Of course you are welcome," came a soft, feminine voice in reply, 

and I jerked violently from the shock. 

Immediately I rose and turned in all directions, looking for the source 

of the voice. 

First a giggle erupted from several trees away, then a young girl 

stepped out from behind one, smiling shyly.  I felt my face flush, and knew 

it was flaming scarlet with the shame of being caught out talking to a tree. 

The girl proved to be Bronwyn, the blacksmith's daughter.  She 

walked shyly over to me.  "Hello." 

"Hello," I said.  "Sorry you caught me being silly." 

"Oh, it doesn't bother me," she replied. 

"Well it bothers me," I said. 

"But why?  I am sure a lot stranger things than talking to trees goes on 

up in that cave." 
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"Well, yes, I guess you are right.  But that does not matter.  I don't 

usually act silly, so fancy me getting caught out when I finally do," I 

confessed. 

"Maybe you should act silly more often.  It's good for the soul, me ma 

tells me." 

"You could be right, at that," I mused. 

"You're Hu, aren't you?" 

"Er, yes, that's right." 

"I know 'cause I saw you that day Merlin cured my eye," she 

reminded. 

"Oh." 

"I'm Bronwyn." 

"I know.  How's your eye?" 

"Fine." 

"Good." 

"Hu, what does go on up at that cave exactly?" she hung her head 

timidly, blushing, embarrassed by her own question. 

The question rather took me by surprise, especially the sudden way it 

was blurted out.  She looked up at me with cornflower blue eyes, and I 

stared as if dumbstruck. 

"I'm sorry.  I shouldn't have asked," she said, too quickly. 

"No, no.  It's all right, really.  I was just surprised," I said, also too 

quickly.  "Nothing much goes on," I lied.  "Merlin is trying to teach me, 

that's all." 

"Teach you magic?" she asked. 

"Well, yes, I guess so.  But other things as well." 
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"Oh," she sighed dreamily.  "I have seen a glowing light coming from 

there sometimes." 

"Oh that's just the chimney in Herne's Cave.  No magic there." 

"Oh."  She sounded disappointed. 

"Are you interested in magic?" 

"Isn't everyone?" she returned. 

"Maybe." 

"But you are actually getting a chance to learn it!  And from The 

Enchanter!"  Then she blushed again. 

I tore my gaze from her fathomless eyes and felt sanity return. 

"Now listen, Bronwyn.  Magic belongs to the gods, not us.  And they 

choose who will learn it and who won't.  Because it is very dangerous," I 

lectured, older and wiser as I was. 

"Oh I know that!" she retorted, as if I were an ignorant child. 

"Well, then, why the fascination with the unobtainable?" I asked. 

"I don't know, Hu.  Honestly.  I just wish I could be you.  That's all."  

She stared off into the distance, eyes full of imaginings. 

"I'm sorry you can't have your wish, Bronwyn.  But I am glad you are 

not me, I must admit." 

"I know," she rejoined, then sat in silence. 

I sat silent also. 

"Talli," I heard Merlin call. 

"Who's that?" Bronwyn asked, startled. 

I rose hurriedly.  "Whoops, I've been away too long.  Seems my 

master may have a visitor, and he will probably need me.  I had best go now.  

Goodbye, Bronwyn." 
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She just waved as I ran off up the hill, knowing that was a close call, 

in more ways than one. 

 

Merlin had decided geometry was the job for the day, so he set out to 

discover how much I knew.  When he was satisfied I had a good working 

knowledge, he spent hours filling my brain with correlations. 

"We follow Pythagoras, as you know, since he was one of us, but 

geometry was important to us very long before that. Geometry is the Sacred 

Science, Talli, and can be related to everything in our Universe. It is the 

language of the Spheres. The same patterns hold true in the stars, earth, and 

man's body. As above, so below. And in all things.  Music, for instance." 

"In an equilateral triangle, the ratio of height to length of one side is 

8:9, which can be related to the musical whole tone."  He drew some 

diagrams for me to look at.  "The six-pointed star, the Seal of Solomon, is 

based on the C Major, or Diatonic scale."  He looked off into the distance for 

a moment. 

"Most of our stone circles have a layout geometry of pentagonal, or 

five-fold symmetry usually attributed to the Greeks. But we know our 

Megalithic ancestors, more than a millennium earlier, demonstrated that 

knowledge in these standing stone circles. The Law of Fives. And each 

circle is built to correspond to the geometry of different signs of the Zodiac, 

and on the magic square of each planet.  You see, each planet has its own 

number that is unique to it." 

 

 

Saturn  = 3 Sun     = 6 
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Jupiter = 4 Venus   = 7 

Mars    = 5 Mercury = 8 

Moon =9 

 

"Makes one wonder about 1 and 2, eh?  Anything concerning the 

number can be associated with its corresponding planet and vice versa.  The 

number is solely based on the Magic Square that identifies that planet.  Like 

these:" 
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"In all squares, the sum of a column in any direction, down, sideways 

or diagonal is equal to the sum of any other column.  Take the Sun for 

example.  Whether you sum a column down, across, or diagonally, a column 

equals 111.  It can be summarised:" 

 

 

number of figures       36 

sum of column     111 

sum of each symmetrical block of four     74 

sum of numbers round perimeter  370 

===== 

    total sum of all numbers in square   666 

===== 

 

"The Arch, in Sacred Geometry, is usually incorporated also, although 

it will later be attributed to another age many years from now by history. 

The geometry of our stone circles is much more complex than it first 

appears.  And incorporates much more than a circle." 

"In fact, the Cross, which the Christians have adopted, was part of our 

Sacred Symbolism long before recorded time, but the Christian cross often 

lacks the all-important circle in the middle of the Celtic Cross.  Their 

churches are built by it. But of course, their Jesus was one of our own 

Essenes, as we used to be called. So they certainly had the right to use it. He 

visited not many miles from here, you know.  At a place called Ynis Witrin, 

or the Glass Isle.  Ever heard of it?" 

"Yes, Master.  It is also called Glastonbury in the Vale of Avalon." 
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"That is right.  Have you seen it?" 

I shook my head no. 

"Well, you must, and soon. In the first century, that was a centre of 

education, both religious and scholastic. Many of our Ancient Ones taught 

the Druidic Principles there. That was our headquarters then. And Jesus, the 

Essene, came with his uncle, Joseph of Arimathea, to study there with others 

of our kind. We were both on the same path then, and our communion was 

based in complete and shared understanding." 

"Yes, the Isle of Avalon is sacred to all of us, Christian, Earth Mother  

and Druid alike.  We were both one then." 

"Until the third century, the Council of Nicea, we all believed in the 

same things. At that time human hands, powerful hands, decided to rewrite 

and leave out great chunks of their Bible, including reincarnation. Their 

Bible is like our 'Word', Talli. Since that day, the course of both history and 

religion were changed. Our paths separated. We teach that Imagination, not 

piety is the key to their Heaven." 

"That is why the Christians of Wales are defying Rome, the Pope's 

version of religion." 

"Perhaps someday, after many reincarnations, it will come right for 

those poor souls."  Merlin rose from the writing table and stretched his stiff 

limbs. 

"We must wish them Light, Talli." 

"Yes, my lord." 

"Right now we must also wish Light for ourselves. Time to eat, and 

then to meditate." 

As soon as we had eaten we resumed our place on the floor. 
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"The Work. 

 For think you not that those things which you have were not put there 

to be used, and there is no greater service than giving of one's highest 

endeavour to the work that one can see. 

 For that which you ask will you surely receive, though perchance its 

value and possibilities are unforeseen. 

The leaning towards this or that starts a sequence of experiences 

which tend towards the desired end but each time you change your mind you 

change the sequence of problems set you, and if there is little coherence in 

your mind there can be but little coherence in your problems. 

The things you project into the future - those things you are going to 

do some other time - create pitfalls for your feet for the cycle of 

circumstance will come round to that point again and most likely your mind 

will have changed by then and you will be caught unawares and unprepared. 

When that day comes you will blame circumstance, cry why should 

this happen to me, why should I have to do this when I would rather do that, 

you will be full of excuses not recognising your own creations. 

Your receiving is qualified only by your asking.  When man becomes 

conscious in this field he will ask with greater certainty, more precision, less 

frequency and much more discretion. 

Wrestling with the difficulties of life is developing you, causing you to 

evolve along given lines, and for this purpose your perplexities are designed 

and presented, gauged as to intensity and timed to a nicety to match your 

needs. 
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Before this starts you fussing about free-will, give a thought to the 

amount of will you have troubled to develop, then another thought to the 

extent to which you exercise it.  This will show you the limits within which 

any free-will is possible. 

The work you would like to do can be yours any time you trouble to fit 

yourself for it. 

To speed up your progress, conscious attention should be given to the 

habits involved in any sequence of difficulties encountered.  In this way do 

you begin to gain conscious control over your life.  Habit is the vehicle of 

Karma; once you grasp this, the rest is up to you. 

When an impenetrable obstruction is encountered it is foolishness to 

keep striving on the chosen line of advance.  One who knows this will 

digress, veer off course in order to go round the barrier and rectify his 

course after the obstruction has been passed. 

How long you are subservient to the limits of the flesh is up to you.  

You stamp the substance with your own brand and it is fashioned by the 

pattern of the habits you impose on it.  You live within the limits of the 

nature, quality, and tendencies of your own creations.  By giving of your 

highest endeavour these limits expand, your capacity increases, your ability 

grows. 

"May God bless you and may the gifts of His guardians transmit their 

glory through you." 

 

* * * 

We both sat in silence for a long time.  For me, this lesson had very 

special meaning. In a way, it seemed the Ancient One who was speaking 
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through Merlin, had tailored this to the way I had felt about my work. It was 

a warning as well as a preparation, and I intended to give it much thought. 

I wished I knew who 'he' had been, and if he were mine. 



 

 

 

 

Chapter Six 

Purification 

 

With the frosty dawn came a sense of warmth, and well being.  I 

snuggled closer into my fur-lined cape, and inched closer to the fire, floating 

languorously in that state between sleep and wakefulness.  Warmth.  How 

nice it is.  Fire.  Fire! 

"Merlin?"  I sat up abruptly, jarred awake with the realisation that he 

must already be up and about. 

He smiled and handed me brown bread and cheese.  "Good morning, 

sleepyhead.  I was wondering when you would join me."  He poured a cup 

of mead into the cup beside my pallet. 

“Oh dear.  I am the lazy one.  Forgive me." 

"No need.  You have earned no reprimand from me.  In fact, you have 

done well with your training thusfar, and deserve a treat.  And I have just the 

thing in mind for you."  He laughed lightly, and sat down beside me on the 

pallet to drink his mead. 

I looked up at him warily.  "All right, out with it, please.  I would like 

to be able to swallow this with ease." 
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"Oh, Talli.  How sceptical you are becoming."  His eyes twinkled with 

a deep glow of mischief that I had seen before.  "You think I am always the 

bearer of bad tidings?" 

I put the cup back down, along with the bread, and turned to look him 

straight in the eyes.  "No.  I have learned to be wary of surprises.  Living 

with the world's greatest enchanter has had some small part in my outlook." 

"All right.  So you have my number, do you?"  He was smiling 

broadly now, and I realised I had just fallen right into his trap. 

"I think so."  I was determined to face this new game full on, as he 

wanted me to do. 

"Well, let us see if you do then.  A proper prodigy should tell me what 

I am thinking. Go ahead, Talli, have a go." 

I looked over to the blazing fire and concentrated.  The yellow flames 

disappeared into the vivid greens of the rolling plains.  Mounted on Pollux, I 

was riding towards an eerie, unnatural looking hill, an island surrounded by 

water.  The hill resembled a giant cone, which completely dominated the 

landscape for miles around.  It was a clear, bright day, yet the cone kept 

wavering in what appeared to be a mist of its own.  I caught glimpses of 

wattle huts at the foot of it.  I was riding through a vale, in a southeasterly 

direction, judging from the position of the sun.  Mountains could be seen to 

the north, though not high ones.  Perhaps just hills.  Merlin was riding 

behind me, and he called "Mendips", pointing to the hills.  He rode up beside 

me, and said "this is the Vale of Avalon."  The spell broke, and only orange 

flames stared back at me. 

I began to laugh and reached for my cup of mead, saying nothing. 
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Merlin fidgeted a bit, reached for a piece of cheese, and said finally, 

"Well?"  I still did not answer, just sat and sipped my mead in amusement. 

"Well, Talli?"  His amusement was gone. 

"So we are going on a trip?  Is that the worst of it?"  I smiled at his 

discomfort, which the deep frown reflected. 

His brow cleared, and he began to laugh loudly.  "I give up, Talli.  

Now you can read my mind!  Have I no more privacy?"  Again that twinkle. 

"You did command me to it." 

At that he laughed even harder, and gave himself up to it.  "Yes, that I 

did.  You are growing up too fast for my liking, young man, and into a 

formidable rival.  I am glad we are on the same side, I think.  I suppose you 

even know where it is we go?" 

I debated a moment whether to keep that to myself to make him feel 

better.  Then I remembered honesty was more important to us.  "Yes.  I think 

we go to Avalon." 

He rose.  "It seems the pupil has taught the teacher something.  And 

that is, not to try any amusing little jokes on such as you.  Not on Merlin's 

prodigy.  Not even by Merlin himself!"  He laughed again.  "I have taught 

you too well, it seems.  But if I am to teach you more, we had best get a few 

things packed." 

"All right."  I paused a moment, walked over to him, knelt, and 

touched his hand.  As I looked up at him to smile, he put his arm around my 

shoulder and gave me a squeeze. 

"Before the day has flown by completely, my bright one."  He smiled, 

but quickly looked away as our eyes met. 

"Yes, my lord." 
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*  *  * 

 

There was a Roman road going south to Gorseinon, but we made poor 

time following the foot-paths from there to Neath, or Nidvm.  The coastal 

road to Caerleon passed rather quickly, except for a poor stretch between 

Cardiff, and Caerleon.  I noticed from a distance as we passed, that the 

building work was going extremely well. 

Darkness overtook us in a wooded area that bordered on a marsh, 

where Merlin stopped for the night saying that we did not want to negotiate 

any more of the tricky terrain in darkness. 

Sitting in the night air under the stars made the meditation seem 

unusually powerful for the next communication from the Ancient One. 

 

"Study. 

Cease not your search for learning and for knowledge.  For when you 

seek, in your constant endeavour, you bring to your aid many and varied 

spiritual helpers, who with their different atmospheres bring into line all 

that has been previously absorbed. 

One cannot retain a point of view unvaried without some stagnation. 

Your contribution is the study and contact with the earth's religious 

beliefs, theories and practices. 

For there is no tune played, either high or low, which is not worthy in 

some respect of study, consideration and criticism.  And any contact made 

creates, as it were, a reservoir to call upon when the need arises. 
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For if you enlighten physical brain and understanding, even on some 

small point, you may be sure of a corresponding growth for there is a law 

which says that according to your actions, so shall you be done by; and in 

your world you forget that everything has its spiritual repercussions. 

If you cultivate a blossom in the mind there must, of necessity, appear 

its equivalent in the soul and in the body.  The wise man looks for the 

analogue to each new discovery or achievement. 

When you focus your interest on any subject whatever, you create a 

centre of attraction for such radiations as may be in tune with that subject. 

Your need makes the call, not your opinions, wishes, desires. 

There is a friend for each facet of the character - each phase or 

expression of temperament. 

"May the blessing of the Spirit of all life be with you and lift you up in 

understanding." 

* * * 

The next morning after we passed Caerwent, the ride was slow, but 

thankfully short, to the Severn.  We crossed the Severn by ferry mid-

morning, and Merlin stopped some miles short of King's Weston for lunch.  

That consisted of oat cakes and honey, with the good wine I had packed.  

Merlin usually liked to avoid towns and inns while travelling, and I had no 

argument.  I could understand how the discovery of his identity would be an 

inconvenience. 

As I was repacking our food on Pollux, Merlin said, "We shall be 

following no straight Roman track from here south, Talli.  So the road gets 

rough, and slow.  It follows an ancient track which leads through dangerous 

moors and marshes close to a village called Meare.  And the Lake Village 
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People thereabouts are none too friendly.  I would like to show you some of 

the caves, like Gough's and Wookey Hole, but the best route doesn't pass 

them and we would have to deviate too much.  I fear our time is not 

unlimited." 

During the afternoon the going was slow, for the ground rose in hills 

that stopped just short of being small mountains.  Therefore the time was 

spent in a difficult climb up and down the peaks, without much progress 

forward.  Still, I enjoyed every step for the beauty of the terrain was restful 

and serene.  We saw no villages at all, the way Merlin had taken us, but once 

we came upon a shrine to the Old God of the Crossroads, Lugh.  There 

Merlin and I dismounted for a moment.  At least the ground had solidified, 

and marshes or bogs were no longer a worry.  I was enjoying the land.  And 

the green woodpecker in the poplar tree. 

 

Mid-afternoon of the next day, the land began to ease into rolling 

gentle hills which ended in a vast expanse of flat valley below. 

"The Mendips," Merlin called, pointing back to the hills.  I had to 

suppress a smile.  "This is the Vale of Avalon," I said silently in unison with 

his spoken words.  As I had seen in the fire. 

Ahead lay that eerie, unnatural hill in my vision.  It was even more 

awesome in its domination of the landscape than I had foreseen.  It was a 

giant cone of green surrounded by water.  The mists of time seemed to hang 

over this valley, in which the cone-island kept wavering. 

It wasn't until we had circled around to the south that I saw the wattle 

huts at the foot of the hill. 

"We have just ridden into Aquarius, Talli," he said stoically. 
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"How's that?" I asked patiently, thinking this another trick. 

"There is a giant Zodiac in the natural landscape of this area, known 

only to the Druids.  It conforms to a circular design centred at Butleigh, with 

a radius of five miles and a circumference of thirty miles.  This planisphere 

is drawn by water courses, old roads, and paths, with earthworks to supply 

the details.  Glastonbury is Aquarius, the Water-bearer."  His expression was 

dead serious. 

"Is this true?" 

"Yes, Talli.  It could be seen easily, if we but flew over it, but that 

might upset the people below."  He chuckled at the thought. 

I stared out across the plains in wonder, wishing I could indeed fly 

over it, just once, to see this giant circle, this round artwork, this table of 

universal history of the cosmos left for us by the Ancient Ones.  Yes, that is 

what it is, a round table of the universe.  "Round table", I said aloud. 

"What did you say, Talli?" Merlin looked startled. 

I stared at him a moment before I answered.  "I just said that this is a 

table of the universe, the legacy of our Ancient Ones.  A round table." 

"There it is again!" Merlin exclaimed. 

"What?  What is wrong" 

"Nothing is wrong, Talli.  That was a prophecy.  The words echoed 

after you.  Round table." 

"I don't understand." 

"Nor do I yet, Taliesin.  But a time will come when we do." 

We rode past the first group of huts without stopping.  Merlin said that 

cluster belonged to a very old Christian Sect, the one he had mentioned. 
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As we approached the lake surrounding the cone hill, a boat paddled 

its silent way to the shore, as if to meet us.  Two men in white robe and 

headdress, whose costume I recognised, stepped out and turned to Merlin. 

"Peace," the oldest one greeted.  He stepped forward and knelt before 

Merlin, and the other knelt a few steps behind. 

"Peace," Merlin responded and held up his hand in a form of 

benediction or blessing, lifting them one at a time. 

I was very curious by now to know what was going on.  It appeared 

they had indeed come to meet us, summoned by some invisible means I had 

yet to understand.  But why were they doing homage to Merlin? 

The oldest one smiled at Merlin and said, "I am Dai and this is 

Gwillam.  We have come at your summon, Master, to take you to Avalon." 

Summon?  What summon, I wondered.  Merlin had done nothing. 

Merlin turned to me.  "This is Taliesin, known as Hu to the outside 

world.  He is friend and son to me, and one of us." 

"We know, Master.  His future is a bright one."  Dismissing further 

clarification, he tied our horses and bid us step into the boat. 

The mist obscured the island completely as we paddled in silence 

away from the shore. 

"Is Vivien in residence now?" Merlin asked Dai. 

"Yes, Master.  She expected you.  She awaits." 

As we softly thudded against the shore of the island, two more green-

robed figures approached to assist us.  Both were young girls, to my 

amazement.  Green robes denoted Ovates, or 'Seers/Healers'. 

"Welcome, Master.  Welcome, Taliesin," the first girl to approach said 

with a warm smile.  Then she and her companion knelt before Merlin until a 
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duplicate blessing had transpired, passing from brow center to left shoulder, 

brow center to right shoulder, then brow center to throat..., the 3 Druid bars! 

They led us past a group of wooden huts at the bottom of the hill.  

Beyond it, one dwelling built of stone, resembling a pillared temple, stood 

apart from the rest.  One girl led us to the entrance, then disappeared inside.  

A moment later she came back and said, "Enter."  The two girls left the way 

they had come. 

The inside was painted with sacred symbols on all surfaces.  Some 

were unfamiliar to me.  Three candles burned on a table in the centre of the 

room.  At one end a woman sat in a high-backed chair in between two 

smaller empty ones.  She rose when we entered.  Merlin knelt before her, 

and gestured me to do the same.  "Peace," he said. 

She repeated the blessing and raised us.  Then she sat in one of the 

smaller chairs and gestured Merlin to the centre one with the high back.  

Again the deference. 

"Welcome, Merlin.  Welcome, Taliesin.  How may I serve you?" 

I noticed only then that she was the most beautiful female I had ever 

seen before.  Her robe was white, but was covered with a gold cape.  On her 

head was a gold circlet instead of the usual white headdress of our Order.  

She was obviously not of our Order.  Her hair was very dark brown, 

matching her eyes which held an expression of true serenity I had never seen 

on another human being.  She smiled at my stare and I blushed and looked 

away. 

"Are you well, Vivien?" Merlin asked. 

A girl entered with three cups of nectar which she offered to each of 

us.  She was so graceful I hardly noticed her silent entry or exit. 
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"Quite well, Merlin.  You?" Vivien answered. 

"Oh, I can't complain.  You know about Taliesin?" 

"Of course.  I have been waiting.  Is it time?" 

"Yes.  He is ready." 

"So be it," she said.  She turned to me. 

"Taliesin, Merlin tells me you are to undertake the training of an 

initiate.  This is a difficult task.  Do you think you are up to it?" 

I cleared my throat as she spoke to me, and tried to regain my 

composure, so badly disturbed by those knowing eyes. 

"Yes . . . uh . . . yes.  I shall go where Merlin leads.  For his purpose is 

my own."  I could hardly believe it was my voice that sounded so weak and 

shaky.  And what on earth were we talking about anyway?  I sometimes 

wanted to shout at Merlin for not telling me more.  I was ready for what?  

Who were these people?  What was it I was going to have to do now?  What 

had he got me into this time?  Oh dear.  All I could do for the present was 

trust. 

"Very well," said Vivien.  "Let it begin."  She raised her hand and the 

same two girls who led us in appeared in the doorway. 

They led us out into the sunlight and stopped. 

Merlin said to me, "Talli, go with them and do whatever you are bid.  

Do not speak to anyone outside of the initiate hut for any reason.  The 

initiation will take place on the Tor tonight," he gestured up the hill.  I will 

see you there but we shall not speak again until tomorrow.  Farewell."  He 

turned and walked off, leaving me alone with the two girls.  They led me 

silently to a hut on the bottom edge of the group and gestured me inside, but 

did not follow. 
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I went inside and found two young boys standing in the sparse 

furnishings awaiting me.  They had green robes, with no headdress at all. 

By now my mind was in a turmoil.  I felt bewildered.  What was this 

place?  I recognised the Druid robes of white, and I had heard that the robes 

of the Ovate were green.  But who, then, was Vivien?  And why was I here?  

I had already been through the Druid initiation.  But something about this 

place hinted of a very ancient religion who worshipped a cruel goddess.  A 

fertility goddess who demanded human sacrifice by a crooked knife.  My 

mind reeled.  But this was not ancient Greece, or Babylon, and this was not 

the way of the Druid. 

I began the first steps of meditation to calm my mind.  Merlin brought 

me here.  He thinks it is necessary, whatever 'it' is.  I trust Merlin, and my 

life is his.  So be it.  If this calls for my death, I am ready.  Relax.  Breathe 

evenly.  Centre in the brow.  Imagine a circle of light running anti-

clockwise.  Illuminate your spine. 

"Welcome, Taliesin.  I am Geraint, your Guide."  The fair-haired boy 

stepped forward and laid a robe of brown homespun on the cot beside me.  

"You will don this ceremonial robe after food and bath." 

He led me to a tub of steaming water in the corner of the room, where 

he and the other boy disrobed me and bid me step into the water.  They 

produced a bowl of soft soap, and began to carefully wash every inch of my 

naked body. 

As the swirling pressure of soapy hands approached my groin, the 

fear, the excitement, and the physical sensation of the wet lather made my 

body react.  It felt as though many hands were at work and was all 
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happening at once.  I had no control whatsoever over my response which 

was wild and frantic. 

Suddenly stars lit the blackness of my brain and I lurched forward as 

my legs crumpled under me.  I slid into the warm water feeling like a limp 

rag, drained of tension, drained of everything. 

This was like nothing I had ever experienced before.  I wondered if it 

was some form of magic they had used to control my body.  My life had 

been very sheltered until now, and I realised that I knew little or nothing 

about adults joining.  Oh, I had seen a stable boy lying atop a dairy maid at 

the castle, and he seemed to be doing pushups over her.  But nothing had 

prepared me for this wave of physical sensation.  Perhaps it was normal and 

I wasn't some kind of freak.  I would ask Merlin sometime.  Maybe. 

The boys lifted me from the tub and poured clean water over me to 

rinse me.  Then as I stepped feebly out, wrapped me in a drying cloth and 

led me to a table where food was laid out. 

I wondered how and when that food got there.  It was not there as I 

went to my bath.  I sat on a stool and pondered how many hands had 

conspired to manipulate my body into that reaction, but it was beyond me.  I 

wondered if there had been a purpose to all of it. 

"Why . . . ," I stammered, "why did you . . ." 

Geraint smiled and handed me an apple with a golden skin.  "Because 

you needed it to shed the tension of fear and confusion.  You must be in a 

state of calm readiness for the initiation.  It is difficult enough without 

physical interference." 

"Who . . . , who did that to me?" 

Geraint laughed. "This was your first experience wasn't it, Taliesin?" 
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I nodded. 

"I thought as much," Geraint laughed.  "Not to worry, Talli, it is a 

perfectly natural occurrence between humans that you will undoubtedly see 

much more of in the future.  It is a physical gift to adults given directly by 

God, the ultimate form of communication, and we should enjoy it as such 

whenever we can.  It is nothing to cause shame, but a delight to be revelled 

in.  We will do it again in the morning, if you like.  But I rather doubt you 

will then be content with our method.  As to your conspirators, why, it was 

myself and Richard here that started it as we noticed your problem.  And 

Talli, we couldn't help but notice.  Couldn't let all that energy go unreleased, 

the challenge unanswered.  But we were joined by Rachael and Gilliane 

when they brought the food.  Girls seem much more adept at manipulating a 

man.  You remember the two girls that led you to our door after taking you 

to our Lady?" 

I gulped and blushed simultaneously and replied, "Oh," weakly.  The 

food suddenly seemed unappetizing, but I forced myself to eat some of the 

cheese and fruit, and to drink the goats milk.  I sat in silence, thinking that 

this would be a day to remember.  And I wondered if what lay ahead in the 

evening ceremony could possibly top this.  However, just knowing Merlin as 

I did, I was open to expect anything. 



 

 

 

 

Chapter Seven 

Initiation 

 

Darkness obscured the Tor through the open door of the hut.  After I 

was robed, I peered out to see a line of torches held by green-robed figures 

moving in a strange spiral motion up the Tor.  I had seen that pattern before.  

It was the Cretan Labyrinth on the Coin of Knossos that I had seen in my 

studies. 

A girl walked up to the door holding what appeared to be a headdress 

of stag antlers.  She smiled at me knowingly and said, "I am Rachael, and it 

is time."  She placed the antlers gently on my head.  Rachael on one side and 

Geraint on the other led me to the foot of the Tor where now stilled patterns 

of torches began to wind upward.  Geraint indicated that I step in behind him 

for the climb past the torchbearers.  Rachael stepped in behind me, and we 

began the procession in silence. 

At the top was an altar placed before two giant standing stones with a 

lintel stone across the top forming a trilithon, as at the Giant's Dance.  I 

knew without asking, it was a gateway to the Otherworld. 
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Vivien was standing behind the altar awaiting us.  Rachael and 

Geraint stepped on either side of me and we approached the altar.  I noticed 

Merlin beside Vivien, fully robed in white unlike the others, and on the front 

of his headdress were three vertical gold bars.  The two outer bars tilted in to 

the centre one to form almost a triangle.  And there was some smaller disk 

emblem above that triangle, and a pendant around his neck. 

Vivien dipped her fingers into a chalice of water on the altar and 

spoke some words in a language I did not understand as she anointed my 

head.  She then picked up the incense burner and projected it toward me 

thrice, saying more words I did not understand.  I could smell the fragrance 

of roses.  She picked up an ancient Celtic stone cross from the altar, kissed 

it, and handed it to Merlin.  He kissed it and said more strange words, 

holding it out to me.  I knew instinctively I must kiss the cross also, which I 

did without hesitation. 

When my lips touched the cold stone, I suddenly realised the Tor, 

with its Cretan maze, was a giant penis protruding from the Earth, doing 

homage to the Earth Mother, from whom all life springs.  This mound of 

earth had been sculpted by someone, or something, into a perfect head of the 

male organ, to remind the Elect that life is an infinite, as well as finite cycle, 

yet only one small gift of God's wonders.  I knew that He has given to the 

Earth Mother the joy of everlasting replenishment of the thing mortals define 

as life.  But, that it was an insignificant phase of the Spirit.  And I knew I 

would never fear Death again. 

This represented a transcendance of Death.  The never-ending cycle of 

replenishment of the Earth, the rite of sacrifice of the Divine King.  These 

antlers I wore, symbol of Herne or Cernunnos, Lord of all animals, including 
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that which is Man, was the true essence of divine kingship, the god who had 

descended down into the animal kingdom to become what is known as 

Humanity - animal, man, and god combined.  Intelligence sent to bring Light 

into matter.  The hope of the Earth. 

Merlin returned the cross to Vivien.  After she replaced it upon the 

altar, Merlin summoned the fire, as he had taught me, lighting the three 

candles on the altar. 

Vivien stepped around the altar, offering the chalice up to my mouth.  

When I had drunk of the liquid, she kissed me full on the lips.  The blessing 

of the Lady, Ceridwen, the Earth Mother.  And I finally knew who she was.  

Not Greek, not Babylonian, but Celtic through and through.  Her priesthood 

worshipped Life, as the Druids worshipped the Illumination of the Spirit.  

She was the King-Maker who chose the Divine King by the sacred stag hunt, 

the 'Wild Hunt', which ended in death of the present king.  She was the 

female counterpart to Cernunnos, the Horned God, Lord of Animals.    She 

represented the bottom of the three circles, the Physical World, as the Druids 

represented the top, or Spiritual, which merged and balanced the three.  The 

Ovates, or 'Seers', represented the higher mental. 

This, then, was the necessary merging of body and spirit on the 

pathway to God.  The whole reason we live.  To merge the three golden 

links of the Divine Druid Chain by balancing the three - Body, Mind, and 

Spirit.  That is why Merlin brought me here.  It was but a necessary step in 

my growth, a piece of the cosmic puzzle.  At this moment I was Cernunnos, 

both god and man. 

"Go now," Vivien said.  "Ceridwen awaits."  The High Priestess of 

Avalon stepped back behind the altar, lowered her head and closed her dark, 
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serene eyes.  Her job was done.  Her contribution, but a small part of the 

illumination of the Spirit, had been willingly made.  With her link given in 

the chain, the rest was up to me.  I thought this a strange ritual, not Druid, 

not Earth Mother cult, but both at the same time. 

Rachael stepped into the circle of green robes that enclosed us.  

Geraint stepped in front of me and motioned to follow.  The torches stayed 

stationery as we wound our way partially down the Tor, where we stepped 

out of the pattern to climb around a rock slab to a cave opening.  Geraint 

gestured me to a fur pallet on the floor, removed the only torch from its 

receptacle, and left the way he came.  Something rolled across the entrance, 

and I was alone in the dark. 

As I lay there the room began to spin.  I realised there was more than 

just water in the chalice from which only I had drunk.  Darkness swirled 

violently around me, sucking me up and up into the abyss, hopelessly, 

forcefully pulled deeper into the great black centre of the void. 

A myriad of colours flashed around me.  I was flying through the 

universe at an incredible rate of speed.  It was as if I could glimpse worlds 

ahead into Infinity, and that Infinity seemed to be dotted with circles, ten 

circles, arranged in a rather strange way.   

The circles seemed to be linked all to each other by glowing lines like 

a sprinkle of stardust.   

I seemed to be able to glimpse them as if above them for an instant, 

and I saw twenty-two of those glowing lines connecting the ten circles.  But 

that instant of height fled rapidly and I returned to a level plane with the 

pattern.  I was riding on a serpent of energy through pulsating colours. 
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I saw celestial realms where space was coloured blue and all around 

me were blue globes.  I touched a feeling of great expanses of time and as I 

went deeper into this space-matrix of interlocking spheres I became more 

aware of the brooding vastness of cosmic cycles, laying dormant - awaiting 

their time.  Blackness then covered me all about, or was it deep violet?  The 

difference did not matter. 

An angel appeared at my side to guide me; she (it?) was my host.  We 

came before a great image where a central pillar of light stretched down 

from on high to bury itself in Earth, it supported two side pillars called 

Severity and Mercy; a voice said it was a vision of the mystical glyph called 

the Tree of Life, but it appeared to me more than a vision.  Within its 

branches were wondrous spiritual activities portrayed as patterns within 

patterns - all angelic - and through which sentient life travelled first down 

and then up the Tree to unfold and ripen to its fullest expression. 

Up and up the angel took me to watch the workings of these divine 

principles and we stopped above a place called "Wisdom".  I looked down 

upon Wisdom.   It was a magnificent Celestial Crown which transformed 

itself into a network of solar systems whose lives interlaced and then 

transformed again into galaxies of stars filling the heavens with life forms so 

huge that I saw in them both the past and future of humanity.  My mind 

raced and expanded.  Space blossomed.  A burning fiery stream of energy 

surged past me from above and spiralled onwards to Sanctity and 

Understanding, but I perceived not its end. 

I looked lower down the Tree and focused on the radiant solar heart of 

the glyph, where seven tall Beings of Light poured their colour to the four 

lower spheres of activity, empowering their principles with Truth.  These 
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combined activities were the most secret workings of God - always invisible, 

always available, giving and receiving - their totality was Truth.  And then I 

became the vision and the vision was me. 

As a higher synthesis was initiated, my consciousness was again 

altered and I was brought back down, only to find that wondrous detail taken 

from me, leaving just a faint impress somewhere deep within.  The whole 

journey then became no longer than an instant in time.  I returned to a level 

plane and the floor of the cave. 

For many hours I kept the vigil there under the Tor, inside the symbol 

of manhood that the Earth Mother ruled.  I meditated and had many visions.  

Many were of that same face I had seen on the throne during my vision at 

Bryn Gwydden. 

Then I heard a sound.  From somewhere I had not seen at the back of 

the cave, I heard a shuffling that made me start.  I felt a cold hand on my 

arm.  I did not move.  The hand found my antlers and removed them.  Next 

it went to my robe, and I lay naked. 

The things that transpired during the following hour with her 

completed the initiation circle linking the world of vision to that of form. 

This then, was life.  Not mind, not spirit.  Duality.  Two.  Two body 

forms that perfectly complemented each other.  Two interlocking bodies that 

merged two separate forces into one, which surpassed the original.  Life 

energy flowing together to light up the darkness. 

All seemed complete now.  The three circles were joined, the three 

worlds united within me. 

Duality merged.  Passive and active were proved to be but two halves 

of the same whole awaiting their hour of joining.  This was the Vesica Piscis 
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of the lower two circles, Body and Mind.  I tried but could not imagine the 

glory of the final merging of Mind and Spirit, the upper Vesica Piscis.  I was 

still too close to the physical world after the experience that had just 

transpired. 
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Not a word did we speak that night.  Nor did I ever know who she 

was.  She was Ceridwen, the Earth Mother, goddess of fertility, giver of life, 

bringing me her bounty. 

When the stone rolled back from the cave entrance to spill daylight 

into the darkness, she was gone.  I wondered for a moment if it was all an 
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hallucination.  Then I looked down at the dried stickiness surrounding me, 

and knew it was indeed real.  Now I was a man. 

After I was back in the hut with Geraint bathing me, he asked me if I 

would like to repeat the physical process of yesterday. 

I smiled and shook my head.  "No, you were right.  I could not settle 

for second best now, my friend." 

 

 

The day we left Avalon, Merlin never mentioned what happened to 

me in that cave.  The closest he came was to ask if he were imagining things, 

or had my voice become deeper.  His tweaking of my sense of humour 

brought only a quiet smile from me, so he ceased. 

The evening stopped our progress just north of the Mendips in a wood 

of downy birch and alder trees.  A fast-running stream gurgled over a 

winding, stony bed.  Nestled in a cave of alders, a spot in the stream formed 

a tiny waterfall where it encountered a drop from a rocky ridge.  The short-

lived trees were preparing a bed for the long-enduring ones, like oaks, to 

follow.  It was such a lovely spot.  The leaves formed a roof of serenity, a 

perfect spot indeed. 

 

The next morning as we were riding along, I approached Merlin to 

discuss what had been on my mind. 

"Merlin, I must ask you something." 

"Yes?" 

"Why were you so highly honoured by the people at Avalon?" 

"They treat every guest as honoured." 
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"Yes, but you are someone very important to them." 

"So are you, Talli.  The initiation the Lady set up for you should prove 

that.  Though she isn't a member of our Order, we three are bound by Fate in 

the events that are to come.  And our influence will matter, believe that." 

"I do, Master, but I still don't understand why I was initiated." 

"Well, they represent a cult older even than our own, Talli, and the 

common people still believe in the necessity of homage to the Earth Mother.  

A simple religion for a people who lead simple lives.  We can't all be 

Druids, you see.   So I guess the best way to explain the necessity is this.  It 

was to unify the people of varied beliefs to work together for Britain.  To 

show we acknowledge their importance.  They made you one of them, as 

they did me, many years ago, to give their support to our efforts for a better 

Britain.  Combined forces can accomplish more." 

"Yes, I see.  But how can they know what is in our future?  Why us?" 

"Their goddess works through them much as our gods work through 

us, Talli.  There are many ways to approach The Bornless One.  And after 

all, there is but one Light, regardless of the form it takes.  The great pattern 

of that Light in the Universe is guiding us all in its pattern, though we see 

only a small part.  As above, so below, whether we can see the whole pattern 

or not." 

"Yes.  I do see." 

"Good." 

And I did see.  I saw that Merlin was a past master at avoiding 

questions he did not want to answer.  He had skirted my question with great 

expertise, and I still had no idea why he was so honoured at Avalon.  I hoped 

that in time I would understand. 



 

 

 

Chapter Eight 

Fateful Encounter 

 

As we were riding along peacefully in the afternoon, the overhanging 

clouds obliterated the sun in a way that matched Merlin's dark and pensive 

mood.  He was unusually silent all through lunch, and had grown more 

withdrawn as the afternoon progressed. 

I had asked him several times if aught was wrong, but received no 

answer.  It was as if he was not here with me at all.  His mind seemed miles 

away. 

As darkness began to grow, he came to an abrupt halt, and suddenly 

came alive. 

"Here," he said. 

"What, Master?  Stop here for the night?" 

"No.  Follow me." 

He led his horse off the road onto a path through the woods that could 

not be seen until one was upon it.  He said no more for a quarter of a mile as 

we dodged overhanging branches and boulders.  Then just as suddenly he 

stopped and tethered his horse, motioning me to follow in silence. 

The pleasing smoke of a wood-fire curled and stretched my nostrils, 

expanding my breath long before the source became visible.  After a few 
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turns we could see the smoke rising from a woodcutter's hut.  It was a crude 

dwelling made of wattle and straw, whose thatched roof was shaped like a 

dome or beehive with a hole at the top for the smoke to escape.  A skin hung 

across the door.  No windows were to be seen. 

Merlin went straight to the door, and motioned me within.  I was 

puzzled by his behaviour, but I knew better than to question.  Without 

hesitation, I drew the skin aside and entered. 

It was dim and smoky within, due to the open-pit hearth in the centre 

of the single room.  There was no furniture.  But on the floor was another 

skin upon which sat a very dirty youth about my age. 

He rose from the floor, and bowed to Merlin.  Then he took Merlin's 

hand and kissed it. 

"Welcome Merlin, welcome Taliesin.  Peace be with you." 

"And with you, stranger," Merlin replied. 

I was astonished by the implication that his person knew us but we did 

not know him.  How then did Merlin find him, and who or what was he? 

The stranger then lifted a skin of mead and poured into two wooden 

bowls which he offered to us.  Merlin sat on the floor and drank the bowl of 

mead, as did I. 

"I am glad you responded.  I am Aneirin." 

Merlin put the bowl back down beside the hearth.  "You summoned 

us."  He said this as a statement, not a question, and my confusion increased. 

"Yes." 

"How may we serve you then, Aneirin?"  Merlin folded his hands and 

waited patiently. 
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"You may start by passing this night in my humble abode," Aneirin 

replied. 

"A simple enough request," said Merlin.  "We would be honoured." 

"Good.  It was necessary that we meet."  Aneirin smiled. 

"You are not from these parts," Merlin said. 

"No.  From Gododdin, far to the North," said Aneirin.  "Some call it 

Scotsland, the land of the Scots.  Ruled by King Mynyddog Eidin." 

"What brings you South, Aneirin?" 

"I had thought I was called to a retreat.  For the spiritual insight I 

might gain.  But I now see it was for this meeting," Aneirin said as he 

refilled our empty bowls. 

Merlin was silent for a time, and I looked from one to the other in 

puzzlement, saying nothing.  Then the strange youth spoke again. 

"My path, and that of Taliesin are to be greatly interwoven.  He must 

have this advance warning that I am friend, not foe.  I must assume our next 

meeting will be in circumstances where he will need to know things are not 

as they appear." 

"I see," Merlin said.  "And we both understand the workings of the 

gods." 

"Yes.  That is why I transmitted my summons to you, Myrddin Emrys.  

I was not sure Taliesin could receive me yet.  A dream bid me call you.  This 

encounter satisfies that bidding." 

"You were correct, Aneirin.  Taliesin has not yet practised that stage 

of endeavour.  I fear my attention to his training has been embarrassingly lax 

until this time." 

I started to object, but Merlin silenced me with a sympathetic smile. 
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"You are a busy man, Myrddin Pen Beirdd.  Do not reproach yourself 

for not telling what the gods were not ready to have told," Aneirin 

responded. 

Merlin smiled and shook his head.  "You are very wise for one so 

young, Aneirin.  Much like my Taliesin here." 

"We shall both leave our mark, though mine shall simply be as bard.  

His, as yours, is on a higher level, and I wish you both well." 

We sat for another hour sharing his bread and cheese before more was 

said. 

"How long have you been in our Order, Aneirin?" Merlin questioned. 

"It will be five years next month.  And a very intensive training it has 

been." 

"Yes, I see that.  I only regret that Taliesin did not have the same 

opportunity."  Merlin looked to the ground and shook his head thoughtfully. 

Aneirin was silent, implying multitudes. 

Finally I spoke.  "Prince Merlin has been a very busy man in the past 

five years.  It is not every king's son who is suddenly found, then 

immediately used as King's Counsellor.  Matters of greater importance than 

my training as Druid have occupied his time." 

Aneirin now shook his head.  "Yes, I see why you say that.  However, 

I am inclined to disagree." 

I was shocked and horrified that he could implicate my master in this 

way.  To openly charge him with shirking his responsibility to me of all 

people.  Interwoven futures or not, I wasn't at all sure I liked this arrogant 

stranger. 
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"Well, at least Prince Merlin assumes some responsibility, which 

some would consider of the ultimate import," I replied with venom.  I had 

implied enough. 

Aneirin's eyes danced with lights for a moment, then he surprisingly 

burst out in loud laughter. 

Merlin joined him in laughter.  And I, confused by my own mirth, but 

not willing to yield to it, hung my head and blushed. 

Merlin put a hand on my shoulder. 

"Talli, thanks for your loyalty.  If I never told you that before, it is 

time I did."  And he began to laugh again, this time wiping moisture from 

his eyes.  Then he turned to the dark-haired stranger. 

"You see, Aneirin, Talli has led a very sheltered life until now.  I am 

afraid I have allowed him no other world but mine.  He is fiercely devoted 

and loyal to me, though the gods only know why I deserve it.  He has been 

my son, my servant, my friend.  But finally, he is now my prodigy.  He was 

a very serious child, whose brain was that of a man at the age of five when I 

found him.  And now every ounce of that serious devotion is dedicated to 

my defense." 

Aneirin smiled.  "His intensity will prove beneficial to him on our 

path."  Then to me, "Taliesin, may I call you Talli also?" 

I looked at Merlin and he looked at me, and this time it was the two of 

us laughing with the blunt Northerner on the outside. 

Merlin said, "Answer him, Hu," and laughed again. 

"Yes, you may call me Talli, except please try to use it only in private.  

And, especially not in front of King's troops, or the King's brother." 

"Oh?" Aneirin questioned.  "Uther is your enemy?" 
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"Another story," Merlin said and waved his hand. "Some other time." 

"All right, Talli," Aneirin gracefully did not press.  "I can rightly be 

accused of shirking worldly responsibility.  You are right.  But each hears 

different music from the same harp.  And my present and ever-growing 

responsibility is to myself.  To be precise, the spiritual development of my 

Self." 

"It is clear from what you have said that you are undertaking this 

training for love of Merlin.  Not for yourself.  But very soon now you will 

begin to find understanding in place of insecurity.  And you will not only 

value the training for you alone.  You will see that it shall help our land, our 

world, indeed the entire universe, like ripples in a pond.  And furthermore, 

you will quickly surpass me in your achievements, even as Merlin." 

At that, this strange person fell silent.  I wondered exactly what he 

was, and what he would be in my life, and how he knew anyway.  I stared at 

the fire.  We were on the Isle of Mona, the Druid's Isle.  Though I have 

never been there before, I knew it was Anglesey.  A great gathering of 

Druids was assembled.  Merlin was just walking up from behind the crowd.  

Aneirin and I each had harps, and were the centre of the crowd.  It seemed 

we must be entertaining them with some joint endeavour.  We were friends, 

laughing and singing our ballads together.  Then it was gone. 

"Talli, Talli, where were you?"  Merlin's hand was on my shoulder 

again. 

I looked from Merlin to Aneirin, back to Merlin and said nothing. 

"It is all right, Talli.  Go on." 

So I told them my vision. 
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"You see?" Aneirin rejoined.  "We will both be great bards someday, 

as well as friends."  He smiled. 

I knew in that moment that he was right.  I would get used to his blunt 

ways.  Perhaps he was only a bit too arrogant.  A diamond in the dust for all 

that.  Yes, I would get used to a whole lot of new ideas, in time. 

Later Merlin asked Aneirin if he would join us in meditation, 

explaining that we had only covered a few lessons of The Word.  Aneirin 

agreed enthusiastically. 

As the meditation began, I distinctly felt that the feeling, the aura we 

had created around us was stronger than usual.  The circle of light that 

surrounded us was brilliant and pulsating with energy as Merlin talked us 

through it.  The presence of Aneirin seemed beneficial to a marked degree, 

and did not hinder the visit of the Unseen One. 

 

"Apprenticeship." 

"Thought will be your weapon fashioned for you by another.  

Teaching is your work, given to you by others.  Study is your responsibility.  

The wisdom of all ages is behind you and the doors are opened at your 

request.  But you must make that request." 

"In your apprenticeship, you will be governed by those having 

authority in our world, and before the crossroads there will be one set so 

that in your going the silent moment before perception will meet your need." 

"Bid your spirit each night return to the Halls of Learning to talk with 

your brothers of the work." 
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"Rest assured that all things, and all teachings have their rightful 

place in the pattern, and if we cannot understand, it is due to the greatness 

of the plan and the smallness of our comprehension." 

"But understanding comes like a torch on a dark night and all those 

that truly seek have the limits of their minds brought into the outer circle of 

the Infinite Mind; and from the smallness of the hub can see each line 

reaching to the circle, and each circle revolving in unison with ten million 

million circles on the outer ring." 

"From each vantage point we gain, our view is increased." 

"Know then that in accordance with the weight of your endeavour so 

shall enlightenment in a smaller or greater degree accrue." 

"May the staff in your hand, and the wisdom in your spirit bear you 

forward in gladness on the path." 

"Divinely blest are they who wisely shun, 

the way that leads for e'er to mortal birth, 

for they shall wear the vesture of the sun, 

inheriting the new and sacred earth." 

"The one set at the crossroads will not thrust himself upon you - you must be 

prepared to recognise and receive, you must create the silent moment." 

 

 

As soon as the meditation ceased, Aneirin rose to serve our mead.  

Pouring mine last, he sat on the floor beside me. 

"Talli, I want to tell you that you are in very powerful hands . . . both 

sets." 

"You mean yours?" I asked. 
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"No.  Merlin and your Ancient One, who was here tonight." 

"Oh.  Yes, of course I think so." 

"It is an unusually powerful Entity who has joined Merlin in training, 

and you must put all the effort you can muster into this work.  Your time is 

now." 

"I intend to do just that, Aneirin of Gododdin.  Whether for me or for 

my Master." 

"I know you shall, Talli.  One day you shall also know how fortunate 

you are to have two such powers tending you.  Because of them you will 

progress very quickly." 

"I shall try." 

"No, Talli.  You shall succeed.  Always think of anything you desire 

as if it were already fact, and then will it materialise." 

"How do you know these things?" 

"Well, Talli, I have worked very hard for a lot of years on our Druid 

philosophies.  And I know them to be Truth from experience, which can be 

the only measure.  At first though, they do not necessarily appear as 

profound and literal as, in fact, they are." 

I sat silently for lack of a reply. 

"Well, Talli, Merlin, shall we unwrap the old trusty harps and have 

some fun?" 

Merlin smiled and rose to his feet.  "Why not?" 

I hurried out to the horses to retrieve the small travelling harp that 

Merlin always carried.  I had none of my own, although I vaguely 

remembered a time very long ago when I had.  But I was not yet a 

recognised Bard, although I wrote a lot and longed to be. 
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I handed Merlin his instrument and sat quietly apart from the two 

musicians while they tuned the strings.  Merlin noticed me sitting apart and 

motioned me closer. 

"Come on, Talli, sit beside me.  I need your support since I am so 

rusty.  Aneirin, I fear this is yet one more area I have neglected in Talli's 

training.  I have heard it hinted that he has talent in this area, but I have not 

heard him play.  And if he can, it was no thanks to me.  Perhaps tonight we 

shall begin again." 

This time Aneirin was not so blunt as to agree.  Instead he gestured to 

Merlin to begin, since we were guests in his house. 

Merlin played like the Bard he is, suffering not at all from what he 

had called rustiness.  I had not heard him often, since it was not a thing we 

did together in past years.  But each time, as now, I was enchanted and 

delighted with his skill. 

 

"The World may hate, But what of that? 

The Spirit sings. 

The World may jeer, But what of that? 

Wisdom hath wings. 

The World may frown, But what of that? 

To heaven thought springs. 

The World may cry, Against the soul, 

Which gladness brings. 

Yet shall we hear, The Spirit songs, 

That wisdom sings." 
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When he had finished, he bowed to Aneirin as host, and handed me 

the harp.  It was a natural action, since I had served as his servant for so 

long.  He did not know how I longed to play it, and I dare not ask.  For a 

harp is a very personal thing to a Bard, and it was unwritten law that no 

other was ever allowed to play a harp but its owner.  So I wrapped it up 

again carefully in its skin case, and laid it aside.  Then as I sat back down 

and turned my attention to Aneirin, I realised he had been watching carefully 

my every move.  And with more than casual interest.  He looked now at 

Merlin. 

"Merlin, well done.  Your skill honours the aged title of Bard, or 

Beirdd, as we Celts would say, eh?  You deserve your title of Pen Beirdd, 

Chief Bard." 

Merlin thanked him graciously, and I wondered that I had not known 

Merlin had that title until this very night.  I wondered if this was the reason 

he was so highly honoured at Avalon, as well as by Aneirin.  As I was 

pondering this question, Aneirin rose and walked to me. 

"And now it is your turn, my future friend." 

This strange Companion from the cold country, who, in spite of one 

night spent together was still a stranger to me, was holding out his harp 

offering it to me to play.  I could hardly believe my eyes.  I was so touched 

by emotion and warm feelings, I had to lower my head.  I choked and 

stammered a moment, but could not speak. 

"Go ahead, Talli," he said.  "We shall do this often in the future.  I 

have Seen it.  We shall start now to fulfil what is written in the Stars."  

Aneirin laid the harp in my lap, and resumed his place on the floor. 
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I picked up the instrument and examined it.  This was undoubtedly the 

most beautiful harp I had ever seen.  Merlin's was very crude in comparison.  

This one had been made fine enough for a prince, which seemed ironic since 

Merlin was a prince.  It was the wrong way round.  The pauper had the 

Prince's harp, and the Prince, the pauper's. 

It was lightly gilded and finely arched, carved with intricate leaf and 

flower filigree.  Inlaid into the golden carved wood, each flower had 

precious stones as centres.  Rubies in those painted red, emeralds in those of 

green, topaz in the yellow, amethyst in purple, and sapphire in blue.  I could 

only stare at this beautiful work of art.  Surely it was not meant to be played 

at all?  I looked questioningly at Merlin. 

"It is all right, Talli.  If you feel you would like to try your hand, 

Aneirin has generously offered.  I am rather curious to see what you know."  

Merlin smiled that smile I knew so well.  'I dare you', it said. 

I propped up the harp and carefully positioned it, just to get the feel, 

and ran my fingers across the strings.  The quality of the sound was 

frighteningly perfect.  The resonance was lasting and pure.  It was no longer 

up to me.  I was no longer me. 

 

 I have been in many shapes 

 Before I assumed a constant form: 

 I have been a narrow sword, 

 A drop in the air, 

 A shining bright star, 

 A letter among words 

 In the book of origins. 
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 John the Divine 

 Called me Merlin, 

 But all future kings 

 Shall call me Taliesin. 

 

 I was nine full months 

 In the womb of the hag Ceridwen. 

 Before that I was Gwion 

 But now I am Taliesin. 

 

 With seven created beings I was  

 Placed in a fire of purification; 

 I was myself gleaming fire when I  

 was caused to exist. 

 I was dust on the earth, 

 And grief could not reach me; 

 I was a great wind - 

 Less evil than good; 

 I was mist on a mountain 

 A shelter for game; 

 I was blossom on every tree 

 On the face of the earth. 

 

Not of mother, nor of father was my creation. 

I was made from the ninefold elements: 
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From water of the ninth wave. 

Math enchanted me before I was made immortal; 

Gwydion created me by his magic wand; 

From Emrys and Euryon, from Mabon and Modron, 

From five fifties of magicians and masters like Math was I made. 

I was made by the master in his highest ecstasy; 

 

By the wisest of druids I was made before the world began. 

I am old, I am young, I am Gwion, 

I am universal, I am gifted with a perceiving spirit. 

I am a bard, I do not vouchsafe my secrets to slaves. 

I am a guide, I am a judge . . . 

  

Whoever shall hear my bardic books, 

Shall obtain sanctuary in the Otherworld. 

 

The music had poured from me with a will of its own.  Silence 

followed the long-dying strings for what seemed endless moments, and I 

feared I had disappointed both of them.  I remembered not my own words.  

My head ached fiercely. 

Merlin shook his head and stared at the ground for a moment, leaving 

me even more dismayed.  Then he looked up at me. 

"I never knew, Talli.  I just never knew," Merlin shook his head and 

looked down again, retreating back into a pregnant silence. 

I sat trapped in a red and silent horror.  I had never seen Merlin 

speechless before, even under the most negative and adverse of 
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circumstances.  Oh the shame!  I must have been too terrible for words.  The 

excruciating silence continued. 

Aneirin broke the spell.  "I see they don't lie," he said, as he rose to 

retrieve the harp. 

"Thank you so much for the use of this extraordinary instrument, 

Aneirin.  I will always be grateful," I mumbled at last.  "It is just about the 

finest thing I have ever seen." 

Aneirin smiled back at me.  "The gods do not lie when they send 

dreams of you and I together as great Bards, Talli.  That was wonderful." 

I blushed to my toes, not because I agreed.  Far from it.  I felt he was 

just being kind, but it was the exact emotional balance I needed right then.  I 

did not know what to say.  Before it became an awkward moment, Merlin 

came back into our conversation speaking very softly. 

"Taliesin, my friend.  I am called Pen Beirdd, and I know of what I 

speak.  Do you trust me?" 

"Of course, my lord.  Need you ask such a question?" 

"Then listen to me well, my son.  That WAS wonderful.  I hang my 

head in shame that I knew not your talent.  How did you come by this?" 

"Well, I had a harp when I was very small.  But . . . I . . . , I'm sorry, 

my lord . . . , I am afraid I did steal moments on your harp, unknown to you.  

I am most dreadfully sorry." 

"Sorry!  'Tis I who am sorry.  Please, Talli, accept my humble apology 

for all I have not been to you.  And especially for not seeing to it that you 

had a harp of your own and opportunity to develop it openly to the full." 

"Oh, it is nothing, Master." 
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"On the contrary.  I know now it is everything.  This gift of the gods 

must be given room to grow.  And I shall tend this garden carefully from 

hence forth."  Merlin was more vehement than I had ever seen him.  And he 

thought I was good.  Good!  Not second rate, as I had thought.  What a 

lovely feeling. 

"I quite agree," Aneirin added.  "For that was he born." 

"And Talli," Merlin said, "how do you know about the Otherworld 

you mentioned?" 

"I truly do not know, Master.  It just came to me." 

"Um.  Well I think I do, but as well as great Bard, he is prophet too," 

Merlin laughed with Aneirin. 

I began to laugh.  "All right, friends.  Enough flattery for one night.  It 

will go to my head if you continue.  And now it is your turn, Aneirin."  Little 

did I know for what I asked. 

As Aneirin played, the world disappeared into his song.  The rich 

timbre of his voice, the haunting melody of each strain, the unworldly 

quality of his story, wove a hypnotic web around me.  It enclosed me and 

carried me with him.  As the fly, helpless in the spider's silver threads has no 

choice but to be drawn to its conqueror, he drew me.  But he had laughed 

and said all he dare play now was a really silly ditty after my radiance. 

 

"The Druid walks where no man walks 

Within the misty hills, 

And talks to those who never talk 

Except no ears can hear. 

The Druid dreams what no man dreams 
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To find that dreams come true, 

That nothing ever is as seems 

Plain to me and you. 

The Druid sings what no man sings 

No songs of human verse, 

The Music of the Spheres he hears 

To move the Universe. 

The Druid dares what no man dares - 

The Spirit's Heavenly climb, 

Through Power, Wisdom, Love and Truth, 

He stops the Hands of Time." 

 

There could never have been a voice like that.  The sirens of ancient 

Greece could have taken lessons from the melody of Aneirin.  Blunt, 

unwashed vagabond of the North, his complete world of expression, as well 

as all his grace and charm, lay folded among the strings of a golden harp.  

Therein only could be found the real person.  We shared a common bond.  

Rough, uncut diamond in the dust, until the harp brought out the glistening 

lustre of his brilliance.  He was one of a kind.  Like no other. 

I looked at Merlin with tears in my eyes.  He knew it too.  His title 

was lost forever.  We had just heard the Pen Beirdd.  Of that there was no 

doubt.  This was an experience of a lifetime, and I knew it.  When I looked 

at Aneirin, I knew that he knew it too.  The corners of his mouth were 

turning up slightly in self-assured satisfaction.  Well-deserved. 
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I walked over to him and held out my hand.  He clasped it warmly.  I 

knelt and touched his hand.  No words were necessary.  To my astonishment 

and gratitude, Merlin watched me, then did likewise. 

We never spoke a word of praise to him that night.  Nor did we need 

to.  He knew.  We crept to a place on the floor and lay there staring at the 

flames in silence, afraid to break the spell.  I don't even remember falling 

asleep.  It seemed a natural next step from the most beautiful song ever sung. 

I recall whispering to the flames before I slept, "Aneirin of Gododdin, 

I shall see you again." 



 

 

 

Chapter Nine 

Summons 

 

Our trip to Caerwent proved to be a wet one, since it rained steadily 

most of the day.  The ferry crossing at Avonmouth was an unusually rough 

one, and we both were ill the entire way.  I had always heard wizards cannot 

cross water, so I thought perhaps there was hope for me after all.  That is, if 

this was any indication of my future prowess as wizard. 

Merlin knew a spot near Dinas Powys, a hill which contained a small 

cave.  Only a tiny one in comparison to Bryn Gwydden, but sufficient for 

our night's shelter.  There was no question of a fire in the crowded space, so 

Merlin lit a candle for our consumption of a cold supper. 

 

The next morning Merlin pointed across the water.  "This hill, Dinas 

Powys, is one in a line of signal beacons, Talli." 

"Oh?  What are the others then?" 

"You can see where I am pointing?" 

I nodded. 

"That is Brent Knoll.  You remember we came that way.  It is one.  

From it you can see the cone at Avalon where we were, Glastonbury Tor.  

There is yet another south of the Tor at South Cadbury, on the River Camel.  
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That reminds me.  I have long wanted to investigate that beacon.  I have a 

feeling about that place for some undefined reason.  Maybe next trip.  Soon, 

at any rate." 

 

When we arrived at Bryn Gwydden, the sun was shining.  As I 

unpacked the horses and carried the bundles to the cave, I noticed a large, 

flat one that I could not recall.  I stood staring at it a moment. 

Merlin walked up to give me a hand and stopped short. 

"Talli, what is it?" 

"Just this.  This bundle.  Is it yours?" 

"No.  Well, open it then and let us see." 

I unwrapped it carefully, afraid that my imagination was playing 

tricks on me from the feel of it.  Layer after layer of rough homespun 

unrolled to expose a thickly padded case of skins, perfectly fashioned to the 

curving shape.  As I pulled back the corner, a gilded edge carved with a red 

flower embedded with a ruby became apparent. 

"Oh no," I shouted, "he didn't!" 

I uncovered the most beautiful of all harps which I had heard send 

forth its magic two nights before.  The harp of Aneirin.  Looped among the 

strings was a piece of parchment which I unfolded carefully.  It simply said, 

"Talli, may you go with God - Aneirin." 

"He has given it to me." 

"Yes, Talli.  So it appears.  Extraordinary fellow.  I wish I had thought 

of giving you one years ago." 

"I cannot keep this.  It is too fine.  And it is the harp of Aneirin.  It 

cannot be mine." 
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"It seems he has decided for you.  He knows what he is about.  Just be 

grateful, and do not disappoint his faith in you."  Merlin patted me on the 

shoulder and walked away up the hill. 

I covered the harp carefully again and carried it with the remainder of 

our belongings to the cave.  As we walked into the cave, even I sensed a 

change in the shadows.  I lighted a candle which illuminated a scroll beside 

the hearth. 

Merlin unrolled it and read aloud.  "To Merlinus Ambrosius, High 

Prince of Dumnonia.  Greetings from your humble servant, Cadal.  I await 

your return at the fort of Caerleon with an urgent summons from your father, 

the King.  He asks that you proceed to Caerleon immediately to be joined by 

an escort of King's troops.  From there you shall proceed to the Royal Court 

of Winchester, where your presence is required for urgent business.  I await 

your arrival at Caerleon at your soonest possible convenience.  Your humble 

and faithful servant, Cadal." 

Merlin rolled the scroll again and tossed it into the ashes of the hearth.  

"Let's have some lunch." 

"But shouldn't we go straight away?  It did say urgent, and the date 

was two days past." 

"Time enough, Talli.  Half an hour will not make or break a situation, 

and there are several problems to be considered." 

"Problems, my lord?"  I unwrapped the smoked venison and cheese 

left for us at the well by the Old Ones, and sat down beside him to eat. 

"The first question is why.  And we have the means to know that, 

don't we my friend?" 

"I see." 
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"I shall take a moment, as soon as you push that candle closer, to peer 

into the fire." 

The candle was soon situated before his vision, and he was silent. 

"It is no good, Talli.  I shall look into Herne's Cave."  He put the food 

aside and disappeared into the rear opening.  But I paid no heed. 

The flame of the candle danced before my eyes.  Merlin was on a boat 

in the Irish Sea, going to Ireland.  I was not with him, nor did I see the 

reason for the trip.  I blinked back my vision and poured the special 

concoction that I knew Merlin would need after his trip into the crystals.  It 

was a special herbal brew that he always kept in a jar on his work table.  His 

vision in the cave was always followed by severe head aching which this 

medicinal brew eased. 

A few moments later he rejoined me to take the cup I offered. 

"Thanks, Talli." 

Silence. 

"Well at least it is not as critical as I feared.  It really is only political 

business.  A trip is necessary." 

"To Ireland… Eire?" 

Merlin sighed.  "Yes, to Ireland." 

"But you said several problems?" 

"Yes.  Your identity to the King's troops.  For surely Uther will not be 

far off.  And this will be the first real test for Hu." 

"Oh.  But I will not be going with you." 

"You know, Talli? . . . . Of course you do.  But you will go with us 

most of the way to Winchester." 

"I will?" 
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"Yes.  The vision gave me the answer to that too.  You will go to 

Avebury, Talli.  To the Druid College there.  We will use the time to give 

you some intense training from properly attentive teachers." 

"If that is what you wish." 

"Yes, that is what I wish.  Nor will you regret the experience, I assure 

you." 

 

At Caerleon, Cadal was awaiting Merlin's arrival as he had said. 

"Welcome, my lord Merlin."  Cadal knelt to kiss his hand. 

"Please, Cadal."  Merlin lifted him.  "Good to see you again.  How are 

you keeping?" 

"As ever, my lord.  Fit and busy about the royal business.  I am to join 

you on the trip to Winchester.  Is tomorrow too soon?" 

"No, Cadal, that will be fine.  Now listen, Cadal.  I must settle a small 

matter with you."  He turned and gestured me to him. 

"Cadal, do you remember him?"  Merlin took my arm and turned for a 

reply. 

"Why, yes, I believe that is Master Taliesin, my lord.  Though he has 

grown a head taller since I saw him last." 

"Is Uther with you here, Cadal?"  Merlin asked, still holding my arm. 

"Uh, no, my lord.  He awaits you in Winchester.  He will be going 

along on a trip with us from Winchester." 

"Yes, to Ireland.  We know." 

"I should have known you would, knowing you.  But look here, what 

is this all about?  Why the questions and your manner is so . . . , well, so . . ." 

"Curious," finished Merlin. 
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"Yes, that's it.  You have no fear from me, Merlin.  You know that.  

You can trust me." 

"I know that very well, Cadal.  I have not forgotten, and I do trust you.  

But I had to make the first test on someone, and I wanted to know if trust 

was going to be necessary," Merlin smiled understandingly. 

"So what's up, Master, and how may I serve you?" Cadal inquired. 

"Cadal, I would like you to meet my new servant, Hu." 

Cadal looked at me, changed feet, and stammered an 

incomprehensible sound.  His expression was one of total bewilderment. 

At that, Merlin laughed.  "Don't take it so hard, Cadal.  I simply want 

Uther and his men to know this person as Hu, my body servant.  I have my 

reasons." 

"Don't doubt that a bit, Master Merlin.  And you have naught to fear 

from me."  He stuck his hand out to me, "Glad to meet you, Hu." 

I smiled and shook his hand, feeling ridiculous.  "Your humble 

servant, Cadal." 

Merlin snorted his laughter.  "The question is, can we pass him off 

successfully to the rest.  Cadal, what do you think?" 

"Well, let me think a minute.  You will be all right with most of the 

troops, I dare say.  But the trouble starts at Winchester.  There is old 

Gwillam . . ." 

"Yes, Cadal.  I am aware of the idiocy of taking him to the Court just 

yet.  That is a problem we will not have to face.  He will only travel part of 

the way." 

"But Master Merlin, you cannot just leave him outside town, now can 

you?"  Cadal shifted feet again, as seemed his wont to do. 
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"No, my friend, he has a place to go.  There is a welcome for him at 

Avebury." 

"Oh, I see," Cadal smiled.  "But on the trip there is one of the troops 

who could present a problem." 

"Oh?  And who is that?" Merlin asked. 

"You remember young Gaius, well, he's the captain of your escort.  

He will remember Tal . . . , er, Hu here.  Saw 'em talkin' more than once in 

years past." 

"True, Talli?"  Merlin turned to me. 

"Yes, and the name is Hu." 

"Oh, so it is," Merlin answered, feigning shock, and we all laughed. 

"Merlin, you and Cadal will just have to trust me to carry it off.  It 

will be good practice.  And if I can't fool Gaius, who hasn't seen me for 

several years, our plan is doomed to failure anyway." 

"All right, but I hope you have a few more surprising tricks up your 

sleeve.  Gaius will be a hard one to fool.  Clever lad." 

"Master, the winds of the gods are moving, as you said.  I will trust to 

them as you have told me." 

"Good shot, er Hu.  Well, that's it then." 

 

The next morning proved to be a dreary one.  Dark and wet from the 

start.  I kept my hooded cloak close around me as we rode surrounded by the 

troop.  Gaius never even noticed me, bundled as I was, so the day passed 

without the test I dreaded. 

I had spent many hours as a child in the presence of Gaius, and I knew 

he would indeed recognise me in the brightness of sunshine.  We had often 
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sat and watched the King and his brother drilling the troops together.  And 

he liked children. 

Gaius was intensely interested in soldiering, and was a fine one 

himself.  I had watched from boredom, as children will.  Mostly because 

Merlin was there somewhere, watching too. 

This would be no easy encounter, and I knew it.  I told myself it was 

the first real thing asked of me by the gods, by my Ancient One . . . by 

Merlin.  And I simply could not fail any of them.  But how? 

I concentrated for a while on methods of disguise.  I knew external 

disguise would never do.  It would not be enough for Gaius.  Fortunately, 

my voice was lower, just.  Changing would depict it better.  I must try and 

keep it low, and not let it crack in front of Gaius at all costs. 

But that wasn't enough.  I must literally LIVE another person in front 

of him.  My whole attitude must be controlled, my gestures, my phrases.  I 

must think differently.  I must BECOME a lowly peasant, a body servant to 

the Prince.  I must change the shape of my entire identity.  And the effect 

must be recalled at any moment, without warning.  Could I do that much?  If 

only I knew why.  Why I must.  But I did believe that Merlin himself knew 

not.  It was good enough to know that there was a great hidden purpose to it 

all.  And that I would understand someday. 

All right.  So be it.  "The gods will surely help me." 

"What did you say, Hu?"  Merlin rode his horse closer to me. 

"Oh nothing, my lord.  Just mumbling out loud.  We could have 

picked a better day for travelling." 

"Yes, a double-edged sword.  Cuts both ways.  Terrible for travel but 

good for solitude." 
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"I know, Master.  I thought the same thing." 

 

We followed the Roman road from Caerleon, Isca being the Roman 

name.  Through Caerwent, or Venta, we snaked along the Severn past the 

old ironworks to Glevum, or Gloucester, not our usual route.  As the 

darkness edged its way over us, we set up camp just outside the town. 

Merlin saw to it that the tent erected for us was well apart from the 

rest of the troops.  Gaius did put his head in the flap to check on Merlin's 

comfort, and to say goodnight.  My back was turned to him in the very dim 

light that escaped into the slit of the flap from the campfire.  Throughout our 

rough meal I had kept well behind Merlin, and avoided Gaius's glances.  He 

probably did not even notice me, the silent servant.  Well, the easy first day 

was over, at least.  I would worry about tomorrow, tomorrow.  But the night 

still awaited our next meditation. 

 

"Companionship. 

"The road on which you tread will be one of great joy in knowledge 

and unity with your spiritual friends, for we will work always with one 

blessing.  You must know that in your life there is no end which cannot be 

achieved with the blessing of the spirit, and the limitations which you find 

are fleshly and therefore destructible. 

With one high spirit of resolve we can work much, and when our 

works may seem unusual in their character you must judge not, knowing not 

the end.  Do that which is at your hand for therein lies achievement for the 

future. 
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Heed not the cries that may arise from a clamorous world, that knows 

not its own need but ask your soul to enquire of God, His will and bidding 

and ye shall surely know. 

May the Spirit quicken in your soul, and lift you up in knowledge and 

experience." 

Companionship is a word you know . . . , but as an experience it is 

beyond you at the present stage of your development.  Companionship is an 

activity of the spirit and although bodies may react it is only by reflection, 

not direct. 

To grow in knowledge and unity with your spiritual friends to the 

point where the contact and its quality is conscious would be joy beyond 

common comprehension.  Yet such joy awaits you along the road on which 

you have set your feet. 

When the body and brain have been refined and stabilised, . . . then 

radiation into space becomes a normal function.  The control, direction, and 

specialisation of this radiation can then be begun, and you are now laying 

down the precedents that you will tend to follow then. 

"Your present state is the substance of the past".  Right now you are 

creating that past. 

To have conscious contact with a Companionship at any place at any 

time irrespective of distance is, to ordinary humanity, a wonderful dream; 

yet the power to conceive implies the ability to achieve. 

If you were familiar with the character and the end of our works you 

would be taking part in the instruction not preparing yourselves to receive 

it." 
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The next day dawned bright and clear, refreshed by yesterday's rain.  

Just as I was packing the last item, Gaius stepped into the tent.  Merlin, 

unfortunately, was out.  This was it then. 

The flap was pinned open, and the sunlight was streaming into the tent 

in abundance.  He stood still as a rock, legs spread, eyes surveying the 

apparent emptiness.  Then those steel grey eyes I knew very well came to 

rest on me.  And he frowned. 

"Merlin is out?"  His question was brief, but deadly, for now I had to 

answer him. 

I took a deep breath, reminded myself to speak low, and focused in 

the brow, as in meditation. 

"Yes, sir, Captain.  He went out to find that soldier who had the runny 

eye.  You know, Ilfred or something.  My master is a leech, among his other 

talents.  Alw'ys tryin' to help a body, he is.  It weren't no accident that he 

brought all them medicines along, you see.  He just likes t' help them as 

needs it, when he can.  A good man, me master.  Why, it don't matter what 

people say 'bout how he's a great enchanter an' all.  An' sure it's true, you 

know, but 'neath it all, he be just a good man.  'Bout the best there are." 

I took a step toward him, putting down the folded blanket I was 

holding.  He raised his hand in a halting gesture.  His frown grew deeper. 

"I hardly need an exposition on Merlin's finer qualities.  What's your 

name, boy?"  He spoke abruptly. 

"Hu, me lord."  I had shifted feet several times in the silent interval, as 

I had seen Cadal do so often.  But unlike him, I stood straighter and puffed 

out my chest in an almost haughty, or actively aggressive manner.  And 

defensive hostility was reflected in my reply to his question. 
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He looked as if he were trying hard to remember something, and he 

stared at me hard.  He opened his mouth as if to speak, but shut it again.  I 

feared it was over then. 

"Well, Hu.  Go find your master and tell him we ride in ten minutes.  

And see to it you get his things in order on the double.  King's troops have 

better to do than sit around camp half the morn." 

"Yes, sir.  Right away, me lord.  I'll run him down in a heartbeat." 

"See that you do."  With those words he turned and strode out of sight 

as fast as he had come. 

I breathed a heavy sigh of relief, realising I had breathed in but twice 

during all those words.  And where all the chatter had come from, I would 

never know.  Usually I was hard-pressed to find small-talk.  It was obvious 

the gods were with me, as I had hoped. 

The rest of the trip was uneventful, for Gaius had obviously accepted 

my identity as Hu. 

As we were nearing Marlborough, Merlin rode up to me. 

"Hu, I have told Gaius to proceed to Marlborough without us.  Said I 

had an errand of mercy to attend to nearby and would catch up in a few 

hours.  He accepted it not entirely gracefully, I must say, but acquiesced 

when he realised my mind was fixed.  So we can ride on to the college." 

After we had ridden a good distance from the troops, Merlin spoke to 

me. 

"It seems I overrated the problem of Gaius.  He never even noticed 

you at all, did he?" 

"Yes, Master.  We had a small encounter in the tent while you were 

doctoring Ilfred.  It was Gaius who sent me to find you." 
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"Oh?  And you didn't mention it?  I assume it went well?" 

"Yes, my lord.  I put a bit of 'greater effort' into the task at hand, and 

carried it off."  I smiled a devilish smile, which he picked up immediatly. 

"All right, Talli.  I can see the pride showing there.  Tell me about it." 

"Not much to tell.  I simply lived the part I was playing, as body 

servant to a prince.  I reshaped my entire character, speech, mannerisms.  

Not exactly an improvement, I might add.  But necessary." 

"So now I shall call you Taliesin, the Shape-Shifter."  The tone of his 

voice had been amused.  But when I looked at him, he had that strange look 

of the prophet, lost in the years to come.  I did not attempt to break the spell 

of distance that trance created.  Let him see what he would. 



 

 

 

 

Chapter Ten 

Collegiate Aspirations 

 

The thing that struck me most about Avebury was the huge ringed, 

moated earthworks.  The giant, almost triangular stones that dotted both 

ridged circles told a story of their own.  But the labour of love that antiquity 

held to dig those rings inspired me with both humility and awe for our 

Ancient Brothers.  For this was their work.  Hu Gadarn had definitely been 

here.  I could feel the strong energy of Mother Earth under the land here. 
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We approached a ring of seven houses, and I was no longer surprised 

to see robed figures standing at attention awaiting our arrival. 

An ancient robed figure in the centre who held a curved staff 

approached us as we dismounted.  He knelt, as I had anticipated, and kissed 

Merlin's hand.  

"Peace to you, Master." 

"And to you, Rhys."  Merlin raised him to his feet. 

"Welcome Merlin, welcome Taliesin.  The Council awaits your 

pleasure within."  He motioned to the largest house where the other figures 

were gathered. 

As we passed through the crowd, each one knelt in sequence as 

Merlin passed, slowly raising them each with a blessing. Inside the hall, 

eleven robed figures stood to form two columns on either side of us.  They 

also knelt as we passed.  Each kissed Merlin's hand, and each was raised by 

him in turn.  I thought back over why.  He was Prince, it was true, but these 

were Druids, and only Pen Beirdd would mean a lot to these people.  The 

two of those were sufficient to command honour, but not the total 

submission, the almost awe-struck worship of a divinity that he seemed to 

draw.  The High King himself would attract no more honour than Merlin did 
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among these Druids, and in this group, I rather thought Merlin attracted 

more. 

There was certainly no more doubt in my mind that Merlin was a very 

special Druid in their eyes, as well as mine.  He could no longer deny me the 

truth about his status, only his title. 

A high-backed chair was reserved for Merlin at the head of a very 

long table.  The group waited for Merlin to sit before taking seats around the 

table.  I was given a chair beside Merlin. 

The room was filled with smoke from an incense burner.  Rhys rose 

and carrying the curved staff whose top was a cluster of oak leaves, 

presented it to Merlin.  Merlin took it with both hands, waved it above the 

congregation, and lay it across the table before him.  That seemed to be the 

signal to commence the meeting.  Merlin broke the silence. 

"Peace be with this gathering, now and always."  A pause.  "I have 

come to the College today to entrust you all with an important task.  I would 

ask that you take my prodigy, my adopted son, my friend, into your care for 

a period of intensive training." 

"The time will be brief, the length of one moon's growth only.  But I 

must be gone for a while on King's business, and now the time is closing for 

his education." 

"I have sorely neglected his tutorship, and I look to you, my 

Companions, to step in and take him in hand.  Guard him, teach him, help 

and guide him.  Teach him with care, and great shall be our reward, not only 

in this life." 

"In him you have a perfect pupil.  Serious of mind, abounding in 

intellect, and filled with a natural gift of power that none can surpass.  Loyal 
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to our cause, he is our tool for the Path of Light in the future.  So let us be 

his tool on the Path of Light in Now." 

"Be friend to him in my stead, until I can return for him.  You will 

find him worthy.  This is my request of you." 

Silence followed.  All eyes were on me, and I had to work at keeping 

control of the embarrassed blush I felt creeping up my face.  Such words had 

he said of me!  I really wished he hadn't. 

Now Rhys spoke, as group leader, I assumed. 

"Master, our cooperation is yours to command.  You have graciously 

requested our help, and your wish is granted.  It was agreed between us as 

soon as you transmitted it to me, that we would accept the challenge of 

training your charge.  We shall do all in our power to make his stay here 

both fruitful and pleasant." 

Merlin stood and raised the staff.  "Thanks be to you, my 

Companions.  I am afraid my time is exceedingly brief this time, so let me 

humbly present to you the object of my faith . . . , Taliesin Emrys."  He 

reached out and pulled me up from the table, and the others stood and 

crowded around me to clasp my hand saying, "Welcome." 

Merlin raised his hands and a hush descended. 

"I must take leave of you now, and let us all get on with the Great 

Work.  Peace and success be with you in your endeavour, until I return."  He 

turned to me and clasped my hand, giving it a squeeze. 

"Talli, they are all friends to you.  Trust them as you do me.  I know I 

need not tell you this, but give your very best to all they ask of you.  For 

indeed, this will be the most important month of your life." 

"I shall not disappoint you, Merlin."  I squeezed his hand. 
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"I know that, Talli.  And keep your mind open to me.  I shall keep in 

touch."  He put his arm around me and embraced me, which he had rarely 

done.  "Gods go with you, my son." 

After Merlin rode away, Rhys introduced me to each member of the 

Council, two of which were female.  At the end of the formality, he escorted 

me to the door of the Council Hall where one of the females was standing. 

"Rhiannon, I would like for you to take charge of Taliesin's comforts.  

He will be settled into Jupiter House immediately.  Please brief him on our 

schedule and see to his needs." 

"Very well, Rhys.  Taliesin, would you come with me?  When I 

hesitated, looking around, "Your belongings have gone before you." 

I followed her down to the sixth structure.  Inside were four rooms 

leading off from a central room.  In the centre was a large stone hearth, in 

which a fire was slowly burning.  She led me to one of the rooms which 

contained only a cot.  My belongings were on the floor at its feet. 

"This is where you sleep, Taliesin.  You will spend very little time in 

here, so only bare necessity has been furnished, as you see."  I found it 

difficult to look straight at her while she talked, for she was a very beautiful 

woman.  Her long black shiny hair waved about her shoulders like a cloud.  

She had extraordinarily fine bone structure and held her back straight and 

proud.  The odd thing was the almost chiselled way she held her facial 

features in stern control, as if it would be wrong for her to smile.  In trying 

so hard to maintain nonchalance, she silently shouted the image of 

vulnerability to me.  She turned and led me around to a few other buildings, 

explaining the function of each. 
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"They are named for the planets, Taliesin.  There are seven of them, 

you see.  This circle of houses represent the solar system.  The Council Hall, 

or House of Justice, is the Sun.  The main purpose as well as strength of this 

particular college is alchemy.  However, much more is taught here and even 

more could be taught here, if the knowledge of the teaching staff was taken 

into account.  Since your time with us is so short, you will concentrate on no 

one thing.  We aim to give you a little of all our various areas of knowledge. 

The buildings were all circular in shape.  I thought it very symbolic to 

have a circle of circles.  But they were not unattractive.  In spite of being 

made of cob and thatch, the builders had laboured to add a certain 

sophistication to their exterior.  The four windows in each house were very 

low to the ground, and stretched up all the way to the thatch and a foot or so 

beyond, which was much higher than normal rooftops.  Within the windows 

were small panels of clear yellow glass, diamond-shaped.  To outline each 

window, the cob had been sculpted into an ornate design, as if a vine were 

surrounding it.  Leaves and flowers were sculpted at intervals to protrude 

from the winding vine.  The effect was very pleasing indeed.  Live plants, 

climbing roses, were growing on a trellis fastened beside each door.  And 

each had a small, carefully tended garden which combined useful herbs with 

flowering plants for beauty. 

The thatch was not the usual shape of a flat or slightly arched cap, but 

rose to an exaggerated peak, like a sheet of parchment folded in half and 

stood on ends.  This gave the structure a very high roof, and added an 

inconsistency of round with flat that resulted in a certain unique 

sophistication.  And the odd windows assured that no light was wasted. 
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Rhiannon led me to the third structure.  "This is Mercury House, 

where your lessons shall be conducted.  As you know, Mercury is 

communication, therefore appropriate.  You will begin lessons at first light 

each day, commencing tomorrow.  If you are late, you may not enter, but are 

deprived of that day's opportunity for knowledge.  In which case you will 

remain in your room until the evening meal, regularly held at sunset in the 

Great Hall.  It will be no ones loss but your own in that event, for we only 

allow the privilege of this education to such as are serious-minded and 

thoroughly committed to our Path.  Not for children.  Do you understand?" 

"Yes, I think so." 

"Good."  She turned and started back to Jupiter House.  "It is nearing 

sunset, so you should make haste to wash off the travelling dust and meet for 

supper.  The washhouse is that small hut you saw behind Moon House.  Half 

of it is the privy, the other half for bathing.  Water is provided by channeling 

from the well just outside.  The troughs just outside the door are for washing 

your clothes.  Any questions?" 

"Yes.  Who shall instruct me?"  I asked. 

"We shall all take turns, Cadoc, Rwl, Gwn, Llew, Madog, and myself.  

Rhys will supervise and participate from time to time, of course, since he is 

Chief.  But if you are very lucky, you may be given some time with the 

bright star of the College, Dai.  He will be our next chief when Rhys is gone, 

and Rhys is an old man." 

"Oh." 

For the first time she smiled faintly and her features softened slightly.  

"Don't worry, Taliesin, you will come to know them all by name soon, and 

they each have much to offer you." 
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"I am sure you are right," I replied, thinking that if they were all as 

rigid as Rhiannon, I was in for a very unpleasant month.  Then I reminded 

myself, 'this I do for Merlin.' 

In the Great Hall when we were all assembled, I was seated next to 

Owain, who shared Jupiter House.  He was a year or so older than I, and 

much more outgoing it seemed. 

"Taliesin, where do you hail from?" Owain asked. 

"South Wales, Maridunum," I replied.  "You may know it by the 

Welsh name, Carmarthen." 

"Ah.  As far from home as I myself, I see." 

"Where, then, is home, Owain?" I asked, not really interested. 

"Rheged, Cumberland, we call it.  But I have been here two months 

already, so I am not homesick anymore.  Are you homesick?" he asked. 

"No, home is nothing without Merlin." 

"Is Merlin your father then?" 

"No, not my father." 

His curiosity was endless.  "What relationship is he?" 

"He is my Master." 

"You are Merlin's servant?"  He was clearly astonished. 

"Yes." 

"Well, I suppose that makes you unique.  The rest of us are from 

landed and titled families who have sent us for a fine education.  Actually 

they are hoping we shall honour them by climbing within the Order.  It never 

hurts to have a Druid in the family, you know." 

"Is that your only reason for being here?  Social status?"  My interest 

was aroused at last.  I had never encountered anyone as superficial as he 
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seemed to indicate.  Or if I had, they had not let it show so blatantly.  I could 

hardly believe I had heard him right. 

"Well, certainly.  Why else are you here then, if not to climb up from 

the depths of servant to the heights of honoured Druid?"  He seemed to 

insinuate this was perfectly normal. 

I was horrified at this attitude.  I simply could not understand, the 

consequence being I felt more isolated than before.  "You would not 

understand." 

"Well I understand that this is a fantastic opportunity for you to be 

here.  Not every slave gets the chance to be somebody." 

"I said servant, Owain, not slave," I retorted. 

"What could possibly be the distinction?" he asked incredulous. 

"In this case, Owain, one is mandatory and the other voluntary."  I did 

not feel like justifying my existence to one who lacked the depth of 

conviction I thought necessary to follow the Druid Path.  I closed my mind 

to him and wondered what I had got myself into.  I also hoped everyone here 

did not share his attitude. 

"Are you saying you serve Merlin voluntarily?  That you do not have 

to?"  He was staring at me in disbelief. 

"Yes, that is correct." 

"Well who is this Merlin, anyway, to warrant such service?", he 

asked. 

"It is not who he is, but what he is that matters to me," I said 

sarcastically. 

"All right.  What is he?" 

"He is the greatest man alive," I returned. 
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"That is stuff and nonsense, Taliesin.  After all, he isn't the High 

King."  He laughed. 

"Let's just say, I value him highly," but I was thinking, 'he should have 

been king, but he is too important.' 

"Well, I do not confess to understand, Taliesin.  But if you value 

Merlin so highly, that is your business." 

"Yes, it is." 

After the meal was completed, we participated in meditation 

conducted by Rhys.  It was very similar to the method Merlin had taught, but 

I missed the voice of my Ancient One intervening.  It seemed less personal.  

I wondered if Merlin was responsible for the visits.  It seemed obvious he 

was. 

As soon as the gathering had been dismissed, I began walking toward 

Jupiter House, lost in thought of Owain's words.  But the cool night air soon 

tugged at my attention, and I looked up.  The stars were very clear.  The 

North Star pulsated rhythmically, a cut brighter than the rest.  I suddenly felt 

the presence of Merlin strongly beside me.  Almost too strongly.  I wondered 

if he might be thinking of me at this moment.  He had powers beyond most 

men.  I did not doubt his ability to project himself to me, but I did doubt my 

ability to receive or reciprocate.  I would have to give this some thought. 
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It was a mild night and I could not sleep, so I walked west of the 

College into a nearby wood with my harp in hand.  After playing for awhile, 

I noticed a spot in the distance, in a darker part of the trees had begun to 

glow.  Slowly the light formed into a stag standing up on his hind legs.  No, 

maybe it was a man wearing antlers of a stag.  I wasn't sure.  But the vision 

glowed with the blue-white fire that left no question of its (his) divinity.  He 

lifted an arm (front leg?) and waved once at me.  Stupidly I stared, 

spellbound.  A tinkling sound broke the silence. 

Then in my head, I heard the deep, echoing words, "I am Herne, Lord 

of the Forest.  Some call me Cernunnos, Lord of Animals.  I greet you, 

Taliesin, 'Arch Bard'.  What is your desire of Herne The Horned One?" 

My mind reeled in confusion.  If one has one wish to ask of Divinity, 

what on earth would it be? 
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"To know how to serve," I said. 

"Whom do you serve?" he asked. 

"The Gods, and Merlin," I replied. 

"Why do you ask for that which is already yours?  Ask a boon of me." 

Oh dear.  Why couldn't I think?  "I would love to be a great bard 

someday, my Lord Herne," I offered hesitantly. 

"Arch Bard, why ask ye what is yet granted unto thee?" 

Why was he calling me Arch Bard?  There was no such title, nor did I 

hold it if there was.  What on earth do I say next. 

"My Lord, because I hesitate to ask for the most prized of all 

possessions." 

"Yes, yes.  Ask."  Herne waved his hand aside impatiently. 

"Enlightenment in this lifetime.  Knowledge of God." 

"A worthy request, oh Lighter of Darkness.  I shall guide thy steps as 

before.  Relinquish all fear.  I have ever been at thy side." 

The clearly formed image within the Light began to dissipate, but I 

felt rather than saw the warmth of the Light rays enveloping me as the spot 

in the distance darkened.  After a moment, the effect was gone, leaving me 

to decide if I should laugh or cry.  Truly, I knew not which. 

 



 

 

 

Chapter Eleven 

Friction 

 

The next morning at daybreak, it was Owain that rousted me from my 

sleep.  "Up and out, my lord slave," he teased.  "Time for lessons to begin." 

I rubbed my eyes, and climbed slowly out of bed.  "Thanks Owain," I 

said. 

The other two boys who shared the house, Govan and Gwynog, were 

already up and dressed.  I donned my coarse brown robe and quickly 

splashed some water in my face from the bowl beside my bed. 

As I walked up to Mercury House, Rhys stepped out to greet me. 

"Ah, there you are Taliesin.  I have been watching for you.  Will you 

come with me, please?" 

I followed him to the House of Justice.  Through the Great Hall we 

came to a carved wooden door I had not noticed before.  Inside was an odd 

shaped room that followed the curve of the building, stopping abruptly after 

about twenty feet.  The inside walls were covered with built-in wooden 

shelves where hundreds of parchments and manuscripts were stored.  The 

outside wall was all windows.  In the centre of this room was a heavy carved 
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desk, and two well-padded chairs that looked very comfortable.  I had seen 

furniture like this only in the palace at Winchester, and I was impressed. 

"Take a seat, Taliesin."  He pulled the extra chair close. 

I sat. 

"How have you been treated here, thusfar?" 

"I have no complaints, sir," I replied, folding my hands in my lap.  

"Everyone has been most helpful." 

"Good.  I was afraid Owain might get on your nerves a bit." 

"No sir.  I just do not seem to understand him yet," I replied. 

"Not to worry, Taliesin.  He may come around to some degree of 

understanding, given time." 

"Yes, sir."  Now it was coming, the real reason for this talk. 

"Taliesin, I do not intend to conduct your education with the rest of 

the students.  You are far too gifted to be held back to their slow pace which 

is planned to occupy many years.  No, you must have a personal tutor, who 

can work with only you, thus able to bring you along at your own speed.  

What do you think of that idea?" 

"Well, sir, I am afraid I do not feel very gifted, and I wonder that you 

have a tutor to spare for such as me." 

"Not to worry, Talli, er, may I call you Talli?" 

"Of course." 

"I happen to think you are very gifted, because Merlin does.  And if 

he says you are to be his prodigy, that is good enough for me.  I also have 

one very bright star in my group who is saved for exacting jobs like this one.  

He is my assistant, and next in line for my job.  His name is Dafydd, or 

David here in England, but he is called Dai for short, and I think you will 

like him." 
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"Yes, sir, as you choose.  I am content that your choice is best." 

"Good."  He rose and led me through a door at one end of the room.  

Beyond it was a duplicate room.  Seated at the desk was a tall, kindly-

looking young giant of a man with fair hair and alert eyes that were very 

blue.  Eyes which gave the impression of never missing anything.  He rather 

reminded me of a fair Ambrosius.  But younger, about twenty-five.  Not far 

from Merlin's age. 

"This is Dai, Talli.  Dai, meet Taliesin, your pupil." 

"Hello, Talli," he smiled and his eyes sparkled with enthusiastic 

friendliness.  He held out his hand to me, and when I took it he pulled me 

gently around the desk to the chair next to his.  "Sit down, relax, we will 

have a lot of fun learning together." 

"Thanks," I replied, and I could not help but smile back, believing 

what he said. 

"I shall leave you to it, Dai," Rhys said.  "You know what is expected 

of you?" 

"Yes, Rhys.  Put yourself at rest, Talli will have all the education he 

can stand."  He laughed, and Rhys laughed back.  Dai had a very contagious 

cheerfulness.  I knew we would get on well together.  Anyone could get on 

well with Dai. 

Rhys closed the door behind him, and Dai turned back to me.  "We 

will work in here, shall we?" 

"As you will," I said. 

"How are your letters?  No, show me.  Write what I dictate." 

I picked up the parchment and quill pen that he pushed at me, and 

dipped it into the open ink well. 
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"The quiet moment, after you have given up the struggle, after letting 

go of Self and its goals, after abandoning your interference and resistance, is 

the magical one that achieves your goal.  That is the only time the Shining 

Ones can break through your barriers of confusion to accomplish your 

mission for you, as they are ever ready to do." 

He picked up what I had written and scrutinized my work.  "All right, 

I see you are very advanced in penmanship.  Been practising?" 

"I write frequently.  It is one of my favourite pastimes," I answered. 

"Good for you.  Maybe after we are better friends you will tell me 

what it is that you write.  But now I want you to tell me what languages you 

command." 

"Greek, Latin, a little Gaul, Brittany, and Welsh, of course." 

"No Hebrew?" 

"No, sir." 

"You needn't call me sir.  Dai will do." 

"No, Dai," I corrected. 

"Well it is obvious that we must rectify that if you ever hope to 

comprehend the Qabalah.  Do you know what that is?" 

"No, I do not," I answered. 

"Some call it the Tree of Life, Talli.  In fact it is even more than that.  

It is the explanation of the pattern of the Universe.”  My mind immediately 

jumped to the images of the visions during my initiation at Avalon. “ But not 

to jump ahead.  There are more basic things to conquer first.  How is your 

astrology, for instance?" 

“Middle of the road, I guess.  I know a little.” 

“Well this is one of the very most important subjects that one can 

learn.  It seems to affect just about everything.  And why not?  The patterns 
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of all those stars must mean something to the gods, so why not try to 

understand?  It certainly is not a random layout,” Dai said. 

“I believe that not only the universe, but each individual planetary 

divinity is a microcosm of astrological influence.  Each “Celestial Man”, as I 

call a planetary divinity, has its own zodiac and elemental arrangement. 
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“Having seven Celestial Men means that each has its own universe 

within the Cosmic universe that makes up the Cosmic Man.  Just as each 

individual has its own universe, or picture of it at each moment, which 

affects the circumstances of each life.  As above, so below.” 
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“There are so many facets and so much depth to patterns in both 

astronomy and astrology that it really takes a lifetime to gain only a small 

understanding.  Keep in mind that meditations based on those are never 

wasted, as more and more insight can be gained, sometimes as startling 

revelation, as you live your life.  It holds many surprises.
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We believe that each of the decans has its own individual character. 

Each sign is allocated an elemental triplicity, such as air, water, earth or fire. 

Each sign is therefore subdivided into three equal parts of 10 degrees each, 

and these parts are referred to as decans, or decanates. 

 

Each decan of a Sun Sign of the Zodiac is assigned Rulership of the planet 

ruling the sign and secondary rulership of the planet ruling the decan. 

The decans and their rulers are assigned as follows as based on the 

concepts of our astrology: 

 

0-10  10-20 20-30  The qualities inherited from the planets 

SIGN degrees degrees degrees by their "children" are as follows: 

Aries Mars Sun Jupiter Saturn: melancholy and apathy; 

Taurus Venus Mercury Saturn Jupiter: hunting; 

Gemini Mercury Venus Uranus Mars: soldiering and warfare;  

Cancer Moon Pluto Neptune Sun: music and athleticism;  

Leo Sun Jupiter Mars Venus: amorousness and passion; 

Virgo Mercury Saturn Venus Mercury: money and commerce; 

Libra Venus Uranus Mercury Moon: association with water and travel. 

Scorpio Pluto Neptune Moon The 7 closer planets above represent  

Capricorn Saturn Venus Mercury the strongest influence on the subject. 

Aquarius Uranus Mercury Venus 

 Pisces Neptune Moon Pluto 
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“The personal planets are the Sun, Moon, Mercury, and Venus, while 

the social, or transpersonal, planets are Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. Jupiter and 

Saturn are often called "transpersonal" planets as they represent a transition 

from the inner personal planets to the outer, impersonal planets. The 

important personal picture can be drawn from these seven planets 

mentioned.  The outer planets Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto are often called 

the collective or transcendental planets.” 

“There are twelve Decans, making up four Zodiacs.  The patterns of 

3’s and 4’s and 12’s are amazing.  Fascinating, in fact.”  Dai sighed a deep 

sigh and looked off into the distance, as if daydreaming. 

“Dai, you are so enthusiastic about all this!  I do realise now I must 

give this much more study, but goodness, it looks complicated!” I 

complained. 
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“It is complicated, Talli.  Make no mistake.  We call it a science for a 

reason.  Even as alchemy.  But it gives one wonderful insights.  For instance, 

did you realize that plants grow in a spiral upward?” 

“No, not really.” 

“Well they do.  And I think we do as well.  I think our very cells are 

made up of spirals.”  He drew several more diagrams and I began to see 

hints of the correlations that led one on and on. 

“I can see now how one could spend a lifetime on this, in any of a 

thousand directions, right?” 

“That’s right, Talli.  You are beginning to grasp, and that’s very 

good.” 
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 “To change to lighter things, what about your knowledge of 

Telepathy, Talli?” 
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"Lacking, I'm afraid, since I know not what that is." 

"Well, not lacking for long.  We shall start with that then.  Telepathy 

is silent mental communication.  Thoughts transmitted from one mind to 

another without a word spoken, even from a very great distance.  Every man 

has this power, but few know they do, or how to use it.  We will see how fast 

we can unlock yours."  He reached into a drawer and removed some cards 

with a different symbol painted on each one.  "I shall concentrate on these 

images very hard, and without seeing them, you will tell me which one it is 

that I am concentrating on.  Now, just shut the world out of your mind, Talli, 

as you would do in meditation.  I am opening a link to you in my mind.  Just 

try to tune in.  Let it wash over you, do not fight it.  Your mind must be a 

complete blank." 

So he drilled me the rest of the day on exercises to improve my 

telepathic powers.  Just before sunset I was actually receiving what he 

transmitted accurately. 

"Now that is very good, Talli.  You are a very quick learner, but you 

must practice.  Over the table at supper, you must tune in to my thoughts.  

With practice, you may be able to read thoughts that are not even transmitted 

to you.  The power of the human mind is a phenomenal thing.  Never 

underestimate it." 

"I shant.  For already I have surprised myself.  And you have 

answered some questions that have been in my mind for a long while.  

Thanks, Dai," I said. 

"No bother.  It will be easy for you soon.  Now it is time for supper, 

so let us hasten into the Hall of the Sun and resume our exercises on the 

morn.  I already hear voices assembling." 
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Again I sat next to Owain, who was determined I would not escape his 

questions. 

"Where were you today, my lord slave?" 

"In my lessons, if it is any concern of yours," I retorted.  He did get on 

my nerves, for he brought out the worst in me to match his behaviour.  I 

resolved not to succumb to the temptation again.  I quickly added, "Dai is 

my tutor.  Do you know him?" 

"Aha!  A gifted tutor like Dai is reserved only for a very privileged 

student, usually of means.  There is something you are not telling me, 

Taliesin the Mysterious." 

"It was not my choice, Owain.  Rhys arranged it." 

"The mystery deepens.  There is obviously a missing link when the 

Chief Druid arranges for the Pendragon to tutor a mere slave." 

"I am afraid I do not know what you mean, Owain."  I was trying not 

to encourage him, but it did not work. 

"I mean that I want to know exactly who and what you are.  And who 

is this master of yours exactly?  It is not just anyone who commands Dai's 

attention." 

"All right, Owain.  My Master is Myrddin Emrys, the High King's 

son." 

He was silent, obviously shocked.  "That explains it, then.  Prince 

Merlin, of course.  And isn't he the one they call the Enchanter?" 

I hesitated over the answer this time.  Finally I said, "That is correct." 

"That does put a different light on why you are willing to be a servant.  

He will be High King one day, and that assures your place." 

I sighed heavily.  "Owain, you are hopeless.  Do you think that the 

only motivation in life must be a monetary one or one of status?" I asked. 
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"It is usual, is it not?"  He sounded too confident. 

"No, it is not even wise, Owain.  Merlin will never be king, Uther 

will.  And I do not serve him to assure my place, as you put it, for Merlin 

and Uther don't get on.  I serve him simply because he has been father, 

brother, and friend to me, and he deserves it.  For love, Owain.  Simply that.  

He is a good and wise man, and has earned all the loyalty I can give.  And I 

pity you if your life lacks a similar relationship." 

I must have handled it right.  Owain was silent the rest of the meal. 

Dai was as good as his word.  During the meal, he kept looking across 

at me and smiling.  Occasionally he would raise his eyebrows inquisitively 

as if asking me if I had heard what he sent.  All I could do was shake my 

head and shrug.  I had not received him.  Perhaps I had fooled myself this 

afternoon.  Perhaps I just lacked the talent for telepathy. 

Whatever the cause, I felt very unworthy to be here, treated so special.  

I certainly felt unworthy to be Merlin's prodigy.  I felt isolated and alone, but 

worse.  I felt sadly inadequate.  I was sure to be a disappointment to Merlin.  

I could not even fit in with my peers, like Owain. 

After the usual meditation at the end of the meal, Dai jumped up from 

the table ahead of the others and walked over to me. 

"Do not be discouraged, Talli.  It will come, in time.  You are 

expecting too much, too soon.  That is all.  So cheer up, you look as if you 

have lost your best friend." 

"Well, if I haven't, I soon will," I replied.  But I smiled back at those 

sympathetic eyes. 

On the walk back to Jupiter House, Owain fell in walking beside me.  

He seemed pensive still. 

"Taliesin, will you tell me something?" he asked. 
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"If I can." 

"Why are you here?" 

I stopped in my tracks and looked at him.  His expression was hidden 

in the shadows of the night.  "Do you truly want to know that, Owain?" 

"Yes, I do," he replied softly. 

"Well, let me see.  You might say the superficial reasons are thus.  I 

need an education.  Merlin has gone to Ireland for a month.  I needed a place 

to stay, and something to keep me busy." 

"Go on," he prodded. 

"The deeper reason is that I have faith in Merlin.  And Merlin has 

faith in this College to put me straight on the true Path that we both have 

chosen to walk.  My end goal, as his, is spiritual enlightenment. To know 

The Bornless One, to be His tool on this Earth.  To define and realise the 

aspects of God within ourself.  To use that part of us for the benefit of 

Mankind.  To not only see the Light, but to become it.  And that is a 

completely different plane than that of your world, Owain, for money cannot 

buy it." 

"I envy you, Taliesin, for having such a goal.  But being the penniless, 

landless second son of four keeps me single minded.  I only wish I had room 

in my life to reach so high." 

"You can, Owain.  In this place, ordinary as it may seem to you, you 

can find exactly what you seek.  And remember the Druid saying, 'Sufficient 

unto a man must be the size of the cup he brings to the well.'  The well is 

infinite, my friend.  Only your cup has limitations.  Limitations you yourself 

have imposed.  So cast them away, and reach for the stars.  It is your right, 

you know.  For you are a god in the making." 
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He grabbed my arm and squeezed it, then ran away, vanishing into the 

darkness.  And clear as if he were standing next to me, I heard Merlin's 

words, "You did well, Talli my son.  The harder love is to give, the greater 

the value.  The gods keep you 'till we meet again." 

Then I knew.  What a joyous thing to have the power to receive the 

thoughts of someone from afar.  So I opened the channel of my mind, and I 

sent back the message across the miles, "And may they keep you also, my 

beloved Master, until you return."  I walked into the house, knowing 

somehow that he had received my message.  And I no longer felt alone. 

As I lay on my cot looking up at the starry sky, I felt peaceful and full 

of faith.  I was on a quest.  A quest for Goodness itself.  Then as I looked, 

the sky was bright, and once again the young king sat on the emerald throne, 

from my vision at Bryn Gwydden.  He still glowed.  I smiled and thought, 

"You may not be Goodness itself, my handsome young king, but you are the 

closest this land will ever get.  And whatever you are or will be, at least I 

shall be privileged to be there."  As if in confirmation, he arched his shining 

sword of light through the sky and dipped it as if in salute to me.  Then the 

vision faded, leaving only a shooting star where the tip of the sword had 

been. 

With this warm thought tucked safely away in my brain, I fell asleep. 

 



 

 

 

 

Chapter  Twelve 

Death of a King 

 

The next morning Dai was waiting for me in his chamber. 

"Morning, Talli, seems you're more cheerful this morning." 

"Yes, I am.  And thank you for noticing the fact that I was not last 

night," I said. 

"It did not take telepathy to tell you were feeling alone.  Owain giving 

you a hard time, was he?" 

"You are very astute," I said as I sat down. 

"Not astute.  I just notice people I like.  But do not worry about 

Owain.  He is a bit misguided at the moment, he will come around." 

I laughed.  "Everyone keeps saying that.  I wonder at the tolerance 

you all show.  But I think I made a breakthrough in my dealings with Owain 

last night.  At any rate, it is something I shall deal with given time and 

understanding." 

"Understanding is the key to patience, you know.  It is not so easy to 

be patient without understanding, Talli.  Unless you already understand, that 
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lack of understanding makes you impatient and intolerant.  Then you can 

overcome the lack of understanding of someone else with the understanding 

of yourself."  He thought back over his words, and laughed with me.  

"Sounds like a riddle, does it not?" 

"No, Dai, it sounds like good sense," I laughed too. 

"That's it then, time to work.  Today I think we shall cover triads, oh 

not the Bardic type, but the triune relationships in all things.  The Christians 

call it the Holy Trinity.  We indicate it either with a triangle, or the three 

Druid bars, or two interlocked circles, the Vesica Piscis." 

"Summarised, it is that all things consist of a positive and a negative, 

producing something different than either factor.  Positive male unites with 

negative female and produces son, who includes them both but is neither.  

And let me explain that negative, in this instance, does not equate with bad.  

Don't make that mistake.  It simply means passive, or receiving, where 

positive means active, or actioning.  But I stray from the point." 

 

"We know the number three is holy.  As the three bars of Druidism /|\, 

Power, Wisdom, ruled by Love.  There are two categories of relationships, 

or of triangles where the third factor is the cause, or the effect.  An example 

of the former, the Sun causes night and day.   

 

For other examples we have:  
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"An interesting point, the centre of the Star would be the seventh 

point, and we know about seven, don't we?  Seven planets, seven archangels, 

seven Sun Lords, seven Heavenly Men, seven openings or gates of man's 

body.  Seven days of creation, in a week, seven Chakras, or power points in 

the spine.  Or, four (the elements, or square of matter) plus three the Trinity, 

or five plus two, or three plus three plus one.  One being God, the lowest 

common denominator." 

"But of course the wonderful twelve is only four threes, and that is the 

signs of the Zodiac, the months in the year, the Christian disciples, the 

Jewish Tribes of Israel, the steps to Eastern Spiritual Enlightenment." 

"Regardless how anything is broken down, from a numerology 

standpoint, three usually figures into it heavily.  Three is but two - duality, or 

Man, and one - God, the Absolute Bornless One, as the triangle illustrates." 

"But I have strayed into numerology.  It is such a fascinating subject.  

Back to the triunes, and the double triune, X, which is simply two sets of 

three." 

"Three has always been a sacred number.  There are three basic 

shapes in geometry, the circle, triangle, and square.  Three prime colours, 

red, blue, and yellow.  The Zodiac is three fours for elements of air, earth, 

fire and water, or four threes for attributes of cardinal, mutable, or fixed." 
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"We often speak of matter as solid, liquid, or gaseous.  Three.  The 

third vote in a trio decides by making a majority.  The Christians speak of 

three wise men.  Three letters in God, in Hebrew YHV, and in our own 

Druidic OIO, written <|>, which is /|\ coupled with \|/." 

"Symbolically speaking, man's body is a wealth of numerology.  The 

head has five openings.  There are five senses.  The four limbs and head 

form five appendages to the trunk.  But, there are three obvious sexual areas.  

Think about it.  The female has two breasts and one opening to the womb.  

The male has two testes and one organ.  They would be drawn as opposites - 

\/ for the female, and  /\ for the male, just by virtue of location.  Now put 

them together, yes, that is it, X, the chalice, or touching triangles." 

"Another interesting point, remembering the one represents God, is 

the importance in our body of the things that exist in ones.  Lose a kidney, 

another hangs on.  A heart is not replaceable.  We have two eyes, two ears, 

two hands, two nostrils, but only one brain to assemble the senses.  And that 

leaves only one mouth, so it must be very important, which, of course, it is, 

since it is our means of communication as well as eating and breathing.  

Sound, nourishment, and breath are therefore the three very important 

functions of a man.  Three functions.  Unique.  So look hard at the uses to 

which you put the 'ones' parts of your body.  Are those uses worthy ones?  

Give it some thought." 

My head was whirling by the time the noon hour arrived.  I had not 

heard of numerology before, but that was the part that intrigued me.  I had 

always been good with numbers, but had never before thought of them in 
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such a context.  Somehow they were more fun this way.   Enough to give 

one's brain a workout, at least. 

Dai suggested we go sit amongst the stones to eat our lunch.  He 

brought fruit and cheese with brown bread for both of us.  I was pleased to 

be outside, for the feel of Avebury awakened something in me.  I could not 

quite define what. 

"Dai, I would like to ask you something - not pertaining to my 

studies." 

"Of course, Talli.  What is it?" 

"Do you know Merlin, my master?" 

"How not?  Why do you ask?" 

"I want to know about him.  I know he is Pen Beirdd, but I think that 

is not the only reason he is so highly honoured by all Druids.  Can you tell 

me why?" 

He was silent for a long time.  "Talli, I cannot.  Since he has seen fit 

not to tell you, I believe he must have a reason.  He is awaiting the proper 

time.  Is it so important to you?" 

I shook my head.  "I suppose not.  Perhaps it is one more lesson in 

patience." 

"Would it make a difference in your relationship if you found out a 

hidden truth about him, bad or good?" he asked. 

"Certainly not!" I rejoined.  "He is my Master because he has earned 

my devotion.  No other reason is necessary than that I want to serve him." 

"Well said, Talli.  And do you serve a Prince or a man?" 

"I serve Merlin, the wise and kindly man.  And more than a man.  His 

title of Prince will gain him naught in the end.  I served him before he was 
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known to be High Prince, and I shall continue to serve him when Uther is 

king." 

"Why did you say 'more than a man', Talli?" 

"Oh, did I?" 

"You know perfectly well you did, Taliesin Emrys, prodigy of Merlin 

the Enchanter.  Do you think you are alone in knowing he is a great wizard?" 

"I . . . , no, of course not." 

"Talli, you are not alone in thinking Merlin especially blessed.  He is a 

very extraordinary man.  Blessed by the gods.  All of us who know him can 

see that.  And not because he has become a High Prince.  That has no 

bearing whatsoever.  You are too close to the trees to see the forest.  We all 

consider your position to be a very privileged one too.  Not everyone is up to 

it, being his prodigy.  By that same thinking, that makes me extraordinary 

too, having the privilege of knowing you.  And Talli, believe me or no, you 

are extraordinary too."  He chuckled. 

"No, I do not say that to all of my pupils.  Why do you think the gods 

have seen fit to put you with him?  Accident?  Never.  In your heart you 

know better.  You have the seed of Power growing there.  You also have 

been blessed.  Your life will leave a mark, seen or unseen.  So try to 

concentrate on you.  Give Merlin his space.  Work on making your own 

space.  Build your own confidence.  Do not depend on your master for it.  

Give him room to breathe.  He cannot be your source of strength unless his 

suffers.  Walk beside him.  Do not force him to pull you along towards your 

talents.  Let go, Talli.  You are the 'god in the making' now." 

He sighed heavily.  Then he picked up a twig and began doodling in 

the grass beside him.  A long silence followed.  Finally he said, "I am sorry 
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if that was rather harsh.  I know that you are overly sensitive.  But I felt it 

needed to be said, because it hurts me to see you giving only half of yourself 

to this training and this Path.  This you do for Merlin.  If only I could 

persuade you to do it for Taliesin.  You are so very talented, as I can see 

from the half you have given me.  Even that is superior to all here.  I cannot 

help but wonder what you could become if you were to give Taliesin as 

much as you give to Merlin.  A paradox, is it not?  Twofold.  You will not 

give your all until you realise where you are going, and you will not see 

where you are going until you give your all.  Secondly, and most sadly, it is 

your love of Merlin holding you back, when it is Merlin that wants you to 

progress most." 

I looked up from the ground into those knowing blue eyes.  His look 

said, "Speak only if you want to." 

"Dai, someone else hinted the same thing to me not long ago.  A 

stranger from Gododdin who made a mark on my life by giving me a harp.  I 

listened, but did not hear.  You have put it too plainly to ignore.  It is 

difficult for me.  A war within.  I must give up Merlin to find me, yet 

without him I am nothing.  It sounds like a choice between loyalty and 

Power.  Yet he is the source of my Power.  What I have, and more 

importantly, what I will have, shall come from him.  And without loyalty to 

him, there can be no Power for me.  But worse, love demands loyalty.  So I 

have no choice after all, as I see it." 

"Oh, Talli, Merlin is not the source of your Power.  You alone are 

your Power.  The source is God.  It is not Merlin's choice to give it or take it 

away.  It is a private link between your Higher Self and the Cosmos.  You 

are confused by the fact that Merlin is one of the rare people who has it too.  
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All Merlin can do is help you to conceive of it, because he has experienced 

it.  To unlock your imagination, that divine inspiration in us all.  Only you 

can bring it forth, and even without Merlin you can do that.  He has no 

control at all over that.  Two independent souls, each with their unique and 

independent link to God.  That is why you must walk beside him.  NOT give 

him up!  Never abandon loyalty to one you love.  Enhance it by being all he 

expects of you.  By being all you can be.  Set some expectations of your own 

for yourself.  Surprise him." 

"Love and loyalty do walk together.  The both of those rarely walk 

with Power, only because so few have Power.  The person that combines 

them is surely a shining star in our darkness we call life.  It is that person on 

whom hope for all future ages rest."  He sighed again, trying to formulate his 

thoughts. 

"You must give up this idea that they are incompatible, Talli.  You 

really can have both.  It is only your mind limiting you, not reality.  Truth 

says the stronger and more independent you are, the more loyal you are 

being to the one who loves you.  No one wants to have a helpless follower.  

That makes him responsible for his follower and that can be a burden.  A 

friend is a much more pleasant thing.  There is really only one problem here, 

and that is you must face the fact that you are reluctant to look to yourself as 

the Power . . . for the strength you need.  You do not trust you to be 

independent.  I cannot tell you why, only you know that.  But what you must 

come to terms with is your lack of faith in you." 

"This is a good time to remember 'the quiet moment'.  Give up your 

mind's battle.  Accept the real problem, and it will be accomplished.  

Consider it done, and it will be.  You DO have the strength, you have it for 
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Merlin's defense.  I have seen it.  Now have it for you.  Do you understand at 

all?" 

"I think so, Dai.  I also think it will be no easy process, but I will try.  

I must, for Merlin . . . and ME." 

He laughed and shook his head.  "It is time we go back in and get 

something done, don't you think?" 

"I do." 

As we were walking back towards the House of the Sun, Owain came 

tearing around the corner of the building at lightning speed.  When he saw us 

he stopped dead in his tracks.  I could not help but notice the guilty look 

written across his face.  Obviously Dai did too. 

"What have you been up to now, young Owain?", Dai asked. 

"Nothing, Dai." 

"Well, I am not altogether sure I believe you, Owain.  Are you sure 

there is nothing I can do for you?" 

"Nothing." 

"So be it.  I am here if you need me." 

"Thanks, Dai.  But since I am not a Prince's prodigy, I will not ask 

you."  He glared at me for a long moment, venom dripping from his 

expression.  I wondered what I had done to warrant this.  I had really thought 

I had improved our relationship. 

"I am here for anyone who wants or needs me, Owain, any time," Dai 

corrected. 

"No, thanks." 

He walked off trying to act casual, leaving me puzzled and sad. 

"Guess I was wrong, Dai." 
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"Not to worry, Talli.  He has had a go at us all.  Do not feel singled 

out." 

"I won't."  But I did.  I just did not understand.  And then I laughed to 

myself, because I knew that was the first step.  To know that I did not 

understand.  Also, I suspected that Owain himself did not understand either.  

Oh well, persistence is a powerful force.  I must try not to take each tiny 

thing so personally.  I WAS too sensitive, and the Order specifically taught 

us to back up from all and be objective.  Come to think of it, I knew I had 

done nothing.  The problem was strictly Owain's.  I was being selfish and 

self-centred by being so sensitive.  I must concentrate on him and his 

problem, not on his effect on me.  And in time, I might just help him.  I 

hoped so. 

Later that night I felt crowded by the other three in the hut, so I 

gathered Aneirin's harp and walked out among the stones to play for awhile.  

I must have played quietly for over an hour before I noticed anything.  There 

was something unusual in the air.  I could see nothing or hear nothing, I just 

felt it.  Sorrow.  Deep, despairing unhappiness from the depths of my soul, 

or from the stars.  I put the harp aside and tried to turn my mind to Merlin.  

Something was wrong. 

I cleared my mind of thought, opening it to what may come.  There 

was nothing.  No response.  So I stretched my mind and reached out.  

The scene before me was Ambrosius' bedchamber at Winchester.  The 

King was ill, and Merlin was there, standing beside his father.  I did not 

question how this could be, since Merlin was in Ireland.  I simply let the 

event wash over me as I had been taught. 
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Ambrosius was talking, one moment rationally, the next from 

delirium.  Merlin stood perfectly still and calm, hands clasped before him.  

His look was one of resignation.  He knew the King was dying, and there 

was no help for it.  He was simply there to comfort those last moments if he 

could. 

I looked into the face of the wise King, and I knew Merlin was right.  

It wouldn't be long.  Soon Merlin would be alone too, except for me.  He 

would always have me.  The sympathy for his loneliness welled up inside 

me, and I felt the wet overflow trickle down my cheek slowly.  My poor, 

dear Master.  He had not had a father all that long, and now to lose him 

would leave a void in Merlin's life.  And in the life of our land.  For our 

hero-king would be replaced by a hot-headed animal who knew no better 

than war and lust, and worse, had not the sense to listen to the wise advice of 

the King's son.  But Merlin would be the King's son no longer.  Just the new 

King's bastard nephew, unwanted in Uther's court. 

No wonder Merlin thought our time at Bryn Gwydden would be 

adequate.  It was truly our home now.  I knew we would never return to 

Winchester.  I also knew I would probably be here longer than intended at 

the start. 

I walked back to the camp.  There still were lights in Dai's house, so I 

knocked on the door.  Rhys answered the knock. 

"I am sorry to disturb you sir, but I thought you should know." 

"Come in, Talli.  Know what?" 

"Hello Talli," Dai joined.  "What's up at this hour?" 

"Well, sir, the High King, Ambrosius . . . ," I could not go on.  I was 

fighting back tears. 
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Dai put his hand on my shoulder.  "It is all right, Talli, take your 

time." 

"The High King is dying.  Will be dead within the hour.  I thought you 

should know." 

Rhys stiffened.  "How do you know this, Taliesin?  I have had no 

news." 

I looked at Dai, as if for help, but I knew he could not.  "I just had a 

vision, sir." 

"A vision, Talli?  Is that all?"  Rhys asked. 

"Yes, sir." 

"Well, perhaps your imagination is overactive tonight.  Since there is 

nothing to back your story, I suggest . . ." Rhys was stopped mid-sentence as 

Dai pointed to the sky through the open door, pulling Rhys' arm as he did. 

"Look, Rhys, a fire-drake.  The King-Star.  The boy speaks true.  I 

know him, he does not lie.  And I trust his Power, even as Merlin.  You must 

too." 

Another teacher joined us, and looked at Rhys expectantly. 

"The King is dead, Llew," Rhys answered the unspoken question.  

"You must ride with me to Winchester now.  We must know who will 

succeed him." 

"Uther," I answered. 

They all looked at me. 

"Are you certain, Talli," Dai asked. 

"Yes." 

Rhys became very agitated.  "Even more reason to go quickly.  For 

Uther has no time or patience for our Order.  We must retrieve the Great 
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Seal given to Ambrosius, and be present for Merlin's support, and the 

Order." 

"Sir, there is not the urgency you think," I informed.  "Uther is with 

Merlin in Ireland at this moment, and will require several days or more to 

return." 

Rhys calmed immediately.  "That means Uther and Merlin do not 

even know yet.  That could take weeks." 

"Merlin knows," I replied. 

"He does?" Rhys was doubting me again, and I shouldn't be surprised. 

"Yes."  I was very sure.  "He knows." 

Rhys hesitated only a moment or two after looking deeply into my 

eyes.  "All right, Llew, then we shall wait until morning to ride out.  Be 

ready at daybreak." 

I turned to go, but Dai put his arm around my shoulder.  "I am very 

sorry for Merlin and you, Talli, at the loss." 

"Thank you, Dai.  Merlin will miss his father," I said. 

"Yes, I am sure.  This means you may stay longer than first thought.  

Am I right?" 

"I fear that is the case," I answered. 

"Well, not to worry, Talli.  You are welcome here as long as you will.  

And if there is anything, any way I can help.  Well, you know." 

"Yes, I believe I do.  Thanks.  That helps."  I walked through the door 

into the night.  I looked up at the stars again, and sent my thoughts.  

'Goodbye, Ambrosius, and thank you for the years of peace you gave us . . . 

and for your son.  We will not forget." 
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I remembered all the times Ambrosius had been kind to me, when he 

need not.  He had treated me like family, even as Merlin, and I felt his loss 

as deeply as if he had been my blood. 

I thought about the vision of the gravestone at Giant's Dance.  "Merlin 

shall see you are remembered, with no less than the Light itself.  Goodbye, 

my old friend." 

I walked into Jupiter House slowly, feeling the loss of not being there 

to comfort my master.  However, Merlin was a true Druid, and I knew he 

would know this was only the end of one chapter in the spirit of Ambrosius.  

We would simply have to be alert enough to recognise his spirit when we 

saw it again in another body.  I rather felt Merlin would have his emphasis 

on apprehension of Uther's ruling hand, and not the fact his father had 

entered the Next Phase. 

As I walked into the door of my quarters, Owain walked out of his 

room and grabbed my arm roughly. 

"Where have you been, oh Privileged One?  Out for more special 

treatment as Prince Merlin's son?  Or up to some mischief against us?" 

I sighed heavily and brushed his hand away.  "Not now, Owain.  Go to 

bed." 

"Not until you tell me where you have been at this hour.  I want to 

know," he insisted. 

"I have had a word with Rhys, Owain, after playing my harp for a 

while among the stones.  I needed some quiet." 

"Quiet, is it?  Sounds more like political favour-begging to me.  What 

more could you want from Rhys than you already have as Prince Merlin's 
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pampered one and Rhys' favourite?  Angling for Pen Beirdd now are you, by 

royal decree of the High King?" 

"The High King is dead, Owain.  And Merlin is High Prince no more.  

Uther is king now," I returned wearily. 

His astonished jaw ceased to wag, and he stared for many moments in 

shocked disbelief.  "How do you know this?" 

"You would not understand, Owain.  I just know." 

"How?  Tell me!", he commanded. 

"I had a vision out by the stones.  I saw him lying in his chamber at 

Winchester.  And I saw the fire-drake blaze when his life-force left his 

body." 

"And you think that superstitious nonsense is enough to make me 

believe you?" 

"It will have to be," I replied, as I turned toward my chamber. 

"Well, I do not believe you, Taliesin.  It is all a lie to gain attention." 

"If you say so, Owain.  After all, you would know best."  I walked 

into my room and closed the sheepskin curtain.  He promptly pulled it aside. 

"I do not believe you," he said.  "Now you fancy yourself as a prophet 

like your MASTER.  And you are not!" 

I sat on my cot and looked up at him.  "Why are you so bitter, Owain?  

How have I hurt you?" 

"Me?  Hurt me?"  Why, you haven't the power to hurt me.  No one 

has," he retorted boastfully. 

"I think you are only fooling yourself, Owain.  And you are right of 

course.  No one else could penetrate all the hurt you are constantly inflicting 

upon yourself.  Only you know why.  But I wish I could help.  You do not 
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deserve the pain you are creating for yourself.  I think I am beginning to 

understand at last.  Though not the original cause.  If you ever feel like 

discussing it, I shall be here." 

"With you?  Ha.  I would never discuss anything with you.  What do 

you know, after all?" 

"If you do not want my friendship or help, that is all right, too, Owain.  

The freedom of choice is completely yours." 

"Too right.  And I do not choose to be patronised by an overrated little 

nobody.  And that is that."  He turned to go, but I stopped him. 

"Owain . . . , goodnight, Owain.  And in spite of your efforts, I do 

wish you well." 

"Rubbish," he replied as he slapped the curtain back in place. 

I wondered if someday that unmovable stubbornness would either 

cure or kill him.  If only I could find a way to use it for his benefit.  I had not 

quite realised how very unhappy he was.  What a sad waste of life-force.  I 

stripped off my tunic and lay on the cot. 

Life-force.  And I remembered.  "Farewell, Ambrosius." 

 



 

 

 

 

Chapter Thirteen 

Music of the Spheres 

 

"The King is dead!  Awaken ye, the King is dead!" 

The clatter of horses with shouting riders woke us just before dawn.  I 

could hear the others rustling around to don their clothing before rushing out 

to see what had happened.  I had heard the words.  I rolled over and 

snuggled deeper into my furs.  I already knew the news, and would gain 

nothing by rushing out into the frosty confusion.  Let the others go.  

Especially Owain. 

They would find Rhys and Llew about to embark on their journey to 

Winchester, and not surprised in the least.   I had rather not be there for the 

questions.  Last night with Owain was a perfect example.  How could I 

explain a vision?  Who would believe me even if I tried?  I wanted neither 

argument, if they failed to believe me, nor awe, if they did.  This business of 

being a prophet was not at all to my liking.  Especially since it was only the 

Sight, after all.  Nothing unusual.  Not like Merlin. 

Frankly, I did not understand at this moment why Merlin would ever 

let his gift be known.  Gift?  More like curse.  Or at the very least, burden.  I 
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wanted none of it.  And I knew I would face their questions all day.  Perhaps 

Dai would lock me away for the better part of it. 

The majority of people here were Druids, well-advanced.   They 

should understand the Sight.  But the newer students?  The younger ones?  I 

must try to look on the good side, in spite of my mood.  At least the others 

would not be as cruel and harsh as Owain.  The worst was over.  I longed for 

the peace and solitude of Bryn Gwydden.  That thought made me even more 

irritable.  My return to Bryn Gwydden was even farther away in time now 

that Ambrosius was dead.  Merlin would have much to do.  He must raise 

the fallen Giants.  He must rebuild the Giant's Dance for the burial.  And I 

could not be there.  Not Hu.  Oh curses. 

Listen to me.  One would think I was still a child, not fourteen now.  

Impatient, intolerant, and selfish.  What was the matter with me today?  Was 

I getting ill or something?  I probably just needed more sleep, for I never got 

ill.  No, I must think positive.  Will away this mood.  But Owain had better 

keep his distance today.  It was my turn to be Owain. 

As if he heard me, the curtain swept aside and Owain came in with a 

flourish. 

"You knew!" 

"Yes," I said. 

"How?" 

"I told you last night," I answered. 

"But I did not believe you last night!" 

"Too bad." 

"Where did you go, in truth?  To meet Merlin?" 

"No." 
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"Where, then?"  He was in another demanding mood. 

"None of your business.  Get out of my room." 

He did not move. 

"Now, this minute, Owain!  And do not come back!" I shouted. 

He stood fixed, staring.  I suppose he had not expected my reaction.  

"What will you do if I don't?  Put a curse on me?" 

"Maybe," I said. 

"Yeah?  And what else?" 

"Ignore you," I replied. 

"Ignore me?  Why?"  His tone was improving every minute. 

"Because you are the most stupid, arrogant, misguided, and cruel pain 

in the neck that I have ever met.  That is why."  I sat up and looked straight 

at him. 

"Oh," he said, frowned a puzzled frown, and backed through the 

curtain. 

What a way to start a day.  I would not go back to sleep now.  So I 

rose and dressed.  Walking with my nose in the air past Owain, and 

unfortunately, the others, I walked to the Great Hall. 

At breakfast I received a lot of side-long glances.  Obviously the word 

had got round.  I still felt groggy and swollen somehow, and in no mood to 

banter with other people.  I think I must have radiated that feeling, because, 

miraculously, no one bothered me.  But there was a lot of whispering going 

on. 

Before everyone was completely finished eating, Dai walked over to 

me.  "Shall we get at it, Talli?"  He smiled and pointed to his study room. 

I sighed in relief and nodded, "Straight away." 
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As we walked to the door, the whispers increased considerably.  I 

ignored them and walked briskly across the Hall behind Dai. 

"I rather thought you would welcome your lessons today, Talli," Dai 

chuckled. 

"Right as usual, oh noble Tutor," I laughed. 

"Tell me, Talli, have you begun to feel the repercussions of your 

prophetic vision?" 

"I am afraid so.  The worst is over, I hope.  I had a major 

confrontation with Owain last night and this morning.  This morning, 

however, I told him what he could do with his behaviour.  I am afraid I acted 

as badly as Owain did.  I feel rather ashamed of my slip into the depths of 

the emotional world.  No better than Owain.  Worse, because he cannot help 

it.  He is ignorant of his misguidance, but I am not.  I should have reacted 

better."  I hung my head feeling very depressed. 

"Not to worry, Talli.  You are a god in the making, not a god 

complete.  It takes the bitter to compliment the sweet.  Remember the 

triangle." 

"Yes, well, the whole idea of our training in the Order is to be able to 

see and analyse these things in our behaviour while they are happening.  Not 

after," I joined, not sure whether I was asking him or stating fact. 

"Yes, but no one ever said that was easy.  Especially consistently.  

And some don't seem to be striving at all." 

"You mean Owain." 

"Yes, unfortunately.  I caught him trying to pick a lock on a secret 

hiding place of The Order that he isn't even supposed to know about.  Did I 

tell you?" 
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"No," I pondered thoughtfully. 

He sighed heavily.  "Let's hope he turns into more than a common 

thief.  But I suppose one cannot have every effort be a success story." 

"No," I said, "not every one."  

"So put it out of your head.  And keep striving.  Now tell me, how 

does it feel to be a prophet?" 

"It was not prophecy, Dai.  Not like Merlin.  You must understand 

that if no one else ever does.  It was simply the Sight.  A current event.  I am 

not a prophet!"  I almost begged him to see. 

"Well, I am sorry to see the distinction is so important to you.  I see, 

but I am afraid the common masses will not.  I fear you shall have to 

contend with a false label for a period.  Can you handle that?" 

"I suppose so.  Just not today.  I do not feel up to that today.  Even the 

early autumn weather agrees with me.  It had to be cold, dark, and raining, of 

course."  I felt like I was growling the words.  Poor Dai, he did not deserve 

my mood.  I felt guilty, which fed my black mood even more. 

"You have just given me a good idea, Talli, and an answer to your 

dilemma in the bargain.  We shall ride to Woodhenge for your lesson today.  

You will be away from the gossip for long enough to give it a chance to 

cool.  And as well as improving your mood, you might even learn 

something." 

"Anything," I said.  "Lead on." 

A few minutes later we were on horseback riding the eighteen miles to 

the settlement at Woodhenge.  Mercifully, Dai was quiet nearly the whole 

journey until we were nearly there. 
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"Only Bards live here, Talli.  Well, they actually live at Durrington, 

only a short walk from Woodhenge. That is where we are going first.  It is 

sort of an extension of our College, except that those who live here are post-

graduates.  Their lot is to practice a scientific side of our Order.  Well, you 

will see." 

I pulled my cloak closer to me against the cold rain, and rode on in the 

frosty, grumpy silence.  It did feel good to escape the crowd.  I was much 

more able to cope with one single relationship than with numbers of people.  

Especially today.  I craved my solitude. 

Looking out across the landscape I noticed a figure on horseback on 

the top of a hill in the distance.  In spite of the rain he stood stone still, as if 

watching us.  I could tell his hooded cape was black, and something white 

kept appearing when the wind flapped at it, but he was too far away to see 

his face.  Still, the picture made me shiver and pull my cloak closer around 

me.  I sensed something sinister there, as if he had been watching us for 

some time.  A flight of fancy.  It was just the mood I was in today, that's all.  

I dismissed the thoughts as quickly as they had come. 

As we rode up to the settlement, I noticed it was a very peculiar one.  

There were several buildings, massive round wooden ones, bound by a large 

water-laden ditch.  They had for walls, many posts holding up a huge 

thatched roof.  But some distance beyond the buildings was a strange 

formation indeed.  A bank dipped to a water-filled ditch leading to six 

concentric oval rings of vertical posts, with what appeared to be strings 

strung from one to the other in a parallel pattern.  It had one long central axis 

aligned to the Summer Sun.  It made no sense to me, and I was loathe to try 

and understand. 
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Dai pointed at the distant formation and said, "Woodhenge is over 

there.  This is Durrington.  Look, we have been spotted in spite of this 

downpour." 

A figure in the blue robe of Bard approached us as we rode up.  I 

noticed the buildings sheltered several other figures in blue robes.  The one 

approaching us was female. 

"Peace, Gwyndolyn," Dai shouted.  "It is only me, Dai, come to say 

hello." 

She nodded her head and pointed to the building.  Dai waved an 

affirmation and she ran back into the shelter.  As soon as we tied our horses, 

we did the same. 

Inside the structure was another circle of posts supporting the huge 

roof.  Posts were placed in such a manner to make the four corridors form a 

cross.  As quickly as we were inside, Gwyndolyn handed us each a cup of 

hot liquid.  It was hot, spiced wine.  It was wonderful.  It warmed and 

cheered me. 

"Gwyn, this is Taliesin, my pupil," Dai began. 

"Welcome, Taliesin."  She took my hand in friendly greeting.  "What 

would bring the master teacher and his pupil out today?" she asked. 

"We are here to observe your magic," he laughed. 

She smiled.  "You are a little early, my friends.  The time is not yet 

favourable.  Another half hour." 

"But Gwyn, I had thought your art was so effective that you needed 

nothing else," he teased. 

"Be that as may, we are wise enough to call to our aid all help 

possible.  And ten o'clock is a favourable hour, not half nine.  It is 
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Wednesday and Mercury will be in the Third House.  And Woodhenge is 

built upon and ruled by Mercury."  She motioned us to a seat at one of the 

two long tables.  The others sitting at our table nodded to us in welcome, but 

no one spoke. 

"Pardon us for little conversation, Dai, Taliesin, but we are beginning 

meditation to ready our minds for the task ahead." 

"No problem, Gwyn.  Do not let us disturb you." 

After nearly half an hour of silence, they all rose and walked single-

file towards the strange formation of poles and string.  Dai motioned that we 

should follow behind, so I pulled my cloak closer and walked out into the 

rain behind them.  As we drew nearer the poles I realised the strings were 

not twine, but appeared to be animal gut.  Harp strings.  My interest was 

excited now, and I forgot my mood. 

They formed a circle around the poles and stopped there a moment.  

Then each took a predetermined place next to a string, at different spots 

within the six rings.  I was not prepared to believe the thought that was 

running through my mind.  It could not be. 

But it was.  Gwyn raised her hand, and they began to pluck the 

strings.  Music emerged as from a harp.  A giant harp.  That is what this was, 

and they were standing here in the rain playing music at ten o'clock in the 

morning.  Incredible.  I wondered if it was sheer madness, but I had to admit 

it was amusing.  I worked hard at suppressing my laughter. 

The music was strange, but beautiful.  As the piece became faster Dai 

nudged me and pointed up.  "Watch", he mouthed to me silently. 

I looked up, squinting at the raindrops.  I saw nothing at first.  Then I 

realised the dark clouds above us were moving faster than the rest of the sky.  
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A swirling motion was forming just above us, and spreading like a ripple in 

a pond. 

This continued for fifteen or twenty minutes, during which the rain 

fell much harder than before.  Then suddenly the rain stopped.  But the 

playing didn't.  It was as if the sound had wrung the water out of the clouds 

by their movement.  In another ten minutes the sun streamed its fingers 

through the various peepholes left in the dark clouds directly above us.  As 

the playing continued, the hole grew larger, and the peephole became a 

sunburst of rays.  By the end of the song the dark clouds had completely 

dissolved and it was a beautiful clear day. 

I was utterly amazed.  So this was their scientific experiment. Sing to 

God for sunshine.  Who would have dreamed.  But it worked.  It dissolved 

the rainclouds, and my dark mood along with them.  I wanted to laugh with 

delight.  And I did.  For everyone else around me was. 

This was a phenomenon indeed.  The Music of the Spheres.  The 

possibilities were staggering.  First the Earth, then the Universe.  No magic, 

just music.  I was very inspired by our Celestial Bards.  I must write a Triad 

in their honour someday.  I would certainly never forget this. 

Gwyn walked up to us, smiling.  “Well, it worked again.” 

“Most remarkable indeed,” Dai uttered. 

“Taliesin, I suppose you know little about all this?” Gwyn asked. 

“Uh, yes, to say the least!” 

“Well, where to start.  Woodhenge is a giant Harp of the Spheres, with 

string strung from the poles in the pattern of the magic square of Mercury 

(260).  Mercury, Hermes, God of the Lute, Harp strings, Messenger of God, 

Communication itself. 
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We play to invoke Mercury to come and bring the Holy Spirit down 

out of the firmament to aid our particular purpose. 

There are several purposes: 

-to control the weather 

-to create plant life in desert droughts and other  

planets 

-to call the Great Ones 

-to harmonize with the planets 

-to invoke the elements 

-to communicate with other planets and higher beings 

-we sing to God. 

The mote represents the watery layer lining the Zodiac.  The radius 

arc from the 3 ringed centers has a difference (outer) of .77, .88 and .99 

between radii.  The strings are synthetic, created by the Alchemists at 

Avebury.  Sometimes, when invoking higher beings, it even provides the 

‘gift of tongues’ to us.  You see, Woodhenge is a splendid workshop for the 

Spirit.  For the gods.  Are you duly impressed, Taliesin?” 

“I am definitely impressed!” I replied.  Dai smiled and shook his head 

as we walked away. 

“Thanks, Gwyn.” 

 

"Dai, tell me something," I said on our ride back to Avebury. 

"If I can," he offered. 

"Do they do that weather-control there every time it rains?" 

"Of course, Talli.  How else could they prove it works if they had no 

consistency?" he laughed. 
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"I just wondered," I laughed back with him.  My mood was as bright 

as the clear sky. 

"If you have not heard before, this is part of the Land of the Summer 

Stars.  And it is famous for its congenial weather.  But only a few Druids 

know exactly why, eh?" 

"Yes, it certainly is a wonderful thing they do," I answered.  "They 

play their songs for the gods, and the gods listen." 

"Yes they do.  However, to put it more accurately, the gods always 

listen to our mental vibrations, our Will.  It is Mankind's thoughts, the 

negative and chaotic ones, that create the clouds and storms in the first place.  

Each dark cloud you see is a result of gathering rage, or hate, jealousy or 

resentment.  Here we simply send out positive thought-forms, music, to 

counteract what havoc men have already created.  I am glad I accomplished 

my mission.  You learned something, and your mood has surely lightened." 

"True.  Thanks, Dai." 

"Any time, my friend." 

As we rode back into the College, no one was about.  Nor had I 

noticed the sinister black figure on horseback during the return journey.  

Classes were still going on at this hour, so we slipped quietly back to Dai's 

office unnoticed. 

At the end of the day I had completely forgotten I had been in a dark 

mood the last time I was here.  Until I walked into Jupiter House, where 

Owain was waiting.  The other two were with him, and I smelled a 

conspiracy. 
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I only hesitated a moment.  "Hello Govan, Gwynog, Owain."  I 

nodded my head to them as I tried to walk casually past.  But this was not to 

be. 

"Taliesin, how did you do it?"  It was Govan who took the lead, to my 

surprise. 

I turned back to face the three of them.  I did not try to play ignorant.  

"It was not a prophecy, Govan, only the Sight.  And I had a very close link 

to the King, if you remember.  So it was nothing so mysterious as you may 

think." 

Govan looked at Owain, who was miraculously remaining silent.  But 

there was still no doubt that he was the instigator.  I walked over to them and 

sat down facing them. 

"It is no more of a power than each of you here possess, if you will 

only apply yourself.  The power of your mind is unlimited.  The Sight is 

only a small thing, a beginning.  The others may think it was prophecy, but I 

want each of you to know better.  The Sight covers a current event only, and 

this is what we have here, do we not?" 

They looked at each other and nodded, feeling more included now in 

my accomplishment. 

I looked at them for a long moment.  Each one, individually.  I gave 

the chance to ask me more.  But none did. 

 

Ever since my name as prophet had gone around, I seemed to crave 

solitude more and more.  I missed the silence of Bryn Gwydden, and the 

quality of Merlin's company most of all.  To ease the sad times, I started 

making regular outings to the woods in my free time. 
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It was on a bright afternoon that I finally saw the Spirit of a tree.  I 

had taken my harp to sit beneath a large oak, but discovered that I was not 

truly in the right frame of mind for it.  So I sat meditating on the giant harp 

at Woodhenge, then music, which led on to a distraction into colour.  First I 

simply pictured a colour and lingered on it, letting what impressions that 

would, flow into my mind.  Then I placed the colour I was working with first 

into one Chakra, then another, through all seven Chakras.  When I got to 

green, and to the Solar Plexus, a soft sound began to penetrate my 

consciousness.  I felt something brush past my arm, so I opened my eyes, 

still in the meditative state.  A tall, slender female sat before me, smiling 

with very pointed teeth.  Her long, silver hair flowed freely down to her 

waist, and she was dressed in some soft and flowing garment wrapped 

loosely around her.  She was lightly glowing with a silvery green aura, 

which still seemed to be attached to the tree. 

"Greetings and peace to you, little friend," I said with my mind. 

She sent her reply, and the brush of her mind was so very gentle I 

nearly felt intimidated. 

"Greetings to you, Taliesin, Bard.  How may I serve you?" she asked. 

"It is I who would like to serve you, little friend," I sent. 

She giggled softly.  "You cannot serve me, my time is short now.  I 

must make 'the sacrifice' in three more full moons." 

"Tell me, little wood-sprite, what is meant by 'the sacrifice'?" 

"I must transmute, of course.  No longer will I be a tree."  She flicked 

her hand as if everyone should know that. 

"You mean your earthly body is going to die in three months?" I 

questioned. 
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"Yes.  My lightning bolt is already awaiting the time."  She smiled as 

if this were the grandest honour she could imagine. 

"You look forward to transmuting, then?" 

"But of course!  When I do, I can gather and dissolve a great deal of 

negative energy for my family, all the other trees, and for all you humans, 

and even for the planet." 

"Well that is a grand activity, indeed." 

"Oh yes!  It is even better than creating the air that you breathe," she 

thought. 

"Yes, you have been serving me all along, you see?" I pointed out. 

"But that is my purpose.  That is the main reason why all of us are 

here, my father and mother over there, and all my brothers and sisters around 

us.  We provide a home for many things that live, and aid the human race in 

particular in many vital ways.  So that's why we are here, you see?  That, 

and to rest, of course." 

"Rest?" I rejoined, surprised. 

"Oh don't you know anything?  Rest!  Being a tree is a reward, a rest 

between lifetimes as a human, ones that have been and will be particularly 

difficult incarnations.  And a tree has a guarantee of only good karma 

accruing." 

"Oh," I sent, amazed.  "Are all trees just taking a rest between 

lifetimes?" 

"No, just the ones that chose that option, like me.  And Mother and 

Father, and some of my sisters and brothers, but not all." 

"What of the others?" I asked. 

"Oh they are on their first evolution.  Very young, you know." 
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"You mean they are working their way up through the kingdoms for 

the first time?" I clarified. 

"Yes, that's it.  But I am a very old soul, you know.  That's why I 

needed a rest.  I must come back as a fish soon." 

I couldn't quite adjust to her abrupt surprises, but tried very hard not to 

show the shock.  "A fish, why?" 

"This was earth, next comes water.  Then I shall be a campfire briefly, 

and then a cloud.  You must go through all the elements when you plan a 

holiday, mustn't you?" 

"I suppose so.  Earth, water, air, and fire." 

"That's it.  After that I agreed to be a human again." 

"I see," I transmitted, but I truly don't think I did.  It was a bit much to 

take in all at once. 

"You are the first human I have contacted, you know?"  

"Why is that?" I thought. 

"Humans don't really know how to make contact anymore, do they?  

And most of them don't have the right intentions anyway.  Men cut down 

trees and start fires, and do a great deal of damage to the forests in general.  

No one seems to be able to appreciate us and our contribution to this planet." 

"That's true," I agreed. 

"Except you, of course.  You are different.  I like you." 

"Thanks, I like trees also." 

"Here."  She reached over and picked off a piece of bark from her 

trunk, and handed it to me.  "Keep this with you, and you can contact me 

anytime you feel like it."  I tucked the strip into my robe. 
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"It's for humans like you that we come, you know.  We'll keep helping 

you to transmute dark into light, as we always have.  But you had better go 

back now," she sent.  "It's about to rain." 

I thanked her for the visit, and walked back, almost dazed by my 

newfound knowledge of trees.   

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Chapter Fourteen 

Tree Sprite 

 

The following weeks showed a marked improvement in my 

relationship with my three house-mates.  Perhaps their new-found respect for 

my Sight, or my inclusion of them in my confidence had improved things.  

Govan, the eldest but quietest of the four of us, showed a great deal of 

maturity in keeping Owain in hand.  It seemed Govan had decided to keep 

Owain from bothering me, and he stuck to Owain like a shadow.  I was 

grateful, of course, for I still felt a little depressed at the loss of Ambrosius 

and the changes that would bring to our lifestyle. 

One cold night in mid-September, Govan came up to me outside the 

house after supper.  I was sitting on the step looking at the stars.  They 

always shone clearer and brighter on cold nights. 

"Did you hear the news, Talli," he asked. 

"No, what news is that?" 

"Octa, Hengist's son, and Eosa, his kinsman, have broken their 

promise to Ambrosius to stay north of the border in Scotsland.  Octa has a 

large Saxon army ravaging cities and fortresses all the way down from 

Hadrian's Wall to York. So far York is standing firm against him, waiting 
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for Uther to join the defence.  Octa has thirty thousand men, Uther only 

fifteen thousand.  Twice as many.  It looks bad, and Uther will not even be 

crowned until Michaelmas, if he lives that long.  Talli, what will happen if 

Uther dies?  Will Merlin then have to be king?" 

"No, Govan.  Uther will not die.  He will win." 

"But Talli, how can you be sure?" 

"I am sure, Govan.  I am a prophet, remember?"  I laughed sincerely 

as he grinned. 

"Then I will not worry.  We shall make all the normal preparations for 

the Autumn Equinox as usual, to show faith in our local prophet."  He 

winked and grinned again. 

"Tell me about the Equinox, Govan." 

"Have you never been to one before, Talli?" 

"No.  It seems my strange life with Merlin has prevented me from 

knowing what you consider to be 'the basics' of our Order." 

"Well, the Autumn is my favourite ceremony.  Most people like the 

three at Summer Solstice best.  But I think the beauty and simplicity of the 

one Autumn ceremony surpasses it.  It is held among the stones, of course.  

You know how there are two smaller stone circles side by side within the 

large circle?  Well, we encompass them both with our circle.  In my mind at 

least, the two smaller circles represent birth and death.  The larger, life, 

encompasses as well as delimits both because it is the life of the Spirit.  Not 

physical life, which is finite.  And as the circles are but dots on this planet of 

ours, so life is but a dot in the growth of the Spirit, and the Earth but a dot in 

the Universe." 
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"When the Lady, Ceridwen, the Earth Mother, comes into the circle 

with her maids to offer her Augury of Plenty to our Order, with her I feel the 

hope and peace she brings.  She represents the eternal renewal, and this is 

the harvest time of both Earth and Spirit.  Time to tie the link between the 

worlds that has been built by Spring and Summer.  Fortify for Winter.  Does 

that sound too sentimental, Talli?" 

"Not at all, Govan.  It is good to be sensitive enough to appreciate the 

symbolic meaning, the true meaning of our ceremonies.  I think I shall like 

it, Govan." 

"Talli, listen especially for my favourite words spoken by the Chief - 

'the Bread that is Baked in Spirit, and the Flour that has been Milled in 

Love.'  And, 'the Glory is among the shadows.'  It is very moving." 

"I am looking forward to seeing it at last, Govan.  Thanks." 

 

The Equinox must have been on everyone's mind, for several days 

later Dai asked me if I had a white robe of my own. 

When I told him I hadn't, he brought out a sheet of specifications. 

"You must make your own robe, Talli.  Every stitch must be done by 

your own hand," he informed. 

"But Dai, I am no seamstress.  I haven't any idea how to make a 

garment.  Has everyone made their own?" 

"Yes, Talli, and know how or not, you must." 

He took me over to the supply room for a bolt of lovely white linen, 

and we returned to his office to begin sewing lessons.  My cutting process 

was crooked, and my stitches were very erratic, but after two days of sewing 
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and ripping and sewing, the job was done.  Headdress and all.  I was very 

proud. 

"I see now why we must make our own, Dai." 

"Oh?" 

"Yes, it makes one take a personal interest in the ceremony, and 

motivates one to take particular care to the state of their robe." 

"That is right, Talli.  But even more.  It is a type of personal 

contribution to the Order.  An exercise in dedication, a commitment, if you 

like." 

"I see." 

"I thought you would, Talli.  And your job was very commendable.  It 

looks nice." 

"Thanks." 

 

I walked out into the woods again one afternoon and sat again under 

the tree where I had met the tree sprite.  Pulling the bark she had given me 

from my robe, I called her with my mind.  A moment later she appeared with 

a smile. 

"Taliesin!  You have come." 

"Yes, I thought I would say hello again." 

"Oh, I am glad you did.  Did you come to merge this time?" she asked. 

"Merge?" 

"Well if you don't know about merging with trees, it is time you did, 

silly boy!" 

"I would love to learn, little sister.  What must I do?" I asked. 
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"Good!  Sit facing my tree, not with your back to me.  Now close your 

eyes and quiet your mind like you did the first time." 

I closed my eyes, and went into focus in the brow, leaving a blank 

mind for her bidding. 

"Picture me, the tree, glowing in front of you." 

A glowing tree image formed itself clearly in my mind. 

She giggled, as if she knew my image. 

"Okay, simply hold out your arms and walk into the centre of the tree.  

Become the tree, in your mind, you know." 

As I entered the tree I felt a refreshing tingle all over my body.    It 

was cleansing every cell in my body, pushing out the darkness within where 

it found it, and replacing it with the healthy living cells of the ageless tree.  

When I was fully into it, I suddenly felt the timelessness and benevolent 

energy radiating from me with a purpose much broader, and a higher one, I 

thought, than the selfish purpose of any human being.  It was quite a 

revelation.  I felt her presence supporting me, feeding her energy to the 

centre of my being instead of simply to the external world in which I lived 

and moved.   

I wondered at the difference in attitude.  It was such a vast gap 

between her thinking and mine.  Her intent was so much finer than mine.  

She was constantly doing all in her power to help everything on the planet.  

And not only was she accomplishing her goal much better than any human, 

her needs were so much simpler.   

I sat and took it all in.  I was a tree.  All I needed was Father Sun and 

Mother Rain.  And the Earth would do the rest.  What glorious simplicity!  

No wonder it was a holiday.  It was very restful to be a tree.  Nowhere to 
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rush off to, nothing to do but 'be', and I was helping God to unfold His plan 

in the Universe.  I felt a wood pigeon land on my branches and lost my 

focus. 

"Oh," I sighed. 

"Now wasn't that lovely?" she asked. 

"Oh yes!  Thank you very much for letting me merge with you." 

"But that is the way things should be.  So you come back when you 

want and we'll do it again." 

"Yes, I would like that.  Goodbye now." 

"Goodbye."  She dissolved back into what appeared to be just an 

ordinary oak tree.  But come again, I would.  Many times. 

 

When the twenty-first arrived, we were allowed to sleep a little later.  

Classes had been cancelled for the day.  We met at the specified point by the 

stones at half past eleven.  Everyone was robed, and I really noticed their 

robes.  Amazing.  Each looked very nice, and one could not tell the work 

had been done by crude, amateur hands.  Even Owain's. 

It had turned out to be a beautiful September day.  Clear and bright, 

but not too hot.  I laughed at the thought that the group at Woodhenge would 

not let it be otherwise. 

For half an hour we stood in silent meditation, single file, just a few 

yards from the circle.  Govan was in front of me.  Then the procession, led 

by the Sword Bearer, began leading us silently into and around the edge of 

the outer circle.  The Chief, Rhys, was heralded in front and behind by 

banners, forming a box around him.  For it took one to carry each banner, 

and two on either side to anchor it.  The Chief carried the curved staff, 
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arched at the top, with oak leaf twigs which twined around the curve.  The 

Pendragon and Scribe walked side by side before him. 

Behind the Sword Bearer, the Herald carried his long trumpet before 

him.  As we circled around the stones, I noticed for the first time, the Lady 

and her maids were behind us.  She was a stranger, not of our Order, and 

wore a gold cape and gold circlet around her head like the one Vivien had 

worn at my initiation on the Tor.  She and her maids were detained outside 

the circle before an invisible gateway formed by the Sword Bearer and the 

Herald.  She had obviously been told to wait. 

The Herald advanced to the centre of the circle, and sounded the Call, 

first to the North, then to the South, then to the West, and finally to the 

sacred East towards the Chief. 

Dai was Pendragon, and stood on the right hand of the Chief.  To his 

left hand stood Llew, the Presider, but I was surprised to see the stuffy 

Rhiannon was in the Scribe's position to the left hand of the Presider.  This 

meant I had underestimated her importance in the Hierarchy.  I must not be 

so judgmental of her.  My mistake. 

The circle was purified with Water, then consecrated by the Fire of 

the incense burner in complete silence. 

The Chief opened after being presented with the sword.  He drew it 

from the sheath, and pointed to North, South, West, and East, inquiring if it 

was peace.  We all replied that it was peace, so he sheathed it again.  We 

recited the Druid Prayer. 

After Rhys had said more, the Sword Bearer laid the sword across the 

Invisible Portal, and the Lady and her maids advanced to it, requesting entry.  

The Herald informed the Chief of the visitors, and Rhys bid them enter. 
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Then the Lady presented the horn vessel of wine to the Chief to drink.  

Next the basket of fruit and flowers to be strewn around the circle.  After the 

Lady and her maids returned to their place in the circle, many more words 

were exchanged between the key figures in the ceremony.  The names of 

departed Ancient Ones to be remembered were read aloud by the Scribe. 

Next came the part I loved.  We all joined hands, and recited our vow 

in unison: 

 

"We swear, by Peace and Love, to stand 

Heart to heart, and hand in hand; 

Mark!  Oh Spirit, and hear us now 

Confirming this, our Sacred Vow." 

 

After peace was wished for the Four Points, and the whole world, the 

ceremony was closed.  We retreated single file the way we had come. 

It was beautiful.  Govan was right.  So full of hopes for peace, 

wisdom, and love, and communion with our Earth and each other.  I could 

remember nothing so full of altruistic Goodness as this gathering.  I was 

very glad to have been a part. 

As we were walking back to the houses, I saw a lone rider coming 

from the South.  I recognised him straight-away. 

"Merlin!" 

I yelled and waved, as I ran to meet him. 

"Talli, my son.  How are you keeping?"  He dismounted and gave me 

a big hug, to my amazement.  I led his horse until Govan came running up to 

take it from me to the stable. 
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"I am well, Master.  As you can see, we have just completed the 

Equinox ceremony." 

"Ah, yes, and you made this robe?" 

"Yes, Master." 

"Well done, Talli." 

"Merlin, are you coping?" 

He knew what I meant, of course.  "Yes, Talli.  I miss him, as I am 

sure everyone will for awhile.  But I fear not for the Spirit of Ambrosius, 

only for the confusion he left behind." 

"I knew you would feel that way, Master.  Have you buried him?" 

"Yes, Talli.  We laid him under his grave in the heart of Giant's Dance 

two days past.  But the rebuilding work will not be completed for several 

more months." 

"How long can you stay, Master?" 

"That is why I am here, Talli.  I must stay at Amesbury to direct the 

building until it is complete.  But that is during the week only.  I am hoping 

Rhys will find a place for me on the week's end." 

Before I could express my pleasure, Rhys and Dai joined us.  We 

were still a way from the houses, and the others had gone back to change, 

unaware of Merlin's arrival. 

Rhys and Dai knelt immediately, and I could only think of the trouble 

removing the grass stains from their robe. 

After Merlin had raised them both with peace, we began walking 

slowly to the Great Hall. 

"Master, I am so sad about the death of your father," Rhys offered. 
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"We shall all miss him, Rhys.  But I have not come for condolence or 

sympathy." 

"How may we serve you, Master?" Rhys asked. 

"I was wondering if you would mind having me for a visitor on 

weekends until the Giant's Dance is complete?" 

"That would be an honour, Master.  You shall have my house.  Llew, 

Dai, and I shall vacate . . . " 

He was stopped mid-sentence.  "No, Rhys, you will continue exactly 

as normal.  No special arrangements are to be made for me.  If you haven't 

an extra bed, I shall throw a pallet on the floor." 

"Oh, yes, Merlin.  As you please.  There is an extra bed in Mars 

House with Dai, Llew, and myself.  You are more than welcome," Rhys 

said, "as is your right." 

"That will do nicely, Rhys.  I am grateful.  I do not want to disturb 

your routine.  I just find it tiresome to stay in the Abbey at Amesbury when 

no work is going on.  Maybe I could help with chores, or any way you 

think?" 

"That will not be necessary," Rhys said, almost alarmed. 

"I would rather be helpful," Merlin insisted. 

"As you wish, Master," Rhys conceded. 

"Dai, how is Talli behaving as a pupil?" Merlin asked. 

Dai laughed.  "Need you ask?  He is all you said he would be and 

more.  Exceptionally bright, a quick learner, and very gifted.  I wish they 

were all like him.  He is a joy to teach, although sometimes I wonder who is 

the teacher and who is the pupil."  They laughed. 
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"Good.  I am glad he is not disappointing me."  He patted me on the 

shoulder as we walked along. 

As we arrived at the Great Hall, I stopped in confusion.  Should I go 

in with the adults or not?  Dai was the one who noticed me. 

"Master, have you had your lunch?  I think Talli should go back and 

change, then meet us here for a bite, don't you?" 

For the first time Merlin seemed to notice the awkward position 

presented me.  "Oh, yes.  Talli, go and change, and be back in ten minutes.  I 

am sure Dai and Rhys would like to change also.  A perfect time for me to 

locate my bed." 

I hurried away to do his bidding.  Govan was dressed and waiting for 

me. 

"Well, Talli, what a surprise.  Has Merlin come to take you away?" 

"No, Govan.  He is only visiting to ask permission to spend the 

weekends here.  Until the Giant's Dance is rebuilt." 

"Merlin?  Ask permission?"  Govan sounded shocked at the thought. 

"How not?" I asked.  "He wants to occupy a bed for two nights a 

week, and must be fed.  He does eat, you know." 

"But why should HE ask permission?  All he need do is demand his 

right!" 

"Govan, what do you mean?" I asked, almost afraid of the answer. 

"I mean, his position demands they do whatever he says.  Don't you 

know what he is?" 

I was in shock, and could not answer for a moment.  Even Govan 

knew what Merlin was, and I did not.  I knew this was my chance to find out 

secretly, and it was eating a hole in my stomach in anticipation.  But the 
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more I thought about it, the more I hesitated.  I could not.  My integrity 

finally got the best of me. 

"Govan, to be honest, Merlin has never told me his title.  Probably for 

a reason.  I only know much deference is paid to him, and though I know he 

deserves it, simply from the man he is, I don't think I want to know his title 

until he is ready to tell me." 

"Oh my," said Govan, dismayed.  I could see the sympathy in his 

eyes. 

"Look, Govan.  All I can think is that he has his reasons.  And my 

faith in him is such that I must not question.  Especially behind his back.  I 

am sorry to rob you of the chance to tell me . . . and even sorrier to miss my 

chance to find out.  But it must not be.  I must await his pleasure." 

"All right, Talli.  I shall respect your wishes.  I only hope it does not 

come accidentally from someone else while he is here." 

"We shall cross that bridge when we come to it," I said, and quickly 

began removing my robe and headdress.  "I must go now, to meet Merlin." 

"Yes, of course." 

I hurried back to the House of the Sun, where Merlin alone was 

waiting.  Rhys and Dai must still be changing, or arranging things. 

"How is the reconstruction work going, Merlin?" 

"Very well, surprisingly.  You know I have toyed with the 

methodology of raising giant stones for years now.  My interest was aroused 

in Brittany.  I heard the answer in a song, sung by an old, blind Bard to 

whom I gave a harp." 

"Yes, Master." 
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"Of course they were small stones in comparison to the Giants, but the 

principle is the same.  It shall be completed in plenty of time for the Winter 

Solstice.  And I intend to show Uther his brother's grave on that dawn." 

"Three more months!"  I felt very selfish the moment the words were 

out.  I wished I could retract them. 

"Yes, Talli.  I am afraid so.  But then we can return to Bryn Gwydden 

for good." 

"I am sorry.  I understand." 

"I know you do, my son.  I miss you too.  That is why I want to spend 

weekends here.  At least we shall be in touch." 

"We already were."  I was remembering those rare communications 

over the distance to Ireland. 

"Yes, I did receive you.  Your training has been going very well.  I 

have kept tuned in to your progress much more often than you think.  I am 

glad you now know the technique.  It shall be very important to us in the 

years to come.  Keep practising, Talli." 

"Yes, my lord.  I will." 

 

Just as we heard horses riding into the centre of the settlement, Dai 

came running up, breathless. 

"Merlin, it's Uther!  It's the King!" 

"Dai, go tell Rhys to stay inside.  Stay with him.  No one is to go out 

to greet the King but me.  Understood?"  Dai nodded and ran off to find 

Rhys. 
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Merlin turned to me, "Stay inside out of sight, Talli.  I shall meet him 

alone.  We don't want him seeing you, now do we?"  He patted me on the 

back and went through the door. 

I stood at the edge of the window and watched Uther dismount and 

walk to Merlin, hoping the King would not decide to come inside. 

"Merlinus," Uther greeted. 

"Uther." 

The King looked around surveying the College for a moment.  I was 

very glad that everyone was inside changing after the ceremony.  Uther 

reached into his cloak and brought out a wooden box tied with string which 

he handed to Merlin. 

"What's this?" Merlin asked, taking the box. 

"The Druid Seal, Merlin.  I won't be needing this in my reign.  I want 

to be rid of the thing."  He had held it out as if it contained poison.   

At that moment Rhys went scurrying out and knelt to the King.  He 

was still dressed in full Chief Druid regalia.  Oh dear. 

Uther paid him as little attention as he would have paid a fly.  Merlin 

nudged Rhys and Rhys stood and looked as if he were going to speak.  

Instead Merlin thrust the box at him forcing him to step back. 

"Thank you, Rhys.  Take this inside and put it in your office for safe-

keeping." 

Rhys looked from Merlin to the King, and back to Merlin again.  The 

scowl he encountered on Merlin's face was enough, it seemed. 

"Yes, Master.  My Leige," he bowed to the King and walked off. 

Merlin checked that Rhys was gone and turned back to the King.  

"You mean you came all the way to Avebury to return this when you could 
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have let Rhys and Llew bring it back with them?"  Merlin's voice was 

incredulous, mocking. 

"Merlin!  One of these days you will push me too far.  If I were as 

stupid as you so often insinuate that I am, you would have cause for true fear 

now." 

"You are right, of course.  I was entirely out of order.  Forgive me," 

Merlin said.  "Why are you here?" 

"I came fresh from a skirmish with Octa and his Saxons on the 

Wansdyke above Cadley.  It was convenient, and I preferred to return it to 

you rather than that," he waved in the direction Rhys had just left.  "It was 

convenient, that's all," Uther rejoined. 

"And Octa?" Merlin asked, amused now. 

"He and his slimy band ran away, as usual.  Disappeared into 

Savernake Forest and our best efforts didn't catch up to him.  But we go now 

in hopes of ferreting him out." 

"I do appreciate your trouble, Uther, and I wish you success in your 

quest," Merlin said. 

"One more thing, Merlin.  You know how I feel about your role as 

King's Counsellor.  I want to make it very clear . . . " 

Merlin held up his hand to halt the words.  "I do understand your 

dislike for all things religious or occult, and I know my role ended with 

Ambrosius.  You need not worry about being bothered by me, Uther." 

"Well, it's not that I dislike Druids, exactly.  It's just that I don't see 

that as a natural part of the way I intend to do things.  Understand I have no 

intention of persecuting Druidry, Merlin.  I intend that each man shall be 
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free to choose.  By that same thinking I choose not to have any help from 

Druids." 

"Spoken like a true king, Uther Pendragon.  Perhaps you won't do so 

bad a job of it after all," Merlin laughed.  He was relaxed now. 

"Still, don't be too smug," warned Uther.  "I certainly won't allow any 

hint of magic or wizardry to surround my throne." 

"Understood, Uncle."  Merlin bowed formally, still smiling. 

"Well, enough said.  I have more important pursuits this day." 

With those words, the King mounted his horse and rode away. 

 

When Merlin came back into the Hall, curiosity prompted me. 

"Uther Pendragon?"  I made a face not unlike a grimace.   

Merlin laughed.  "Oh Talli!  He chose that title as soon as he became 

king.  He picked the title second in line to the Chief probably because he still 

felt second in line to Ambrosius.  But hating Druids as he does, it is 

humorous that it was a Druid title at all!"  We both laughed together. 

"Will you deal with Rhys, Master?" 

"No, Talli.  I won't.  But Cosmic Justice will, at some point."  With 

that he put his arm around my shoulders and we walked in to the eating hall.



 

 

 

Chapter Fifteen 

Showdown 

 

After we had begun eating our lunch, Rhys began a conversation that I 

would rather have forgotten. 

"Master, your prodigy is rightly named, it seems," he said. 

"How so, Rhys?" 

"He is a prophet, even as you."   

I looked at Dai and he looked back understandingly. 

Merlin continued eating.  "How not?  Did you ever doubt it?" 

"Well, I must admit I did have my doubts when he came to us in the 

dead of night to say Ambrosius was dying.  He is only a lad, after all." 

"Taliesin is very much more than just a 'lad', and all would do well not 

to underestimate his natural power." 

"Yes, Master.  I know that now.  I'm sorry, Taliesin, I owe you an 

apology," the Druid Chief said to directly to me.  For some reason, I doubted 

the sincerity of his words. 

I glanced at Merlin and saw he had just a hint of smile on his face, the 

mischievous one.   
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"Do not blame yourself, sir," I said.  "How were you to know my 

visions were true?"  It was embarrassing enough for me to even admit it to 

myself, much less in front of other people, so I kept my silence and let 

Merlin get on with his mischief. 

Rhys nodded at me, but Merlin continued.  "Well, Rhys, you cannot 

say I failed to warn you.  I specifically remember telling your gathering that 

he was power-gifted.  Did I not?" 

"Yes, Master.  You did, as you say.  I just had not assumed he had it 

now.  I thought he was at the beginning of his development," Rhys 

explained. 

"He is, Rhys.  This is his beginning.  That is why he is so gifted.  

When he is developed, as you call it, he shall surpass even me."  The smile 

was gone now, and Merlin continued to eat casually. 

Dai decided to speak up.  "But Talli says this was not prophecy, Rhys, 

only the Sight.  A current event." 

Rhys looked up with interest, but Merlin answered.  "True, at the time 

he told you, it was only the Sight.  But when he Saw it with me at Giant's 

Dance back in the summer, THAT was prophecy." 

That statement shocked me.  I had not thought of that.  So I was a 

prophet after all.  Oh dear. 

"And when he went with me to the King's deathbed," Merlin 

continued, "THAT was Power!" 

So he did know. 

"But he was here all the time, Merlin," Rhys said, startled. 

"That is exactly what I mean."  Merlin's smile was back.  He had won, 

and Rhys was sufficiently awed. 
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Dai looked at me, smiling.  "You see, Talli.  It was YOU, not Merlin.  

Time for a draught of confidence, eh?" 

I nodded, but was so embarrassed, all I could do was chew. 

Merlin stopped eating and looked at me.  "I told you all along, Talli.  

Your Power is a gift of the gods, not of mine." 

"Yes, my lord.  And I shall try to use it well, with your guidance, of 

course." 

Dai broke out in laughter.  "That's it, Talli.  Well said." 

Merlin smiled also.  "A gifted Bard indeed." 

 

After lunch was complete, there was a clatter outside as three 

horsemen arrived.  The three were escorted into the eating hall and a hasty 

meal was assembled for each of them.  Rhys rose and introduced them as 

Talhaearn
1
, Bluchbard

2
, and Cian

3
, renowned Welsh Bards.  My interest was 

focused immediately.  They were journeying to Winchester to woo the new 

king for funds to form a Bardic college in north Wales.  Talhaearn already 

headed a school in Caer Quorie near Oxford and Bluchbard had founded a 

small one in Caer Grawmt or Cambridge.  They were here solely to support 

Cian in his efforts in Caer Seint, since the Caernarfon area had little funds to 

contribute to the effort.  Too soon, I knew, they would discover this king had 

no cultural appreciation at all.  But let them try, and good luck to them. 

                                           
1
 Pron. Tal-HAY-a-rin 

2
 Pron. Blook-bard 

3
 Pron. Kee-an 
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Each of them performed a piece of their choosing to demonstrate their 

bardic skills, not to mention paying for their lunch.  I must admit, after 

Aneirin, I wasn't impressed.  Except, perhaps, with Talhaearn. 

It was a bright afternoon, so after the meal, Merlin and I walked out to 

the edge of the wood.  We sat in silence for awhile, just soaking up the 

beauty of the day. 

"Relax, Talli.  Balance your breathing.  Focus in the brow.  Illumine 

your spine . . ."  Merlin guided me into a strong focus very quickly, and the 

meditation followed naturally. 

 

"Service. 

"We are all workers of the one Spirit, and it is only through His grace, 

power, and infinite mercy that we are permitted to transmit some portion of 

truth to mankind. 

In that service there can be no hesitation in the performance of the 

many calls that may be made, and in so much as every call of yours is heard, 

understood and worked upon, so are you expected to ease the load upon 

your fellows. 

The Great Spirit calls us all in different ways, but for each contact 

there must be some value given on both sides and it is by the little 

understanding of the people that this achievement is rare instead of 

continual. 

So I would entreat you to hold up your light and to direct it on to the 

path, for many walk in darkness, but it is God's will that they should go 

forward with courage, seeing before them that which needs their endeavour. 
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Leave each man to his path for those people whose path is by the side 

of your own, will, in some way, come into the circle." 

Any hesitation in the performance of the calls that may be made puts a 

check on the flow of the spirit and the force piles up behind the obstruction, 

uncertainty and frustration burden the life while on the other side of the 

barrier there is the unsatisfied need and failure of supply. 

All that is yours will come to you - leave the rest alone, don't meddle; 

for if you 'do that which comes to your hand' conscientiously, it will take up 

all your time and attention.  When it does not seem to do so, look for the 

unfinished work of your own, the neglected task, for it is probably the link 

with the next task that is waiting for your belated arrival." 

 

So 'he' was not gone for good.  Whoever he was, my Unseen Guide 

still kept watch.  I wondered if it was Herne, since He had said He was ever 

with me.  I considered telling Merlin about the 'visitation' I had had in this 

same wood from The Horned God, but something made me want to keep it 

private, even from Merlin. 

So we talked of other things.  And even though I was not yet wise 

enough to realise a price must be paid for all the good times, I recall how I 

selfishly savoured every private moment of that afternoon. 

But of course it had to end.  Knowing that the dinner bell rang early 

on Saturday, he suggested we start back to join the others. 

As we entered the Hall for dinner, Talhaearn, who was much younger 

than the other two visiting Bards, sat beside me for awhile.  He was a nice 

fellow who lived simply for music and verse.  With an Irish father who was 

a bit too fond of his wine, and a sickly mother who had nearly worked 
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herself to death, his escape was into the vast and wonderful world of song.  

He had an ethereal quality about him that seemed to confirm his choice of 

career.  He looked the part of a true artist. 

He had composed a tribute to Uther which he hoped would convince 

the king to support his efforts.  I certainly hope it contained women and war 

first and foremost. 

As I was starting to tell him of my encounter with Aneirin, there was 

an unwelcome interruption.  Owain walked up to our table with a cruel grin 

on his face. 

"Talli, why don't you get your harp out and show them how a prodigy 

plays?  You could teach them a lesson, eh?"  He fidgeted constantly with the 

eating knife still in his hand. 

I blushed profusely and felt the heat burn in my cheeks. 

"No, Owain.  Thanks for the invitation, but I couldn't hope to play in 

the same room with bards of this calibre," I answered as nicely as I could, 

hoping he would go away.  But Owain saw the blush and was determined to 

make the most of it. 

"Come on, Talli.  Show them how it should be done!" he insisted 

loudly.  His eyes were bright with what could only be described as madness. 

I had not realised any movement during my preoccupation, but Merlin 

had stood and positioned himself just behind my left shoulder, just around 

the corner of the table. 

"Come on PRODIGY, let's hear you play!" Owain shouted.  There 

was silence in the hall.  Even Rhys was spellbound at the undercurrent 

behind Owain's words. 

"I'm sorry, Owain, but I must refuse.  Please do not ask again." 
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At that he reached over to prod my upper arm with his knife, bringing 

blood.  I flinched.  "Yes!  Yes!  Yes!" he shouted, waving both hands in a 

frenzy.  He was reaching over for a second jab when the voice rang out. 

"NO!"  Merlin stepped forward to Owain with raised right hand.  

"Enough!"  His Command Voice rang out loudly, echoing around the hall 

with such force that Owain stopped in his tracks and froze with the knife 

mid-air.  Blue fire shot out from Merlin' fingertips and struck Owain's hand.  

The knife dropped onto the floor as Owain stood transfixed by Merlin's 

stare.  It seemed minutes before anyone breathed. 

Owain shook his head, as if breaking free of a spell, and spun all the 

way around in a circle.  He raised a shaking arm to point at Merlin. 

"YOU!  Merlin the Wizard!  Merlin the King's Prophet!  Merlin the 

King's BASTARD!  Prince Merlin.  Is Talli your bastard?  Ha!  What makes 

you think you're so privileged?"  Owain was now shaking all over with rage, 

red-faced. 

Merlin lowered his hand in silence.  Rhys jumped up and shouted, 

"Owain!  You will not speak to Merlin that way!  He is our superior.  He is 

Arch Druid, boy!  You must respect and obey him."  I was paralysed with 

shock at the words.  Owain paled into insignificance. 

Merlin raised his hand again, this time to Rhys.  "It is all right, Rhys.  

This is between the 'being' calling himself Owain, and myself."  He turned 

back to Owain, and Rhys sat down. 

"Owain, I am no more privileged than you are," Merlin said in a quiet 

voice now.  "Just older, and perhaps, a little wiser."  As he talked he stepped 

ever closer, very slowly.  I noticed his index fingers were curled into circles 

with their respective thumbs.  His eyes never left Owain's stare.  He soothed 
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and calmed in a sing-song monotoned voice.  When he was directly in front 

of Owain, within touching distance, he raised both hands above Owain's 

head and waved them in a spiral movement.  Merlin's eyes shone with a 

growing yellow light, which suddenly shot out in a stream like the cold fire, 

or a sunbeam, directly into Owain's eyes.  It seemed to capture Owain in 

place, to encapsulate him. 

"Depart, oh demon!  Be gone from this lad.  Return to your world of 

elementals where the Shades reside and bother us no more," Merlin said 

quietly but with that same commanding voice that echoed around the hall in 

spite of its quietness.  The silent stillness prevailed for a few more minutes 

with no change. 

"What is your name, what is your name, what is your name, oh tell me 

demon?" Merlin enquired.  No response.  "Where is the Sun, where is the 

Sun, where is the Sun?" Merlin asked three times as before.  Still no 

response.  “Give me a blessing, give me a blessing, give me a blessing,” 

Merlin repeated for the final catalyst. 

The light suddenly vanished and Owain crumpled to the floor, 

unconscious. 

As Dai and Rhys hurried to carry Owain out of the hall, Merlin took 

my arm and led me to Rhys' office, shutting the door behind him.  He 

walked me to a chair, then went to a shelf behind me and retrieved a basket.  

He began dabbing with a cloth at my bleeding upper arm and I recall 

something stinging, but I was too numb to notice. 

"Merlin, why does Owain hate me so?  I have only been nice to him, 

as best I could.  What did I do to him?  Why, Master?" 
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"Talli, you mustn't fret yourself.  That wasn't Owain speaking, but the 

demon which possessed his body.  It has left him in peace now and Owain 

will recover fully.  It was not you, Talli." 

"But . . . ," 

"Trust me.  It wasn't you, Talli.  It had nothing to do with you.  He has 

either failed to close down his focus after meditation, or has been playing 

with activating his Chakras without the wonderful supervision available 

here.  At some point his mind was invaded by an elemental which took over 

his personality.  He is young, so I think he will have no more trouble.  

However, a Druid's life is not for him.  He must leave the College and the 

Order.  I suspect he was never a serious follower of The Path anyway.  Am I 

right?" 

I thought for a long moment.  "You are right, Master.  I questioned his 

dedication from the beginning.  It was not his calling that brought him here 

but his family's aspirations of prestige.  You are right.  He never really 

wanted to be here." 

"Enough said, then, Talli.  Now we have another matter to discuss." 

"Arch Druid." 

"Yes." 

"Merlin, why didn't you tell me that you were the head of the civilised 

world as we know it?  Did you not trust me, Master?" 

Merlin sighed deeply and began to pace. 

A light knock on the door interrupted us and when Merlin opened the 

door Rhiannon entered.  On a tray she carried two cups of hot spiced wine.  

After putting them on the table she turned to Merlin and said, "Master, you 

called for refreshment?" 
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"Yes.  Thank you, Rhiannon.  Most kind of you.  Please tell Rhys that 

Talli is fine.  Only a flesh wound.  We won't be much longer." 

Rhiannon bowed low and slipped back out the open door, closing it 

behind her. 

"Talli . . . ,"  He began to pace again.  "It isn't a matter of trust.  There 

are many reasons, all of which, in hindsight, seem a mistake and a 

misjudgement on my part.  I was wrong.  I could ask you what difference at 

all it makes in our relationship?" 

"None, Merlin.  You know that." 

"All right.  I could say I wanted you to view me as a friend and a 

father, not some kind of god."  I nearly laughed out loud at that, but kept my 

silence. 

"You see, it wasn't blind obedience I wanted from you.  It was 

devotion to our Cause, Talli.  The role of Arch Druid is over-rated anyway.  

I only give guidance to the Order most of the time.  I'm afraid I'm not very 

active in presiding over either Council or rituals.  The administration 

function is best left to those who do it best.  And I feel I have chosen the 

right people in the strategic posts to do it well.  Much better than I myself 

could.  Yes, I have the power of veto over any decision made, but I rarely 

need to exercise it.  It is like watching a garden grow, Talli.  Others plant it, 

water it, and harvest it.  I simply look in on it from time to time.  Perhaps 

suggest what crop should be planted next.  That's about all.  A journey or 

two from time to time.  Well, you see, don't you?" 

"Yes, Master.  I see." 

"Good.  Since that's cleared up, let's go join the others and arrange for 

Owain's journey.  Right, Talli?" 
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"Yes, Master."  I suddenly felt old, weary, and wise.  Merlin really 

was wretched at handling close personal relationships.  He was human, and 

fallible, after all.  I had to laugh.  But so what?  Who would remember him 

for his 'humanness' anyway?  It was his 'Divinity' that shone like a beacon in 

the dark.  And it was his Cause that would light the world. 



 

 

 

 

Chapter Sixteen 

Divine Assembly 

 

The next morning during breakfast I watched Owain across the room 

having his last meal with the College.  He was completely silent, unlike him, 

head hung low, looking very weary and depressed.  After breakfast as 

Merlin and I started to exit the Hall Owain came up to us. 

"Merlin, I wanted to thank you for freeing me from the thing that was 

inside my head last night.  But most of all, I wanted to say I'm sorry.  I'm so 

sorry, Talli . . . , " he choked. 

I stepped over and put my hand on his.  "Owain, I hold no ill will.  I 

know it wasn't you.  I only wish you well.  Believe me, if you ever need a 

friend in future you may call me."  The air echoed like the harpstring of 

prophecy around me, and Merlin looked strange for a moment. 

Owain hung his head again and shuffled his feet.  "Not after you hear 

what I have to say, Talli."  He looked directly at Merlin. 

"Merlin, before I leave, I have a confession I must make to you," 

Owain said apologetically. 

"Go on, Owain, feel free to tell me," Merlin replied. 

"I have been secretly using the Talisman of Power."  He looked down. 
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Merlin took a step and grabbed both of Owain's upper arms, then 

shook him.  "Is it true, Owain?" 

"Yes, Merlin.  I thought to advance faster than the rest and gain the 

praise I thought I deserved.  I'm sorry now.  I shouldn't have." 

"No, you really should not have, Owain, but go in peace.  And may 

you find your proper calling soon." 

"Thanks, Merlin.  That's more than I deserve.  Goodbye.  Goodbye, 

Talli."  He turned and walked quickly away. 

"Oh dear," said Merlin.  He looked alarmed. 

"Merlin, what is it?" 

"Do you know of the Talisman of Power, Talli?" 

"No, Master." 

"Good.  Owain should not have known either." 

"It is a very remarkable stone, hidden here at Avebury for 

safekeeping.  Hidden because it is dangerous.  Also hidden because any 

tampering with it can upset the well-being of this entire planet." 

"What's to do then, Master?" I asked. 

"We must find Rhys.  Now." 

I had never seen Merlin so tense.  He walked away so quickly I could 

hardly keep up.  When we encountered Rhys still inside the House of the 

Sun, Merlin said only two words and held out his hand, "The Key!" 

Rhys stood looking puzzled for only a moment, then reached around 

his neck and pulled up a cord with a key fastened to it. 

Merlin took it and began to walk, saying to Rhys over his shoulder, 

"How did Owain gain access, Rhys?" 
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Rhys choked and ran after Merlin also.  "I don't know, Lord.  It hasn't 

left my person." 

When he reached the end of the Great Hall where the huge Druid 

Emblem of the three bars was hung on the wall, he stopped and looked 

around.  One cook's helper was clearing away the last bowls.  As soon as he 

exited and we were alone, Merlin slid the left hand bar more to the left.  A 

small door was exposed.  He fitted the key in the lock, opened the door and 

took out a small wooden casket. 

Inside, on a scarlet lining, was an oval stone about the size and shape 

of a goose egg.  The ancient granite from which it was made, oddly green in 

colour, sparkled with veins of pure crystal. 

Merlin closed his eyes with the stone in his hand.  After a minute it 

began to glow and vibrate.  A low whining buzz began to issue forth from it 

and the glow vibrated into many colours, then turned mostly red. 

Merlin opened his eyes and the glow and sound ceased altogether.  He 

put it back into the box and tucked the box under his arm.  Then he looked 

meaningfully at Rhys, with eyebrows raised. 

Rhys said simply, "Oh no". 

After Merlin closed the door and replaced the bar, he turned to me. 

"Talli, get what you need to spend the night at Woodhenge, including 

your robe.  Rhys, go and get the Faerie Strings from your office lockup." 

When we met back at the Hall, Merlin wasted no words.  Dai came up 

to the door with our horses all saddled.  Merlin took the large bag of strings 

and fastened to his saddlebag.  We mounted and rode away without further 

word to either of them.  I knew better than most that Merlin was not really a 

social creature, but he seemed over the top even for him today. 
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We had ridden fast and hard for half an hour in silence before Merlin 

slowed to give the horses a lesser pace in which to rest. 

"Merlin, is there anything at all I can do?"  I asked. 

"No, Talli.  If anything is needed I shall ask you.  Just remain silent 

and keep your own counsel about what you are going to see." 

"Of course, Master." 

"Let me explain, Talli.  I know you must be confused, and I have a 

bad record of dealing with you in confidence which I would like to try and 

correct now." 

"The Talisman of Power is more than it appears.  It is actually a key to 

this planet and its network of Power, or 'ley lines', as they are called.  Thus it 

is linked to the Solar System itself.  Not only can it activate the ley lines to 

draw Power for the user, it also stabilises that Power.  The Power is God's 

Power, Talli.  Thus Man is incapable of handling it alone.  The Stone was 

made to help. 

"If misused, this Power can unsettle all life-force on this planet with 

dire consequences.  If not corrected soon, the planet could literally be rent 

asunder by the titanic forces unleashed.  Then that would unsettle the force 

of the entire Universe." 

I stared off into my memory of the stone, glowing, throbbing, red. 

"I must correct the imbalance that Owain has most definitely caused, 

Talli.  Tonight.  The colour of the Stone suggests it is already into the danger 

zone," Merlin continued. 
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"In order to repair the damage, a Council must be called of the most 

powerful Beings on this planet.  Very few people alive know of this, so I 

expect your complete silence on the subject." 

I only sighed and nodded. 

"Another thing an Arch Druid does, Talli, is to summon these Beings, 

called 'Lords of the Sun'.  There are seven in all, spread across all the 

continents.  Only their combined effort can restore the vital balance." 

"The Lords of the Sun are summoned by music played on special 

strings made by the Alchemists at Avebury for the Giant Harp at 

Woodhenge.  You have only seen it do weather control, Talli.  Tonight at 

midnight you will see the results of the main and most secret function of that 

Celestial Harp, as it calls into being the Sun Lords.  It physically transports 

them to the centre of the Giant's Dance at Stonehenge.  I guess I should call 

it 'teleportation' since it is transportation activated by very powerful 

telepathic and telekinetic force.  By that same method was Stonehenge 

originally built, by the way." 

"There is one other point I will reveal to you, Talli.  The most secret 

of all.  Should the Lords of the Sun fail to restore the balance, there is only 

one other step possible to prevent total annihilation of this planet. 

"Yes, Master?" I said enthralled. 

"The Lords of the Sun themselves then summon even Higher Celestial 

Beings, the Seven Heavenly Men.  The Sun Lords only represent the planet 

Earth, Talli.  But they have the ability to summon the seven all-powerful 

Planetary Beings of other planets.  The Harp, when used properly, can 

materialise these Heavenly Men from each of their seven planets.  These 

Star Lords, as I like to call them, can then restore the balance to our planet, 
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or to the Universe itself, if it is too late to save Earth.  For these energy lines 

are part of a giant web that holds the entire Universe together." 

"Merlin," I asked, "what would you have been able to do if you had 

not happened to be here at this moment?" 

"Talli, if Rhys had discovered it today, I would have been here 

instantly.  There is still much you have not yet learned.  If Rhys had not 

discovered it, I would have known before the day was over anyway, and I 

would have come.  I was already beginning to feel a growing suspicion.  

That's why I came to Avebury now." 

"I never thought I would have to serve this official function, Talli.  At 

least I hoped I wouldn't," Merlin sighed.  I knew then how lonely it must feel 

at the top. 

"Merlin, thanks for telling me all of this," I said softly. 

He just smiled and kicked his horse to a gallop again. 

 

As we were riding up to Woodhenge, Merlin said, "The Bards here do 

not know what it is they do, Talli.  This is simply a mechanical process they 

have learned, in order to be ready if the Arch Druid ever requests it.  Blind 

obedience is expected.  They cannot see the result in the Temple of the Sun, 

the inner circle at Giant's Dance.  It was designed that way on purpose.  

Even highly trained Druids might panic at the sudden materialisation of 

seven human forms, some looking very foreign.  And I cannot begin to 

imagine the shape or form of the Seven Star Lords, much less our reaction to 

them.  That process has not been done in my lifetime.  So that would be too 

much to expect of the Bards." 
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When we stopped the horses, Gwyndolyn was already hurrying up to 

greet us.  She knelt at Merlin's feet, as I now expected. 

"Peace, Gwyn, though that may be a meaningless blessing right now," 

Merlin said. 

"Trouble, Master?" Gwyn asked. 

"Yes, I'm afraid we have a great deal of it, you and I."  He handed her 

the bag of Faerie Strings.  "You must invoke the Minor Arch-Druid Ritual 

tonight at midnight.  And then stand by for the Major Ritual which may 

follow." 

"Oh," was all Gwyndolyn said. 

"Do you think the Bards will remember it, Gwyn?" 

"Yes, I think so, but I shall rehearse them again before the new strings 

are strung." 

"Good idea, Gwyn.  We cannot afford to have this go wrong tonight," 

Merlin added gravely. 

"It's that important then?" she asked, her curiosity prompting her. 

"Yes, Gwyn.  Enough said?" 

"Of course, Master.  It shall be as you wish." 

"Oh, yes."  Merlin retrieved a single coiled string from his saddlebag.  

"You would not want to forget the Key string?" 

"No, Master," Gwyndolyn laughed, then blushed and hurried away. 

For the rest of the afternoon Merlin supervised the rehearsal of the 

two rituals, then the re-stringing of the Harp.  The rehearsals were done first, 

prior to re-stringing, because the Faerie Strings contained the Power to 

actually put the ritual into effect. 
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We rode back to Durrington Walls Camp for dinner, where Merlin 

appealed to the Bards to do their very best work tonight.  And he urged them 

to be very punctual, for an exact midnight coordination. 

Once at Stonehenge, I saw all the reconstruction he had begun.  It was 

not complete, and scaffolding and tools were scattered everywhere. 

"Will it work in this condition, Merlin?" I asked. 

"It must," he said.  "But I cannot worry about that.  I must contact the 

Druids at Castlerigg Stone Circle in Rheged, some call Cumberland.  Since 

it is the Winter half of the year, they must also coordinate with a ritual in 

their stone circle." 

He then sat silently and communicated with those distant Companions 

who would complete this important effort. 

 

I had brought Aneirin's harp, so I walked apart from the circle and sat 

on the ground to practice.  After I had succeeded in composing a new piece, 

Merlin came and sat beside me on the grass. 

"Play for me, Talli.  The new piece you have just finished." 

So I sat playing and singing for him for about an hour, both the new 

piece, and much else of what I knew.  It felt very much like a son comforting 

his father, and I, at least, felt very much at peace. 

I couldn't seem to grasp the tension that I knew must weigh heavy on 

his mind.  If we died, we died.  What else could one say? 

"Talli, thank you for sharing your talent with me.  If we do die 

tonight, my Spirit will take this moment with me to the Otherworld to 

comfort me.  And through it, we shall meet again." 
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We sat there looking at the sky for awhile.  It was clear as it has ever 

been.  Every star was so visible one felt they could be touched simply by 

reaching out.  It was hard to imagine that I might indeed be able to reach out 

and touch the Lords of those Stars before this night was over.  Moon, 

Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn.  All the Roman Pantheon might soon 

be standing before me.  Not as in Man's imaginings, or as depicted in 

mosaics, but in the flesh.  Oh dear. 

"It is 11:30 now, Talli.  Robe up quickly, then come into the Temple 

with me and meditate.  Simply visualise The Light.  Nothing else.  Give it 

your best effort at stilling the rampant mind.  Let the Lords of the Sun ride 

smooth sound waves to our feet, not turbulent thought storms.  Let your 

focus be complete.  So complete that nothing disturbs you, no noise, no 

movement, no thought.  Will you try?" 

"You know I will, Merlin."  He squeezed my hand, and then embraced 

me as any father would.  He had donned the regalia of Arch Druid, some of 

which I had never seen before.  It was very impressive indeed.  The broad 

carved golden torc around his neck was more lovely than any I had ever seen 

on a tribal chieftain.  It actually looked the part of leader of our civilised 

world.  It must be very old, and I was certain it was of the purest gold.  His 

headdress simply had a golden Sun centred on the brow, on a leaf-green 

band, green because that is the colour of Planet Earth.  Dai had taught that 

even Man's physical eye functions through a green filter.  The disk wasn't 

like the three gold bars that the Chief Druid wore on his brow, the symbol of 

the Order.  Nor did the green band seem in keeping with what I knew.  So 

was this a ritual of the Order?  Somehow that golden disk touched some 

intuitive faculty in me, and I began to wonder if perhaps Merlin himself 
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were one of the Lords of the Sun.  He hadn't mentioned that, as usual.  I 

would know soon enough.  But I felt very privileged. 

We walked into the Inner Circle.  "Stand there, Talli."  He pointed to a 

spot due northeast, at the mouth of the Avenue of marching Giants.  Then 

the total silence and stillness of focus enclosed us, and for about twenty-five 

minutes there was no sound, indeed, no world at all but the centre of my 

brow. 

I heard a growing note begin.  "A-a-a-u-u-u-u-m-m-m-m-m."  I did 

recognise the sacred OM, though I had heard it but once before in my life.  

Another reason to give thanks to Aneirin.  A glimpse of Merlin fixed a 

picture in my mind of a Celestial Wolf howling at the Moon.  Like the true 

Spirit of Merlin, it was a silvery, moonlit, ethereal image, almost 

transparent, that would linger with me throughout my life, however long that 

might be.  And I loved him at that moment as much as I thought I could love 

God.   

As the OMs continued to issue forth from Merlin standing in the 

centre of the Temple, I slipped back into the focus on The Light.  And in 

spite of the fact that the chanting of those notes got louder and more insistent 

as the next five minutes passed, I was able to keep my concentration on the 

Bliss of The Light in my brow, on my Inner Soul.  And I knew it to be a 

beautiful and wondrous thing. 

I was able to open my eyes partly and remain in focus, which I had 

not been able to do before now.  What I saw seemed as natural as the 

moonlight that was illuminating the circle where we stood.  Six images had 

begun to appear before six of the seven stones.  As yet they were not 

solidified, just ghostly shapes forming of gathering light beams that seemed 
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to be sucked into a vortex from the sky around us.  And for a moment the 

sky seemed unnaturally dark, as if the moonlight were being borrowed for 

awhile. 

I Saw a brief vision of the stone circle at Castlerigg.  Seven white-

robed Druids were standing in the centre.  One standing stone that was just 

west of the northern portal began to glow a radiant white, then the rest 

seemed to 'ignite' from that one.  It was a circle of bright, pulsating stones, 

containing a smaller circle of radiating white-robed figures.  Then it was 

gone. 

I couldn't hear the Harp, of course, as it was several miles away.  But 

obviously the Lords of the Sun did, and were responding as they should.  I 

did See a glimpse of the seven blue-robed Bards positioned at their seven 

strings within the arches of the wondrous Harp, deep in focus also.  Each 

string lighted and radiated its own iridescent colour as it played.  A 

kaleidoscope of sound, each pitched to its own colour.  The sounds were 

their colours.  The colours were their sounds.  Multi-coloured music swirled 

and pulsated in a hypnotic rhythm as if resonating with Divinity.  No doubt 

was left in my mind that it was, indeed, doing just that. 

It took only moments for the materialisation to complete, and the fact 

that only six stood there, was the answer to my question.  Merlin was a Lord 

of the Sun.  No ordinary mortal, my Master, and somehow I was not 

surprised. 

What did surprise me is myself.  I seemed to be hearing voices 

without words being spoken.  All in my tongue, or else my mind was able to 

translate, since I knew these had to be foreign languages.  It was the six Sun 

Lords greeting Merlin, who was now circumnavigating the circle to greet 
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them.  He stopped at the empty seventh place, and faced inward with the 

rest.  I won't describe these Lords, in case some country or religion feel 

omitted.  In addition to the fact that this is secret and forbidden information, 

suffice it to say there seemed to be a cross section representing all cultures.  

In fact, two were completely unknown cultures to me. 

Reaching into his robe, Merlin withdrew the Talisman of Power, 

which had already begun to radiate a faint light.  He walked over and placed 

it on the altar in the centre, then returned to his place. 

"Brothers, we must attempt to right the imbalance in The Stone 

without delay.  Our time is short.  Are we ready?"  Merlin spoke with his 

mind alone.  He looked around the circle and received a nod from each one 

in turn.  The stars were once more as bright as shining sky-diamonds, and 

the moonlight had returned to its rightful place. 

As the seven Lords went into focus together, the Stone once again 

began to glow.  It seemed like the centre of a wheel with seven spokes, each 

spoke a different colour.  Each colour was 'feeding' the Stone, which 

continued to glow red, but was not throbbing now.  The glow of the Stone 

began changing from red to orange to purple, to lavender, then danced as if 

alive, with all the colours of the rainbow, its aura extending several feet out 

from it. 

Then I noticed the Seven Lords.  Each of them had begun glowing 

with a brilliant light the colour of their ribbon of light that fed The Stone.  

As had the standing stone behind each one.  The quality of the seven-spoked 

rainbow wheel was joyous.  The Stone itself seemed to be laughing with 

Light. 
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I felt a presence beside me, but felt no fear.  I looked to my right, and 

a startling thing met my glance.  A man, green all over in colour, with leaves 

growing out of his head, a thick beard of vines, and a crown of holly twigs, 

met my glance and smiled.  He had no clothes, only more vines wrapped 

around his body in a spiral.  He was short, but very stocky, although the 

powerful limbs were belied by the cheerful twinkle in his eyes and his warm 

smile. 

The absence of a robe, and his location outside of the circle, identified 

that he was not a Lord of the Sun.  All seven of them were in deep focus 

still, and the Stone was like a circular rainbow in the centre.  It now had a 

beam, or cone of white light straight up to the stars.  It was the Divine May 

Pole, reaching all the way to the heavens, and the seven colours rushing into 

it were like the coloured ribbons that children wrap around the pole on May 

Day.  I somehow knew the process was working.  The red threat of the thing 

earlier in the day was gone. 

The strange man closed his eyes and raised his right hand towards the 

Stone.  It was as if he were giving his blessing.  Immediately the Inner Circle 

and all in it were bathed in a blue-white light, forming a dome above them.  

Then the Stone ceased to glow, and became just the green granite rock that 

met my glance upon first sight.  The seven spokes of colour faded, and the 

Lords opened their eyes.  Merlin looked directly at me, shocked.  The other 

Lords also seemed transfixed, nearly paralysed by the sight of my 

Companion. 

I looked over at the strange man again, and he once more looked at 

me and smiled a kindly smile.  Then he chuckled in merriment at my 

expression, as if he knew my thoughts, for it had occurred to me that I knew 
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this Entity from my meditation lessons with Merlin!  He raised his right 

hand again, this time towards me, and waved it in a horizontal figure eight.  

Then he vanished! 

But he had left a strange impression in my mind, imprinted there like 

a brand.  Rather like three snowflakes super-imposed on each other, the top 

two shaped into squares.  It was gossomer, like a web, but certainly 

beautiful. 

I had no idea what it meant.  I would ask Dai, or Merlin.  Maybe.  

Surely the fascinating geometry contained within it was worth exploring, if I 

were not imagining it.  
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Light molecule – all that is or can be. 
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I wasn't sure whether he had been my imagination playing tricks on 

me or not.  It certainly was a night for imaginary wanderings. 

Merlin, still glowing a pale green-white, came hurrying over to me 

and put his hand on my shoulder. 

"Talli.  Oh my dear, how very blessed you are among men.  Do you 

yet appreciate Who it was that was standing on your right shoulder?" 

"You mean the green man?" 

"Yes, my dear.  The Green Man.  Our great Planetary Being, our Star 

Lord, that Heavenly Man Who is the Divinity responsible for the Planet 

Earth!  He often takes the form of the Earth Mother, Ceridwen.  We would 

have invoked Him and His Divine Brother/Sisters had we failed, but we 

succeeded.  And now I see we had a very special kind of help.  And He gave 

you His Divine Blessing!  The blessing of the Seal of Spirit, no less!  How 

wonderful."  Merlin was unnaturally excited, and it was contagious.  "Now I 

know I was right to bring you.  Come and meet the Lords of the Sun." 

So he escorted me around and introduced me to them all, without 

words.  And I heard their greetings with my heart instead of my head, and 

felt that I was truly blessed to meet these Beings who seemed to 

communicate through Light and colour with God Himself.  The inspiration 

that filled me, the yearning to know more of God's Wonders, is with me still.  

But I shall never forget who it is that deserves my gratitude, for that is 

singular:  Merlin.  Merlin of the many wonders.  Merlin the Prince, the 

Prophet, the Wizard.  Myrddin, Pen Beirdd.  Merlin, Arch Druid.  Myrddin 

of the Hollow Hills.  These were the Merlins that the world knew.  But the 

Merlin who was now Lord of the Sun, quietly holding the welfare of this 
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land in his magical hands, standing here in all his shining glory . . . , this 

Merlin, was mine. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Chapter Seventeen 

Consequences and Sightings 

 

As we were riding back to Woodhenge after the Sun Lords had 

returned home, I felt as if I were riding on the stars, instead of my poor, 

weary horse Pollux.  I felt as light as the air itself.  What a privilege it had 

been to witness such divine doings.  Blessed were the eyes who had seen it, 

and mine did feel very blessed.  And the broader picture of all that was 

happening at Stonehenge, Woodhenge, and Castlerigg simultaneously 

painted visions of a giant Maypole, ribbons spread around our planet, 

reaching to where?  The Sun?  And if our Sun were the Maypole and Earth 

was only the green coloured spoke of our Solar System, where did the cone 

of light reach when it beamed up from the Sun?  Was our Sun just one 

colour in an even Greater Wheel?  The depth of God's Infinity loomed larger 

than my brain could assimilate. 

"Merlin, if Castlerigg must coordinate this effort in the Winter half of 

the year, who coordinates had it been the Summer half?" I asked. 

"There is a place in Dumnonia, or Cornwall, near St. Just, where 

stands the Tregeseal stone circle, Talli, used for the Arch Druidic rituals.  
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We could use the Gorsedd circle of Boscawen-un at St. Buryan, near Land’s 

End instead if needed.  You see, the teleportation process is very delicate, 

and requires the same stabilisation, or balance, as the Talisman provides for 

ley lines.  To make things more complicated, it is the ley lines themselves 

that are the source of all our Power.  I shouldn't say Source, for that is not 

really true.  They are the supply of energy, the means.  The gods are the 

Source of all energy and Power.  But in this instance, the energy supply that 

does the transporting was itself disturbed, making it a bit tricky, thus 

needing the additional stabilisation even more." 

 

By the time we had reached Woodhenge, the Bards were already 

changed and the Faerie Strings unstrung.  Most of the Bards had returned to 

Durrington Camp.  Gwyndolyn returned to Merlin the bag of strings which 

he again attached to his saddlebag.  Gwyn rode behind me on Pollux, as 

Bards always walked between the Camp and Woodhenge, and had no 

horses. 

Merlin said nothing during the ride, nor did we.  It seemed the 

enchantment of the evening still held us captive.  As we neared the Camp, I 

heard Merlin's mind send the words to Gwyn, "A heartfelt thanks, Gwyn.  

Well done."  She only nodded.  The Bards were already in their beds, but 

Merlin did thank them all the next morning before we left. 

 

Back at Avebury only Rhys was watching out for us, tension in his 

stance.  Obviously Merlin had seen fit not to send him the news that all was 

well. 
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Merlin did raise him from his knees with the blessing of "Peace", but 

said nothing else until we three were behind the closed door of Rhys' office. 

Merlin sat in Rhys' chair while Rhys fidgeted and paced before him 

waiting for the bad news. 

"Well?" Merlin asked simply.  

"I know not, my Lord Merlin.  I have been unable to determine how 

Owain gained access.  Is the danger past then?" 

"It is," Merlin replied. 

A moment or two passed while Rhys sighed in relief.  Then he seemed 

to realise that silence meant the consequences were at last upon him.  He 

stopped pacing and stood straight to face Merlin. 

"I do take full responsibility, my Lord", Rhys offered. 

"No more than you should do, Rhys.  You knew the importance of 

The Talisman of Power."  Merlin spoke quietly, but firmly, resolution in his 

tone.  "I am not accusing you of negligence, Rhys, only failure.  

Unfortunately, responsibility carries the consequences for failure as it carries 

the reward for success.  The Cosmic Pendulum swings.  Cosmic Justice will 

always win." 

"I am prepared for the consequences, Master.  I am yours to 

command," Rhys said. 

"I am not going to punish or humiliate you, Rhys, but I do think it is 

time for a change.  I was unhappy with several things, the other being your 

failure to obey my order to stay inside when Uther visited.  However, I need 

a good man to bring order to the Ovates at our Avalon Healing College in 

Glastonbury.  You know as much about the herbalistic healing and 

philosophy studied there as any Druid alive.  You also are an excellent 
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leader, Rhys.  No one at all but the three of us in this room know what 

happened concerning The Stone, and I intend that it remain that way." 

"Thank you, Merlin," Rhys replied. 

"I suggest you take today to tidy up your loose ends here, and leave 

first thing in the morning for the Glass Isle.  I will do any explaining 

necessary." 

"Yes, my Lord," Rhys submitted, his focal point now on his feet. 

"Rhys, this is not a demotion.  Your status there will be equal to here.  

You will be the Chief of that College and have absolute authority under me.  

Your responsibilities will be very similar, just different subjects to organise," 

Merlin reassured. 

"Yes, Master.  It shall be as you wish.  Who shall be my successor 

here?" Rhys asked. 

"Dai." 

"Good choice.  I have groomed him for the position already," Rhys 

pointed out. 

"Yes."  Merlin's tone portrayed finality, leaving little Rhys could say.  

It was a challenge to his objectivity. 

"Thank you, Master.  I beg your leave now.  I have much to do." 

Merlin nodded.  Rhys opened the door and walked out, but Merlin 

stayed.  Dai was waiting on a bench just outside the door. 

"Come in, Dai," Merlin called. 

"Good morning, Master."   Dai kneeled. 

"Peace, Dai," Merlin said.  "Sit down".  Dai sat. 

"I have called you here to offer you the post of Chief of this College," 

Merlin said. 
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Dai gasped, but said nothing. 

"I am sending Rhys to the Glastonbury College to sort out their 

problems of disorder.  A good man is needed there now.  Their previous 

chief died some months back, but I was waiting for the right inspiration to 

decide who could take it over.  The previous chief, Gavin, was elderly and 

somewhat slack in his later years.  Rhys will be like a breath of fresh air to 

the place, a spring cleaning.  But of course that leaves his place here vacant.  

What do you say?" 

"Master, I feel very honoured," Dai began, "but do you truly feel I am 

ready for the responsibility?" 

"Yes, Dai.  I do." 

"Then I would consider it a privilege to serve The Order in this 

capacity," Dai acknowledged. 

"Good.  We shall hold your investiture tonight before Rhys leaves in 

the morning." 

That night Dai was invested with great ceremony into the position of 

Chief of Avebury College of Alchemy.  Since Avebury was the major 

Druidic college of all the twelve colleges, this placed Dai as the highest 

ranking Chief in the Druid Order, and I couldn't have been more pleased 

with Merlin's choice. 

The next morning Merlin spent three hours after Rhys left explaining 

all the secret information, including the existence of the Talisman of Power, 

to Dai.  Merlin never mentioned Rhys' failure nor Owain's breech of 

security.  Merlin did, however, say he had been considering a more 

foolproof method of protecting The Stone, since he felt the single lock was 

insufficient. 
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Out of his pocket Merlin produced a clear quartz crystal about the size 

of a chestnut. 

"Dai, I want to try a new idea.  I am going to try and code our imprint 

into the matrix of this crystal and affix it to the casket as a lock.  Then only 

you and I can open it through our own peculiar telepathic key," Merlin 

stated. 

He and Dai sat before the crystal in deep focus for quarter of an hour, 

then Merlin took the crystal and placed it on the joining of lid with box.  As 

it touched the wood, a violet fire exploded around it and it seemed to fuse 

into the wood itself, half above and half below the joining.  Then the fire 

faded and left the crystal deeply embedded into both halves of the casket, a 

perfect fit. 

"There, that is done," Merlin said.  "But we had better test it before I 

go, just to be certain.  Formulate the key with your mind, Dai.  Let's see if it 

works." 

Dai closed his eyes again, and after a moment the lid popped up 

leaving the crystal still embedded in the bottom half. 

"Good.  Very good.  Now lock it again," Merlin ordered, closing the 

lid. 

It took Dai only moments to secure the lock once more. 

"Good.  It works," Merlin said.  Then he looked at the crystal and 

blinked.  The lid clicked open.  He closed it and blinked again.  It was 

locked tight.  "Talli, try to open it, any way you can." 

So I tried to pry the lid up, but it was fixed fast.  Then I tried to 

visualise the lock coming free as I had seen it do.  Nothing.  It seemed as 

foolproof as Merlin wished. 
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"Now I'll show you where it is kept, Dai."  Merlin took him to the 

hiding place behind the bars and replaced the casket. 

"The Stone is safe enough now, Dai," Merlin said, and smiled, as he 

handed Dai the key. 

"My Lord, one learns something new everyday," said Dai, and smiled 

back.  "God's wonders never cease to amaze me." 

And Merlin's . . . I thought silently. 

 

After Merlin left, it seemed as if he had left a void behind, and I 

missed him more than usual.  He had only been gone an hour or two, and I 

felt very alone.  It was probably the anti-climax of all that had happened 

during the past twelve hours.  After all, it would take quite a miracle to top 

that one.  But it seemed like attracts like. 

"I missed you last night in Jupiter House, Talli."  Govan came up to 

me outside the Great Hall before dinner, also looking very lonely without 

Owain to supervise. 

"Nice of you to notice, Govan.  Merlin took me to Woodhenge to 

spend the night.  Ever been to Woodhenge?" I asked. 

"No, Talli.  I have heard many wonderful things about their efforts at 

weather control, though.  Is it true?" asked Govan. 

"Oh yes.  It's true.  Believe it, Govan.  It seems quite miraculous." 

"Oh, I'm sure it is, almost.  They say anything is possible.  And I am 

sure there is very strong magic not only in their ritual, but also in the one 

necessary to make their 'all-weather harp strings'," Govan informed. 

"You must be right, because it certainly can change the weather.  I 

saw it," I said. 
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"But that's not the only thing it can do, Talli.  Did you know The Harp 

can play other music and do all sorts of magical things?" he asked. 

"Oh?  What sort of things?" 

"Well, it is used to send healing power to places near and far.  If there 

is a drought, or a flood, or even an earthquake, the Bards have a special 

selection for each function.  And it is a great weapon in times of war.  I have 

heard it sends lightning bolts and fire at an enemy, as well as storms, high 

winds, or even earthquake.  It can create or heal nearly any natural disaster.  

Rumour has it that they can create an army of demons to fight any army that 

attacks them!" 

"No, Govan.  I had not heard about all that.  It certainly is miraculous 

if it can do all that." 

"The best thing of all, Talli, is that it can summon The Green Man, 

some say." 

"Oh?  Why would anyone want to?" I asked warily now, wondering 

exactly how much of the real truth was common knowledge or gossip. 

Govan laughed.  "Don't you even know about the legend of The Green 

Man, Talli?" he asked, incredulous. 

"No, I suppose not." 

"Well, The Green Man brings fertility.  He is the god of fertility.  

Fertility of the land, so the crops will grow.  Fertility of the brides so they 

will be blessed with many children.  He is the symbol for male potency, 

Talli.  The man's man, you see?" 

"Hmmm.  And what about female potency, Govan?  Surely The Green 

Man belongs to women too?" 
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"Only for the babies he can bring.  Don't you ever remember seeing 

artistic images of him surrounded by beautiful nymphs all swooning at his 

feet?" Govan asked. 

"It doesn't sound to me like a realistic image of him at all, Govan.  

Rather one painted for men, by men.  And you know The Druid Order 

believes women are equal to men in all things, both honour and privilege.  

Surely a more accurate image of The Green Man would somehow include 

Ceridwen, The Earth Mother, and symbolise life itself rather than male 

sexuality?" 

"I see your point, Talli, and I think I agree.  But the common folk 

have made him into a male hero who conquers virgins by the score.  He 

represents masculine courage and prowess, fearlessness and muscular 

strength.  Attractiveness to women, thus sexuality.  At least the men have 

made him so, but the women have obviously let them," Govan pointed out. 

"Yes, but the key word here is common.  The common folk also think 

Woodhenge is a folly for musically inclined Druids.  They have no idea of 

the wonders of that Great Harp.  So surely it is up to us to rise above 

common, and reason the true significance of The Green Man?" I asked. 

"Reason doesn't enter into it.  The answer will never be found through 

reason," Govan answered. 

"What then, faith?" I asked. 

"No, Talli.  Magic.  Those that summon him could answer, if they 

would," he replied. 

"Perhaps those Bards who summon him don't know what it is they do?  

What if they never see him when they summon him?" I ventured. 

"Oh, that doesn't sound too likely.  Why don't you ask Merlin?" 
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"Perhaps I will one day.  But I think I know what he would say."  I 

smiled at him sympathetically. 

"Well, what do you think?" Govan asked. 

"I think he would say The Green Man image is but one half of a 

sexless Divinity.  And Ceridwen is the missing half.  He would say that 

neither have potency without the other, so sex is not the heart of the image.  

Life is.  The duality of life, maybe, but life in all its complex simplicity.  

God.  The Green Man is the symbol for this entire planet, of the nurturing 

principle which in itself is feminine.  He represents the continuation and 

evolution of Spirit Embodied.  He is male and he is female.  He is both and 

neither.  He is this planet's mentor for evolution of The Spirit.  A fertile 

stage where The Spirit can play.  He is symbolically a feminine image, since 

he receives The Spirit into Matter, and provides the fertility in which It can 

grow.  The Spirit Itself would represent the male factor, even as does the 

Sun which fertilises this green planet with its rays.  As Stonehenge appears 

to represent fertilisation by the Sun of the Earth, it is really rebirth of the 

Spirit, the dawn of light, Enlightenment, that is celebrated.  Everything The 

Druids teach point to this conclusion, don't you think?" 

Govan sighed, resignedly.  "Talli, you are so much younger than me, 

but I know Truth when I hear it.  No wonder Merlin has chosen you to serve 

him." 

"We both serve the gods.  Even as you.  The trick is to be aware that 

we are serving the gods, and how." 

Govan laughed.  "Yes, teacher.  And I pity the teacher who attempts 

to teach you anything." 
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"So let us go in and eat instead," I replied.  We both laughed and 

walked into the Great Hall together. 

 

In spite of Rhys leaving for Glastonbury, Dai resumed my tutorial 

even though he had new demands on his schedule.  It meant many 

interruptions during a given day, but he was determined to finish what he 

started. 

"Talli, you once asked me Merlin's status.  Now that you finally know 

he is Arch Druid, how do you feel about that?" 

"Well, I'm more proud of him than ever, of course.  I only wish he had 

felt like he could trust me enough to tell me before I heard the words from 

Rhys," I replied. 

"Has it changed your relationship with him to know his status?" Dai 

asked. 

"No.  Certainly not.  Well, yes, maybe it has.  He seems to be more 

willing to confide in me now." 

"Good!  Then it's time you examine what you just said.  You implied 

Merlin withheld the information because he didn't trust you." 

"That's the way I felt at the time, Dai, in spite of what he said when I 

found out," I answered. 

"Which was?" 

"He told me it wasn't a matter of trust, just that he didn't want me to 

view him as a god.  How humorous that was!  I remember choking to 

contain my laughter." 
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"I understand, Talli.  I view him as a god also.  But the important 

thing for you now to examine is those feelings you had that deceived you 

into thinking Merlin didn't trust you," Dai stated. 

"But he deceived me, Dai!" 

"Ah.  Did he actually tell you a lie?" 

"No." 

"Did he hold back anything of his Art in your training process?" 

"No.  He gave what time allowed, but of course there is still more to 

come, again when time allows," I said. 

"All right, Talli.  Think about that.  He is giving you all he has, all that 

makes him exceptional.  He is also giving you potentially dangerous 

information.  Dangerous were you not the good person you are." 

"Yes, that's true." 

"Then surely you can see there is no doubt whatsoever about him 

trusting you?" Dai asked. 

"When you put it like that, well of course he trusts me," I answered in 

dismay. 

"All right, what we are left with is the fact that your feelings were hurt 

because he didn't tell you, didn't volunteer the information.  Feelings, Talli.  

Emotion.  Emotions deceive when they over-react.  That is the point I am 

trying to make.  The Order teaches objectivity, and values it above most 

things.  That is because emotion, or subjectivity nearly always leads one to 

false conclusions.  That is why we put such emphasis on becoming 'The 

Observer'.  You must just accept what you see.  Not judge.  Judgement is for 

God." 

"Yes, I see, Dai." 
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"Like the mistake of judging anything or anyone in God's Creation 

because you don't know the whole picture, you must try never to judge 

Merlin for the same reason.  You must try not to add that burden to his 

others." 

"I shall try," I said, ashamed. 

"Now, since you sat in on my briefing from him to prepare me for 

Chief, I assume he has begun to tell you what his function is?" 

"Yes." 

"And do you feel he has told you most of it?" asked Dai. 

"No.  Merlin never tells all, not even to me." 

"And that hurts you, doesn't it?" 

"Yes." 

"Time and patience, Talli.  That is the key.  Time enough to allow his 

schedule to come around to it, and patience enough to wait until his time 

comes.  Merlin does a lot for The Druid Order you know, Talli.  It is a 

constant process, probably more than even he realises anymore.  You know 

the structure, how large it is, yes?" 

"No." 

Dai sighed.  "Well, Talli.  I can help a little.  There are twelve colleges 

in various sizes scattered around the country, each specialising in a different 

subject, or several subjects.  Merlin keeps in telepathic contact with all heads 

of these, and fills positions, makes decisions, or takes corrective action as 

needed.  You already know The Order has three circles, Bards or poet-

musicians, Ovates or herbalist-Seers, and Druids or Wise Ones.  It spreads 

across both a very large geographical and subject area.  At present there are 

over 60,000 students to be managed.  Just as each stone circle is built on the 
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plan of one particular planet's magic square, each college teaches subjects 

associated with a zodiacal sign, its house, and its ruling planet." 

"Merlin also keeps in touch and coordinates the thirty-one Chiefs of 

the various branches, or Groves, as we call them.  They aren't all teaching 

institutions, but some overlap with the Colleges.  Some don't, like 

Woodhenge.  It is the Advanced Bardic College, but holds no Grove 

meetings.  There are three major seats in this country for Groves.  Caerleon, 

Caer Troia the Romans called Londinium, and Caer Evroc also called York.  

Those are more like major governing organisations, as well as the basic 

spiritual development centres." 

"However, all Groves are minor governing organisations, as you 

know.  We are proud of being the Wise Men, the Law Givers, the judges and 

jailers, or defenders, of a community, as well as the teachers and spiritual 

guides.  And not only do we preserve civilisation through that administrative 

function, but we also preserve and develop the finer artistic side - music, 

literature, poetry, art, sculpture.  The scientific colleges are fewer, especially 

like this one at Avebury, but we are gaining in strength in this area every 

year.  Especially in medicine.  Glastonbury is worlds ahead in herbal 

healing.  But our major function remains, above all, development of the 

Spirit, the Higher Self.  So you see, Merlin is a very busy man.  You must 

remember you are not his only responsibility," Dai added soberly. 

"I had no idea it was so vast, Dai.  I really didn't.  Just think of the 

time Merlin must need to spend each day in telepathy alone!" 

"Exactly," Dai finished. 

"Dai, thanks for all of this." 
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"You are very welcome, Talli.  It is a pleasure to teach someone who 

is serious about this work, unlike some." 

 

As I was walking back to Jupiter House, I spotted two riders on the 

rise a mile or so away.  One was the same that I had seen before, for I saw 

the intermittent white of his cloak flapping in the wind once again.  The 

other rider was smaller, like a boy.  They were doing no apparent harm, just 

sitting there, so once again I dismissed the discomfort I felt about them.  

'Time enough to develop my intuition to a point of accuracy', I thought.  'For 

now, I'll just ask Merlin.'



 

 

 

 

Chapter Eighteen 

Darkness Threatens 

 

Friday finally arrived, and Merlin rode in shortly before the dinner 

bell. 

An hour earlier the three Welsh Bards had returned from their trip to 

Uther, unsuccessful, as I had feared.  Oh well, things happen as and when 

the gods will have it so, Merlin had once said.  They must either await their 

time, or cling to the old adage, 'Where one door closes, another opens.' 

Talhaearn sat beside me and we discussed harping and the work he 

was doing.  He also had a keen interest in composition, after I admitted to a 

modest repertoire of my own.  After a short while, Talhaearn invited me to 

The Druid's Isle for the annual Eisteddfod assembly of Bards, or 'Gorsedd 

Beirdd of Yns Prydein', and to my amazement, Merlin agreed.  This was a 

bardic competition to decide the winner of the title, 'Pencerdd', or Pen 

Beirdd.  The winner then held the bardic chair for the "Chief of Songs", until 

supplanted by superior talent. 

Talhaearn was delighted to look forward to the current Pen Beirdd, 

Merlin, being present to preside over the competition.  This made up to some 

degree the failure to win Uther's support. 
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I was pleased at my new found friend, and the prospect of a highly 

charged cultural gathering.  But most of all, I looked forward to a time when 

Merlin and I could spend a concentrated amount of time on bardic talents, 

still my favourite subject. 

I was curious to see Merlin at his best on the harp.  He had not won 

the title Pen Beirdd without just cause, but I had yet to see him when he was 

seriously performing. 

I had told Talhaearn about meeting Aneirin.  How could one talk of 

harping and not mention Aneirin, after all?  And I eagerly anticipated a play-

off between Merlin and Aneirin in all seriousness.  That could prove to be 

the high point of my life. 

 

As we were leaving the Great Hall after the others left us, Merlin 

stopped me. 

"Talli, today I have an important reason for being here." 

"Oh?  Which is?" 

"I am concerned for your safety.  I want to be here for your 

protection." 

"Protection!  Oh, Master, I am in no danger here," I chuckled, not 

really taking him seriously. 

"Maybe not at present, Talli, but he is bound to think of you as my 

Achilles heel eventually." 

"Who is 'he', Merlin?"  He was not joking. 

"At Giant's Dance, I have made an enemy.  He is a magician of the 

Black Arts, very learned in the darkest secrets of the Far and Middle East," 

said Merlin. 
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"But why should he wish us harm, Master?" 

"I broke up his magic ritual one night when he thought to possess 

Giant's Dance for his dark practices, and now he wants vengeance," Merlin 

replied. 

"But Merlin, the Dance belongs to the Crown, everyone knows that," I 

said. 

"Yes, Talli.  But he doesn't.  He had made it his own since we were 

last there.  When I first arrived there from Ireland, I noticed at once the aura 

of evil that he had created.  Must have prepared it for weeks.  Before I would 

place the Altar Stone that I brought from Ireland, the 'heart' of Ireland, I 

performed my own little ritual to purify the place.  So he knows I also have 

Power.  He has tried many spells and much sorcery to get to me, but he has 

failed.  I don't think he is accustomed to failing, for at this point he is 

furious, and filled with hatred.  And I feel sure it will spill over to you.  He 

isn't done yet." 

"Merlin, it is time I shared your burdens.  What shall I do?" 

"Nothing, my son, except avoid him.  Be aware.  His magic is nothing 

to be laughed off.  He is very deadly.  And even with all your new-found 

knowledge, you are no match for him.  He functions on a level much lower 

than any you have encountered.  So guard your back, and if anything 

untoward happens, tell Dai about it, and send me the message.  But most of 

all do not leave this housing area alone for anything at all.  Unless with me, 

of course." 

"Yes, Master.  Now that I know.  Come to think of it, I did see a 

suspicious character the morning after Ambrosius died. And again yesterday.  

But it was probably nothing." 
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"Tell me, Talli.  Anything at all might be important . . . a stranger, an 

unnatural occurrence of any kind, could be lethal for you." 

So I told him of the stranger on the horse standing on the hill in the 

distance as Dai and I rode through the rain to Woodhenge, and of the pair 

from yesterday. 

"So he has a helper now, does he?  Describe the larger one, Talli." 

"He was too far away to see, my lord, and it was raining, after all.  I 

could see the black hooded cape, and flicker of white in the wind, but not a 

face.  And there really is nothing to tell.  He stood perfectly still there on the 

hill.  He just seemed to be observing us, that's all.  Truly, I could not see a 

threat." 

"Now listen to me, Talli.  From that close he could burn you to 

cinders through mind-power alone, if he had wanted.  Have you forgotten 

the wild fire that I taught you to create?" 

"No.  I guess it just did not occur to me that someone would use 

something like that to destroy another human being," I mused. 

"Well this man would.  Or worse.  Maybe drive you into sudden 

madness.  Perhaps influence Dai to turn on you and kill you.  Who knows?  

But it does sound like Saimon, Talli.  He always wears a black cape, with 

white silk lining.  So now my warning must be twice as insistent.  

Understand?" 

"Yes, of course.  I shall need no reminders, my lord." 

"Good.  Then I'll say no more now." 

 

The next day was Saturday, and since there were no classes, Merlin 

and I went for a walk among the stones.  We sat on the grass next to one of 
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the megaliths, and I told him all about my fascination with Woodhenge.  Part 

of the way through our conversation he stopped me. 

"Silence, Talli."  I stopped talking immediately.  After a few moments 

of silence he said, "Nevermind.  Go on, Talli." 

I had forgotten what I was telling him.  "Merlin, what is it that 

distracted you?" 

"It was nothing, my dear.  My imagination is overactive, that is all." 

"You think that man is here, don't you Master?" 

He held up his hand in a halting gesture, but did not answer 

immediately.  Then he stood up and gave me a hand. 

"He is here," he said. 

We looked around the field of stones, but saw no one.  Merlin nodded 

his head slightly toward a spot in the wood beyond the clearing.  "He's over 

there, hidden in the trees." 

I looked, but could see nothing.  But worse, I could sense nothing, yet 

I knew Merlin must be right. 

"Let's return to the house now, Talli.  We aren't looking for trouble." 

"As you say, my lord, except . . ." 

"Except, Talli?" 

"Except it seems we should go find him and order him to leave." 

"No!"  Merlin pushed me gently ahead of him and we walked briskly 

back across the field.  When we reached the House of the Sun, Merlin 

motioned me in.  He never stopped until he reached the door to Dai's office.  

His knock was answered quickly when Dai opened the door. 

"Oh, Merlin.  Master, I was just coming to find you.  I . . ." 
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"Silence, Dai.  We must consult."  It wasn't a request, it was a 

command.  Dai looked confused for an instant, but hurried to comply. 

"Sit, Dai," Merlin commanded, and shoved a chair at him, stopping 

just short of hitting him with it. 

When we sat, Merlin remained standing and paced as he talked. 

"We have a very serious problem at hand". 

"What problem, Master?  I know of no . . . ," Dai began. 

"Silence," Merlin again commanded more firmly, almost shouting.  It 

was then I realised I was seeing something I had never seen before, and 

would probably never see again.  Merlin was afraid.  This dark man must be 

Evil itself, for I had thought Merlin was afraid of nothing on this Earth.  But 

of course, this Black Art was nothing on this Earth.  Nothing that belonged 

here, at any rate, and it must be nearly as strong as Merlin's White Art.  That 

is why he was filled with fear.  My hand shook a little, and I realised I was 

afraid too. 

"Dai, I regret to be so abrupt, however we have a threat not only to 

Taliesin's safety, but to us all.  In the woods across the other side of the 

stones at this very moment sits an extraordinarily adept Black Magician.  His 

intent is to kill us."  Dai gasped.  "His target is myself, and after me, 

Taliesin.  I believe you know what this means.  His spells and sorcery shall 

encompass everyone in this settlement. 

Dai stood up.  "Excuse me, Master, but I have a teacher that should be 

in here with us for this conversation.  This person was highly trained in 

Black Magic before becoming one of us." 

Merlin considered a moment, "Go on, Dai, we shall wait." 
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After only five minutes of silence, Dai returned.  Behind him, to my 

shock, was Rhiannon looking rigid as ever.  As soon as she heard the subject 

of this meeting repeated, she let her breath out in a deep sigh, and her 

shoulders loosened considerably.  It almost seemed she had been in a 

perpetual state of holding her breath, and now she had finally breathed out.  

She seemed to have met the realisation of her expectations after a long wait. 

Dai explained to Merlin, "Rhiannon was once the High Priestess of all 

Britain and Gaul in the witches cult, Master.  She could be very helpful." 

"Be welcome, Rhiannon.  But," said Merlin, "it is not as simple as 

dealing with mere witches.  This man is from the Middle East.  His Power is 

very strong, and he knows what he is about.  He is deadly, no mistake.  Does 

your experience include the Eastern practices?" 

"Enough", she replied. 

"Good.  Then you are far ahead of us all in this room.  You will be 

very helpful indeed." 

"Master, his name?" she asked. 

"Yes, it is Saimon." 

She gasped and her jaw dropped.  Then she covered her face with her 

hands for a moment, and sighed. 

"You know him?" Merlin enquired. 

She removed her hands and looked up at Merlin.  Her expression was 

tragic.  "Yes, Master.  He is the greatest living sorcerer of the Black Arts.  

His fame is legendary now.  He has never been beaten." 

Merlin looked grave.  "Yes, I reckoned as much.  Still, there is no help 

for it.  Our chances of avoiding his efforts are nil.  So we must make a plan 
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not only for self-defence, but perhaps to meet him head on in an all-out 

confrontation." 

"Forgive me, Master," Rhiannon injected, "but that would be 

madness, and exactly what he would want you to do." 

Merlin sat down.  "What do you suggest? 

"I suggest we have a little gathering of our staff, and perform a few 

rituals of our own.  I know some anti-spell rituals that might help." 

"That is a fine suggestion, Rhiannon, and I second it.  However, it is 

not enough.  This man is beyond normal spells," Merlin said thoughtfully.  

He looked at me.  "If you do not believe that, then take a moment of silence 

to open your minds to receive him," he said to all of us.  "You shall get the 

message." 

So we sat for a few minutes in silence, each concentrating on the 

mysterious and deadly enemy nearby.  After several minutes Rhiannon 

began to shudder.  Dai stood up and paced, beads of perspiration dropping 

from his brow in spite of the autumn chill.  I felt a kind of cold sweep 

through my bones that I had never experienced before. 

Then Rhiannon screamed.  She fell to her knees and clutched her arms 

about her.  "Merlin!  Beware!  The hatred is so strong.  His power is 

tremendous, and you may lose this war.  Not just you.  All of your allies are 

now the target of his wrath.  He plans that we all should die."  She stood 

with Merlin's help, silent then. 

Dai stopped pacing and turned to Merlin.  "We have no evil spell to 

direct upon him equal to his.  Our philosophy, non-agressive as it is, would 

stop us even if we did.  Our safety lies in gathering all here into a meditation 
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that remains strong until he is gone.  If our circle of light is strong enough in 

all minds, he cannot break through." 

"I agree that is what you must do.  Then you will be protected until I 

return with a possible solution," Merlin said calmly. 

"Master?" I asked. 

"Talli, you shall do as Dai says.  Then you will be safe.  I must ride 

back to Bryn Gwydden.  I shall return as quickly as I possibly can, and then 

Saimon may have met his match." 

"Why to Bryn Gwydden, Merlin?  Let me go with you," I said. 

"No, Talli.  You will be safer here with them, and I can travel faster 

alone.  Perhaps Saimon will follow me.  But if not, I shall have what I need 

when I return." 

"What is it that you seek there, Master?" 

"You have not seen it, Talli.  It is a very powerful rod, carved from a 

highly precious gem not found in this country, emerald.  Kynan foresaw a 

time like this when he gave it to me.  He bid me hide it until some distant 

time when it was needed to aid the Force of Light in conquering the Force of 

Darkness.  It is "charged" with Power that has been fed into it over many 

generations of White Adepts.  I call it the Philosopher's Rod, for it is the 

protector of Goodness, Righteousness, and of gentle people everywhere, 

against the likes of that which controls Saimon.  It is hidden in Herne's Cave.  

And go there I must.  So let us call a gathering of everyone now, and setup 

the Circle of Protection to keep you until I return." 
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Dai sent out the word throughout the College that there was to be a 

formal gathering.  Soon all sixty students and the five other teachers had 

assembled in the Great Hall. 

Merlin announced that all should robe up immediately and establish 

the basic exercises of meditation.  He gathered the teachers in Dai's office 

and explained the situation to them as gently as possible while they donned 

robes and headdress also.  He let it be known it was serious, but under 

control at present.  He was trying very hard, I could tell, not to let his fear 

infect them. 

Once everyone was robed, and all had agreed to cooperate with 

whatever steps Merlin deemed necessary, we rejoined the students in the 

Hall.  The chairs had been arranged in a circle, but no one was yet sitting. 

Merlin proceeded to place the symbols at the four corners - a dagger 

for East having a topaz in the hilt for Air; a wand for South having a ruby in 

the handle for Fire; a cup for the West studded with sapphires for Water; and 

a pentacle for North having an emerald in the centre for Earth.  Once in 

place, he closed his eyes, turning the index finger on both hands into their 

respective thumbs forming a circle on each hand to represent the suppression 

of the ego by the conquering of the ego finger or index finger by the thumb.  

He bowed his head in submission and whispered, "Lord of Heaven, Father of 

us all, grant Thy divine power to this Thy humble servant and be with us in 

our hour of need, as well as at the hour of our death".  Then he turned to the 

gathering.  

"Greetings, everyone," said Merlin, holding up both hands in blessing.  

Silence immediately prevailed.  "We are gathered for an unscheduled 

meditation today in order to form the Circle of Protection.  To those of you 
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who do not know, the purpose of the circle is to form an invisible, protective 

shell around all gathered here.  I won't mince words with you, we face a 

powerful enemy nearby, and all of us are in mortal danger." 

General havoc broke out amongst the students, as was expected.  The 

teachers silenced them for Merlin to continue. 

"You know the policy of The Druid is non-agressive.  Our only action 

can be defensive if the enemy attacks, or protective if attack is suspected, as 

is now the case. 

Govan looked at me and raised his eyebrows in question. 

"The attacker lies in the wood to the northeast.  He is a single Black 

Magician from the Middle East named Saimon, and very very skilled.  Don't 

make the mistake of underestimating him because he is only one man.  He 

has Power greater than all of us combined.  I know this from first-hand 

experience.  He could easily annihilate us all if we aren't prepared.  So 

prepare, we must.  Comments, anyone?" 

Govan stepped forward.  "Yes, Master.  Why does he mean us harm?  

Why us?  Has he a motive?" 

"Good question, Govan.  I'm afraid I am responsible.  It began as 

revenge on me for stopping his blood sacrifice of a six year old girl on the 

dark of the moon in The Temple of the Sun."  He paused for the inevitable 

exclamations. 

"But now, since I destroyed all his preparation by my purification of 

the Giant's Dance, he has undertaken revenge on a broader scale.  He now 

intends total destruction of this College, the heart of The Druid Order." 

"What must we do, Master?" asked Govan. 
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"We must build the strongest Circle of Light that is possible to protect 

us.  It must be invincible.  I cannot stress that point strongly enough to you.  

Your lives may depend on it.  I shall perform the Circle Ritual, but it is up to 

each and every one of you to keep the Circle of Light strong with 

undistracted focus.  You are the best of The Druid Order.  You can do it.  

The test will be in the length of time you can sustain it.  It could take hours, 

but be warned, it could take days." 

There was a general outcry at this statement. 

Merlin raised his hands again.  "Any who feel this is too arduous a 

task for them are welcome to leave now, and I wish them much luck in their 

journey to The Otherworld.  For I assure you he will not allow anyone to 

leave this settlement."  He paused and looked slowly around.  No one 

moved. 

"You are all studying the Path of Self-Discipline.  Of mind-control.  

That is all I am asking for your safety now.  And don't forget, focus has its 

own rewards.  Consider this an opportunity that you don't usually get for an 

extended period of meditation.  Who knows?  Some of you may even gain 

Enlightenment!" 

Nearly everyone laughed, and I marveled at the strength of Merlin's 

presence.  Everyone in the room felt it.  He had the control he needed now. 

"So is everyone ready?" 

"Yes."  "Yes."  "Yes," resounded throughout the room from students 

and teachers alike.  No one moved from the spot. 

"Well done," Merlin said, "so sit down and get comfortable.  He lit a 

candle and a stick of incense and placed on a small table beside Dai. 
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Merlin reached behind him and brought out a sword.  He moved to the 

centre of the circle of white-robed figures. 

 

"Relax.  Balance your breathing.  Imagine a circle of light running 

anti-clockwise around us all.  Illuminate your spine.  Establish a strong and 

steady focus in the centre of your brow.  If it breaks, start again." 

He stretched out his arm and white light began to issue from the 

sword.  He turned clockwise in a circle three times slowly, and while he was 

revolving he said: 

 

"I conjure thee, oh circle of power, to be a boundary betwixt the 

realms of men and the realms of the Mighty Ones; a Guardian and 

Protection, to keep out prying eyes, harmfulness, unwholesomeness, and 

darkness of any kind whatsoever.  Wherefore do I bless thee and sanctify 

thee in the name of Cernunnos and Aradia". 

 

Then, while facing EAST, he formed the pentacle with the sword.  

Beginning at the top of the head of the star, he brought the sword in a 

straight line down to the foot on the left.  Up to the hand of the arm on the 

right, then across the arms sideways to the hand on the left.  Down to the 

foot on the right, and back up to the top of the head.  As a last flourish to 

seal the pentacle, he traced again the initial path from the top of the head to 

the foot on the left. 

 

While he did this he was saying . . . . 
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"Ye Lords, ye Guardians of the EAST, of the element AIR, I 

respectfully summon, stir, and conjure thee to witness these rights and 

protect this circle." 

 

He pierced the centre of the pentacle with the glowing sword, brought 

it to his lips, then to his heart centre.  He swept the pointed arm around to the 

SOUTH then formed the pentacle as before, saying . . . . 

 

"Ye Lords, ye Watchtowers of the SOUTH, of the element FIRE, I 

respectfully summon, stir, and conjure thee to witness these rights and 

protect this circle."  

 

and then summoned as before using the exact same words and 

gestures.  Only the opening phrases for each direction differed. 

 

"Ye Lords, ye Guardians of the WEST, of the element WATER, dread 

Lords of death and initiation, I respectfully summon, stir, and conjure thee 

to witness these rights and protect this circle." 

And for the last quarter, 

 

"Ye Lords, ye Guardians of the NORTHERN portal, of the element 

EARTH, oh thou powerful god Boreas and gentle Lady, I respectfully 

summon, stir, and conjure thee to witness these rights and protect this circle. 

" 

 

Swinging the pointed arm back to the EAST, he put the sword away. 
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"You now have only one task, Companions.  Single-minded focus on 

your Circle of Light.  Keep it strong.  Stronger than it has ever been.  Relax . 

. . balance your breathing . . . illumine your spine . . . now concentrate all 

your focus on the Circle of Light that surrounds us.  May God bless us in 

this endeavour." 

I slipped into deep focus quickly.  Immediately I saw the varied hosts 

of unseen helpers he had brought to our aid with the Circle ritual.  I also saw 

the Bards taking their position at the huge Celestial Harp and the wall of 

coloured light that was growing thicker around us by the moment as they 

played their Heavenly Song for our protection. 

Merlin then slipped past me out of the Hall and was gone. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter Nineteen 

Seven Swords 

 

After I had meditated for several hours, I saw an image of The Green 

Man standing at the foot of a stairway.  He was beckoning me to follow 

Him.  I looked up and could see no end to it.  It seemed to disappear into the 

clouds.  When I reached Him, instead of leading me up, he pointed that I 

should go myself.  When I hesitated, he again waved his hand in the figure 

eight, and smiled at me, motioning again that I should go. 

So I began to climb.  After a few steps I turned to look at Him again, 

and He was gone.  I climbed and climbed, endlessly it seemed.  I knew 

intuitively that I was climbing through the Seven Heavens, and as I began 

trying to sort them out in my mind the stairway ended in a massive set of 

double-height oak doors. 
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As I stood there in confusion, they swung open and an ancient Druid 

with a very long white beard ushered me inside.  Around me was a massive 

library, and I noticed a golden plaque above the arched portal that said "Hall 

of Learning".  Inside were many young, happy Druids, scattered around long 

polished tables.  The books and manuscripts were stacked on shelves up far 

higher than I could see.  Leaded windows let in a golden light that bathed the 

room in splendor.  An open door to an adjacent room revealed large golden 

concert harps and music on stands before them.  I knew that I knew each and 

every person there from some previous life or experience, and it felt like 

arriving Home. 

Somewhere someone was singing: 

"Life is a game . . . play it, 

Life is a song . . . sing it, 

Life is a tragedy . . . meet it!" 

 

They all rose to greet me, clasping my hand warmly with a smile.  I 

felt such joy I cannot describe.  As I sat at a table, I noticed a beautiful 

volume open before me.  On it was a picture of The Horned God Cernunnos, 

or Herne, with The Green Man bowing before Him.  In the foreground of the 

picture, off to one side, stood Merlin with his arm around a boy.  It was me!  

The opposite page showed Herne in the background at the edge of a wood, 

and I was riding off with a girl and a babe as in my previous vision, only 

Merlin was waving me off next to Herne.  Far in the distance was a 

magnificent castle.  I laughed and laughed joyously, for it had all been 

written long ago.  This volume was my life and it was all a game!  My whole 

life was just one volume in The Hall of Learning, one of many of my lives.  
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And the splendid Truth that was now revealed to me was that throughout my 

whole life, all of my lives, there was a fixed and permanent Love all around 

me, everywhere I could see.  Somehow it seemed so ridiculous that I should 

forget that Truth when incarnated into mortal birth. 

Just as I was musing on the Contact with which I felt so blessed, I 

heard Merlin's voice in my head as clear as if he were next to me, "It's all 

right, Talli.  Saimon has followed me.  The danger to you and the College is 

past for now.  Tell Dai to close the Circle." 

Instead of feeling relieved, I felt doubly concerned for Merlin, alone 

against that monster.  Suddenly, but reluctantly, I was propelled back to the 

College at Avebury.  I closed down my seven coloured lamps, or Chakras, 

and came out of focus. 

Still feeling the Contact from before, I silently transmitted to Dai the 

message that we were safe now.  He opened his eyes and looked at me, 

smiling.  I guess it spoke volumes of his trust in me that he nodded, got up 

and retrieved the sword, and proceeded to the centre of the Circle. 

 

"Companions, slowly return to your body now . . .  Close down your 

focus . . .  Extinguish your seven lamps one at a time from the crown down . 

. . .  The danger is past," Dai said. 

He lifted the sword and faced the East, tracing the pentacle in reverse 

for the banishing ritual.  From left toe to top of head, to right toe to left hand.  

Across to right hand, back to left toe, and up with a sealing flourish to top of 

head a second time.  All the while he was saying: 

 

"Ye Lords, ye Guardians of the EAST, we thank you for  
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guarding our circle and witnessing these rites, and 'ere you depart to 

your fine and wondrous land, I respectfully wish you hail and farewell." 

 

After repeating the same to SOUTH, WEST, and NORTH ending in 

the EAST, he put the sword away and declared the Circle closed. 

The sword did not radiate light for Dai, as it had for Merlin.  I wanted 

to ask Dai about Merlin's telesmatic manifestations, but decided against 

doing so.  It might seem to Dai that I was pointing out his shortcomings.  

Better ask Merlin instead. 

Usually after a meditation, everyone is eager to talk to each other and 

discuss their visions.  This was an exception.  Perhaps because it had been so 

lengthy, or because of the very nature of its necessity, the gathering was 

subdued.  Many went to Dai to ask why the danger was past.  The first time 

the question was asked Dai looked across the crowd at me questioningly.  I 

transmitted to him that Saimon had followed Merlin, and he smiled and 

waved his thanks.  Maybe I could get used to this mind-talk after all. 

By my reckoning, we had only meditated three, four hours at most.  

And it proved a pleasant enough exercise.  But I began thinking of when it 

really may be necessary to do it for days, and I feared for the consequences 

of human frailty.  I am sure I could not sustain a meditation unbroken for 

days.  And I didn't really believe anyone here was capable of much better.  

Poor Merlin.  Once again it was up to him and him alone to find a solution.  

I could only hope Kynan had truly tipped the scales in Merlin's favour. 

I wandered out into the night to contemplate.  It seemed right to close 

my eyes once again to regain that floating feeling.  "Herne, oh Horned One, 

Cernunnos of the Forest . . . if you are truly ever with me, then walk the 
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woods with my master tonight and lend Your aid to his efforts to conquer 

the Dark One." 

I opened my eyes and was not surprised to see a glowing horned 

figure standing at the edge of the northeast wood. 

 

When Merlin had only been gone about 24 hours, a sudden uneasiness 

took hold of me.  It was nearing bedtime, and I was walking back to Jupiter 

House.  I looked up at the sky, but no stars were visible.  I opened up to let 

in whatever was pressing on my mind. 

Before me Merlin was sitting at a campfire.  Castor was tethered not 

far away for the night, but he was stomping and snorting nervously.  Merlin 

had not noticed.  He was meditating, judging by the stillness of his position.  

A fully warded dome of protective light enclosed him.  He was sitting in the 

heart of a grove of beech trees far from any human settlement as I would 

have expected.  I saw Saimon a few yards away, just out of Merlin's range of 

vision.  He held a flaming torch and was setting fire to a tall tree.  His 

apprentice was doing the same on the opposite side of Merlin.  Another two 

unknown men were copying the actions on the other two sides, covering all 

four points.  I called out Merlin's name telepathically, but he did not hear. 

The trees were catching fire rapidly now, as they moved in a circle 

around Merlin performing their evil task.  Still Merlin did not move nor take 

notice.  In what seemed only a moment the circle of fire was complete, and 

my master was truly in mortal danger.  Doubly so, for an unnatural wind had 

risen and was blowing the fire into an ever smaller circle towards Merlin. 

"Master!  Merlin!"  I shouted with my mind.  "Wake up!  Danger!  

Fire!  Oh please wake up!" 
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His eyes flew open and he looked around at his precarious position.  

He stood and raised both arms, looking into the night sky, then twirled 

around and around as in a dance.  One at a time the fires of the burning trees 

were extinguished, as if responding in an orderly sequence.  I saw Saimon 

and his apprentice rushing away to their horses in the distance, not noticing, 

leaving Merlin to certain death by fire, so they thought! 

When all the fires were good and truly dead, Merlin sent, "Thanks, 

Talli.  It's fine now.  Don't worry." 

'Right,' I thought.  'Simple!'  But I only replied, ‘I'm glad.  Sleep well 

and keep safe.’ 

"Goodnight, Talli." 

"Goodnight, Master." 

 

For the next three days life resumed some semblance of normality.  

There was no sign of threat from Saimon or anyone, so classes resumed.  

But since Merlin had not returned, a cloud of tension hung just below the 

surface of everyone's mind, and the atmosphere was still very subdued. 

Mid-afternoon on Friday Merlin returned.  He looked tired and travel-

worn, but unharmed.  I could only say a quick prayer of thanks to Herne, 

who I felt had kept him safe. 

Classes were abandoned immediately, as there was no hope of 

keeping the gathering away from Merlin.  He walked up to me with an ever-

growing crowd surrounding him, which included Dai.  I noticed the usual 

blessings and greetings had been temporarily forgotten in the excitement.  

All ears were tuned for his every word. 
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"Well, Talli, I am back in one piece, as you can see.  And I had no 

direct confrontation with Saimon along the way.  Perhaps the danger is 

past," Merlin said. 

"Do you believe it to be so, Master?" I asked. 

Merlin hesitated, looking around at the crowd.  "No, Talli.  Not really.  

I believe he is waiting for the right opportunity, that is all." 

A gasp resounded throughout the students.  Merlin held up his hand, 

and addressed them. 

"Listen all of you.  I have decided that it is time for Talli and me to 

leave you.  Saimon will surely follow us, thus removing the danger from this 

College." 

Dai frowned and touched Merlin's arm.  "Don't you think you should 

utilise our combined help in combating this evil?" 

"No, Dai.  I have the means here," he patted his satchel, "to deal with 

Saimon." 

"Well, my Lord, if that's what you want," Dai said, "who am I to 

question?"  He grinned widely. 

"Yes, Dai, that is the only right solution."  He turned to me.  "Go 

ahead and gather your belongings, Talli.  We leave immediately." 

"Yes, Master."  I had but few possessions, so it only took a few 

minutes to return. 

After we were ready, Dai kneeled to Merlin in farewell. 

"May the Gods be with you, Dai", Merlin blessed. 

"And may the Ancient Ones protect you both, my Lord", Dai returned. 

As we mounted Merlin held up his hand to the crowd, who 

immediately knelt before him.  "Peace be with you all", he said. 
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After we rode out of the College, I asked where we were going. 

"We are going north to see an old friend of mine, Talli.  His name is 

Wayland, and he runs a smithy where he fashions quite extraordinary 

swords.  His fame is well known, in fact, a legend throughout the land.  He 

is said to be the Smith of the Gods, a Dwarven Lord.  He is supposed to have 

fashioned Thor's Hammer and Odin's sword.  He doesn't see just anyone, but 

it is said that those in need will still get their horse shod overnight if they 

leave a coin and their horse and return in the morning." 

"Merlin, why do we need a smith at all, much less a magical recluse?"  

I thought perhaps this was another angle in the combat against Saimon. 

He laughed.  "Well, as you know, the Christians have started this 

custom of giving gifts to each other at Winter Solstice, calling them 

'Christmas' presents.  And as you also know, Uther purports the Christian 

doctrine publicly, even though Mithras has always truly been his god." 

"Yes?" 

"I am going to give Uther a Christmas present, Talli.  A sword worthy 

of a king.  And to be worthy, it must come from Wayland, that's all." 

"Oh."  I must admit to puzzlement at the leap from Saimon to Uther, 

although I was greatly impressed by Merlin's undaunted composure. 

We stopped for lunch and Merlin surprised me by insisting on a short 

meditation.  A familiar voice came to me, however this time it was simply in 

my head. 
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“Endeavour.” 

"How rich will be your harvest, for we count endeavour as a thing of 

weight which sets the wheels of time in motion.  And we care not for the 

thing achieved through blind and selfish motives. 

"For each endeavour gives you vision and from vision there is no 

retreat.  For each endeavour gives you weapons welded into shape, and 

though you use them not in this world, in the next you will have the means 

for accomplishment; and therein lies your harvest." 

Define in clear terms, in your own mind, precisely what it is you seek, 

and if a personal thing, an interior state of being which, to maintain its 

existence, must manifest in body, mind and soul - all three must conform else 

there is conflict between them. 

This involves you with the world of circumstance and people.  And it 

requires that you master your environment, establishing harmony within and 

without. 

It never involves anyone else or anything else - only yourself and your 

relationships with your own world.” 

 

Now I knew Who came to me for these lessons, and I felt so honoured 

I could hardly contain myself.  But I had been wrong to imagine Him as 

'mine'.  We, all of us, were 'His'. 

 

After riding north for awhile with no sign of Saimon, we turned east 

along The Ridgeway.  This was an Old Straight Track that followed the high 

ground across the foothills from east to west.  It was much used by travellers 
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and traders alike, some said since the Romans came, but more likely since 

time out of mind. 

It wasn't long before I spied a copse of trees in the distance that 

looked a bit unusual.  The closer we got the more unusual it appeared.  It 

was a perfect circle formed from twelve pairs of trees in perfect symmetry.  

In the centre of this circle was an ancient long-barrow with huge monoliths 

framing the entrance at one end, which was higher and wider than the other 

end, rather like an enlarged arrowhead.  To the east of the barrow was a hut 

from which smoke billowed, and as we rode up I could hear the clanging of 

metal on metal. 

As we dismounted a short, muscular man with black curly hair 

wearing a leather apron came out to greet us with a smile.  His arms were 

larger and somewhat longer in proportion to the rest of his body, and looked 

extremely powerful.  His face was smudged with soot, but the twinkle in his 

eye was very friendly. 

"Merlin," he nodded a brisk greeting.  The aura of strength and power 

that surrounded him gained my instant respect, and one could not expect a 

more humble greeting from such as him, not even for Merlin. 

"Wayland," Merlin nodded in return.  So Merlin believed the legend!  

This was surely two equals greeting each other, who rarely met their equal 

amongst mortal men. 

Wayland looked at me and studied me a moment.  He said nothing at 

all.  A man of few words, obviously.  He turned and walked into the hut, 

with us following in silence. 

I took the cup of mead he offered and sat on the bench next to Merlin.  

While we drank the mead in silence, I studied the room.  It was filled with a 
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hearth and bellows, around which hung various swords and shields of 

extremely fine quality, and other implements of war.  A table held stacks of 

horseshoes and knives, and a few short swords were leaning against it on the 

dirt floor. 

I got the distinct impression he knew exactly why we had come, 

needing no explanation at all.  And Merlin's inclination to silence seemed to 

confirm this.  For some reason this made me uneasy, and I shifted around, 

unable to settle. 

"Taliesin Gwion, son of Gwydion," Wayland said at last in a deep 

rasping voice, "hast thou fear of me?" 

I looked him straight in the eye.  "No, only respect for your work and 

awe of your legend," I answered truthfully, for the former was obvious all 

around me, and the latter had been created by the knowledge of Gwion as a 

name of mine. 

He grunted as if my answer satisfied him, but said no more.  Suddenly 

he got up and put down the empty mead cups on the table, then walked out 

to the entrance of the barrow.  We followed hurriedly behind. 

He plunged into the darkness of the entrance without a pause, and 

came to a stop at the back of the centre chamber in front of another huge 

monolith.  I had noticed two other chambers, one to left and right, but all 

three seemed empty.  This one had a giant stone guarding the wall between it 

and the inside of the barrow.  He lifted it easily out of the way, though I 

would have guessed it would need four strong men to shift it.  He set it aside 

and plunged into the darkness of the barrow interior. 

As we followed, we started abruptly downhill, and I lurched forward 

into Merlin, unsure of my footing.  Merlin reached back with one hand and 
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steadied me, but said nothing.  Wayland hesitated, then lit a torch that was 

mounted on the wall of the passageway.  I was amazed at what I saw.  The 

path led steeply downhill for what seemed a very long way.  As we 

approached the opening to a huge cavern, I could hear the sound of rushing 

water.  A large lake came into view within the cavern, which was a great 

deal larger than Herne's Cave, and a river rushed over rapids to feed that 

lake.  The river had its source high above in a gushing waterfall.  The water 

produced an incandescent glow of green light as it foamed its way into itself. 

Wayland stopped and lit another torch at the water's edge, attached to 

a polished table fashioned from the natural limestone outcrop of the cave's 

formation.  On top of the table were seven swords of magnificent calibre.  

Their blades glistened and sparkled, a silver colour, nearly like a looking 

glass.  Not of the usual iron of normal weapons, but made of some unknown 

material.  I lifted a hand and gingerly touched the shining blade.  Their hilts 

were inset with precious stones which glistened in the firelight.  A cold 

hearth was located not far away with mounted billows, and some very 

strange instruments lay upon it.  Considering the atmosphere, one could be 

forgiven for believing he fashioned them by magic, and that he had indeed 

been here since the creation of Thor's hammer. 

Wayland stood at the table and gestured towards the swords.  Merlin 

examined them each in turn, selecting one for purchase.  Wayland nodded 

and smiled, taking the sword from Merlin and hefting it over his shoulder.  

“Albion”, he smiled as he handed it to Merlin.  “Good choice for a king.  

But not the king, eh, Myrddin Emrys?”  He turned smiling, leaving Merlin 

with a look of confused speculation.   

I was still entranced with the six remaining beautiful swords. 
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“Wayland, pardon me, but could I ask about these others?” 

His laughter sounded like a deep rumbling beneath the earth.  “They 

are not for you, Taliesin Emrys.  At least not yet.” 

As if they were his well-loved children, he stroked each one.  “Morax, 

Solas, Orias, Elidor, Beleth, Flauros…. They are all magic swords embued 

with special powers by the gods.  Each contains and reflects Duality.  Each 

can be wielded for Dark or Light.  Merlin picked Albion, and though it has 

the primary function of divination, military aid is the sub-prime purpose and 

will serve Uther well.”  Merlin could not help his curiosity, even as Taliesin. 

“What are their purposes, Wayland?” he asked. 

Wayland looked pensive a moment, as if deciding whether or not to 

tell.  He stared deep into Merlin’s eyes and then began. 

“Great danger lies in this knowledge, Arch Druid.  So hold thy 

counsel well. 

Elidor is a prophet’s delight, or judgement gone awry, 

Orias to control and banish evil spirits, but is masterless in the end, 

Morax can summon evil spirits or likewise lesser gods, but can 

rebound with death or madness on the maker whether or not of ill intent. 

Beleth enchants any victim, for protection or adversity, 

Flauros is prime wellness or disease maker, his influence, the realm 

of the Beast, 

Solas is for success of Alchemy and creation of magic potions, but his 

sub-prime is necromancy, the dark blood art of fools. 
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They are all fighting swords of exceeding excellence and power, of 

course, but with glory comes grief.  It is the way of things in all but the 

First.” 

 

He started briskly uphill, back the way we came, but he carried Elidor, 

the sword of Prophecy, and Beleth, sword of Protection. 

Once we were back in the hut, Merlin produced a bag of gold and 

handed it to the Smith.  He laughed at the weight of it. 

"This one thou pays for, my friend” he laughed, pointing to Albion.  

But the next thou will have as a gift of the Gods."  He handed Merlin Elidor.  

As a second thought, he picked up Beleth and handed it also to Merlin, now 

holding 3 of the precious swords of Wayland. 

“Is this for the king you mentioned?” Merlin enquired. 

“No, Myrddin.  Elidor is thine own.  Beleth you shall give to Taliesin 

when he is ready.”  I gasped in surprise. 

“There is yet one remaining in antiquity destined for the life you 

envision.  It stands alone and above in power and goodness and is older than 

these meager showings.  It is One.” 

"Oh?"  Merlin's interest increased visibly. 

Wayland laughed again.  "The next was the first and is the last.  The 

Sword of Power, Excalibre.  'Twas the sword of Macsen Wledig, who will 

waken soon.”  He began chanting in a sing song voice:  

“Number One begins the chain 

and One is Nine shall end it, 

but Seven brings the death of he 

whose Power, 'till then, it lends it.” 
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It is nearly time, Enchanter.  Maximus and Excalibre have slept long 

enough.  Maxsen and Kaledfwlch hear no man's song but Time, and that 

time is nigh." 

Merlin was excited by this statement.  "Where will I find Excalibre, 

Wayland?" 

"Thou hast that yet to uncover, Arch Druid.  Time will tell all.  It be 

hidden in the shadows of Time and is thine alone to unearth.  Time hid it and 

Time will find it.  The stars will sing before they fall.  Look to the hills for 

their song."  He twirled around into peals of laughter and would say no more 

about it. 

When we began to walk away Wayland grinned at Merlin, " 'Ware the 

Dark Forces, Arch Druid.  Mind thy back, but ever follow thy Star." 

As we were riding away, he stood and watched us go, lifting his hand 

in blessing when we waved farewell. 

Merlin fell into a deep brooding silence as we rode, so I dared not ask 

all the questions that arose from this bizarre encounter.  As Wayland had 

said, Time would provide the answers.  So I followed Merlin as I always 

would, for I could do no other.  His Path and mine were one. 



 

 

 

 

Chapter Twenty 

Capture 

 

We had been riding in a westerly direction for some time, but as we 

neared Glevum, or Gloucester, Merlin turned northeast instead of continuing 

towards Maridunum. 

"Merlin, it's nearly too dark to travel any further, don't you think?"  

He had been silent the many hours since we left Wayland's Smithy, but as 

the sun had set some time ago and he showed no sign of slowing, I felt I 

must at least question him.  Castor and Pollux were both weary and hungry, 

and kept stumbling into potholes.  Night is no time to be travelling strange 

roads at the best of times.  But with the personification of evil in human 

form following somewhere behind, I began to wonder if Merlin had 

forgotten completely about Saimon. 

"Master, the horses are weary." 

"What?  Oh, yes.  I suppose we had best stop for the night, Talli."  

Merlin drew into a copse of trees, and I breathed a sigh of relief. 
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After we had a fire going and the horses were unsaddled and grazing 

comfortably, Merlin finally broke the silence. 

"Where did you get the food, Talli?" 

"My lord, Dai must have asked the cook to prepare something for us, 

for he slipped it into my belongings before we left Avebury.  I guess he 

thought we needed all the help we could get against Saimon." 

"Oh yes.  Saimon.  I had quite forgotten about him.  We have seen no 

sign of him, have we?" 

"No.  I have kept a vigil as we rode, but have seen no sign of his 

presence.  Maybe he has given up his idea of vengeance." 

"I doubt it, Talli.  But we shall deal with him when needed.  Have no 

fear." 

"Master, it isn't fear I feel.  Surprises are what I dislike.  I can't say 

that I like the idea of him suddenly jumping out of the bushes in front of us." 

"Oh, Talli," Merlin laughed, "he isn't likely to do that.  He is much 

more clever than that.  But I believe I shall feel his presence or his intent 

before he takes any direct action.  And I feel sure he will take some direct 

action before too much longer.  Still, it is hard to have fear when you know 

the gods are with you.  I don't believe it is Their plan that we die yet.  We 

have much to do." 

"Where do we go, Merlin?" 

"Ah.  I thought you might ask that eventually.  Guess I should just be 

grateful that you take me so thoroughly on trust and follow unquestioningly, 

eh?  No need to answer that, Talli.  We go to the Isle of Mona, the Druid's 

Isle.  Did I not promise that we should attend the Eisteddfod?" 
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Truly I knew not why I was surprised, since Merlin was so full of 

them, but this revelation startled me as well as pleased me.  As he had once 

said, at least not all of his surprises were unpleasant. 

"What of Giant's Dance?" 

"Not to worry, Talli.  Evan is still there and knows the work.  He is 

one of the best architects in The Order.  I shall keep in touch with him, never 

fear.  And we will not be away that long." 

"Well, my lord, that is good news.  We had best stop tomorrow and 

buy supplies for the rest of the journey.  It is a long trip, is it not?" 

"Yes, Talli.  I had planned on doing that anyway.  But go we must.  I 

feel it in my bones that this is a very important trip for us both.  Things will 

start happening now.  Wait and see." 

"Yes, my lord." 

Later, before we slept, I was blessed yet again with a dose of divine 

wisdom from my Heavenly Guide at all times in tune with the quiet moment. 

 

 

"Patience. 

Greetings - you will find that all for which you ask is at your hand.  

There only needs a gathering force to mould the instrument that we shall use 

in later days. 

We counsel that in all your doings you give us trust and confidence, 

and at each step you will see more of the little colours threading into the 

pattern which we weave. 
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Be calm then, and know that what to you is shrouded with uncertainty 

will as you wait recede before your gaze that your foot may tread upon the 

path revealed. 

Though we counsel patience yet as time flows by you may perceive 

that there has been advancement.  On seeing this, your faith is knowledge.  

Doubt not then that your gifts and your service will flow in the channel 

provided; finding full scope for potentialities within you. 

Each lesson we bring to you a seed to be planted, tended and nurtured 

that you may have a garden alive with the blossoms of wisdom; serving you 

at your need that their light and colour may radiate to all seekers after truth. 

The little colours are of the substance of life; your lives, our lives; 

blended into one whole, contributing to the pattern of the Cosmos.  It is life 

we weave, the life that is to be ours in days to come. 

"Each endeavour gives you vision." 

The life that is ours now is the result of past weaving.  In so far as 

your threads contribute to the pattern so are you privileged to share in the 

divine plan.  In so far as your tribute is conscious, so is your union with us 

in the plan conscious.  These things are always matched, level to level, 

according to your capacity. 

"May the words of your mouth pour the wisdom of your spirit as a 

healing balm unto your people." 

 

The next morning Saimon began to make appearances in the distance.  

Usually on higher ground than we we were, always sitting very still atop his 

horse as if awaiting us to catch up.  Sometimes he was accompanied by the 

smaller rider, sometimes he was alone.  This continued for days with no 
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direct action from him at all, only the threat.  I must admit that it was a strain 

on my nerves to turn every bend expecting to see him there in the distance.  

There was a diabolical unpredictability about the way he did it that grew 

very tiresome after awhile.  One would think he had picked our destination 

and was guiding us there.  Once, he had raised his hand and a rockslide 

crashed down behind us, missing us by inches.  Otherwise, he left us alone. 

I had never been this far North before, and was pleasantly surprised at 

the increasing beauty of the landscape.  As the terrain got higher, the beauty 

became more stunning.  The height and beauty had long since surpassed 

anything I had seen in South Wales.  We were going almost due northwest, 

according to the sun, and straight towards the high purple mountains ahead. 

The large lake that we now encountered made Saimon's plan to 

intimidate us nearly impossible.  The distance to go around a lake of that 

size and then up a mountain just to be seen must not have been worth the 

trouble to him, for he vanished for a period of days.  I was very pleased by 

this, as it left me more relaxed to enjoy the majesty of these breath-taking 

giants, and the way the lake formed a giant mirror for the mountains.  There 

was a gray starkness of the slate mountains that hung like a cloak of mist 

over the valleys.  It certainly put a person's life in perspective, being up here.  

In the scheme of things, both in size and age, Man seemed almost irrelevant 

here.  And the worries of today vanished into the nothingness of this new 

definition of Time. 

After we passed within sight of Merlin's birthplace, the lovely village 

of Betws-Y-Coed which means 'temple in the wood', we came upon a 

waterfall of magnificent proportion, called Swallow Falls.  I convinced him 

to stop for a while but he was determined not to linger.  Perhaps the 
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knowledge that Saimon was near was driving him on.  Certainly something 

was driving him. 

Merlin pointed out a peak he called Snowdon, highest in Wales, 

which was already capped with snow.  We climbed ever higher each day 

until we began to see the Sea from time to time.  No houses or people, not 

even Saimon, until at last there seemed to be civilisation of some kind in 

sight.  I could make out a stone circle and some long-barrows in the 

distance.  Near to them were thatched huts of a village. 

"Penmaenmawr, the Druid's Circle," Merlin pointed.  "It is a meeting 

place for any Druids going to Mona.  I know we are early for the Eisteddfod, 

but surely we shall meet up with one or two. 

As we approached the settlement Merlin was obviously recognised, 

for a younger man went scurrying off to inform the other inhabitants.  Soon 

a variety of mature and elderly men came out to kneel at Merlin's feet.  They 

weren't dressed in robes, however.  If anything, they gave the opposite 

impression of what a Druid settlement would be.  Filthy and unkempt, some 

were simply blind drunk.  They staggered around and one even fell on his 

face as he tried to kneel to Merlin. 

Merlin uttered the ritual "Peace", but the scowl on his face told all.  

"Where is Madoc?," Merlin asked the nearest to him.  The man, who 

was a little less drunk than the rest, stammered a bit before saying Madoc 

was unconscious on his cot.   

Merlin's scowl deepened.  An infant screamed in the distance.  Other 

small children were running around dirty and unsupervised.  There was an 

obvious lack of their mother's presence, which made me wonder about the 

women. 
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"I expect all Druids here to appear before me, clean and sober at first 

light.  Do I make myself clear?" 

At least the man had the good grace to be embarrassed.  "Yes, my 

lord.  I shall inform the rest.  Won't you let me show you to a guest house for 

the night?" 

Merlin said nothing, but began walking towards a smaller group of 

huts at the rear of the village. 

Once through the door, Merlin looked around at the filth.  A rat 

scurried into a corner under mouldy straw.  The linen that had once covered 

the cots was dirty and so rotten it came away in shreds with the blanket 

when Merlin flicked the cover away.  Merlin turned around and marched 

stiffly back outside.  He completely ignored the stammering man. 

"I think we shall sleep with the horses, Talli." 

 

The next morning Merlin rose and washed at the well in the centre of 

the village after we ate our morning fare.  I suppose he hadn't trusted the 

cooks or the cookhouse either. 

The men gathered around him looking rather limp and certainly not in 

their best form, even now.  I must admit sympathy, since I had slept very 

badly also.  I kept thinking I heard noises, whispering, and felt strange and 

unwelcome energies near me often.  It was chilly and overcast, but bright for 

all that. 

"Good morning, Madoc," Merlin said with remarkable composure.  

Madoc kneeled to Merlin in silence. 

I won't repeat all the harsh words Merlin then addressed to him and 

the others present.  It wouldn't be seemly.  Suffice it to say there was a flurry 
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of activity which resulted in working parties throughout the camp.  By 

nightfall the whole place was sparkling and clean.  The women had finally 

appeared and seen to the replacing not only of the linen but the cots as well, 

in each of the four small guest huts.  So we relocated in one of them. 

All the normal formalities had been abandoned, and because of the 

circumstances Merlin had not even introduced me to them or vice versa.  

Not that I minded.  I was content simply to stay by his side.  But while he 

was organising all that had yet to be done in the way of repairs to both the 

guest huts and main hall, I stayed in the hut and practised my harp. 

The next day Talhaearn rode into the settlement to my great pleasure.  

He was accompanied only by his two young servants.  I was glad because I 

did like him, but I was also weary of the stilted atmosphere.  Something was 

still very wrong here, but I could not quite pinpoint what it was.  Everyone 

seemed cordial enough as they passed, but there was a distinct nervousness 

somewhere in spite of the total sobriety that now dominated the camp. 

Talhaearn sat with me throughout the day and played until Merlin 

returned.  As he walked in on us, it was with a big smile on his face. 

"Well, Talhaearn!  And how have you been keeping?" 

Talhaearn started to kneel and Merlin refused to let him.  "I have been 

just fine since our last encounter, my lord, just fine.  I must say I approve of 

your effort in the past few days with Madoc and his men.  It is a big 

improvement, I must say." 

"Yes, that it has been too long since I came this way was quite 

obvious,"  Merlin smiled.  "Look here.  You are just the person I needed at 

this moment in time.  You solve the problem I had." 

"Wonderful!" Talhaearn said.  "And how may I help you, Merlin?" 
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"You may take Talli the rest of the way to Mona when you go.  With 

you I know he will be in good hands.  Then I will join you both there a little 

later for the Eisteddfod." 

"Well certainly, my lord.  He would be no burden to me.  On the 

contrary, his company is a great pleasure to me." 

"Master, I would rather stay with you, if given the choice," I fussed.  I 

looked an apology at Talhaearn. 

"I know, Talli.  But there is something I must do alone.  And now is 

the time to do it.  I must go to Segontium for a few days, but will return to 

Mona as quickly as possible, and in good time for the gathering." 

"But Merlin . . ." 

"Don't worry, Talli.  Saimon will follow me, not you.  And I can deal 

with him now, never fear." 

I sighed a big sigh of resignation.  "As you wish, my lord." 

 

The next morning early Merlin rode off south towards Segontium, 

some call Caernarfon.  There was a large deserted Roman Fort which 

actually held the name of Segontium.  But the town itself was Caernarfon.  I 

could not even begin to guess why Merlin wanted to go to the Roman Fort, 

but it was not mine to question. 

We were later leaving than Merlin, for Talhaearn said there was no 

rush now.  After the rest of us had ridden about a mile down the mountain, 

we were very suddenly set upon by a band of what could only be Saxon 

warriors.  Leading them was a very different, black-clad figure which at 

once I instinctively recognised.  This must surely be Saimon! 
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So he had fooled Merlin after all.  All I could think as he tied my 

hands behind me, was that now it was up to Herne.  There had been no use 

in resisting ten armed warriors and Black Saimon.  I knew that, as did 

Talhaearn.  My best defence was humility now.  If he had intended to kill me 

I would already be dead.  No, I was hostage for Merlin and we both knew I 

knew.  He jerked me around to face him and I had to lurch sideways to keep 

from falling.  He reached out to steady me roughly. 

"So at last we meet, young Taliesin!"  His laugh was deep and wild, 

his accent thick.  Dark eyes glowed with victory light, and his white teeth 

seemed more pointed than most.  A thick, black moustache, chopped straight 

above the lip, had a gray hair or two.  Still one could not guess his age.  But 

for those gray hairs, one would think he was young.  His face was not lined 

with wrinkles in spite of the harsh sun of his homeland.  His nose was very 

long.   

He had remarkably little hair anywhere but on his head.  The smooth 

skin on his bare arms, when escaping from his black cloak, seemed to shine 

as if oiled.  A broad black leather wristband with very ornate metalwork and 

sharp studs overlaid each wrist, with a matching headband around his brow.  

He wore a black leather breastplate in the Roman style, this also scattered 

with sharp metal studs, as well as the short tunic and tall boots typical of a 

Roman soldier.  Next to him stood a foreign lad about my age.  His 

apprentice, of course.  The lad wore only a black woollen robe tied with a 

rope belt, and sandals.  His bare toes looked distinctly blue with cold, and I 

pitied the youth for his choice of master, if it were his choice. 
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"Tell me, boy, where did that foolish Merlinus Ambrosius go when he 

left you to your own defense?" Saimon asked.  Talhaearn attempted to 

answer in my behalf but Saimon hit him across the face back-handed. 

"He went on a journey," I replied. 

"Ah . . . but a journey where, young Bard?" 

"I prefer to keep my own counsel on that point, sir," I answered. 

He hit me across the mouth.  I felt a trickle of blood seeping down 

from the corner of my mouth. 

The silence stretched. 

Finally he laughed.  "Courageous, eh?" 

I remained silent. 

"Well, perhaps we can change your mind."  He uttered some guttural 

sounds to the warrior nearest who must have been the leader of the band. 

They led us off the road and down a path about a quarter of a mile 

where an empty farmhouse had been commissioned as their headquarters.  I 

was thrown roughly through the front door and came face to face with a 

shock. 

"Aneirin!" 



 

 

 

 

Chapter Twenty-One 

Rescue 

 

"Aneirin!" I exclaimed again in disbelief.  "What are you doing here?" 

Aneirin quietly glanced from me to Talhaearn, then to Saimon.  "I am 

Bard to the household of Saimon now, Talli," he replied.  "Saimon 

appreciates great artists." 

I was speechless at the thought, and stood glaring at him with fury.  

Even as I stood there the apprentice threw my belongings on the floor in the 

corner, including the harp that once belonged to Aneirin.  As I looked over 

to assess the damage he may have done, I remembered those first moments 

in the woodcutter's hut and his words . . . , "He must have the advance 

warning that I am friend, not foe.  I must assume our next meeting will be in 

circumstances where he will need to know things are not as they appear." 
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My mind was racing now.  So Aneirin was prophet too, when the gods 

willed it.  Good.  If my faith in him as Druid was justified, then he would 

help us to escape. 

After we were pushed into a corner of the room and feet tied as well, 

Saimon began laughing. 

"He looks like a trussed piglet, eh Aneirin?"  

"Indeed he does, my lord.  All we need now is the dinner 

entertainment," Aneirin agreed. 

Saimon laughed again.  "Not now, Bard.  I don't want him soothed.  

Perhaps he may decide to tell me where Merlin went if we make him 

uncomfortable enough.  We have a little plan later to speed the process.  

Would you care to watch?" 

"I wouldn't miss it, my lord.  He was ever too arrogant," Aneirin 

assured. 

 

Later when Saimon and his apprentice had left the room, Aneirin 

whispered to me.  "Fear not, Talli, we shall find a way out.  When will 

Merlin return?" 

I sighed heavily.  "Truly, Aneirin, I do not know.  He was to meet me 

at the Eisteddfod next week." 

"Well, we had better escape from this place before that," he said. 

"I quite agree." 

"Talli, please know I had no choice in this . . ." 

I interrupted him mid-sentence.  "I know.  You needn't explain." 

He shrugged and smiled, laying one hand on my arm for a brief 

moment of comfort. 
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Talhaearn, however, decided to intervene.  "Well, I don't know what is 

going on here, but I must say I am surprised to find you here as part of this, 

Aneirin!" 

Aneirin looked at me apologetically.  "I overheard them plotting to 

capture you, Talli.  I thought to find a way to help you by staying with 

them." 

"Aneirin is not a willing part of this, Talhaearn.  He is an ally, never 

fear," I assured.  "He warned me of this situation some months ago. So put 

your fear at rest and help us find a way out." 

Silence was the only answer as we each pondered our options. 

I pondered whether to contact Merlin or not.  In the end I decided 

against it for the present.  Not only would it distract him from whatever his 

mission, he would come running back to 'rescue' me and the dreaded 

confrontation would take place.  And in that battle, I knew without being 

told, someone would get seriously hurt.  Even the victor must surely be 

damaged.  No, I was expected to behave responsibly now, so I must try to 

deal with this situation myself. 

We must have a plan.  But what?  I closed my eyes.  "Herne, my Lord, 

what do I do?  What is the best action for me?"  . . .What would Merlin do? 

I began wondering if I could contact Dai from this distance.  He 

would have some ideas no doubt.  I focused and concentrated hard, reaching 

out across the miles.  No answer.  I tried again, picturing Dai in his office.  

Just as I thought I might be getting something, Saimon returned with his 

apprentice and the blonde warrior-giant. 
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"Now young son of Merlin," Saimon began.  "We shall see if you 

might change your mind." 

"My lord, he isn't Merlin's son," Aneirin volunteered. 

"Oh?  And who is he then?" 

"He is Merlin's servant," said Aneirin. 

"Servant!  Why didn't you tell me this before?" 

"But I thought you knew," Aneirin rejoined. 

"No!  I did not!"  Saimon scowled and paused a minute.  "Well that 

changes nothing.  Even though those fool Saxons failed to capture Merlin as 

I had planned, all is not lost.  Merlin must value him for he has trained him 

as Bard, has he not?" 

"Yes, my lord." 

"You see?  He would not train just an ordinary servant as Bard and 

bring him into their prized Druid Order, now would he?"  He jabbed his 

elbow into the helper's side and laughed.  The boy winced and backed away. 

"My lord," Aneirin ventured, "anyone of any rank can become a Druid 

and a Bard.  There is no discrimination within the whole of that organisation.  

Including women." 

"It sounds like you are still loyal to that Order, Aneirin.  Should I 

question your loyalty to me?" 

"No, my lord.  One can be loyal to both, and it is no detraction from 

either.  Most people are honoured to have a Druid Bard in their household," 

Aneirin returned. 

"All right, Bard.  But you had better watch your step.  Do nothing to 

make me doubt you, do you hear?  Else you will wind up on the fire with 

him." 
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"Yes, my lord," Aneirin said most humbly with bowed head.  Saimon 

grunted and turned back to me. 

"Now then, boy.  Are you ready to talk?" 

"I know not where my Master went," I answered, "nor when he shall 

return.  He did not see fit to tell me." 

"Is that so?  Well, with your kind permission I think we shall prod 

your memory a bit just to make sure," he laughed facetiously. 

He dragged me away from the others, closer to the hearth where an 

open fire was blazing.  From the fire his apprentice retrieved a small faggot, 

torch-size, alight on one end and offered it to his master.  Grabbing the rope 

that bound my feet, Saimon pulled them up higher off the floor and 

motioned his Saxon companion to hold my legs up.  He took the torch and 

held under the bottoms of my bare feet.  It caught me off guard and I jerked 

my legs from the burn.  The Saxon hit me across the mouth and Saimon 

laughed. 

"Ready to talk, Taliesin?" 

When he got no answer, he nodded to the warrior who lifted my feet 

again. 

This time when the fire touched my feet I did not jerk or cry out.  I 

focused in the brow and ignited my lower two Chakras.  The orange flames 

turned blue suddenly.  The fire became the harmless cold fire and hurt me 

not at all. 

Saimon scowled again in puzzlement, looking closer at the soles of 

my feet.  He lifted the torch and looked at the flames which turned orange 

immediately. 
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Again he applied the flames to my feet and again the flames turned 

blue.  He scowled and stuck his hand in the flames. 

"Ah."  He turned and looked at his young helper.  "So Abrim, it seems 

Merlin has taught him more than just music and story-telling!"  He cast the 

torch back into the hearth and turned to me.  Suddenly a huge blast of some 

unseen force knocked me over.  He stomped out of the room angrily, leaving 

me winded from the demonstration of his own brand of Power.  Abrim 

followed immediately behind. 

"Talli, are you hurt?" Talhaearn asked in concern. 

"No, thanks.  I only got a small burn on the first application when I 

was not yet prepared.  No worry." 

"Maponus be praised," said Talhaearn.  "We must get you out of 

here!" 

"That would be nice," I said.  "Any ideas yet?" 

"Not really, Talli.  All of the men will be stationed around the house 

to prevent our leaving." 

"I know." 

"Talli," Aneirin began, "how did you do that, the blue fire?" 

"Oh, it's just a little something that Merlin taught me." 

"Well that would have been obvious to an idiot," Talhaearn offered.  

"But one without Power could not use what Merlin taught!  So can you use it 

to set the house afire?" 

"Yes, of course.  Only it would burn down with us in it!"  I laughed. 

"Look, Talli, what else has Merlin taught?  Why can't we just call 

Merlin back here, for that matter?" Aneirin asked. 
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"No!" I said.  "I don't want to bother Merlin with this.  And I don't 

want to cause a battle between the two most powerful sorcerers!  Promise 

you won't communicate, either one of you!" 

"But Merlin would WIN, Talli," said Talhaearn. 

"No matter.  He could still get hurt.  You don't yet understand how 

much Power Saimon has.  Merlin actually fears this man, and Merlin fears 

no one." 

"I take your point, Talli," Aneirin said.  "If Merlin, who fears nothing, 

is afraid of Saimon . . .  No, we won't summon Merlin.  I promise." 

"What else to do then?" asked Talhaearn. 

"We shall think of something," I replied in the only way I could. 

 

Hours passed with no sign of Saimon's return.  Whatever he was 

planning next must need a lot of preparation, and I feared would not include 

'conventional' torture methods. 

Just as my fears were growing out of proportion and daylight was 

noticeably disappearing, we heard a terrible commotion outside.  A battle 

was being waged!  I heard the 'thump, thump' of arrows hitting home, 

followed by screams of pain.  Then metal on metal when swords met with a 

loud 'clang'.  Someone was obviously trying to rescue us!  But who?  Merlin 

had no men.  The Druids from Penmaenmawr perhaps?  I thought not.  If 

anything, they were a part of the plot from the start.  That would explain the 

nervous tension of the skulking villagers. 

I inched over closer to the open door to try and see what was 

happening.  I could see several attackers, but could not quite understand 

what I was seeing.  They seemed shorter than the Saxons that they were 
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attacking, and they were bare-chested.  Children?  No, that wasn't possible, 

for they were giving much better than they got.  The bowman I could see 

seemed to be endlessly loosing arrows in rapid succession.  Faster than I 

would have thought possible.  One with a sword was definitely superior in 

speed and cunning to his opponent.  What people were these? 

The opening of the door to the rear of the room caught me by surprise 

and I jumped, craning my neck to see behind me.  Saimon stood, smiling 

broadly.  Abrim stood right behind him, with no expression at all, as usual. 

"Well, well," he laughed wickedly.  "Looks as if salvation is at hand, 

eh boy?" 

"Who is out there?" I asked. 

"That's not important!  What is important is what to do with you 

now." 

Aneirin leapt up and came to stand beside Saimon. 

"My Lord, can you not just let them go?  They are only harmless 

Bards, after all," he said. 

"No, I think not, Bard.  This one is not harmless.  His talents as 

prodigy could prove troublesome.  No, I think not." 

The Saxon warrior chief was standing silently behind his master.  

Saimon pointed to Aneirin, and the warrior grabbed him and tied his hands 

and feet as well.  The battle continued to rage outside. 

"But Lord!" Aneirin exclaimed.  "Why include me?" 

"Because I do not trust you not to untie them when I leave, as leave I 

must.  A mere servant is not worth expending more of my Power on than I 

have already.  I must conserve my strength for a worthy opponent, eh 

Taliesin?"  He laughed as he twisted my ear mercilessly. 
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"I will leave Merlin's servant to those out there who seem to want him 

so badly, if they can!"  He laughed.  A scream split the air outside, recalling 

him to the urgency of the task.  He retrieved a burning faggot from the 

hearth, and to my horror went around the room setting little fires here and 

there.  Surveying his work for a moment, he sent a blast of air out which 

blew sparks everywhere.  Then he and his minions slipped out of the rear 

door and was gone. 

The fire was spreading rapidly to my alarm.  But at that moment in 

through the door came a small, olive-skinned native with a crude, hand-

made bow and quiver slung across his shoulder followed by several replicas.  

His eyes were dancing with amusement as he spotted me.  Instead of proper 

clothes, he had skins tied around the lower half of him and wrapped around 

his legs like boots.  He wore nothing above the waist except a torc, and not a 

very fine one at that.  Of course!  This was one of the Old Ones, the Little 

People, the Dark Celts of the Hills.  Where on earth did they come from?  

Usually they were never even seen, much less involved with the newcomers 

wars.  How extraordinary. 

Aneirin muttered some strange-sounding words which I did not 

understand, and the fellow answered him with a smile.  Aneirin seemed to 

know the tongue of the Old Ones.  But I couldn't care.  For somehow I had 

been 'hearing' his thoughts ever since he walked through the door.  As I did 

with the Sun Lords.  He greeted me and assured me I was safe now.  He said 

his name was Lleu and he already knew me.  He said to tell Myrddin that his 

people enjoy the cakes he leaves for them at Bryn Myrddin.  He was very 

pleased I could communicate on his higher level! 
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"Talli, they have rescued us!" Aneirin exclaimed.  The Old One began 

untying my ropes, while another untied Talhaearn and Aneirin. 

"I know.  Lleu has just told me."  Lleu gave me a sweet and radiant 

smile in answer to my joyous amazement.   

"You know each other?" he asked. 

"Yes." 

Lleu nodded.  He gestured out of the open front door.  We scrambled 

for our harps which had not yet been touched by the fire.  I noticed two of 

the four walls were already alight. 

As I turned back around with my harp I noticed Lleu had his eyes 

closed and was standing perfectly still.  He opened his eyes and waved his 

hand in a wide sweep.  The fire died instantly.  So the tales were true! 

Lleu looked at my expression and laughed, his eyes dancing with 

amusement.  Then he gestured again to the door. 

As we stumbled through the smoke out of the farmhouse, harps in 

hand, I spied a familiar figure coming towards me. 

"Rwl, of all people!" I cried. 

"We meet again, young Hu."  He laughed heartily at the joke. 

"All right, Rwl.  But it is a secret, Merlin's secret", I said 

meaningfully, "that my name is really Taliesin.  Agreed?" I demanded. 

"Well that is a fine way to thank a man for saving you from certain 

death," he laughed. 

"Oh Rwl.  You must know how grateful we all are for the unexpected 

rescue!" 

"Of course, young Taliesin.  Of course.  But I am just paying my debt, 

that's all," Rwl said, holding up his fingerless left hand as a reminder. 
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"I am sure Merlin would consider you had paid your debt in full this 

day.  How did you get here, Rwl?  You are a long way from Maridunum." 

"Some days ago Madoc sent his son to contact the Old Ones about 

preventing the plot to kidnap you and The Enchanter.  He travelled farther 

and farther and could not find any of them to tell.  They don't want to be 

found, you see.  So he came to me.  Madoc is my brother, did you know?" 

"I guess it doesn't matter how, since I am safe and free, thanks to 

you." 

He hesitated a moment and looked closely at me.  "Are you hurt, 

son?" 

"No, Rwl.  Just shaken.  Reaction, now that it is over," I said. 

"Yes.  It is over.  So let's get out of this place.  We shall escort you to 

find Merlin." 

I looked around me.  Seven of the Saxon warriors lay dead.  Two were 

injured and groaning on the ground with our little warriors close by.  Merlin 

had said the Old Ones made fierce and deadly enemies, and here, certainly, 

was proof.  However, one question remained. 

"Where is Saimon, Rwl.  Did you catch him as he left by the back 

door?" 

"No, Talli.  He got away," Rwl admitted.  "He is a slippery serpent, is 

that one." 

"Then you had best escort us to Mona instead.  Merlin will join us 

there." 

 

As we travelled the rest of the way down the mountain, I studied the 

possibilities.  We were certainly safe with the Old Ones.  There was at least 
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twenty of them in this band, possibly constituting a whole clan.  If we had 

gone in search of Merlin, he would be safe also because of them.  However, 

he would be angry if I did not follow his orders to go on ahead.  Also we 

might interfere with his mission.  Not only that, but I felt sure Saimon would 

still follow me, frustrated in his plan as he was.  And it was just possible that 

we could lead him straight to Merlin.  The kind of war they would fight 

would be oblivious to arrows of the Old Ones.  However, any little 

inconvenience I could cause for Saimon would help.  And Merlin did have 

the Emerald Rod.  Surely the two things together would give him the edge. 

We were only a matter of hours from Mona now, so I thought it best 

to get there.  With Saimon following us, and Merlin on his way soon, the 

crisis would come at the ferry.  And since we all had to cross on the same 

ferry, perhaps the Old Ones could still end up protecting Merlin as well.  I 

did not need them once we reached the ferry.  Merlin did.  Yes, that was it. 

I closed my eyes.  "Merlin, I am safe now, but Saimon captured us.  

The Old Ones are here and they rescued us." 

"Talli, are you well?"  Merlin's answer came immediately. 

"Yes, Master.  We all are fine.  Rwl is with us.  We are on our way to 

Mona now.  They shall leave me at the ferry to go in search of you.  Saimon 

is following us, so please keep your eyes open for them on your way and let 

them help?  Please?" 

"Why, Talli?  I don't need a military escort." 

"You are sure to meet Saimon at the ferry without the Old Ones there.  

He knows you will have to go that way." 

"Well, in spite of the fact that it is totally unnecessary, I shall agree.  

Put your mind at rest, Talli my dear.  I shall be there soon." 
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I breathed a large sigh of relief and opened my eyes.  Lleu was 

grinning from ear to ear and looking straight at me. 

"You heard it all?" I asked silently. 

"Yes, young one, but it is us who will find Merlin." 

By now I was beginning to agree with Lleu that he was at a 'higher 

level'.  Maybe we had got our priorities wrong in my world after all. 



 

 

 

 

 

Chapter Twenty-Two 

Battle Arcane 

 

The view was magnificent.  Ahead was the channel of that part of the 

sea called The Menai Straits.  In front of us lay the scenic island of Mona;  

behind, were the awesome giants of slate we had just crossed. 

The Old Ones stood at the docking place until the ferry arrived.  I 

thanked Rwl, Lleu and the Clan warmly, as did Aneirin and Talhaearn.  As 

we boarded the barge, I reached into my horse's pack and handed Lleu the 

bag of sweet cakes we had amidst our supplies.  To give them anything else 

would be an insult, I was sure.  There was at least ten cakes, so I knew each 

could have half.  It would do. 

Lleu smiled and put his hands together as I had seen Aneirin do, and 

he bowed to me.  "Go with The Light, young one," he transmitted. 

"Peace be with you and yours, and thanks, Lleu," I sent in return. 

They did not stay around to watch the crossing, disappearing at once 

into the land, in that way they have, as soon as we boarded the ferry.  For a 

long time I watched the shore where they had been, scanning the mountains 

for sight of a lone horseman.  On the shore to the south I found what I 
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sought.  A lone rider in black stood with glimpses of white silk flapping in 

the wind. 

To my horror, I also spotted Merlin!  He was riding down from the 

backdrop of Snowdon behind Saimon and they would meet very soon. 

Quickly I reverted to telepathy.  "Merlin, Saimon is on the shore right 

in your path!" 

"I know, Talli.  It will be all right.  Trust the gods, remember?" 

I groaned.  For all my planning, it had still gone wrong.  I groaned 

again for lack of knowing what else to do. 

Aneirin nudged me, "Are you seasick, Talli?" 

"No, just sick.  Merlin is about to meet Saimon," and I pointed. 

Aneirin and Talhaearn scanned the shore and soon saw what I saw.  

"Well isn't that just your luck, Talli," Talhaearn observed. 

"Let's go back, Talli.  We can tell the ferryman to turn around!"  

Aneirin urged. 

"Would he?  We are nearly across." 

"We can but try," Aneirin said and grinned. 

While Aneirin spoke to the ferryman, I closed my eyes.  "Lleu do you 

hear me?", I sent. 

"Young Taliesin?" 

"Yes, it's me." 

"You have Power, young one." 

"Lleu, listen.  Merlin has nearly reached the shore now and Saimon is 

there waiting!" 

"All right, young one.  Worry not, we are on our way." 
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I sighed with relief and went to join the conversation.  It seemed the 

ferryman would turn around and go back, but would still require the fare in 

full for each direction.  I agreed. 

The reversing of the ferry was a very slow and agonizing affair, and 

my nerves were taut as a harp string that someone had strung far too tightly.  

I watched the progress of the figure coming down the mountain, nearly at 

the bottom.  Saimon was still watching us, but I had the feeling he knew 

Merlin was near, for he kept looking from side to side up and down the 

shore.  Fortunately for Merlin, he did not look behind. 

Merlin was at the shoreline now.  As he started in Saimon's direction, 

Saimon must have sensed it, for he turned his horse suddenly and faced my 

Master. 

"Oh Horned One," I prayed, "please be with Merlin this day." 

"Talli, look there, they have met!"  Aneirin seemed almost joyous at 

the event. 

"Yes."  The way I felt was very simple.  Scared.  More scared than I 

had ever been in my life.  My knees were shaking.  Oh dear Gods, what can 

I do to help him?  I realised this was not just two men who stood there, nor 

even two magicians.  It was the representative of the Forces of Light facing 

the representative of the Forces of Darkness drawing the lines of a Cosmic 

battle. 

Just then Merlin was knocked off his horse with the same unseen 

Power that Saimon used against me.  Merlin picked himself up and stood to 

face Saimon.  He paused momentarily and bowed his head, eyes closed, and 

fingers circled into thumbs.  I knew he was asking the Gods to lend him the 

divine power for this confrontation.  He looked up and lifted his hand 
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causing Saimon to fall off his horse in the same manner.  "I never knew 

Merlin could do that!" I said. 

"What, Talli?"  It was Aneirin. 

"Oh, nothing." 

Saimon also got up, cursing.  He raised his hand and a ball of wildfire 

went flying at Merlin.  Merlin sent the same.  The two balls of fire met and 

exploded as one.  Saimon sent several more in rapid succession.  Merlin 

repeated the defense.  The whole shore seemed to rock from the explosions. 

Saimon took his bow and strung an arrow.  Merlin never had a bow, 

so could not do the same.  As Saimon shot the arrow, it turned into a fire-

arrow speeding straight to my Master.  Merlin reached up and caught the 

arrow when it arrived, and threw it aside!  'How did he do that?', I wondered. 

Again Saimon tried it.  Again the same result, the burning arrow fell 

to the ground at Merlin's feet.  He fired one normal arrow that transformed 

itself into a dozen.  Merlin waved his hand and a wind swept them all aside.   

The evil sorcerer tried again to fire multiple arrows, this time twice 

the number.  Merlin swirled his hand and the wind gathered them all 

together closely and flung them to the ground.  Saimon threw down the bow, 

cursing again.  I am sure Merlin was smiling by now, but I wasn't.  So far it 

was a defense Merlin was waging. 

As if from nowhere, a flock of large blackbirds appeared around 

Merlin, pecking at his head.  One arm came up to shield his eyes, yet still 

they dove at him, stabbing his arm in rapid succession.  The other arm came 

up to protect the rest of his head, and still they did not stop.  I couldn't see 

what Merlin did, but both arms suddenly shot straight up, and for every 
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blackbird a white dove appeared to begin mortal combat.  For what were 

normally passive birds the doves made short work of the blackbirds. 

Suddenly a swirling vortex of orange fire issued from the Black One's 

hands, like a tornado of fire.  When it got to Merlin, he turned it to blue fire 

and it died with a wave of his hand. 

I did not see what Saimon did next, for he bent forward and twisted 

around.  But Merlin suddenly doubled over, holding his middle.  You could 

hear Saimon's laughter across the water.  It made me shiver.  But then a 

steady jet of orange fire poured from both of Merlin's hands all the way to 

where Saimon was standing, like a triangle of fire.  The Middle Eastern 

Sorcerer had to jump fast to avoid the streams of fire, but he wasn't quite fast 

enough.  His hand got burned and he jumped around holding it and wailing 

in pain.  Merlin straightened up, but did not move from his position. 

Saimon seemed tense and desperate now.  He began muttering and 

drawing signs in the air.  His head was flung back and the wind was blowing 

his hair up like spikes protruding from his head. 

Soon something fell from the sky and hit Merlin on the shoulder.  

Then another and another, knocking him to the ground.  It became evident 

they were large pebbles, fist-sized stones or larger, for a mound of them was 

quickly building up surrounding my Master.  They were coming too fast. 

Merlin was hurt!  He was down, not rallying at all.  Soon he would be 

buried by a mountain of stones, unable to get out.  They were creating his 

tomb!  Saimon was laughing now and raising his hand for the final blow.  I 

had to do something.  That awful man was killing Merlin, but I was still too 

far away! 
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"Herne, help me," I prayed.  I lifted my hand and sent the jet of deadly 

red fire streaming across the water towards Saimon.  It caught him by 

surprise and was a dead hit.  His cloak caught fire, as did his short tunic, and 

he screamed.  Then he fell into the sand and began rolling to extinguish the 

flames.  But I knew it only bought my Master a little time. 

It was enough.  The mountain of rocks covering Merlin suddenly 

began to issue forth lightning bolts, and rocks flew in all directions.  When 

Merlin became visible, lightning was pouring from both hands scattering and 

shattering the rocks as it went!  "Thank you, my Horned One," I breathed, 

not realising I had been holding my breath. 

Soon Merlin was clear enough to step free of the stone tomb, and 

brush himself off shakily.  I could tell he was badly bruised by the way he 

limped and flexed his arms stiffly.  But he stood. 

Unfortunately, Saimon did the same. 

Suddenly a figure detached itself from the trees and came towards the 

scene.  It was Abrim.  Now Merlin had two instead of one to contend with.  

At first the apprentice did nothing, but then he raised both hands and began 

chanting. 

Merlin looked over at him, but decided Saimon was the greater threat.  

He ignored Abrim, to my dismay.  Just as I began calling the fire again to 

deal with Abrim, his hands dropped and he fell forward.  An arrow was 

protruding from his back.  My master did not falter in his total concentration. 

Merlin opened his arms and held them out wide to either side.  Very 

soon a cross of white light formed on his body from hand to hand and feet to 

head.  It was radiant, blinding.  The cross of light detached itself from his 
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body and floated toward Saimon.  The fire swirled rapidly around each arm 

of the cross. 

Saimon stood for a moment, wide-eyed, then backed away from the 

oncoming menace. 

Merlin detached three more crosses from his body one after another in 

rapid succession which also moved toward Saimon. 

Saimon was soon boxed in by the four crosses and had no direction to 

run. 

Merlin still stood arms outstretched, alight with white fire as if it was 

feeding him or invigorating him. 

Saimon looked in consternation from one cross to another, twisting 

around and around.  Suddenly black smoke began to pour out of his mouth, 

forming black crosses which sought out the four white crosses to perfectly 

compliment them.  Soon they all flickered out and disappeared.   

Saimon then turned to face Merlin once more, a hand on each hip, 

legs apart.  He was really angry now.  He was facing the sea, Merlin the 

mountains.  Behind Merlin rose a wall of water, three times taller than a 

man, which crashed onto the shore and ran cascading with great force 

straight at Merlin's back.  He heard the sound and turned.  When he saw the 

threat he very slowly started lifting off the ground by that method called 

'levitation' which I still thought miraculous.  When the powerful wave 

reached him, he was hovering high enough to miss it altogether. 

But the laugh was now on Saimon, because his trick rebounded on 

him as evil, (or good), always does.  The wave kept going up the sands and 

knocked Saimon off his feet, leaving him thrashing against the flow of the 
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water's force.  He sputtered and cursed, regaining his feet only after the 

water began to rush back to the sea under Merlin's hovering form. 

I broke out in a stifled laugh that I could not restrain when Merlin 

floated back down to earth.  But I knew my laughter would only enrage 

Saimon more, making things worse for Merlin.  So I checked myself. 

It was then I noticed Abrim's limp body washing out to sea. 

I sensed that Merlin had decided it was time to take control. He 

reached inside his cloak, and out came the Emerald Rod, the magical rod of 

power made by many great magicians before Merlin.  It glowed a beautiful 

swirling green that seemed to contain all the colours of the rainbow, still 

predominantly the Green of Planet Earth.  Appropriate, I thought, since he 

was the Green Sun Lord.  Merlin threw back his head and raised his hand.  

He drew a circle in the air, and a shining golden disc shot forth and swirled 

its way to the dark one.  The disc was circling so fast I almost could not keep 

track of it.  Saimon spotted it and began to run away, but the disc followed 

him. 

When it reached him, it expanded into a cone of swirling golden light 

which encased Saimon and contracted into a cylinder which turned green.  

Like a golden net capturing its prey.  It resembled a very large Emerald Rod, 

man-sized, with Saimon inside.  It held him there until Merlin could walk 

the distance to him, which he did at a leisurely pace . . . weakly, I thought. 

The Old Ones burst forth onto the shore and stopped short.  Merlin 

waved at them to stay where they were, and they obeyed.  That spoke worlds 

to me of his prestige in their eyes.  They usually obeyed no man. 

When Merlin reached Saimon, still firmly encased in the green 

cylinder, he smiled at Lleu who approached gingerly.   
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What Merlin did next should go down in the annals of history.  When 

he reached over and touched Emerald Rod with green cylinder containing 

Saimon, the whole thing disappeared!  Just as surely as Saimon had been 

there moments before, he had now vanished! 

Lleu and the Old Ones threw down their bows and fell flat, prostrating 

themselves to Merlin.  I felt like doing the same. 

Just as the ferry grated on the shore, I realised Aneirin was holding 

onto my arm with such a fierce grip that I was certain to be badly bruised. 

I patted Aneirin's hand and pried it free. 

"I am sorry, Talli!" 

"It's all right," I laughed. 

He looked back at Merlin.  "Well . . . ," 

" Gods," said Talhaearn. 

And that was that.  What else could anyone say? 

As we walked toward Merlin, he was busily raising each of the Old 

Ones and thanking them for their help. 

When Lleu spotted me, he shook his head and nodded towards Merlin.  

"God," he transmitted, following his thought with a pointed finger. 

"Yes!" I transmitted back. 

"No!" Merlin transmitted. 

We all three laughed. 

Merlin came over to me.  "Talli, my dear!"  He put both arms around 

me and hugged me to him fiercely.  I hugged back with the whole of my 

heart. 
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The ferryman decided this time the fare was on him.  He stared with 

open awe at Merlin the whole trip, but was very puzzled when Merlin began 

to get seasick.  Now that things were getting back to normal again, I felt the 

same complaint getting the best of me.  Soon Merlin and I were hanging 

over the side, laughing loudly between every bout.  Aneirin and Talhaearn 

simply looked at each other in bewilderment.  This made us laugh even 

harder. 

"Where did Saimon go, Master?" I asked him. 

"Home." 

"You mean all the way to the Middle East?" 

"Yes." 

"Oh." 

"Gods," said Talhaearn again, and sat down hard on the bench. 

We were all exhausted when we reached the other shore.  For 

although it took only moments to tell, this episode took many hours of 

tension to unfold.  Merlin and myself were battered and bruised, and 

although I did not mention it, the soles of my feet were very sore from the 

initial burns that Saimon inflicted.  Merlin was black and blue all over, so he 

decided we would stay on the shore the night and proceed to Bryn-Celli-ddu 

in the morning. 

 

*** 

The next morning began cool and bright.  A perfect clear Autumn day.  

It was hard to remember the events of yesterday as reality.  All of it seemed 

like a dream. 
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As we approached Bryn-Celli-ddu, Talhaearn began pointing out the 

layout of the mound we were approaching.  What I saw was a large mound 

in the centre of two stone circles, one within the other, separated by a 

shallow ditch.  A wheel within a wheel. 

"See, Talli," Talhaearn instructed, "the entrance to the mound is 

aligned due east.  The inner circle of standing stones corresponds to the east-

west alignment which measures the Summer Solstice.  But see those 2 single 

standing stones that are located to the north and south outside the ditch and a 

bit outside of the outer circle?  They mark the Winter Solstice and align to 

the layout of the outer circle of stones.  The northern stone is the Stone of 

Power.  Already you can see the principle of duality here." 

Aneirin felt he must contribute his knowledge also.  "2 stone circles, 2 

opposite alignments along 2 crossed ley lines, (although in truth there are 

really 8 crossed ley lines here).  The cross in the centre of the 2 ley lines that 

are marked by the stones forms the 4 quarters to celebrate the 4 

Watchtowers, or the 4 elements.  Can you add anything, Merlin?"   

Merlin smiled.  "The geometry here is really very complicated, 

Aneirin.  For if truth be told, the ditch there between the 2 stone circles 

actually constitutes the missing 'third' circle of merging duality, the location 

of the centre of the Vesica Piscis, the area of the Cross of Matter which 

divides the 1 into 4.  All of the magic numbers are represented here in this 

configuration which the 2 circles make possible." 

"See the entrance?  There is the henge, of course, which is the actual 

entry way, and a matching one at the exit which is closed.  (A henge on east 

and a henge on west).  But notice on either side of the entry portal are 2 huge 

monoliths each, a total of 4 reflected.  This means you must pass the 4 
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quarters, or conquer the 4 elements, in order to enter the chamber which 

represents the number 5.  There is a line of 5 smaller stones in front of the 

entry way if you notice." 

That raised the obvious question for me.  "But Merlin, is the sacred 3 

only to be seen in the hidden ditch?" 

"The henges both are obvious threes, but there is a hidden 3rd stone 

circle over which the mound itself was built, Talli.  On the opposite side to 

the entry, the exit portal is blocked by 3 huge monoliths.  The 3 are hidden 

by the 4 that precede it.  The 4 lead to the 3.  And we all know the 3 leads to 

the One.  So the sacred 7 is preserved, which is the most sacred of all to us, 

did we but have The Knowledge.  Could you but see it from above, 

altogether it forms a rose of many petals, whose centre, the Cross, is the 

number 5.  5 is 3, which is God, plus duality, which is Man, and that is the 

Initiation Chamber.  This place is a masterpiece of sacred geometry and 

numerology.  Wonderful, is it not?", Merlin asked. 

"It surely merits some pondering, my Lord," I mused. 

As I was assessing the layout of the mound and circles, a man in 

Druid white came out from one of the houses that surrounded the mound to 

greet us.  He kneeled to Merlin, and Merlin raised him cordially. 

"Hello Gareth.  Meet Taliesin, my son.  I believe you already know 

Aneirin and Talhaearn?" 

"Yes, yes.  Greetings Bards.  Welcome.  We are very glad to have you 

with us this year, my lord Merlin." 

"Gareth is the Keeper of Bryn-Celli-ddu, Talli.  An easy job, beneath 

his capabilities, I fear," Merlin laughed, "but an important one nevertheless." 

"I have no complaints, my lord," said Gareth. 
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"I rather supposed you wouldn't.  However, there are bigger things in 

store for you, Gareth." 

Gareth blushed and bowed his head, then escorted us to the house we 

all would occupy during our stay. 

"Many Bards have already arrived, my lord," Gareth offered, "and 

more are expected nearly every hour the ferry operates.  They are all 

gathered in the Great Hall at the moment, if you would like to join them.  

The Vigil begins on the morrow." 

"No, thanks Gareth.  I think I shall introduce Talli to the Temple and 

then retire.  But of course, Talli, you and the others are welcome to join the 

rest," offered Merlin.  Talhaearn and Aneirin left to join the gathering.  

Merlin and I walked to the mound. 

"During normal days, Talli, this chamber is a temple.  It is a Temple 

of Maponus, the High One.  He is the Celtic god of Music and Art, among 

other things," Merlin instructed. 

As we walked through the portal and into the chamber, I was 

surprised to see an attendant sitting there next to a large granite menhir, or 

pillar, positioned in the true centre of the chamber and dominating the 

atmosphere.  On a ledge to our left was a brass bowl burning brightly with 

the Sacred Fire. 

"This is Gwrthwl, Talli.  This is Taliesin, my son," introduced Merlin. 

Gwrthwl put his hands together and bowed to me as the Old Ones had 

done, and this time I did the same in return. 

"Gwrthwl's job is Keeper of the Sacred Fire.  He must keep it 

eternally burning and never let it go out.  He is what is known in The Order 
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as a meditative.  That means his chances of reaching Enlightenment are 

much better than the rest of us, eh Gwrthwl?" 

"I hope that is true, Arch Druid," answered the attendant.  He then 

stepped aside while Merlin knelt to the Sacred Flame for a few silent 

moments.  And after him, me. 

"Tomorrow the Vigil begins, Talli", Merlin offered as we were 

leaving.  "Each Bard must spend one hour throughout the night in the 

chamber in meditation, until all have had their chance for inspiration.  As a 

result of that hour he must compose a piece to play before the other Bards in 

the competition which is the central purpose of this Eisteddfod.  That 

activity occupies the days.  So it is a busy time." 

"Each evening at dinner a daily winner is elected by the other Bards.  

This continues each day for five days.  Then the five winners play off 

against each other by the same process until there are only two.  The final 

day is the competition between the two best contestants.  The winner is 

proclaimed Pen Beirdd.  That could be you, Talli.  So make sure you get 

plenty of rest tonight," Merlin warned. 

"Merlin, will you compete for the title again?" I asked. 

"No, Talli.  I have held it once.  Now it is time for someone more 

worthy to accept it.  I shall be happy to award it to the unanimous choice." 

"Aneirin," I said. 

"Pardon?" said Merlin. 

"This choice must be Aneirin," I said. 

"Perhaps." 

"Don't you think that is true, Merlin?  That Aneirin is the best?" I 

asked. 
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"Perhaps.  But what I think is not important.  You must believe you 

have a chance and give it the very best you can, even if you don't win." 

"Yes, Master." 

I was bitterly disappointed that Merlin was not going to compete.  

However, just to look at him one could tell how weary he was.  He looked 

exhausted.  It must have really been a strain on his vitality to fight that battle 

with Saimon.  It had taken a lot of his normal inner strength. 

I chastised myself wholeheartedly.  Here I was moping like a child 

because Merlin was not going to sing and play.  What I should be doing is 

saying a prayer of thanks to The Horned One that my Master was alive and 

well enough to play another day.  And that my Land was free of one more 

threat, thanks to Merlin. 

"Master, could I get you anything?" I asked. 

"No, Talli.  Go and enjoy yourself." 

I stepped outside into the sunshine.  It was a lovely place, Bryn-Celli-

ddu.  There was that feeling of sacredness about the mound that no words 

could describe. 

No one at all was about, so I walked over and climbed to the top of 

the mound and sat down.  I would join the others in a bit, but right now I 

owed a debt. 

"Herne . . . Cernunnos . .  my Lord," I prayed, "thank you for keeping 

Merlin safe for me."  Even with my eyes closed as they were, I saw a 

smiling young face in the sky.  The same vision I had seen before.  A 

glowing king dipped a glowing sword to me, then touched the house where 

Merlin now slept. 
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I knew that Herne had not saved Merlin for me in particular, but for 

that king who had not yet been born.  And for this Land that we all loved. 

Oh yes, I almost forgot.  "And thank you, Oh Horned One, for the 

harp of Aneirin that enables me to be here, and for the friend that gave it to 

me." 

As if he heard me thinking of him, Aneirin answered in my mind 

clearly.  "Talli, at last you have reached me!  Can you hear?" 

"Yes, Aneirin, I can hear." 

"And about time, too!" he joked.  "Come join us." 

When I opened my eyes, I noticed the clouds had formed a perfect 

stag's head with full set of horns.  And I smiled.  I put both hands together 

and bowed. 

"Help me to serve," I ended.  Perhaps I had learned more than I had at 

first realised in the last week.  I hoped so.  I put my own expectations away 

and went to join Aneirin. 



 

 

 

 

Chapter Twenty-Three 

Eisteddfod 

 

The next day at sunset all the Bards gathered on the grass in a circle 

around the mound, a veritable field of sky blue robes, many with the white 

headdress denoting Druid as well.  There had been a lot of gossiping about 

Merlin after Talhaearn and Aneirin had relayed the story of Saimon.  There 

were plenty of questions for me, especially about the deadly fire-stream I 

could create, which I answered as best I could. 

Bluchbard and Cian were there also, to my surprise, and they sat with 

Aneirin, Talhaearn and me waiting expectantly with everyone else for 

Merlin's arrival. 

Merlin had not made an appearance yet, but was due any moment to 

officially open this years's gathering.  The whispers were rampant. 

Just as I was wondering if I needed to go and help Merlin, he and 

Gareth climbed to the top of the mound.  He was dressed in full Arch-Druid 

regalia and looked magnificent.  Cheers and clapping engulfed him. 

Merlin raised both hands.  "Peace be unto you all, my Companions.  

Welcome to the Druid's Isle.  Until a century ago, this holy island was the 
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main refuge of Druids in exile from all over Britain and Gaul.  Roman 

oppression kept us in fetters, symbolically speaking, for nearly two hundred 

years.  Freedom and truth were absent from our Land for a very long time.  

Bards did not prosper without access to truth and freedom to speak it, and 

nothing can kill the Light as quickly as the absence of freedom for Bards to 

spread that truth.  It was a dark time, a sad time when Romans ruled our 

Land.  But now that Time is past, and the ways of the Cymry again can 

prosper.  Truth has returned." 

"As you know, Druids wear the white of wisdom, light and 

knowledge.  The Ovates' green of nature represents, through budding life 

and growth, the vision of Seers and healing from the Earth.  But you are 

Bards.  The blue in your garment stands for peace, justice, and truth as broad 

as the sky itself.  The contribution you make to society is one that not only 

shapes it, but lingers through Time as our heritage.  This singles you out as 

the finest amongst men, my Brothers, and compels you to offer only the very 

best as your legacy." 

"No matter who wins the title of Pen Beirdd, it is your duty to give the 

world the best that is in you.  For that endeavour I wish you God-speed, and 

remember every Bard is the Pen Beirdd to their listeners.  So may your effort 

be inspired by The High One, and may the fruits of your labour be lasting 

ones." 

"I now declare this Eisteddfod officially open!" 

All hands were clapping on harp shafts in appreciation of Merlin's 

words.  Mine loudest of all, until Aneirin sent, "Careful, Talli, you will chip 

it!"  I laughed out loud and ceased immediately. 
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Unanimously they began to chant, “Merlin, Merlin, Merlin”, still 

clapping their hands. 

Merlin raised a hand to silence them.  “Since it is customary for me to 

turn over the title of Penn Bard by a composition of my own, let me now 

proceed to relinquish my honoured privilege.”  He picked up his own harp 

and began to tune it.  I was not expecting that and my interest was keen.  It 

became even keener because I knew that look of the Prophet that claimed his 

face.  He spoke the first words without the harp. 

 

“From its birth, Man grows younger.” 

 He strummed his harp and began to sing. 

 

“Root and branch shall change places, and the newness  

of the thing shall pass as a miracle. 

The brightness of the Sun shall fade at the amber 

of Mercury, and horror shall seize the beholders. 

Stilbon of Arcadia shall change his shield; the Helmet 

of Mars shall call Venus. 

The Helmet of Mars shall make a shadow; 

and the rage of Mercury shall exceed its orbit. 

Iron Orion shall unsheathe his sword; 

the marine Phoebus shall torment the clouds. 

Jupiter shall go out of his lawful paths; and Venus 

forsake her appointed circuits. 

 

The malignity of the star Saturn shall fall down in rain, 
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and slay mankind with a crooked sickle. 

The Twelve Houses of the Stars shall lament the irregular 

excursions of their inmates.” 

 

The gathering was silent for a moment, and then the murmurs began, 

growing louder with each moment.  You could also detect the fear… “End 

Time prophecy is what the Enchanter has spoken”, said one.  “Yes,” agreed 

another, “the destruction of the Great Dragon itself!”  “The Pen Beirdd has 

foretold the end of the world!” input another. “Not just this world, but the 

whole galaxy” another shouted.  “All the Constellations rearranged, 

violently.  The whole Zodiac will be annihilated!”  I knew in my heart they 

were right.  And much much worse, I knew it would be true. 

I stood and shouted as loudly as I could over the muttering, “But not 

now!  Merlin does not mean now.  This is far in the future, and we have no 

cause to fear!”  I looked at Merlin and sat down. 

Merlin looked back at me with what I knew was a throbbing head, just 

realizing the rising panic he had caused.  He raised both hands and said, 

“Taliesin is correct, my friends.  That described events far into the future, 

and I am afraid it came unbidden and caused unnecessary stress.  Today’s 

Task At Hand is this Eisteddfodd. So let us now enjoy it!” 

A dead silence like a vacuum ensued, to be followed by cheering from 

all points.  It reminded me of the reversal of a huge tidal wave sucking back 

all its strength before crashing down violently on the shore.  But then, 

Merlin had always been nothing short of a tidal wave all his life.  If they 

only knew! 
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When the furore died down, Gareth re-stated the procedure.  Each 

Bard would spend an hour in the Chamber.  As a result they must compose a 

poetic song, called a Triad, to celebrate their inspiration.  Gareth read out the 

list of chamber hours assigned by name for each night.  Each night contained 

twelve names.  Aneirin was scheduled for the second night, I was in the 

third. 

 

The next afternoon I was sitting with Merlin in our house after lunch, 

awaiting the other six performances of the day when I happened to 

remember his trip. 

"How went your mission to Segontium, Master?  You never said." 

A smile lit his face.  "It was a very rewarding excursion, Talli.  Very 

rewarding indeed."  He walked over to a long bundle standing beside the 

cupboard, and brought it to the bed.  When he unwrapped it, I stared in awe. 

"Excalibre.  The Sword of Power, Talli."  He was truly excited by this 

beautiful weapon, and I could certainly see why.  I recognised it, for I had 

seen it before, glowing in the sky!  It was the sword that would belong to the 

future king.  And when Merlin touched its hilt, it did glow! 

"The sword of Maxsen," I marvelled.  "Where did you find it, my 

Lord?" 

"I guess you might say it was another flame in the dark, Talli.  I 

followed my star, as Wayland advised.  It has lain buried in a ruined Temple 

of Mithras on the way to Segontium, Caer Seint, since the early 4th Century 

when Maximus, Macsen Wleddig, went to Rome as Emperor, nearly two 

hundred years ago.  He was my ancestor, you know.  When he failed to 

return, no other could claim it.  It only responds to Macsen's bloodline, you 
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see, although that must be a well-kept secret.  For anyone else it is dead.  So 

it was left in the mountain Temple hidden for safekeeping beneath the altar.  

I must admit it was fortunate that at the time of the destruction of that 

Temple no one thought to destroy the altar.  But perhaps the sword itself is 

responsible for its own safe-keeping, eh?" 

"Could be, Master.  It is so beautiful!" 

"Yes.  It is.  But unfinished for all its beauty," Merlin said dreamily.  I 

could feel the prophecy in the air so I prompted. 

"Unfinished?" 

"Yes, Talli.  One day it will have an inscription on its blade and be 

wielded by a king who is its equal."  The sound echoed, as I now expected. 

"What will you do with it, Merlin?" 

"Ah.  That is our next endeavour.  Now, however, the Bards are 

gathering." 

“Just one more thing, Master”. 

“What is it, Talli?” 

“What do you mean when you say “From birth Man grows younger”? 

“I see a future where arrogant and declining civilizations rush towards 

extinction.  Leaving only hints of the intellect and arcane KNOWING that 

history shared with the Gods.  It should be mandatory to learn the Kabala, 

and Chakras, but which historian, like Nennius, do you know that is 

capable?  If only they could see, each race degenerates with each advancing 

cycle.  And we are now in the Kali Yuga, where Man is at its lowest, most 

primitive, stupidest and most misguided era of the four.  Violence and 

greed.  Not civilized at all.  Yet arrogant enough to call those all-wise 

wizards who first built Stonehenge primitive baby-killers.  It just shakes me 
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into speechlessness.  What is the use to preach to rocks? And mineral 

kingdom they are.  A long way yet to go through the plant to the animal to 

the human kingdom, if they are very ardent.  But first there must be the 

Reckoning.... “ 

"Carmarthen, thou shalt have a wet morning," I quoted him as saying.  

“Yes, Talli.  Exactly.  So I say, ‘Kalki, come on down!’" 

“And who is Kalki, Master?” I asked. 

“For the Hindus, Talli, He is the 10
th

 and final Avatar, or Divine Son.  

He is also called the Avenging Angel, as He will come down from the 

Heavens with his shining sword to enact the Apocalypse.” 

“Oh.”  Well, I had asked. 

 

When I saw Aneirin I asked if he was nervous about tonight. 

"Of course not, Talli.  It will come.  How not?" 

"You mean the inspiration?" I asked. 

"Certainly.  No Bard of any quality could spend an hour with the High 

One and not receive inspiration.  You shall see," he said. 

"I hope you are right," I sighed. 

Talhaearn was next.  He played beautifully, and I was very glad for 

him.  Others were good also, but as we listened I knew he would surely be 

the winner for the day and I was right. 

The following day Aneirin had no trouble at all winning the day.  I 

was still very sure Aneirin was Pen Beirdd, and I told him so.  He seemed to 

accept it as his due, an attitude I wished somehow I could adopt.  But alas, 

tonight was my meditation and I felt not the tiniest shred of confidence, in 
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spite of Merlin's reassurances.  But Aneirin calmly radiated both confidence 

and prophecy with ease. 

 

I Aneirin will sing 

What is known to Taliesin, 

Who communicates to me his thoughts 

Or a strain of Gododin 

Before the dawn of the bright day. 

 

It is known to Taliesin 

The skilful-minded - 

Shall there not be a song of the Gododin 

Before the dawn of the fair day? 

 

And I am manacled 

In the earthen house, 

An iron chain 

Over my two knees; 

Yet of the mead and the horn, 

And of the men of Cattraeth, 

I Aneirin will sing. 

* * * 

 

This was it.  My hour had come.  I walked through the portal and was 

surprised that Gwrthwl was leaving.  He had not for the others, to my 

knowledge. 
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"Good luck, Taliesin.  May The God be with you," he said. 

The Sacred Flame still burned brightly in front of the menhir.  I put 

down my harp, put my hands together and bowed to the Flame. 

"I know that Herne is my Guide, oh High One, and I don't want to be 

disloyal, but help me this night if it be Thy Will.  Guide my notes to glorify 

Thee." 

I sat on the stone seat and closed my eyes.  Balance my breath, focus 

in the brow . . . Soon I was in a deep state of meditation which this location 

enhanced enormously. 

The menhir, or sacred pillar on whose right I sat began to shine 

brightly.  White light began swirling around it lifting in a spiral from the 

ground up.  Rays of light streamed out from it to penetrate the shadows with 

shafts of pure, blinding white light.  It circled faster and faster, expanding 

the radius of its arc ever greater, filling the chamber completely.  I felt as if I 

were sitting in the heart of the Sun itself.  Except this wasn't yellow.  This 

was the pure, sacred blue-white light of God.  I felt sure there was a cone of 

light extending out through the roof of the mound all the way to Heaven.  As 

it was in the Temple of the Sun at Stonehenge. 

Suddenly the swirling ceased.  In place of the menhir stood a vision of 

divine creation.  This could only be Maponus.  The High One Himself!  The 

Lord of Light and Learning had come. 

I fell to my knees with my hands together, head bowed. 

"Lord." 

"We are One.  We are Light.  Cernunnos and I are One.  I am 

Maponus, I am Herne. All the gods are One.  Thy people shall be my people.  

Thy road, my road.  Thy work shall resound to the end of this world, thy 
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service shall be eternal.  Be not afraid, for the very stars are with thee.  They 

sitteth at thy right hand.  Thou art a star, Radiant Brow.  Arise and join the 

Music of the Spheres!" 

As He spoke there was beautiful music tinkling around his every 

word.  I opened my eyes and saw that the white light surrounding Him now 

contained all the seven colours, even as at Woodhenge.  They swirled in a 

dance of such beauty as I had never seen before. 

Tears flowed freely down my cheeks.  I felt the impact of the 

Wonders of The Gods as fully as my limited human capacity allowed.  I was 

overwhelmed. 

He left as gracefully as the Sun leaves the horizon.  The light and His 

image simply dissolved before my eyes, leaving the menhir in His place 

where it had been before.  Only the Sacred Fire remained. 

I sat for a few moments, not even knowing when I picked up my harp.  

But music was flowing from me with a will of its own.  It had all seemed 

like only moments, but suddenly there stood Gwrthwl telling me my time 

was up, a knowing expression on his face. 

I asked Aneirin the next morning if he had actually seen the God 

Himself, in the flesh, during his Vigil. 

"Oh course not, Talli.  The Divine Inspiration is his Gift to us.  He 

would not appear to lowly mortals in the flesh!"  I left it at that. 

The afternoon found me sitting on top of the mound, harp in hand.  

Somewhere deep inside I knew that I would win the competition today.  It 

was not my music but His.  It had to win, of course.  As I sat there and 

played it for them, the best Bards in the Land, I had a new-found confidence 

which somehow left me more humble than before. 
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I looked over at Merlin and smiled.  At last I realised it was me that 

would represent Merlin's greatness at this gathering.  A natural handover 

because the time was right.  I may not win the title, would not, in fact, 

against Aneirin, but the continuation was proceeding in the proper manner.  

It was not mine to be the great wizard that Merlin was, nor was it mine to be 

the great bard that Aneirin was.  However, the evolution of Time was 

proceeding as it should.  God's Will be done.  So let it be.  I felt I had 

already gained much more than any title could give.  Now I must play for 

The God. 

 

Primary Chief Bard 

Am I to Elffin. 

And my native country 

Is the place of the Summer Stars. 

 

My chair is in Caer Sidi,  

where no one is afflicted with age or illness. 

Manawyd and Pryderi have known it well. 

Three organs play before it. 

 

There is an odious worm 

from Caer Satanas 

it has conquered all, 

between depths and shallows. 

 

Its jaws are as wide 
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as the Alps 

Death cannot conquer it, 

nor hand nor blade. 

 

There are three pillars 

in its spine, 

the sea is speckled with the plough 

of those who swim through it - 

gentle cows and oxen. 

 

The River of Gifts, the River of Blessing, 

is the name of the three pillars. 

 

I am a bard and harper, 

I am a piper and crwth-player, 

of sevenscore singers, 

the very best enchanter. 

From the lime of competition 

I take my winged ascent. 

 

I have sat in the perilous seat 

Above Caer Sidi. 

I shall continue to revolve 

Between the three elements. 

 

There is not a marvel in the world 
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Which I cannot reveal. 

 

Oldest at its birth, 

Man grows younger. 

 

* * * 

 

The day of the finals had arrived at last.  To my complete amazement 

the play-off would be between Aneirin and me!  Aneirin smiled and clasped 

my hand as we climbed the mound.  We sat side by side facing the hardest 

judges a Bard would ever be likely to face.  Merlin was just coming out from 

the Great Hall.  This was the scene I had seen in the fire at the woodcutter's 

hut.  That helped to calm me. 

It seemed like hours and hours we played for them, one after the 

other, and it must have been so for the Sun was fading.  Aneirin's harp was 

inferior to the harp he had given me, and I felt a sense of guilt for awhile.  

However, the harp proved no drawback to him, for he transformed it into the 

sound of the finest quality.  His voice was much sweeter than mine, but I felt 

my compositions were slightly better than his.  Still, I did not expect to win, 

and felt simply honoured to be there in the finals at all.  Especially on my 

first visit.  It was really a very uplifting experience, and I enjoyed every 

moment. 

In the Great Hall at dinner the whispers were flying around us.  By the 

time the written vote was taken, I felt no tension at all.  As I said, I did not 

expect to win. 
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After the meal, Merlin gathered all the ballots, and he and Gareth 

went to the table at the end of the room and counted them twice, and then 

again.  Merlin looked at Gareth and shrugged after Gareth whispered 

something into his ear.  Then he smiled and nodded his head in agreement.  

Gareth disappeared into the back room and brought something to the table. 

He motioned Aneirin and me to him and stepped onto the dais.  There 

was an expectant hush in the Hall.  Merlin held up his hands. 

"Companions, we now have your final vote, so it is time to award the 

title to the deserving Bard."  He smiled a big smile for both of us. 

"My Brothers, we have an unusual occurrence this year for the first 

time.  In the past the margin marking a winner has always exceeded three 

votes, so there has never been a problem.  But the rules state that in the 

advent of a close tie, but not an exact one, there is a procedure to be 

followed.  Our first Pen Beirdd, Hu Gadarn, called Hu the Mighty, knew this 

day would come, it seems." 

The crowd echoed with appropriate gasps of surprise. 

"I am very pleased to announce the winner of the title of Pen Beirdd 

goes to the very deserving Aneirin of Gododdin.  Well done, Aneirin." 

There were claps of approval throughout the hall, but Merlin raised 

his hands again. 

"However, his competitor has beat him by two votes." 

Gasps again. 

Merlin raised his hands again.  "So we have a new title to be bestowed 

this year . . . to Taliesin Emrys . . . ARCH BARD!"  Cheers broke out from 

all corners of the Hall, and I was dumb-struck.  Herne's words kept coming 

back to me.  Arch Bard.... I should have known. 
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Merlin adorned Aneirin with the regalia of Pen Beirdd with great 

pomp and ceremony that he himself had worn.  A broad blue ribbon was 

placed around his neck with the golden harp of the Pen Beirdd insignia 

dangling from it.  Then he turned to me and attached a blue headband to my 

white headdress and placed a torc on my neck that was enamelled with blue 

lapis lazuli inlaid in gold casings. 

All I could do was blush, and blush again. 

"He is the great Northern Star of the Sixth Century," someone 

shouted.  Cheering broke out anew. 

"A song!  A song!", they demanded.  I had no choice, it seemed. 

 

 

I am Taliesin, 

Chief-poet of the West, 

I shall release Elffin 

out of the golden fetter. 

 

I know the names of the stars, 

From the North to the South . . . 

I was in the Hall of Don, 

Before Gwydion was born . .  

I have been three times resident 

In the Castle of Arianrhod. 

 

Who did not journey to the Court of Heaven? 

They do not know about the starry ox 
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With sevenscore linkings in his collar . . . 

And when we went with Arthur  - a sorrowful journey-  

Except seven, none returned from Manawyddan's Caer. 

 

If you are chiefs poets 

versed in the arts, 

relate the high mysteries 

to the people of the wide world. 

 

A bard with the breast of a magician: 

when he recites, 

his store of Awen flows 

in midnight's stony-dark. 

 

The ardent soul 

Shall be voyaging through the clouds 

With the children of the Seraphim, 

Gliding on shall be thy people, 

To the liberation of Elffin. 

 

Behold a bard who has not chanted yet. 

Soon he will sing 

And by the end of his song, 

He will know starry wisdom. 

 

I know with what enduring patience 
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The sky was raised. 

When the great knowledge of the stars is imparted 

then will be understood every high thing. 

 

* * * 

 

Merlin was full of amusement as we waited for the ferry.  He kept 

teasing me about the fact that any Triads I wrote in future would have to live 

up to my exalted title.  The prospect was daunting, to say the least. 

"But not to worry, Talli, for the minute we cross on that ferry, you 

will once again be Hu, the lowly servant, eh?"  He laughed. 

"All right, Merlin.  Where do we go now?"  I knew he wanted me to 

ask. 

"We are this far North, so we may as well drop in on another old 

friend of mine." 

"And where does this friend live, Master?" 

"Rheged." 

"Rheged!" I exclaimed.  "Why that is days north of here!" 

"Yes.  That is correct." 

And so it was that I found myself on my first journey to Rheged, or 

Cumberland.  The home of Owain, . . . and Castlerigg. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Chapter Twenty-Four 

Rheged Bound 

 

The terrain in Rheged was much different from the angular peaks of 

Wales.  The mountains here were high, but rounded, like gentle giants.  They 

were all much greener than the grey slate-pointed peaks of Snowdonia, 

around Penmaenmawr, Gwynedd, and not quite as awesome.  Autumn had 

certainly taken hold, and many of the trees blazed in vivid colours, making 

colour contrasts that were almost spectacular.  Yet sometimes the colours 

blended so gently in their various stages of decay that it formed the simple 

effect of a blanket of rust.  This gave the feeling one could settle into the 

new but familiar geography of Autumn once again.  The brown time.  Much 

better than Winter, the grey time. 

There were narrow lakes everywhere, in every valley.  Most had 

islands in the middle.  I hardly think we were out of sight of a lake for the 
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entire journey.  Truly the scenery was too lovely for description.  In this 

context words were inadequate to describe the work of God's paintbrushes. 

"Master, what will happen now to the settlement at Penmaenmawr?  

Have you any plans?" 

"Yes, Talli.  While on Mona I asked Gareth to assume full 

responsibility for both places.  He will not need to spend much time at Bryn-

Celli-ddu in future.  But he has full authority to organise The Druid's Circle 

as he sees fit.  You must admit anything would be an improvement?" 

"Absolutely!" I laughed. 

As we rode, Merlin pointed out the prematurely snow-capped peak of 

Skiddaw ahead.  He told me that our destination was just beside the large 

stretch of Derwent Water that we could just see in the distance.  What an 

idyllic spot it was.  A wood of blazing hues ran down the mountain nearly to 

the shore.  A small island floated not far off-shore, but looked uninhabited.  

Probably too small.  It seemed to come and go in the mist that was quickly 

forming as the afternoon progressed. 

There had been a lot of rain as we journeyed through the mountains, 

so the lake was full to the brim, making the pebbly shore seem a little 

narrow. 

The house we approached was Rheged's answer to a Roman villa.  

Built of large fieldstones, yet slate over large timber beams, it squared 

around a central patio leading off from every room.  It had separate stables 

and servant quarters, and I noticed a dovecote and mews around back. 

Three or four hounds set up a clamour as we approached, and a jolly 

man in his late thirties came out to see.  With him was a red-haired boy three 

or four. 
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They appeared prosperous enough, judging from the paunch the man 

displayed.  He shaded his eyes from the sun to see who approached.  When 

he recognised Merlin, he slapped his knee and began to laugh heartily. 

"Merlinus Ambrosius!  Welcome, welcome.  Do come in.  How glad I 

am to see you again boy.  What a surprise." 

"Sir Ector, it is good to see you again also.  How are you?" 

"Oh, can't complain, Merlin.  Could be worse.  You will stay awhile 

with us?" 

"If it is agreeable to your goodwife.  But only for a few days," Merlin 

agreed. 

"A long as you like.  Merlin, I want you to meet my son, Cai.  He is 

two now, and our pride and joy.  We waited late to start a family, you 

know." 

"How do you do, Cai," Merlin said. 

"Hello," he offered. 

"A fine lad, indeed.  Ector, let me introduce Hu, my friend and 

sometime servant," Merlin began. 

"Well it's about time you behaved like the High Prince," Ector 

laughed.  "Hello Hu," he said. 

"But I am the High Prince no longer, Ector." 

"Ah, Merlin.  I'm so sorry.  It was bad news about Ambrosius.  A 

great loss.  A great loss.  He was a good king.  And Uther cannot take his 

place, I fear." 

"No." 
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"Well enough of this for now.  Come inside and meet the wife.  She 

will be too pleased to meet The Enchanter.  Heard all sorts of stories about 

you, we have, since we left Lesser Britain." 

"Martha," he shouted, "come and meet Merlin!" 

A kindly, rosy-cheeked woman probably ten years younger than Ector 

came out from the kitchen. 

"Merlin?" 

"That's right, my dear, the High Prince himself!" 

"Oh my," she blushed and removed her apron. 

"It is very nice to meet you, Prince Merlin." 

"And you, Martha, at last," Merlin bowed over her hand and she 

smiled wide and blushed even more.  There was something about her that 

made one feel comfortable.  They were a nice family indeed. 

After dinner, Merlin and Ector closeted themselves in what passed for 

a library.  I did not know what was in Merlin's mind, and felt a bit 

disappointed not to be included.  Guess I would get used to it. 

I walked out under the few stars that shone dimly over an eyelash 

moon, and thought back over the Eisteddfod.  I was now Arch Bard!  Oh 

my.  Still couldn't get used to that.  And just in time to begin my servitude as 

Hu.  What games life plays! 

 Life is a game . . . play it, 

 Life is a song . . . sing it, 

 Life is a tragedy . . . meet it! 

Where on earth did that come from?  Where had I heard that, I 

wonder?  Oh well. 
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When Merlin returned and did not find me in our room, he came 

outside to find me. 

"Well that was a good visit.  Nice to reminisce with someone who was 

there through all of the invasion and king-making.  He is a really nice 

fellow, is Ector, don't you think?" 

"Yes." 

"Talli, what is going on in the lofty head of yours?" 

"Sorry.  I am only suffering the pains of the leap." 

"Leap?" 

"Yes.  From Arch Beirdd back to Hu." 

"Feeling useless are you Talli?" 

"Useless as raindrops on the ocean." 

"I see.  You are feeling left out.  Well, you will not be for much 

longer.  Be patient." 

"I know.  It is just all the mystery that goes with being your servant.  I 

never know where we are going, when we have arrived, or what we are 

doing there." 

"And it makes anonymity easier to bear if you understand why you 

are doing it?  Is that it, Talli?" 

"I suppose so." 

Merlin sighed.  "That wish - to know why - is one you and I will 

rarely have the luxury of experiencing, Talli.  What we do, we do for the 

gods.  They lead and direct us.  The plans are theirs.  I remember warning 

you it would be a difficult yoke to bear sometimes.  But I do realise I have 

not made it any easier.  I shall work on that, I promise." 
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"Really there is no need.  I guess this is just the anti-climax of all that 

has happened since Penmaenmawr.  Even you must admit it is a lot to take 

in within a short time?  And . . . , well . . . I guess I was wondering . . ." 

"What, Talli?" 

"Whether I would ever be able to play the harp openly again." 

"Oh my dear.  Of course you shall.  You will not repeat a situation 

like the Eisteddfod.  That was once in a lifetime.  But you shant have to 

suppress the fact that you can play.  You just cannot use it to perform like a 

normal household Bard, pre-planned, for large audiences.  You cannot be a 

great composer or performer with acclaim.  You must pretend it is a hobby 

and refuse to let people make more of it than that.  Your fame as Arch 

Beirdd must not be linked with Hu.  And it is only your mature discretion 

that can keep that from happening, Talli, and it is a very large responsibility, 

I know.  Maybe it will help to remember that you ARE Arch Beirdd, the best 

there has ever been.  For that matter, chances of that title ever being passed 

on to another is very negligible.  So you shall always be Arch Beirdd.  That 

is almost a joke on history, Talli.  What an elusive figure you shall be to 

history!  You came out of nowhere.  You conquered.  And you vanished!  

Think about it.  Shape-Shifter indeed.  But you shall have that knowledge 

always, tucked away in your own private heart, you see?  You know beyond 

a doubt that you are the best, that you have no competition in this world.  

And the knowing shall make you strong.  You will need to be very strong, 

Talli, for the years to come.  I know now.  You are young, but the gods have 

blessed you with making your mark before anonymity would bury your 

light." 
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"There is nothing to keep Bards like Aneirin, Talhaearn and 

Bluchbard from visiting you.  You could pretend to be taking lessons or 

recording bardic compositions of theirs for posterity.  Then you could pass 

on your work to them and let them spread your work as it should be spread.  

You see?  All is not hopelessness.  Where the gods close one door, they open 

another.  The gods are both cruel and kind, Talli.  The blessings will be 

worth the pain." 

"Yes, I see," I said.  And I did feel better. 

"And Talli.  I have never been as proud of you as I was at that 

Eisteddfod.  You truly deserved the acclaim they gave you.  You truly did 

outplay Aneirin, do not doubt it." 

"Thanks, Merlin." 

 

The next evening Merlin called me into Ector's study with them, and 

shut the door. 

"Ector, the reason I have called Hu in here is because he is a part of 

what I now want to discuss.  Plus the fact that it is unfair to leave him out, 

but I shall explain that in a moment." 

Ector sat in a comfortable chair by the fire with Merlin near, and I 

leaned against a window seat.  Ector lit a pipe and sat smiling expectantly. 

"You said last night you were a little sad that you and Martha can 

have no more children to keep Cai company.  Correct?" 

"Yes, Merlin, of course that's what I said," Ector confirmed. 

"Well, I may have a solution, if things go the way I believe they will." 

"Yes?" Ector asked, puzzled. 

"Would you consider fostering a child?" 
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"Well, for you Merlin, of course.  I would have to ask the Missus, of 

course, but I am sure it would thrill her to have another bairn in the house.  

Who did you have in mind?  Do you . . . , I mean, I didn't know you, er, that 

you . . ." 

"No, Ector.  Not my child.  A much more important child than my 

child could ever be.  When the time comes I shall tell you whose child.  But 

you will have to trust me now when I say the child's bloodline would make 

him a very worthy playmate for Cai, if a little young." 

"How old is this child, Merlin?" Ector asked. 

"I regret to say he has not yet been born," Merlin dropped. 

Ector laughed and laughed, his belly shaking in every direction.  "Ah, 

Merlin,  I have missed you, boy!  I forgot how very amusing you could be." 

"I am very serious, I'm afraid," said Merlin. 

Ector stopped laughing, and leaned forward towards Merlin 

confidentially. 

"This is something you have Seen, Merlin?  This is your magical 

Sight again?" 

"Yes." 

"Well, I know better than to question your prophecies.  But can you 

know this child will even make it to the birthing?  Is the mother near her 

time?" 

"No.  The child has not been conceived yet, but he will be soon.  In 

the very early Spring.  A Christmas child, a Solstice child.  Who knows?  So 

you will only have a year to wait." 
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"Oh Merlin.  How you do go on.  No wonder the tales even reach us 

up here.  But in all truth, boy, any child you brought us would be welcome 

for fostering in this house." 

"I will not be bringing him.  Hu will."  Merlin looked at me and 

smiled.  I shrugged in acquiescence. 

"Well, no matter.  Whoever brings the child, we'll accept it, but mind 

you!  It won't be raised with any of this magic and enchantment.  Ours is just 

an ordinary household without access to the likes of you," Ector said, almost 

regretfully. 

"Until now, perhaps.  Not any more," Merlin smiled. 

"What's that?" Ector demanded.  One got the impression he was 

delighted as well as startled. 

"Ector, the next thing I tell you will be the biggest secret of all, and 

the most important.  Even bigger than the child's identity.  Promise you will 

never let this one get out, even to Martha?" 

"Well, I don't like that part of it much, but all right, Merlin.  I know 

about such things as keeping the secrets of the kingdom under tight control 

for its own safety.  I promise." 

"Good.  Ector, Hu is not my servant.  He is my adopted son and 

prodigy.  His name is Taliesin Emrys." 

"Well, well."  Ector looked up at me and smiled.  I smiled back. 

"Talli is also trained by me in my Art, which he will keep a closely 

guarded secret.  He will be the body-servant of the child, Ector, and must 

come with him as part of the package.  He will be unobtrusive and a great 

help, I assure you." 
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"Well . . . sure we could use another pair of hands.  But will you be 

able to tolerate being stuck away up here with no young people your own 

age?"  Ector addressed the question to me. 

"As the gods Will," I replied. 

Ector scratched his head.  It was all a bit much, even for me who 

knew Merlin's ways well.  But it was not over. 

"Another thing, Ector," Merlin continued. 

"Well why not!"  He laughed jovially.  "What's one more surprise!" 

"You will have a very single honour, and only you will know about it.  

Talli has just won the extremely distinguished title of Arch Bard at the 

Eisteddfod on Druid's Isle." 

"Arch Bard!  Well, never knew there was such a thing," he said and 

scratched his head again. 

"There wasn't until Taliesin came along.  He won over the new Pen 

Bard, Aneirin of Gododdin, by two votes.  And according to the rules laid 

down in the advent of this happening, the title was bestowed for the first, 

and perhaps the last time.  There was no doubt he deserved it." 

"E-e-e, well, it will be nice to have a Bard in the house.  I must 

admit," Ector mused.  "Congratulations to you, Talli." 

"Hu, sir.  Thank you," I answered. 

"Er, of course, Hu." 

"Sorry to drop all of this on you at once, Ector my friend, but Talli's 

talents, or at least his title, must be kept the closest secret of them all.  Even 

the child, no, especially the child cannot know Talli is mine nor that he is 

Arch Bard.  Agreed?" 
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"Yes, all right.  Agreed!  This all sounds like great fun.  Now Merlin, 

is there any other little jewel you may have forgotten to tell me, or is that 

enough for one night?"  Ector laughed, shaking his head back and forth. 

Merlin laughed now too.  "No, that is quite enough." 

 

We left the next day.  Merlin and I worked out some of the difficult 

details that this undertaking would entail.  But at least now I knew.  And 

Merlin had kept his promise to try and keep me informed. 

Before we started South we rode the extra mile or two to Castlerigg 

Stone Circle at Keswick.  The location of this circle was indeed scenic.  

Idyllic. 

Situated on top of one of the lovely Gentle Giants, it sat where three 

mountain ranges met.  The scenic panorama swept valleys and peaks that 

were patched in green, brown, and yellow, red, purple and even blue.  The 

sunlight played wonderful tricks with the eye in this location.  It would 

highlight an assortment of colours on every mountainside.  The light would 

touch one spot and make it yellow-green, or shade another in blue-green.  

The Autumn heather would glow in browns, reds and purples, while the 

gorse patches would shine forth in vivid yellow.  The infrequent clumps of 

trees could be red, yellow or orange. 

Altogether it created a peaceful mystique to the beautiful and 

impressive stone circle and lent it a majesty beyond its own.  Wonderful.  I 

was really impressed, and I loved the place.  Well, I would surely show 

Arthur this before he was very old. 

Arthur.  That was his name, the future king.  I knew it now.  So that 

was where it kept coming from in my songs!  Here was more proof of the 
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'Synchronicity' I had learned to recognise.  The Force of the Gods at work, 

evidenced by well-timed, ordinary happenings.  Too well-timed.  No 

coincidences, Merlin had said.  Happenings that formed a pattern.  

Happenings that led one . .  Somewhere.  Yes, the winds of the gods were 

moving now.  I could feel it too, and it was exciting.  Merlin was right.  I 

bowed to what I already knew was this circle's Stone of Power in 

acknowledgement of the Mighty Ones. 

We paid our respects at the Druid settlement just at the bottom of the 

hill.  Merlin wanted them to know me, as Hu, for future trips.  They showed 

me respect, for although only a servant, being sponsored by Merlin singled 

me out as one worthy of great trust. 

We were invited to stay the night, but Merlin refused saying we must 

be on our way, that matters were pressing. 

As we started homeward, I realised I felt a lot better about everything.  

As Dai had said, understanding breeds patience. 

'Dai', I thought.  'Dai, can you hear me?' 

'Yes, who is it?' came the silent answer. 

'It is Taliesin, Arch Beirdd!' 

'Talli?  You did it, Talli?  You won?' 

'Yes I did.  Over Aneirin, Talhaearn and Bluchbard.  Aneirin is Pen 

Beirdd now.  But Dai, they created Arch Beirdd for me because I won by two 

votes!  Isn't it wonderful?' 

'Oh, Talli!  I am so pleased.  Well done, my dear.  I knew you were the 

best at a lot of things, even if you did not.  Merlin and I both knew.' 

'Thanks, Dai.' 

'Be happy, Talli, and make a difference!' 
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'I will.' 

Merlin looked over at me and smiled.  "Lovely fellow, Dai." 

"Yes, Master," I laughed heartily. 

'I tried to tell you in the woodcutter's hut, Talli,' Aneirin sent. 

'Well done, young one,' Lleu sent. 

'Talli, remind me to teach you how to focus your transmission!', 

Merlin sent. 

And we all laughed and laughed with sheer delight. 



 

 

 

 

 

Chapter Twenty-Five 

Albion 

When we reached Gloucester, Merlin again surprised me by turning 

east, instead of going home to Bryn Gwydden.  It was late November now.  I 

should have guessed he would need to visit Giant's Dance to see how the 

work had been going in his absence.  There were only about three weeks for 

him to finish the resurrection of the circle before Winter Solstice.  Yes, I had 

nearly forgotten about Stonehenge in all the excitement. 

What a difference this trip, not having the threat of Saimon hanging 

over us.  I may be Arch Bard, but I could never have rid us of that threat.  I 

eyed Merlin out of the corner of my eye.  He did not look exactly ordinary, 

but when I remembered how he dealt with the Middle Eastern, I realised the 

worst was yet to come.  For I would miss my Master while I played 

nursemaid to his creation, even if it was a future king.  I would miss him 

very much indeed.  What if I had not been there to see all I have seen of 

him?  That dreadful thought made me very sad. 

Oh well.  I certainly cured my growing impatience to go home.  I 

would happily go where he went.  And I think I was wise enough now to 

appreciate every moment of the coming year in his company.  And perhaps I 
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could be more help to him now.  Awareness was everything.  I would look 

for ways to help.  After all, I was fourteen now, and a man.  I promised 

myself I would no longer be a burden to him.  But I was.  Oh dear. 

"Master, will you leave me at Avebury?" 

"I think not, Talli, unless you would prefer it.  I have decided you are 

fully up to the challenge.  You do want to go to Giant's Dance with me, do 

you not?" 

"Certainly, my Lord!" 

"Then that is the way it shall be.  Between your 'shape-changing' 

talents and the fact you will keep your distance from Uther when he arrives, 

I think it will be all right." 

As we approached Giant's Dance, Evan ran out to greet us.  I could 

see a lot of work had been done since my last visit. 

All of the fallen Sarcen monoliths were standing upright and the 

capstone lintels in place except for two.  This made the outer Sarcen circle 

nearly continuous, and therefore, complete.  The inner full circle of 

bluestone standing stones was complete.  Only the capstone lintels were 

missing from all five of the inner horseshoe trilithons, even though the 

bluestone horseshoe of standing stones, not needing capstones, was 

complete.  Of course the Hele stone was still standing to the northeast within 

the processional Avenue leading to Woodhenge.  It was once again very 

impressive and the work well-done indeed.  Still, I would always see Merlin 

standing in the moonlight looking for all the world like a silver wolf baying 

to the Moon, answered by the materialisation of the Lords of the Sun.  I 

almost preferred the incompleteness because of the memory. 
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I began to count and notice the layout.  Two perfect circles completed, 

although two more outer circles were planned someday, I knew.  Two 

horseshoe circles, open to the rising Sun at Midsummer like a chalice 

waiting to receive the divine ambrosial nectar of Light, were very nearly 

complete.  The five trilithons in the horseshoe needing capstone lintels were 

the key to the whole layout.  They were grouped into the inner three and the 

outer two. 

 

The middle trilithon, located in the southwest where the stem of a 

chalice would be joined, marked the sunset on Winter Solstice.  Without the 

stem, it was a cup.  And what was it the Druids say?  Ah yes. 
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Sufficient unto a man must be the size of the cup he brings 

to the well.' 

 

The remaining four trilithons, the 'four' in reflected twos, marked the 

Midsummer Moon rise in the south and Winter Moon set in the west.  The 

eastern trilithon marked the Winter sunrise and the northern one marked the 

Summer sunset.   

The opening to the chalice was located by looking outside all the 

circles to the Hele Stone in the northeast which marked the most important 

Midsummer Sunrise.  Two lesser standing stones to the left and right inside 

the Hele Stone marked the moonrise in Winter. 

So you have a sunrise trilithon facing a sunset trilithon, a moonrise 

trilithon facing a moonset trilithon, and a final sunset trilithon facing the 

Hele stone, which is a sunrise stone.  Everything was positive opposite 

negative.  Duality again.  So although the 4 is there in the mirrored trilithons, 

there are 5 in actuality.  But the Hele stone implies a hidden sixth, which is 3 

in duality.  And of course each trilithon was a 3.  In fact each trilithon 

appeared in itself to be a gateway to something. 

I knew this circle was built on the Magic Square of the Sun, 666, and I 

began to see a pattern forming in my mind that related.  For the paths that 

the trilithons celebrated consisted of 3 sets of 3 paths in reflection, or 18.  

And 18 was the total of 3 sixes! 
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My goodness, this could get complicated.  I would really have to 

study this to understand, and I would be willing to bet that history would 

have a fine old time with this!  My respect for Merlin's work grew. 

 

"Merlin!  I am so glad to see you!  Welcome back," Evan greeted 

enthusiastically. 

"Hello, Evan.  I know you think I deserted you, but as you see, it is 

not the case.  Evan, meet Hu, my friend and sometime servant." 

"Hello, Hu.  Come and see what Merlin has begun," Evan said. 
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"Evan, it is really going well, I see.  You have done more than I ever 

expected you could.  Only the hard part remains," he laughed. 

"Yes, my lord.  That is exactly why I am so glad you have returned 

when you did!" he laughed. 

"Not to worry, my friend.  Merlin to the rescue!" 

We all laughed at that, as Merlin intended. 

"What about Saimon, Merlin?" asked Evan. 

"A threat no longer." 

"Gone?" 

"Yes, gone." 

 

After we had been there several days and Merlin had the chance to 

speak to each and every workman and inspect every tiny facet of the 

reconstruction, Merlin sat with Evan and me and told us how he planned to 

lift the lintels. 

"It will be a combination of telekinesis and teleportation, Evan, as you 

already know, but T . . . Hu here doesn't.  Strictly mind-control.  You see, 

Evan, Hu also has some small gift in the area of mind-control and I intend to 

enlist his aid along with yours tomorrow to begin the actual lifting.  If we 

three are focusing and directing together, it really should be a simple 

matter," Merlin teased. 

"Oh.  Simple, is it Merlin?  You certainly haven't lost your talent for 

the proverbial understatement, have you!" Evan joked. 

"All joking aside, Evan, you have done really marvellous work here.  

There is no other that could have accomplished what you have, and I am 

grateful." 
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Evan smiled.  "Oh it was no trouble, Merlin.  Child's play." 

 

It took us very nearly the entire remaining three weeks to finish the 

job.  There were many false starts and it took some practice for me to get 

used to moving things in that way.  Merlin kept telling me it made no 

difference the size of the object we were moving.  It was the quality of 

merged focus and direction that counted.  At times I thought Merlin could 

have done it easier alone.  I did finally get the feel of it, and could add what 

Merlin and I knew was a considerable amount of Power to the effort.  I must 

admit it was quite exciting to watch those huge monoliths rising in the air 

and know that I was partly responsible. 

The workmen had obviously seen it happen many times before, but 

still they stood and watched with held breath.  When the final stone was in 

place they let out a roar of cheers and began leaping around patting each 

other on the back. 

Merlin glanced at the finished monument and smiled.  His vision 

blurred for a moment in that way he has when the Sight was on him. 

"It is done," he said. 

"Will you send for the king now, Master?" I asked. 

"I already have, Hu.  He has not replied, but he will be here for the 

dawn tomorrow." 

 

As we waited in the Temple of the Sun during that hour of darkness 

just before dawn on the twenty-first, the place had an eerie feel to it.  The 

silence was captivating.  Hypnotic, almost.  Everyone but Merlin and myself 
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had gone home yesterday soon after completion.  Merlin had thanked 

everyone profusely and paid them all generously. 

We did not have our robes on, not even Merlin, for Uther hated 

anything to do with our Order.  The finer points of either religion or song 

evaded our king.  However, I thought it to be irrelevant, because the very air 

was thick with religion and mystery.  And promise.  Promise of a long-

awaited fulfilment at hand.  I wondered if the Sun Lords would be pleased to 

see it complete next time they came.  What was I saying!  I hoped there 

would never need to be a next time. 

The light was just beginning to redefine the darkness like water-

colours running together on a palette, when we heard horses approaching. 

"Is he bringing the troops with him, Master?" I asked. 

"No.  I told him to come alone." 

I understood how Uther and he might not get on.  Both were used to 

being obeyed.  Both had opposite beliefs and interests.  Duality.  Two halves 

of the One World.  Without either I suppose it would be a pretty 

uninteresting life.  I also saw the need to have Uther here for this memorial 

event.  To complete that very principle of duality.  To represent opposites. 

As I saw riders approaching, I walked outside of the circle to stand 

with Castor and Pollux. 

Uther left his horse with his two guards on the other side of the circle 

and walked warily up to Merlin. 

"Merlinus." 

"Uther.  Your timing is impeccable."  I noticed that Merlin did not 

bow to his king.  And indeed, why should he?  He was the High Prince, and 

by rights could now be the king if he had wanted it. 
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"How long?" Uther demanded. 

"Ten minutes or so," Merlin replied as abruptly. 

"Then I should have waited ten minutes longer before I left," Uther 

said arrogantly. 

"When is the Coronation going to be?" Merlin asked. 

"Early Spring.  The first of March if the freeze is over." 

"It will be over," said Merlin. 

"Will you be there?" 

"No." 

"You are invited." 

"I know." 

"Listen, Merlin.  Just because we don't like each other very much is no 

reason for you to miss it.  And just because I refuse to work with you in the 

same way as my brother does not negate the fact that we are still blood kin." 

"We will work together, yet, Uther Pendragon.  At least once." 

"So you say.  But in spite of what you call prophecy, I have no room 

for your kind of advice during my reign," Uther declared. 

"We shall see." 

"Merlin, I tell you I will not . . . " 

Merlin held up his hand.  "Hush.  It comes now!" 

Uther turned to face the Hele Stone as Merlin had done.  By the time 

he looked at Merlin in consternation and back to the Hele stone, the Sun had 

just topped the stone and crept slowly, ever so slowly in a straight line to fall 

in a shining, radiant glow on the combination of altar and gravestone at their 

feet.  It lingered only a minute or so, but lit the whole grave with a lovely 

yellow glow. 
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Merlin put his hands together and bowed to it.  "Ambrosius, I wish 

you Light." 

Uther just stared with open mouth until it was gone. 

"It's good, Merlin.  What you have done." 

Merlin smiled.  "I know." 

"Do you want a reward?" 

"Not now." 

"When then?" 

"I shall ask when the time comes," Merlin forewarned. 

"And maybe I will grant your wish!" Uther rejoined. 

"You will." 

"Enough of this!  I must go.  If you change your mind and decide to 

come to the Coronation, you will be welcomed." 

"Wait.  I nearly forgot," said Merlin.  "I have a Solstice and 

Coronation present for my king." 

"Well that is a surprise." 

Merlin reached over and handed him the sword that he bought at 

Wayland's Smithy. 

"One of the Seven Swords of Wayland," Merlin stated. 

"Merlin!  This is a fine present.  I am very moved.  My sword is not 

nearly so fine.  One of the Seven Swords, you say?  I have heard of them, 

but never thought to see one, much less own one.  Our ancestor Maxsen had 

the first, did he not?" 

"Yes, that's right.  Excalibre," Merlin replied. 

"I shall think up a name equally as grand for my sword," Uther 

boasted. 
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"It already has a name that Wayland gave it.  It is called Albion," my 

master replied. 

"  Well, what can I say.  Again, thank you, Merlinus.  You have 

served me well.  This certainly deserves a reward.  I shall give you your 

hollow hill at Bryn Gwydden.  Forevermore let it be known as Bryn 

Myrddin.  I shall post the decree." 

"Goodbye," Merlin said. 

Uther walked briskly out to the guards, mounted and was gone.  I 

don't believe he even looked my way during the entire visit.  I walked back 

into the stones. 

"It was wonderful, my Lord," I said. 

"Yes." 

He was still in a pensive mood so I said no more.  We both simply 

stood there in the freezing dawn paying tribute to the memory of a great 

king.  And I wondered if Merlin had thought about the one to come, as I was 

doing now. 

I hoped with all my heart that Arthur was going to be the king that 

Merlin so badly wanted him to be.  The only one that could replace 

Ambrosius for him. 

I closed my eyes for a moment.  "Herne/Maponus, my dear Lord, 

please let it be as he wishes.  Give us a king who will bring Britain back into 

the Light, even as Merlin has done for Ambrosius." 

When I opened my eyes, somehow I felt reassured that it would 

indeed happen just that way. 

I bowed to the Light over the altar as Merlin had done. 

"Help me to serve." 
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Merlin broke the silent moment a long time later.  "Talli, after 

sleeping out for this long, how would you like to spend this night in the 

warmth and shelter at Avebury?" 

"I would like that, my Lord." 

"Chance to say hello to Dai and the others, eh?" 

"Yes, of course, Master.  But I really had in mind for us to visit a 

particular tree in the nearby wood."  I had never told Merlin about the 

encounter with either Herne or the Tree Deva in 'Herne's Wood', as I now 

thought of it.  But I felt that now was the time to introduce Merlin to her.  I 

patted the pocket inside my robe where I still carried the small strip of bark 

she had given me. 

"All right, Talli.  It shall be as you wish." 

 

When we rode into the Avebury College, it was obvious Merlin had 

sent no telepathic warning of our coming, for no one was waiting.  I was 

immensely glad of this, as a formal gathering did not suit the mood for either 

of us. 

We walked into the now empty House of the Sun to Dai's office, and 

Merlin tapped lightly on the door. 

As it opened, a beaming Dai stepped through and hugged me.  "Talli!"  

Then he seemed to remember himself, "Merlin".  He bowed low.  Merlin 

laughed and put his arm around Dai's shoulder. 

"No need to stand on formality, Dai," Merlin laughed.  "We are only 

here for tonight to say hello to you and a nearby tree." 
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Dai looked puzzled for a moment, then shrugged and led us into his 

office.  "Sit down, sit down.  Be comfortable," he gestured.  "And tell me all 

about Arch Bard, Talli!"  He grinned, radiating excitement. 

I laughed with him.  "I think I shall let Merlin tell you, Dai, for I 

cannot be the most impartial in the telling!"   

So Merlin told him of my moment of glory on Druid's Isle, while I 

blushed and smiled.  Then Merlin asked where everyone had gone. 

"Oh, the other teachers have taken them all to Woodhenge to see the 

Harp.  Isn't it wonderfully quiet?"  Dai sighed. 

"I suppose every chance for quiet should be savoured," said Merlin.  

"This I understand perfectly." 

Then Merlin described the dawn ritual over Ambrosius' grave, and 

Dai's mood grew into one of sympathy.  But in his usual astute manner, he 

seemed to know instinctively that sympathy was not to be dwelt upon with 

Merlin. 

"Tell me, Merlin.  What tree is it that you wish to visit?  Any tree in 

general or one in particular.  How can I help?" Dai asked. 

I answered for Merlin.  "It is me who wishes to visit my favourite tree, 

Dai.  I used to sit under it often in moments of solitude." 

"Ah," he answered.  "I understand.  So I shall leave you to it, since I 

have much work yet to do here today.  A bed will be ready for you both 

when you return." 

 

As we walked into the woods, some memory was nagging at my 

mind, and the closer we got to my tree, the more unease I felt.  Too soon I 

knew why. 
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I remembered as soon as I saw.  Her lightning bolt had indeed come, 

as she had said it would.  Her trunk was split completely in two, and her bare 

branches lay icy and broken where the burnt and charred halves had crashed 

to the ground.  I removed the strip of bark from my robe and placed 

reverentially on the protruding frosty root.  In the midst of this cold and 

quiet forest, with my Master silent at my side, I knelt beside her and wept 

quietly.  Merlin's arm went around my shoulders as he knelt beside me.  

"Goodbye little friend," I whispered. 



 

 

 

 

Chapter Twenty-Six 

Beginning 

When we arrived back at Bryn Myrddin the first winter snow was 

falling profusely.  Lleu and the Old Ones had left a quarter of venison by the 

well where the offering was nearly frozen.  It took our best effort to get it the 

rest of the way up to the Cave. 

I was glad to be home.  Not that I had not enjoyed all that I had 

learned and all that had happened to me.  I simply welcomed a time of utter 

peace and quiet.  A time for precious solitude - a time to regroup.  The white 

landscape of silver ice softened all sound, and the activity of Nature's 

abundant life around us, including our own, slowed to a crawl.  It was a time 

of waiting expectation. 

I knew that Spring would be here soon enough, and a trip would then 

be necessary, but this was a time to absorb all that I had become in recent 

months. 

At the peak of the freezing time, early February, I remember asking 

Merlin the question that had been on my mind since Rheged. 
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"Merlin, how can you be sure Uther will give the child over to you as 

you expect?" 

"I remember telling you last summer that Uther would comply with 

the Will of the gods.  He will not have a choice.  I do not know how it will 

transpire, Talli, but transpire it will." 

"But what about the child's mother?  Surely no mother would easily 

give up her child.  Whoever she will be, surely she is a larger obstacle than 

Uther?" 

"Yes, I had thought of that.  Normally that would certainly be true, but 

Uther is the King.  Mother or not, she must obey her King if not her lover.  

He has only to command." 

"Could she simply woo him into forswearing his command, assuming 

he gave it?" I asked. 

"No.  Uther has a lot of faults it is true.  But he is stubborn about 

keeping his word.  Once he promises or commands that is an end to it.  Not 

even a woman's wiles could convince him to forswear." 

"I see." 

"The trick is to get Uther to promise.  He is no fool.  And that is what 

worries me.  I know it shall happen as I have Seen, yet I cannot help fear the 

unknown obstacles that you and I must overcome." 

"Fear?" I laughed.  "You?" 

"Quite right, Talli.  Thanks for the reminder.  I am always telling you 

to trust the gods, now we both must!"  He laughed also. 

 

We passed the winter quietly in Bryn Myrddin, with very little 

disturbance.  Only an occasional visit from Rwl the Cobbler or Lleu of the 
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Old Ones kept it from being completely isolated.  I did communicate with 

Aneirin once or twice. 

It proved to be 'our time', as Merlin had promised.  And he taught me 

what remained that I needed to know. 

The winter had brought the final spurt of growth to my limbs and 

beard, and the lowering of voice necessary to ensure I would not now be 

recognised as Taliesin.  A coarse tunic to replace the fine robe finished the 

job physically.  Even the Bards from Druid's Isle would not recognise me 

now.  At least I was no longer reluctant as I had previously been to assume 

the humble personality of Hu.  The winter had been sufficient time to 

dampen the egotism that the Eisteddfod had created.  As Merlin said, I had 

settled into a mature confidence of knowing secretly that I was Arch Bard.  

And secretly was enough.  Merlin and I never mentioned it. 

Just as the icicles began their melting transformation into trickles of 

water running down the hillside, the world once again intruded.  The first 

week in March a King's messenger rode up to the Cave demanding that we 

ride.  It was Cadal. 

"Er, Hu, is it?" Cadal smiled and saluted me. 

"Hello, Cadal," I replied.  "Yes it is Hu.  You remembered." 

"Yes, young master.  Fool anyone now, you could."  He still shifted 

from foot to foot, as at our first meeting. 

"I am truly glad to know it," I laughed. 

"Is Merlin about?" he asked. 

"Please come into the Cave, Cadal, and get warm.  He is in Herne's 

Cave right now.  He knew something was up, as he always does." 

As we walked in, Merlin was walking out of the rear fissure. 
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"Well, well.  Look who is here," Merlin smiled. 

Cadal kneeled and saluted.  Merlin raised him. 

"Hello, Myrddin.  Guess you know why I am here?" asked Cadal. 

"Yes." 

"Well the King is really impatient to see you now, he is.  And he 

surely needs help from someone.  Went quite mad in the past fortnight, did 

the King.  Isn't himself at all.  It is as if some outside forces are in control of 

him." 

"What kind of outside forces, Cadal?"  

"Well, you know he has ever been a one to charm the ladies."  Merlin 

nodded.  "Well, this time one has charmed him instead." 

"A woman, eh?" Merlin mused. 

"Truly, Merlin.  I don't know what to think.  Uther's strong will has 

simply caved in to the whims of a woman.  Never thought it would happen 

to him.  Not like that," Cadal muttered. 

"Don't worry, Cadal.  Sometimes the gods have a reason for guiding a 

man along a certain path.  Reasons we mortals cannot see clearly.  I think 

this is one of those times." 

"There must be some reason behind it all.  It's too much for me to 

reason," he waved a hand in dismissal.  "I'll admit it worries me to have the 

King in that state.  Can we leave right away?" Cadal asked. 

"Where do we meet the King?"  

"Dumnonia, my Lord." 

"Cornwall, is it?  I must be slipping.  I did not See Cornwall." 

"Yes, Myrddin.  He will meet us just north of Castle-an-Dinas, the 

Royal Hunting Lodge, you know of it?" 
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"Yes.  I suppose we had best get packed, eh Talli?" 

"Right away, my lord." 

 

When we arrived at Castle-an-Dinas Lodge, Uther was pacing like a 

madman.  Tight was not the word to describe his nerves.  Frantic was more 

like it.  There were dark circles under his eyes, and he had lost some weight 

making him look gaunt and unhealthy. 

"Merlin!  Where have you been?" 

"Uther.  We meet again." 

"All right, all right.  I yield, Merlin.  You were right at Stonehenge.  

We shall work together again, and that time is now." 

Merlin simply smiled. 

The King looked around and noticed me still standing in the shadows. 

"Who is this, Merlin?  Tell him to go." 

"This is my servant, and I prefer him to stay.  You can rely on his 

discretion, I assure you," Merlin commanded. 

Uther walked up and looked me over from head to toe. 

"What's your name, boy?" 

I knelt.  "Hu, my Lord.  Your servant."  I put on no guise this time, for 

some reason I could not quite define. 

"And why should I trust you?" he asked as he raised me. 

I thought hard.  "My Lord, because Merlin makes the request?" 

The King laughed again with sarcasm, then twirled to face Merlin. 

"Bright lad!  Too bright.  But all right, Merlin, he can stay.  Still, I 

warn you, I'll cut out his tongue if I even suspect any disloyalty to me." 

"You have nothing to fear," Merlin replied. 
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Uther began pacing again, stopped and ran his fingers viciously 

through his hair. 

"Merlin, you must help me," he paced again and stopped once more.  

"If not for me, then help your king." 

"I shall help if I can, of course," Merlin answered quietly. 

Uther stood perfectly still and hung his head, then exploded with a 

cry. 

"I must have her!  Merlin, help me." 

"And who is the 'her' to whom you refer?" 

"Ygraine." 

"The young wife of Duke Gorlois?" Merlin asked, astonished. 

"Yes.  Her." 

Merlin sat down and brushed the hair back from his face.  Uther 

continued to pace. 

"Uther, tell me.  Does the Lady share your desire?" 

"Yes she does!" 

"You are very sure?" Merlin asked again. 

"Yes, Merlin.  We did not get much chance to talk at the Coronation 

because he was watching every move she made.  But there is no doubt that 

she is as interested in me as I am in her." 

"Gorlois watched her?" 

"Of course," Uther said impatiently. 

"Are you not overreacting to a mere woman, just another woman, 

which is something you have in abundance?" 

"No, Merlin.  This is different.  She is the one I want to be my 

Queen." 
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"Well, I guess that does make a difference.  And is she willing to be 

your Queen, or just your lover?" 

"As I said, Merlin, we did not get much chance to talk without all ears 

to hear, but she will definitely be my wife if I can just clear the way for the 

marriage." 

"But the Duke is an old man, Uther.  Surely you will not have long to 

wait?" 

"No!  I cannot wait, Merlin.  Not a day longer.  I must have her now!  

I can think of nothing else.  I cannot eat or sleep.  I cannot be King one more 

moment without her.  You must help." 

"Where is she now?" 

"The Duke has her locked up in Tintagel Castle under heavy guard.  

He knew there was something brewing between us.  He is a jealous old 

rogue.  You know that place is impregnable, Merlin." 

"So the only way for you to get to her is to lay siege to the Castle and 

start a war with the Duke, and therefore divide your Kingdom?" 

"Yes.  Only a siege is useless against Tintagel.  You know how it is 

built into the very cliffs of the island with the sea at its back and the 

causeway being the only way in.  We could only storm the place with 

battering rams and that could cause trouble." 

"I see.  You need the might of Dumnonia to unite your Kingdom, yet 

this could cause not only a split with the Duke but with your other chiefs 

who do not like your actions." 

"That's right, Merlin.  You do see it clearly.  And it had to happen 

now just as the Saxons are threatening an invasion." 

"Is it a real threat?" 
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"Yes.  My spies tell me they are massing on the Saxon Shore." 

"I see.  So you have no time to waste on foolishness." 

"This is not foolishness!"  Uther began pacing again. 

"All right, Uther.  All right," Merlin soothed.  He walked over to the 

fire and stared in silence.   

Uther walked closer, but never even looked my way.  He seemed to 

have forgotten me.  Still, I had no choice but to remain in the corner in the 

shadows, but I knew Merlin was Seeing his answers even as he looked. 

Merlin turned around and faced Uther once again. 

"Where is Gorlois' son, Cador?" 

"He's not here.  I sent him with a troop to quell a small break in 

Hadrian's Wall by the Picts.  Should be back soon, though." 

"Good.  He will need to be here.  But not tonight." 

The King sat and drank from a half-filled silver cup.  Then he stood 

and paced again, angrily, stopping in front of Merlin. 

"Why not tonight?  What are you planning, Magician?"  He shouted 

the last question loudly. 

Merlin sighed.  "Do you want my help or not?" 

"Oh Gods!  Yes, of course I want your help, Merlin.  I'm sorry.  Bear 

with me.  Please!" 

Merlin only nodded.  "The Duke is going to discover the presence of 

you and your troops in his domain very soon now, Uther.  His spies will tell 

him.  He is going to arm himself and ride out to meet you.  Only you will not 

be with your troops.  That is when you will enter the castle to see Ygraine." 

"How can I do that, Merlin?  All his soldiers know me, their King.  

They surely won't let me just ride in and take over the place?" 
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"No.  You shall go in disguise.  I can do this.  I will get you into the 

castle, but I must have a promise from you first," Merlin said. 

"Is this the reward you refused at Stonehenge?" Uther laughed a bitter, 

sarcastic laugh. 

"Yes." 

"I am at your mercy, Merlin, and you know it.  I will give you 

anything you ask, short of the throne, of course." 

"I don't want the throne.  I only want the fruit of this night's meeting." 

"Fruit?  You mean a child?  If a child is conceived you want the 

child?" 

"Yes." 

"Oh for heaven's sake.  How do you even know a child would be 

conceived?  I haven't left any bastards in my wake until now.  How can you 

know there would be one as a result of tonight?" 

"I just know." 

Uther paced again and ran his hands through his hair again. 

"I agree, Merlin.  You may have any child that comes from this union.  

It would not be legitimate, and even if a son, he could not rule after me.  

Anyway, when we are married we can have many legitimate sons to take 

over the throne.  Yes, I agree!" 

Merlin breathed a big sigh as the tension went out of him.  He looked 

back into the fire.  "So let it be." 

 

We rode in front of the troops to within a few miles of Tintagel.  

While the troops made camp and built their fires, Uther, Cadal, Merlin and 

myself slipped away quietly.  As we were nearing the causeway that led to 
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this mighty fortress, we saw the portcullis open and the Duke with his troops 

ride out at a breakneck pace. 

We were just rounding the headland and out of sight of anyone at the 

castle.  There was a storm in the air that threatened to break at any moment.  

We followed the jagged shore around to a cove just below the castle which 

towered above us.  The wind was whistling by the opening to a large cave 

located directly ahead.  The waves were crashing, in spite of low tide, 

showering salt spray over us and making the horses nervous. 

Merlin pointed to the cave, and we led the horses into its protection.  

We had no torch and no one would be likely to mark our progress.  The 

darkness hid sight of us and the wind hid any sound. 

Once in the shelter, Merlin walked off by himself and stood in silence, 

eyes closed, index fingers circled to thumbs.  He was whispering what I 

knew now to be the humble request to the gods to lend him their power.  

Uther watched and paced until he could take no more. 

"Merlin what are you doing?" he demanded. 

"Be still and let me do my work!" 

Uther paced again but left Merlin in peace. 

After what must have been quarter of an hour, Merlin walked to the 

mouth of the cave and raised both hands.  The wind stopped.  The sudden 

silence was eerie.  It made my skin crawl. 

He began to chant quietly in a language I had never heard before, a 

strange guttural tongue that seemed to enchant me.  As I watched, a thick 

mist began to crawl in from the sea.  A fog so thick it obscured the castle 

altogether after a few minutes.  I had heard of this in my studies.  

Caswallawn's Cloak, the Cymry called this mist.  The Druidic magical mist.  
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The breath of the Dragon.  And I Saw clearly that in future years it would be 

called 'Uther's Belt'. 

I looked at Merlin and saw he was glowing, even as the young king 

had glowed in my vision.  He was generating the mist from within.  His 

Chakras must be fully ignited at this moment, I thought. 

Something caught my eye.  The parcel on Merlin's horse that 

contained Excalibre, unbeknownst to the others, was also radiating a faint 

glow even through its wrappings!  I slowly eased another parcel over it to 

cover it better. 

After a few minutes, Merlin put down his arms and bowed his head, 

as if exhausted.  Silence again rolled in around us.  He stood fixed for some 

moments, still glowing.  Then he walked over to Uther. 

"Listen carefully, King." 

Uther clasped both hands in front of him and stepped closer to Merlin 

eagerly. 

"You will mount as soon as possible and ride around to the causeway 

into the front gate of the castle." 

"But Merlin . . . " 

"Hush!" he held up a hand to silence the King's protests. 

"You will do as I say, Uther.  You will have no trouble entering, for 

you will take on the shape of the Duke.  But you must return here before first 

light.  Do you understand?  You MUST return before first light or you will 

be recognised." 

"Yes, Merlin.  I will do as you say.  But what if the Duke returns?" 

"The Duke is dead." 

"What?  How do you know?  We just saw him!" 
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"The Duke is dead, I say!" 

"If you say so, Merlin, I believe you.  Killed in the raid on my 

troops?" Uther asked. 

"Yes." 

Uther sighed and spun around, sheathing the sword Merlin had given 

him which had been ready for use all the while.  It did not glow. 

"All right, Merlin.  I will do as you say.  When do I go?" 

Merlin raised his hands again over Uther's head and chanted.  "A-a-a-

u-u-u-m-m-m."  When he lowered his hands as if forming a circle around the 

King to his feet, a wavering transformation took place before our very eyes.  

In only moments the King had changed his shape and features into the 

likeness of Gorlois.  No one could have told the difference.  Not even 

Ygraine.  It was breathtaking, and Cadal gasped in disbelief. 

"Now!" said my Master. 

Uther took the reins of his horse and left us behind.  We watched him 

mount when he reached the causeway and ride towards the gate.  When he 

arrived the portcullis was raised and he disappeared inside. 

Merlin stopped glowing a few minutes later, and the tension in his 

stance dissolved.  He put his arm around my shoulder and leaned a little of 

his weight on me.  No words were spoken. 

 

I spread out both our sleeping blankets on the wet rock floor of the 

cave for him, and Merlin sat down and leaned against the wall.  He looked 

utterly exhausted. 
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After about quarter of an hour passed the storm that was threatening to 

break finally did.  The wind quickly blew away the mist that Merlin had 

formed, and whistled ominously past the cave opening preventing sleep. 

The storm caused the waves to thrash the shore with a fierceness that 

was intimidating.  Rain drenched the countryside.  Lightning struck and 

struck again on the castle, as if two opposing worlds were trying to meet.  

Maybe they were. 

The storm blew itself out in several hours, and the sea quieted.  A 

while later I saw the sky light up as a brilliant fire-drake blazed across the 

darkness. 

I nudged Merlin and he looked up at the sight. 

"The King Star," he mused.  "It is done." 

To our shock, a second firedrake followed the first. 

This was a very rare happening, just like Arthur. 

 

We stayed in the seclusion of the cave for the rest of the night, 

waiting.  Not a word was spoken.  When it was nearly dawn, Merlin stood 

and walked to the opening.  I followed. 

Colour was just starting to streak the sky in a rare and beautiful 

sunrise, and the visibility was growing rapidly.  I noticed a movement and 

looked up.  Immediately above us on the lowest rampart stood a child with 

flowing hair.  A girl, probably seven or eight.  She stood as if transfixed, 

watching. 

"Merlin, does Gorlois have any small children?"  I pointed out the 

child. 
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"Morgan.  Yes, that's her.  Morgause is older."  We could see her 

clearly now.  He gestured in the other direction and looked away. 

Uther was just crossing the causeway on his horse.  Morgan looked 

from us to him, and back to us again.  

"Should we be concerned about the child seeing us?" I asked. 

"No, I don't think so, Talli.  After all, she is just a young girl." 

For some reason my skin crawled when I looked at her, but I 

dismissed it.  Merlin must surely be right. 

 Merlin took Castor's reins and walked out into the cove, leaving 

Cadal standing in confusion. 

Merlin then began chanting.  A very thick mist descended to cover the 

causeway and the exit from the castle.  This was the Dragon’s Breath, a very 

difficult spell.  I knew it would be needed to cover Uther’s escape. 

"Merlin, won't you wait for the King?" I asked as I followed with 

Pollux. 

"No.  He has arrived." 

"So he has," I said, and smiled to myself. 

"It is done, at last," he said once more as we mounted the horses and 

began to ride away. 

"Yes, Merlin," I confirmed.  "It is done.   

The ‘past and future’ king has come." 

 

 

 


